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Special Meeting of both Houses of the Parliament held in
consequence of the death of King George VI. on the· 6th of·
February, 1952.

LEGISLATIVE CO·UNCIL.
Thursday, February 14, 1952.

the Oath of Allegiance to members of
the Legislative Council, which will. now
be read by the Clerk.
.i'!.
.
The Olerk read the commission~ ':.::-'.
The following men;lbers tben took !:,he
Oath of Allegiance to Her ,Majesty Queen
Elizabeth H.-The Honorables the
President (Sir CHfden Eager),:" Sir
William Angliss, W. J. Beckett, P~I T.
Byrnes, E. P. Cameron, G. L. Chandler,
Sir Frank Clarke, A. M. Fraser, J.···W.
Galbally, T. H. Grigg, Trevor Harvey, P.
P. Inchbold, C. E. IS:1ac, Paul Jones, Sir
James Kennedy, P. J. Kennelly, J. ·F.
Kittson, Sir George Lansen, H. C.·
Ludbrook, G. S. McArthur, William
MacAulay, A. E. McDonald, 'H. V.
MacLeod, C. E. McNally, R. C. Rankin,
William Slater, ,1. A. Swinburne, F. lVI.
Thomas, G. J. Tuckett, D. J. Walte:rs,
and A. G. Warner.
The Commissioner then withdrew, and
the President again took the chair.
I

The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfdeD Eager)
took the chair at 11 a.m., and read. the
prayer.
DEATH OF KING GEORGE VI.
AND ACCESSION OF QUEEN
ELIZABETH H.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) presented th~ following
message from His Excellency the
Governor:The Governor informs the Legislative
Council that he has officially learned with
the deepest regret that our late Most
Gracious Sovereign His Majesty King George
the Sixth departed this life at Sandringham
on the 6th day of February, 1952.
The Governor further informs the Legislative Council that on the 8th day of
February,
1952,
Her
Most
Gracious
Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second was
duly and lawfully proclaimed Queen of this
Realm and of all Her other Realms and
Territories, Head of the Commonwealth,
Defender of the Faith, Supreme Liege Lady
in and over the Commonwealth of Australia.
The Governor therefore desires that pursuant to the thirty-fifth section of the
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1928, honora'ble members will, before they proceed to
sit and vote in the Council, severally take
and subscribe the Oath of Allegiance set
forth in the Second Schedule to the said Act
to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen
Elizabeth the Second, before a Commissioner
duly authorized by the Governor to attend
in the Legislative Council Chamber this day
to administer the same.

The President left the chair.
OATH OF ALLE)GIANCE ,TO QUEEN
ELIZABETH II.
. The Honorable Sir Charles Gavan
Duffy entered the Chamber and was conducted by the Usher of the Black Rod to
the chair.
Sir OHARLES GAVAN DUFFY.-I
have received from His Excellency the
Governor a commission to administer
SeMion 1951-52.-[25]

COlVliMiISSION'I10 ISWEAR MlEMBERS.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CHfdeD Eager)
announced that he had received fr,om His
Excellency the Governor a commission
authorizing him to administer the Oath ot
Allegiance to such members as had not
already taken and subscribed to the
same.
The sitting was suspended from 11.26

a.m. to 1,2.28 p.m.
A message was received from the
Legislative Assembly transmitting Addresses to Her Majesty the Queen, and
. an Address to His Excellency the
Governor, adopted Ithis day by the
Assembly and in which the concurrence
of the Council was desired.
DEATH OF K'ING GEORGE VI.
The first Address to Her Majesty the
Queen was as follows:To

THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY:
MOST GRACIOUS SOVEREIGN:

We, the
Legislative Assembly
of Victoria, in Parliament assembled, desire
to express our deep and loving sympathy
in the great loss which Your Majesty, Her
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Majesty the Queen Mother, and the other
members of the Royal Family have suffered
by the death of our beloved Sovereign King
.George the Sixth, whose loss we mourn in
common with our fellow subjects through,out the Commonwealth and Empire.
We assure Your Majesty that the people
of Victoria will ever hold His late Majesty's
honoured name in affectionate remembrance,
and that it is their earnest prayer that Your
Majesty may be sustained by the blessing of
Almighty God in the sorr!)w which has
fallen upon the Royal Household.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat this House agree with the Assembly
in the said Address to Her Majesty the Queen
and that the blank in the Address be filled
up by the insertion of the words" Legislative
Council and the ".

In moving this resolution, I desire to
express on behalf of members of this
House and of the people of Victoria our
sincere regret at the passing of a great
King, our sympathy with members of
the Royal family, and our loyalty to the
young Queen who is now our Sovereign.
Those of us who have been bereft of
loved ones take our Royal Family to our
innermost heart at this time, for George
VI., though not old in years, was not
only our liege lord but was regarded
affectionately as the father of his people.
The people of Victoria, in common with
those in all parts of the British Com.monwealth and Em'pire, held him in the
highest affection and esteem.
To-morrow the wonder of wireless
will brin.g the funeral cortege as close to
us as to the solemn crowds in London.
Even without the aerial magic, even
without the sound of the muffled drums,
we shall follow the late King's last progress through the heart of the Commonwealth step by step in a mental picture.
The radio brought to all the peoples of
the Commonwealth ·and Empire a poignan'i note at Christmas time, when our
beloved !Monarch gave a heartfelt talk to
u.s all. I use the term" poignant" because
our 'delight at His Majesty's apparent
recovery from a long and grievous illness
was temper·ed by anxiety. On that
occasiun his voice seemed to be that of a
tired man, a man who was trying with
simple courage
to .defy physical
we·akness. It seemed that no matter
what the strain, he was struggling
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against affliction to keep in close touch
with his people who he had cause to
know loved him.for his personal qualities.
The anx'iety that we f'elt, so far from
the Motherland, surely must also have
been in the mind of his loving daughter,
the Princess Elizabeth, who is now our
gr.adous Queen. This Royal Lady sacrHked her personall desires which were,
naturally, to remain ·and comfort hel
father in a time O'f stress and to adhere
to family ties -in a household which mus't
have had great cares.
She le.f1t
those !Jig things bebind so that
she should not disappoint parts of
the British Commonwealth of Nations
which were 1001dng forward eagerly tQ
the Royal visit that had been unavoidably postponed earlier because of her
father's Ulness.
In .ordinary families grief at the passing of a Joved one is rarely put into the
background by the requirements of public life. But Elizabeth's yearning tQ be
with her father in his last few days gave
way to the demands of affectionate
subjects, who saw in her prQmised visit
a reflection of the same demonstrations
of loyalty and regard as would have been
accorded her father.
King George the Sixth, like his father
before him, was a shining inspiration as
Leader of the British Commonwealth of
NaNons. He inherited the very qualities
which endeared the late King George V.
to his people, the first of which was
simplicity. He dispensed majesty with
humility; he provided a splendid
example by the excellence of his family
life. While he played with the little
children-so soon to be brought nearer
to succession to the Throne--he
found at the same time the urge to think
of his even wider family, the peoples of
the Dominions and the Empire. King
George VI. also had great faith. He
always acknowledged his belief in a
Supreme Being. We remember with
gratitude his utterances during the dark
days of the war of 1939-45.
King George VI. always marvelled at
the courage of the people of Britain. He
said that without their steadfastness
the Battle of Britain might have been
lost. For their part, the British people
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said that they were given strength in
rheir determination by the example set
by their King. 'While their beloved
Monarch remained a t Buckingham
Pa1lace all S€emed right. His Majesty
~ame to the throne .during probably the
most Stressful period in this world's
hiSitory and he proved to the world the
integrity of the British constitutional
monarchy 'and its ,affectionate hold on
the people. During those tragic years
nf the last and previous wars practically
every other type of government in
Europe collapsed, but the leadership of
the British monarchy endured, largely
because of the fine inspiration given by
our King.
iAll Australians, in common with other
peoples,
will humbly offer their
sympathy to our new Queen, Elizabeth
II., to the Queen Mother, to Queen Mary,
and the other members of the Royal
Family. In expressing our loyalty to
Queen Elizabeth II., we look forward to
an era WhICh, we believe, will parallel
the reigns of other great monarchs.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-{)n behalf of honorable members generally, it is my privilege and
duty to second the motion so ably put by
the Leader of the Government in this
House. In doing so, I may add that we
have assembled here to-day with sadness
in our hearts to pay a last tribute
of respect to the memory of our
loved Sovereign, the late King George
VI.-a great man in ,every sense of the
word, whose name will be recorded in
history as a constitutional monarch and
who at a time of anxiety and great
stress unparalleled in our national history
retained the love, the respect, and the
loyalty of his millions of subjects
throughout the world. During that time
he was a source O'f inspira Hon t'0 the free
peoples of the world.
Unexpectedly and entirely unprepared,
our late Sovereign succeeded to the
Throne of the British Commonwealth of
'Natiuns, and with great courage and
jetermina Hon overcame his physical
difficulties to make himself worthy of
his exalted position. We mourn his loss
not only as our Sovereign Lord the King,
but also as ·a true gentleman in the best
3ense of the word, loved, honoured and
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respected wherever the English language
is spoken. To-day, our hearts go out in
sympa thy and in sorrow to the loved
ones he has left behind~to his 10)'iaJ and
faithful widow, to his sweet daughters,
to his brothers, and to his dear old
m'0ther, Que·en 'Mary, who is to-day
mourning the loss of her son.
As a man, his life was an open book;
even throughout his boyhood, it was freefrom reproach. In his domestic life, as
a loving son, as a husband and a father,
the late King set a shining example to his
many millions of subjects, a pattern that
we could all well follow. In the performance of his manif'0ld and responsible
duties, we know how well he carried out
the .principles of that ancient Welsh
motto, emblazoned on the crest of the
Prince of W'ales, lell, dien-Uterally, "I
serve." This mott,o was the keynote of
the whole of his fifteen and a baH years'
service as a constitutional monarch.
He dedicated and devoted his whole
life to further the happiness and wellbeing of his people, and he made himself
a t all times one of them. I feel sure,
in my own mind, that he sacrificed years
of his life by still carrying on hi~
strenuous duties when the. nature of his
health indicated that a prolonged va<!ation was absolut'ely necessary. When we
were inf.ormed thr'0ugh the press of the
serious nature of ,the operation he was
called upon to undergo, those of us who
have ·any knowledge of physiology
realized that it portended he was nearing
his long journey's end, yet despite it all
he carried on courageously until finally
he passed away peacefully in his sleep.
His reign was no bed of roses; no
Bri tish monarch in history ever had the
stress and difficulties with which he had
to contend, including five years of the
second world war when thrones were
toppling in all parts of the ~orld. His
beloved country, even his own residence,
was battered and torn during the war, his
bra ve soldiers fr,om all parts of his farflung Empire were slaughtered in
hundreds of thousands, and when disaster
,and defeat stared us in the face his
example and devotion to du~y inspired us
all with courage 'and determination to
snatch a victory fro~ seeming defeat.
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Also, during his short reign many constitutionalchanges of great political
moment took :place., We witnessed what
practically amounted to Ithe dissolution
of the world-wide British Empire, 'and in
its stead the formation of the British
Commonwealth of Nations. In Britain
itself there were social changes almost
revolutionary in character, and an era
da wned when the common man came
in to his own. In all' these great changes,
Kin.g George, as the Constitution provided, played his part. His responsibility
was indeed heavy, and it can truthfully
be said that he wore out his life in the
service of his loved country. To-morrow
he reaches his last resting place, and a
nation mourns its great loss.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province) .-1 join with the Leader of
the House and the unofficial Leader in
expressing our regret at the passing of a
very great man, King George VI. Our
late Sovereign endeared himself to the
whole of the peoples of the British
Commonwealth of Nations. His high
Christian character,his devotion to duty,
his outstanding courage, and his wonderfully happy family life made him a real
lea,der of 'his people in all those things
that coun t~' , He leaves behind him a
wonderful' 'reoord, which should be an
inspiration to us all. I am sure we all
thank "GOd ',for his life and work.
;

,

, At the same time, we must express our
deepest sympathy to those who have
been so suddenly bereaved. His mother,
Queen Mary, his wife, the Queen
Mother, his daughters, and all other
members, of the 'Royal Family have lost
one whom they loved. We humbly pray
that the God of comfort will sustain
them duririg their hour of trial.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I desire to associa1:e' the members of the Labour
party in this House with the sentiments
that have been expressed in conveying
our sympathy to the Royal Family on
the death of the King. I realize the feelings of his wife, of his daughters, and of
his mother. Although they are members
of the Royal Family, they are human and
feel the loss of a loved one the same as
any member of this Chamber who has
lost some' )ne near and dear to

King Goorge VI.

him.
The King endeared himself
to his people at least as strongly as
any monarch who ,preceded him in his
high office.
During the war, photo-'
graphs were published in Ithe press of
th'is State-doubtless they appeared in
all other newspapers throughout the
British Commonwealth-of his journeyings to war centres in his own country
that had been devastated by enemy
action. We not only felt proud then, but
we now feel proud, of the fact that the
King played his part in rallying the people
and helping them in their hour of trial.
We members of the Labour party in this
House tender our sincere sympathy, on
the passing of our Sovereign, to the
Queen Mother, who has lost a loving husband, and to his daughters" who have
lost a loving father.,
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN (Western
Province).-I desire to associate myself
with the expressions of sympathy tendered to members of the Royal Family in
their :sad bereavement. We, as a people,
have learned a great deal from the passing of His Majesty King George VI. In
these times of falling empires, the death
of His Majesty has proved to th~ peoples
of the world how firmly the citiz.ens of the
British Commonwealth of Nations stand
behind the monarchy and how greatly
they love their King. In our history
probably no monarch had a more
strenuous reign Ithan King George VI.,
because the sixteen years of his' kingship were troublous years, with wars and
other upsets throughout that period.,
The courage he displayed during the
war years was admired by all his subjects. During the dark days 6f the
" bHtz" of London, Buckingham Palace
was bombed on eleven occasions, and
time and time again his advisers suggested that if His Majesty and the Queen
could not leave England, their family
should be sent to a safer country on the
outskirts of the Empire. But the King
refused to leave England; he decided that
his family must share the risks of bombing with all other families in Great
Britain.
Although we mourn the passing of a
great King, we must look forward to
the future of the young girl who, not so
long ago, "in the war years, was' in the
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Auxiliary Territorial Service. She, who
is now a mother, has shown courage on
every 'occasion and is now a Queen.
The people of this Sta1te owe ·her that
loyalty that will help her to face
undaunted the dark times that lie ahead.
With our sympathy, there go forward
also our expressions of loyalty 01'0 the
Queen.
The PRESIDENT (Sir ClifdeIi Eager).
--Before putting the motion t'0 the
House, I would, resp·cctfully, add to the
most eloquent speeches that. have been
made by honorable members my own
tribute to the memory of ·the late King.
His Majesty, by virtue of his regal office,
and under ·the Constitution, was not only
the supreme executive head of this State,
but an integral part of this Parliament.
One of his notable contributions to th·e
Empire was his careful and studied observance not only ·of the forms. but also. of
the principl~ Qf constitutional government. He p~rformed truly and well all
the functions and duties of a constitutional monarch.
.

His M-ajesty,. in the character of the
Sovereign, was the supreme head 'of all
the realms that constitute the British
Commonwealth of Nations and E~pire;
and what, perhaps, is equally important
is the. fact that he was enthroned in the
hearts of his people by reason of .his
personal character and influence. His
life was animated by the highest ideals,
and was w9rthy of admiration and
reverence.. Up to the moment of his
death he was a potent -f'Orce in. 'uniting
the several nations of the British Commonwealth and their peoples in friendship and affection. The Crown is the
keystone of· the arch of 'the Commonwealth and Empire, and ·the late King
was not surpassed by any other King or
Queen who preceded him in his efforts
to cement and maintain the unity of the
Commonwealth in war as well as in
peace.
For some mon ths before the King
passed away, he was living in the shadow
of death. There can be no doubt that
he knew that his life was hanging from
day to day hy the slenderest of threads,
yet his actions sh'0wed plainly that he
had no fear of death. On the very day
before· the nigh t on which he' died, he
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was 'at his beloved home at Sandringham,
and was in the fields and woods in
communion with nature, seeking that
refreshment that he hald so often
obtained at that same place when res-ting
fr-om the cares of State. I th-ink that
aspect of his life will appeal to members
of this House.
At that beautiful royal estate at
Sandringham in East Anglia, in a home
set amongst woods and coppices, trees
and for.ests, and amidst the beauties of
nature, the King spent the greater part of
his childhood and a great part of his
ilalter life. He always s'Ought to return toO
that home at Sandringham when the
cares of State allowed"him to do so. He
had an intense love of the countryside
and of nature; a'nd if 'there is one fact
that shows the steadiness and fearlessness of his mind when he must have
known that at any time he might be
called away, it is that, right up t'O the
time of his death, he was actively
perfoOrming his duties of State, and on the
day before he passed away he was
actively enjoying the refreshing environment of the coun:tryside. It is a very
moving yet happy circumstance that
beside his bed on the morning on which
his death was discovered was a book
about birds which he had obvioOusly been
reading on the previous night. ]t may
be that his love oOf the -countryside and of
nature, and the refreshment of mind and
body that he obtained from those sources,
enabled him to bear his havdships and
cares, of which he had so many, so
bravely.
I join with honorable members in their
expressions of sympathy with Her
Majesty the Queen, with the Queen
Mother Elizabeth, with Queen Mary, and
with all the other members of the Royal
Fa'mily.

A'lthough my constitutional posl-tion, as
President of the House, debars me from
voting upon the motion, I have felt moved
to say Ithese few words befoOre putting it
to the House.
The motion was agreed to in silence,
honorable members showing their
unanimous agreemen t by standing in
their plaCes.
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ACCESSION OF QUEEN
ELIZABETH II.
The second Address tQ Her Majesty
the Queen was as follows:To THE QUEEN'S MOST EXC"~LLENT MA.TESTY:
MOST GRACIOUS SOVEHEIGN:
We, ,the
Legislative
Assembly of Victoria, in Parliament
assembled, submtt ,to Your Majesty our
loyal congratulations on your accession to
the Throne.
We ,assure Your Majesty of our homage
and allegiance and that it is the earnest
prayer of the people of Victoria ,that, under
the Divine blessing, Your Majesty's reign
may be a long and happy one, and that you
will be supported by the memory of 'the
steadfast courage and devotion of your
illustrious father.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
P,ubUc Works}.-I move-:That this House agree with the Assembly
in the said Address to Her Majesty the Queen
and that the blank in the Address be filled
up by the insertion of the words" Legislative
Council and the".

In submitting this motion I desire very
briefly to emphasize, on behalf of this
honorable Chamber and of the people of
Victoria, our loyalty rto the Throne and
to the new Queen. History reveals that
former Queens occupied the Throne for
long periods. We hope and believe that
the period in which we are now living,
although one of great danger, represents
the beginning of a new era. Considerable
changes of thought have occurred, and
we Itrust that they will be to the benefit
of the common man. It may well be that
the young girl who has acceded to the
Throne will enjoy a long life as did some
of her predecessors and that, during her
reign, she may have the pleasure of
assisting in guiding this Commonwealth
of Nations, of which Australia is a part,
through one of Ithe most important
phases of its history. We do emphasize
our loyalty to Her Majesty and our
sincere hope and trust that she may long
occupy her high office.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Pr'Ovince}.-I· second the motion. The
fact that earlier to-day we were
called together to swear 'Our allegiance
t'O our new Sovereign, Queen Elizabeth II., indicated that Governments
must continue to function. It has been

Queen Elizabeth II.

well said, "The King is dead. Long live
the Queen!" Realizing the seriousness of
her responsibiIi ties our hearts go out to
the young wife and mother who has
just emerged from her girlhood days and
who so early in her life has been called
upon to undertake those great responsibilities. As requested by the Minister
of Public Works, we now express our
loyalty and send with that expression our
love and respect. I· think we can now all
sincerely join in the senrtiment and
prayer, " God save the Queen!"
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I join with the two previous
speakers in expressing our loyalty to our
new Queen. We realize what a tremendous responsibility has been thrust upon
her so early in life. We reflect upon the
fact that Queens have reigned over the
British Empire during some of the most
important periods in its history.
We
think of the Elizabethan age when there
was a renaissance in many spheres. That
may have been a buccaneering age, but
Queen Elizabeth was an outstanding
monarch during whose reign the British
Empire made great strides.

Queen Victoria aCL"eded to the throne at
the early age of eighteen years. Sometimes there are references to the
Victorian age, of which some people
speak detrimentally; yet tremendous
advances were made during the reign of
Queen Victoria. I am certain that we are
all looking forward to the reign of the
new Queen Elizabeth with love and
affection, and in the hope that she will
have a long life, that her period of office
will be a happy one and that she will be
given strength" to carry out her tremendously responsible duties.
I join
with other honorable members in this
sincere expression of keen loyalty to Her
Majesty.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province}.-The members
of the Labour party whom I have the
honour to lead in this Chamber desire to
be .associated with the expression.s of
loyalty voiced by the Leader of the House
and other speakers.· We all trust that
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the young lady whQ is now Queen of the
British Commonwealth of Nations wiH
have a long and happy reign during
which, toO adopt :a phrase used by .the
Leader af the House, ·the lot of the
common man will be improved. We hope
that Australia will be able to prove to
other nations that although our ruling
head is a Queen the progress of the
British Commonwealth of Nations will
not be impaired. We express our loyalty
to the Queen and trust that when the
dark days of grief are past it will not
be long before the people of this country
have the pleasure of her presence.
The motion was agreed to unanimously.
The Address to His Excellency the
G<>vernor was as follows:MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

We,
the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria, in Parliament assembled,
respectfully request that Your Excellency
will be pleased to communicate to the Right
Honorable the Secretary of State for
Commonwealth Relations the accompanying
Addresses for presentation to Her Majesty
the Queen.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Wor~).-I moveThat this House agree with the Assembly
in the Address to His Excellency the
Governor and that the blank in the Address
be filled up by the insertion of the wo~ds
"Legislative Council and the".

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-1 second the motion.
The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNMENT.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-By leave, I moveThat the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until a day and hour to be fixed by the
President or, if the President is unable to
act on account of illness or other cause, by
the Chairman of Committees, which time of
meeting shall be notified to each honorable
member by telegram or letter,

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I move.
That the House, out of respect to the
memory of His late Majesty King George
Vr., do now adjourn.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 1.11 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday) February 14} 1952.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis)
took the chair at 11A.a.m. and read the
prayer.
DEATH OF KING GEORGE VI.
AND AOOESSION OF 'QUEEN
ELIZABETH II.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) presented the following message
from His ExceUency the Governor:The Governor informs the Legislative
Assembly that he has officially learned with
the deepest regret that our late Most
Gracious Sovereign His Majesty King George
the Sixth departed this life at Sandringham
on the 6th day of February, 1952.
The Governor fUrther informs the Legislative Assembly that on the 8th day of February, 1952, Her Most Gracious Majesty
Queen Elizabeth the Second was duly and
lawfully proclaimed Queen' of this Realm
and of all Her other Realms and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth, Defender of the' Fai.th, Supreme Liege Lady ln
and over the Commonweal'th of Australia.
The Governor therefore desires that pursuant to the thirty-fifth section of the Constitution Act Amendment Act 1928, honorable members will, before they proceed ,to
sit and vote in the Assembly, severally t,ake
and subscribe the Oath of Allegiance set
forth in the Second Sched ule to the said Act
to Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen
Elizabeth the Second, before a Commissioner duly .authorized by the Governor to
attend in the Legislative Assembly Chamber
this day to administer the same.

The Speaker left the chair.
OATH OF ALLEGIANCE TO QUEEN
ELIZABETH II.
The Honorable Mr. Justice Sholl entered the Chamber and was conducted by
the Serjeant-at-Arms to the chair.
Mr. JUSTICE SHOLL.-I have received a commission from His Excellency the Governor to administer to
members of the Legislative Assembly the
Oath of Allegiance to Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II. I will ask the Clerk to read
the commission.
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The Clerk read the commission.
The following members then took the
oath of allegiance to Her Majesty, Queen
Elizabeth II.:The Speaker (Sir Archie Michaelis),
Mr. J. G. B. McDonald, Mr. Keith
Dodgshun, Sir Albert Lind, ,Mr. H.
J. T. Hyland, Mr. G. C. M~ss, Mr. R. K.
Brose, Mr. W. O. Fulton, Mr. T. W.
Mitchell, Mr. R. T. White, Mr. W. J.
Mibus, Mr. L. G. Norman, Mr. John Cain,
Mr. Nathaniel Barclay, Mr. W. P. Barry,
Mr. A. F. K. Block, Mr. H. E. Bolte, Mr.
W. J. Buckingham, Mr. L. J. Cochrane,
Mr. F. A. Cook, lvIr. W. R. DawnaY-'Mould,
Mr. John Don, Mr. V. J. Doube, Mr. J.
McR. Dunn, Mr. George Fewster, Mr. A.
J. Fraser, Mr. L. W. Galvin, Mr. E. F.
Guye, Mr. Thomas Hayes, Mr. J. J.
Holland, Mr. T. T. Hollway, Mr. R. W.
Holt, Mr. A. E. Ireland, Sir George Knox,
Mr. R. J. Leckie, Lieut.-Colonel W. W.
Leggatt, Mr. John Lemmon, Mr. R. W.
Mack, Sir Thomas JyIaltby, Mr. W. J. F.
McDonald, Mr. Samuel Merrifield, Mr.
Earnest Morton, Mr. Charles Mutton,
Mr. J. P. O'Carroll, Mr. T. D. Oldham,
Mr. R. F. Pettiona, Mr. P. J. Randles, Mr.
G~ O. Reid, Mr. William Ruthven, Mr. A.
G. Rylah, Mr. F. R. Scully, Mr. A. E.
Shepherd, Mr. J. H. Smith, Mr. C. P.
Stoneham, Mr. P. K. Sutton, Brigadier
R. W. Tovell, Mr. W. J. Towers, Mr. K.
H. Turnbull, Mr. Leslie Tyack, Mr. R. K.
Whately, and Mr. G. E. White.
The Commissioner then withdrew, and
the Speaker again took the chair.
COMMISSION TO SWEAR
MEMBERS.
The

SPEAKER

(Sir

Archie

Michaelis) informed the House that he

had received from His Excellency the
Governor a commission authorizing him
to administJer the Oath of Alle.giance to
such members as had not already taken
and subscribed to the same.

DEA TH OF KING GEORGE VI.
Mr. McDONALD '(Premier and Trea-

surer).-I move-That this House do agree to the following
Address to Her Majesty the Queen:To THB QUBBN'S MOST EXCELLBNT MAJBSTY:
MOST GRACIOUS SOVE:RBIGN:

We, the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria, in Parliament assembled, desire to express our deep
and loving sympathy in the great loss
which' Your Majesty, Her Majesty the
Queen Mother and the other members of
the Royal Family have suffered by the
death of our beloved Sovereign King
George the Sixth, whose loss we mourn in
common with our fellow subjects throughout the Commonwealth and Empire.
We assure Your Majesty that the people
of Victoria will ever hold His late Majesty's
honoured name in affectionate remembrance, and that it is their earnest prayer
that Your Majesty may be sustained by
the bleSSing of Almighty God in the sorrow
which has fallen upon the Royal Household.
In moving this motion I am confronted
wi th the hardest and most melancholy
task I have yet had to perform in this
HOlls'e. In paying my personal tribute
and that of the Government and this
House to a lovable King and a quiet,
gentle and homely man, my first thought~
are with the bereaved members of the
Royal IFamily. We pray that they will
be comforted by the knowledge that our
Sovereign King George VI. was beloved
by his people and admired for his goodness by the nations of the world.
Especially are our thoughts this day with
our Queen, the Queen Mother, Queen
Mary and Princess Margaret. May they
be sustained in their grief by the thought
that they have been privileged to be in
such close communion with our beloved
King during a life that enriched and
blessed our nation. We sorrow at the
passing of one who was so real, 'So near
to us, one whose memory will remain
enshrined in our hearts. But we thrill
with justifiable pride as we recall many
of the incidents in the life of our late
Sovereign that endeared him to his
family, to his subjects, to the peoples of
the world.
This plain Englishman, this true
Christian, this lover of the simple home
life, this loving son, husband and father,
was the very embodiment of Britain's
abiding courage and confidence so vividly
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shown in the Battle for Britain. His was
a reign of extraordinary difficulty. He
was fated for a role that was far from
his own choosing; a task which he later
shouldered with courage and distinction.
Swept into kingship by the abdication of
his elder brother, Edward VIII., King
George VI. accepted his destiny with the
grace and quiet dignity of a man whose
love of Empire transcended all else.
In the years that intervened between
his accession to the Throne in 1936 and
his peaceful passing at Sandringham last
week, tragedy, in the form of war and
economic pressure on the Empire, entered
his life. But by his side in all these
trials and tribulations there stood a
Scottish lady-or should I, in true
affection, say a Scottish lass-to help
him meet the constant challenge to our
nation. Their simple faith in the ability
of the nation to withstand all attacks
shone out like a beacon in a darkened
world. Dunkirk, the Battle for Britain,
the bombing of Coventry, and the blasting of the isles which we call" Home,"
were poignant though glorious epics in
the reign of King George VI. They were
glorious because of the heroism of the
people of the Old Land; because our King
stood with his people, and walked with
his people, in the very path of death.
Together they viewed the rubble that had
once been the homes of the people, and
cities and cherished institutions that had
been blasted from their foundations.
Because our King insisted on sharing
with his people the dangers of war. he
won their spontaneous love and affection.
He refused to leave Buckingham Palace
to seek a safer home, although the palace
was continually being bombed.
He
visited the fleet as Scapa Flow. He
went to Field-Marshal Montgomery's van
five miles from the German lines. Such
was the man whose kingship has now so
suddenly drawn to a close. Is it any
wonder, then, that there should have
been a deep bond of personal affection
between this great figure and his subjects?
Here in Victoria there are many who
were privileged to meet our late King
and the Queen Mother when they visited
this State as Duke and Duchess of York.
Vividly they must recall those happy days
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and the grace, simplicity and charm of
our Royal visitors. We had been looking forward to meeting them again, and
the joy that such a visit would bring to
every citizen in this State. Fate ordained,
however, that the visit should not take
place. First, because of the illness of
His Majesty, the visit had to be postponed. Later we were overjoyed to
learn of a big improvement in his health,
accompanied by the announcement that
the King, the Queen and Princess Margaret would visit us in the early months
of 1952. Again, however fate intervened,
and a further critical illness and operation made it impossible for His Majesty,
the Queen and Princess Margaret to carry
out the visit as planned. It was with
heavy hearts that we heard this news,
but we were filled with joy to know that
the
Princess
Elizabeth-now
OUI'
gracious Queen-and the Duke of Edinburgh would come in their stead. This
visit, too, because of the tragic circumstances, must be postponed.
Now in grievous sorrow, and with
aching hearts, we say farewell to a
beloved King. In the midst of this grief,
however, is a feeling of gratitude and
thankfulness for the example he has set
us, for his wise rule and loving guidance,
and for a life that has been devoted to the
welfare of the nation. King George VI.
has given greater significance and glory
to the Throne. The people and the Throne
have never been more closely knit, more
drawn to each other than at present.
Much of this bond of fellowship must be
attributed to the way in which King
George VI. used his powers to give effect
to the will of the people. He was the
people's leader, and their symbol of
greatness and trust. He will be affe<:ticl!ately remembered as Good King George.
The splendour of his character will live
on.
l\'Ir. NORl\'IAN (Leader of the Opposition).-On behalf of Her Majesty's
Opposition, I second the motion. Our
recent grievous news has left us all with
a profound sense of personal loss. To
the British peoples His late Majesty King
George VI. was not only a Sovereign to
whom their loyalty was pledged, but he
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was the father of a Royal Family who
was deeply loved and much respected.
He set for us an example of devoted
home life that will remain with us all as
a cherished memory. In the loss of a
monarch who ruled his subjects with unexampled perception, the British Commonwealth and Empire has suffered a
heavy blow, but in the hearts of the subjects of His late Majesty a sense of
personal shock has arisen from the death
of a true father of us all.
In the deep sympathy we feel for aU
the members of the Royal Family-the
King's own family-there is the understanding that comes from a loss shared
together, for we are of the family of his
peoples. We here had all sworn allegiance to His late Majesty "King George
VI., " a King so good, so just, so brave."
We had sworn by the hand and the voice,
but in our hearts we bore him undying
respect and devotion, and it is in our
hearts that we have been so sadly
affected. Therefore, Sir, with deep sincerity, we can convey to Her Majesty
the Queen, to Her Majesty the Queen
Mother, and to all the Royal Family, our
profound condolence. We pray that Almighty God will sustain them in their
grea t sorrow.
Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Labour
Party).-As Leader of our party, I desire to associate myself and my colleagues, also the people of this State
whom we represent with the motion that
is now before the Chair, by expressing
deep regret at the untimely death of His
Majesty King George VI. It has been
said by the Premier, and by others, that
our late King lived and reigned during
what were probably the most momentous
years of the British Empire, and he
ruled efficiently and effectively. It is
true to say that the people were never
before closer to the Throne than they arc
to-day. That is probably due to the fact
that the problems and difficulties which
confronted the British Empire during
the last ten years brought His Majesty
close to the common people, which, in
turn, entailed the assumption of additional obligations and responsibilities by
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His Majesty. The personal sacrifices
he felt it was his duty to make rendered
the task of His Majesty much more exacting than it would have been if he
had been far removed from the
common people.
In these days of
tumbling monarchies, we who live under
the British flag have much upon which to
congratulate ourselves. We live under
a system which, admittedly, is not faultless, but none has yet been found quite
to take its place. Messages have been
sent from republics all over the world.
including the so-called democratio
United States of America, expressing
appreciation of the manner in which ow'
late Sovereign reigned over us for many
years.
I desire to express our deepest sorrow
to the Queen and to the other members
of the Royal Family. The young Queen
will undertake a solemn obligation at a
very early age. She has been trained
for the Throne, as was her father. anci
we know as time goes on she will prove
herself to be an efficient and capable
Sovereign. I have no doubt as to her
future. She is undertaking a big responsibility for a young woman; not only is
she the Queen, but she is a wife and
mother. A great responsibility therefore, is hers, and I feel sure that the loyal
people of this country and of the whole
of the British Empire will do all in their
power to make her task as easy as possible. Too much should not be expected
of our young Queen. Few realize the
strain that will be imposed upon her if
she undertakes a visit to the Dominions;
she will be separated from her children
and will be compelled to make many
other sacrifices.
On behalf of my
colleagues and myself, I pray that Her
Majesty will be blessed with good health
and happiness long to reign over our
great Empire.
The motion was agreed to in silence,
honorable members showing their unanimous agreement by standing in their
places.
It was ordered that the Address be
forwarded to the Legislative Council
with a message desiring their concurrence therein.
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ACCES~ON

OF QUEEN
IELIZABETH II.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea·
surer).-I move-That this House do agree to the following
Address to Her Majesty the Queen:To THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY:
MOST GRACIOUS SOVEREIGN:

We, the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria, in Parliament assembled, submit to Your Majesty
our loyal congratulations on your accession to the Throne.
We assure Your Majesty of our homage
and allegiance and that it is the earnest
prayer of the people of Victoria that,
under the Divine blessing, Your Majesty's
reign may be a long and happy one, and
that you will be supported by the memory
of the steadfast courage and devotion of
your illustrious father.

Mr. Speaker, it is now my duty and
privilege, on behalf of the people of Victoria and the members of this Parliament, to pledge our unswerving loyalty
c.md devotion to Her Gracious Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II. May she be blessed
in her reign with peace, good health and
happiness. May she be helped in her
responsible duties by Divine Providence,
by good counsel, by the devoti.on of her
subjects, and the love and care Df her
Consort and family. I am certain that
this Parliament and the people of Victoria will d.o everything to make Her
Majesty's reign fruitful of good, rich and
memorable. We pledge 'Our loyalty to,
and our .faith in, our new Sovereign. May
she be 89ared and strengthened long to
reign over us, her humble and devoted
Rubjects of this part of the British Commonwealth of Nations.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition).-On behalf .of Her !Majesty's
Opposi tion, and with a deep sense of
privilege, Sir, I wish to associate myself
with the motion moved by the Premier.
We are indeed fortunate that, upon the
loss .of a great and good King, his
beloved daughter, Queen Elizabeth II.
succeeds toO the Thr.one. The Royal H.ouse
of Windsor, and in particular His late
Majesty King George V!., has provided
the British peoples, and indeed the whole
world, with the concept of the Royal
Family. The Monarchy-the Cr.ownis the sole binding c.onstitutional link
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between the British nations, but it is our
Royal Family that binds together the
hearts of the British pe.oples, and toO-day
th.ose peoples acr:oss the world face the
future with confidence. They know that
tha1t binding link-the constitutional
link of which 1 have spoken-is safe in
the hands of a member of that family.
Our Queen, Elizabeth II., has shown that
she will bear to the task ahead tha1t
wisdom, sympathy, and devotion which
we knew so well of her late father.
On this historic occasion, we cannot
but remember with pride the periods t)f
England's greatness when Queens have
occupied the throne-Queen Elizabeth
1., who was herself brought to the Royal
task at the same early age of 25 years as
our present Queen; Queen Anne, who,
like 'Our new Queen, ascended the thr.one
with 'a Churchill as her first Chief
Adviser; and Queen Victoria, under
whose hand Britain was a great force for
g.ood throughout the world.
And so the British peoples go forward
gra teful to God for a gracious Queen,
who has already proved her dignity, her
faith and her ever-ready desire to serve
her country and her people. With her to
tha t service she will assuredly take all
the loyalty, respect and devotion of her
subjects in this sovereign State of Victoria.
Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Labour
Party) .-1 desire to associate my colleagues and myself with the motion of
loyalty to Her Majesty the Queen. 1 feel
sure that we all know that Queen Elizabeth II. will live up to all the very fine
tradiltions and standards set by those who
preceded her.
Her Maje3ty has been
trained and brought up in (tIl atmosphere
and a manner which have qualified her
admirably to carry out the very \.merous
duties placed upon her shoulder'S at an
early age. 1 have much pleasure in supporting the motion.
The motion was agreed to unanimously.
It was ordered that the Address be
forwarded to the Legislative Council with
a message desiring their concurrence
therein.
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Oath of Allegwnce to

Ml'. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 moveThat this House do agree to the following
Address to His Ex,cellency the Governor:MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

We, the
Legislative
Assembly of Victoria, in Parliament assembled, respectfully request that Your Excellency will be pleased to communicate to
the Right Honorable the Secretary Off State
for Commonwealth Relations the accompanying Addresses for presentation to
Her Majesty the Queen.

Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition).--I second the motion.
The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that the Address be
forwarded to the Legislative Council with
a message desiring their concurrence
therein.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until a day and hour to be fixed by Mr.
Speaker or, it Mr. Speaker is unable to act
on account of illness or other cause, by the
Chairman of Committees, which time of
meeting shall be notified to 8ach member of
the House by telegram or letter.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat, as a further mark of respect to the
memory of His late Majesty King George VI.,
the House do now adjourn.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 12.7 p.m.
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LEGISL.ATIVE .I\SSEMBLY.
Tuesday) April 29) 1952.
.~.

The

SPEAKER

,

(Sir Archie Michaelis)

took the chair a't 4.3 p.m., and read the
prayer.
OATH OF ALLEGIANCE TO QUEEN
ELIZABETH II.
The Oath of Allegiance to Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II. was taken by Lieut.Colonel A. H. Dennett, Lieut.-Colonel
J. A. Hipworth, and Mr. E. R. T.
Reynolds.

Queen Elizabeth I I.

NEW MEMBER.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis)

announced that he had received a
return to the writ he had issued on the
18th of February for the election of a
member 00 serve for rthe electoral district
of Port Melbourne in the place of Mr.
Thomas Patrick Corrigan, deceased, by
which it appeared that Mr. Stanislaus
Terence Corrigan had been duly elected
for that electoral distriot.
Mr. Corrigan
sworn.

was

introduced

and

DEATH OF MR. T. P. CORRIGAN.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I move, by leave-That this House expresses its sincere
sorrow at the death of Thomas Patrick
Corrigan, Esquire, and places on record its
acknowledgment of the valuable services
rendered by him to the Parliament and the
people of Victoria as member of the
Legislative Assembly for the electoral
district of Port Melbourne from the 18th of
April, 1942, to the 19th of January, 1952.

It was with the deepest regret that we

members of the House heard of the death
of our friend Tom Corrigan. He was
one of the quiet, efficient and kindly
members. He did not seek the limelight
in the fierce battle of politics, but in the
cause which he espoused he was a very
strong character. He fought for the
views in which he believed, and for his
fellow men, and he was one of the type
of men that makes this House what it is.
Mr. Corrigan was an eanlest and really
sincere man, who endeared himself to us
all. I am sure I am expressing the
thought of every member of this House
when I say that we looked on him as one
of the kindliest members of this Chamber. Not even in the heat of debate did
he ever utter a nasty word. He was well
informed on his subject-matter and I am
sure that his passing is a great loss to
the people of this State, particularly the
residents of Port Melbourne. We offer
our sympathy to his widow and family.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 desire to associate the Opposition with the motion which has been
moved by the Premier and I second it.
While we regret the necessity of this
motion, we wish to pay a sincere tribute
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to our late departed colleague. I use the
word "colleague" in the highest sense
because Thomas Patrick Corrigan was a
man who set an example, in accordance
with British parliamentary tradition, by
placing his high personal principles
above party politics and always he was
one of the kindliest members of this
House. He was as loyal to this Parlia·
mentary institution as anyone could
wish. I had the privilege of being
closely associated with the late member
while I was Government Whip, a position
which brought me into close personal
touch with members on both sides of this
House. At all times I found Thomas
Patrick Corrigan to be a man of his
word. I do not think anyone of us
ever heard him use an unfair or unpleasant expression about another member. The Opposition party pays great
tribute to the manner in which he served
for ten years as a member of this House
and we join with the Premier in expressing our regret at his most untimely passing, and our sympathy with his widow
and family.
Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Labour
Party) .-1 join with the Premier and
the Leader of the Opposition in expressing, on behalf of my colleaguE'S of the
Parliamentary Labour Party, deep regret
at the passing of our late comrade,
Tom Corrigan, who was a member of
this House for ten years.
During
that period, as has been well said
by both the Premier and the Leader of
the Opposition, he displayed a kindly
disposition and, although he did not take
part in fierce fighting debate in this
Chamber, he held very strong views.
The House is all the poorer for the passing of a man such as Thomas Patrick
Corrigan, who had the courage to express his strong political views from
time to time.
I desire also to convey our sympathy
to the sorrowing widow and family of
Mr. Corrigan and our deepest regret at
his untimely passing. Mrs. Corrigan has
three sons, one of whom now represents
the constituency of Port Melbourne. I
hope that the kindly hand of time will
lessen their grief. After all, the greatest
losers in these sad circumstances are the
members of the family of the deceased.
Members of this House come and go,
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more coming and going perhaps in
other ways, but when one passes on to
the Great Beyond, the real sufferers are
his wife and family. I wish to express to
Mrs. Corrigan our appreciation of the
services which her husband rendered for
ten years as a member of this Parliamentary institution.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Before submitting the motion to the
House, I desire to express my personal
feeling of regret at the passing of our late
colleague, Mr. Thomas Patrick Corrigan,
whom we held in the highest esteem.
We respected his integrity and his sincerity of purpose, and that respect was
shared by those whom he served in his
own electorate. I am sure that all of us
who attended his funeral were impressed
by the enormous number of people from
all sections of the community of Port
Melbourne who were present at the
Church service and subsequently at the
cemetery to express their sorrow at the
passing of one who had served them weH.
I join with other members in expressing
to the widow and family of Mr. Thomas
Patrick Corrigan the sincere sympathy
of this House at the passing of one we
could ill afford to lose.
The motion was agreed to in silence,
honorable members signifying their
unanimous agreement by standing in
their places.
Mr. CORRIGAN (Port Melbourne).(By Zeave).-I hope that on the next

occasion when I rise to speak in this
Chamber I shall find it easier than I do
this afternoon because of the circumstances which are responsible for the
motion that has been agreed to. I desire
to assure you, Mr. Speaker, and members
of this House, that no one could regret
the circumstances that necessitated my
election as a member of this Chamber
more than myself and the members of
our family. On behalf of my mother
and the members of the family, I wish
to express our deep appreciation of, and
thanks for, the very kind expressions of
sympathy that you have tendered to us,
and the manner in which you agreed
to the motion of condolence.
I realize the difficult nature of the task
that confronts me in trying to follow
the example that was set by the late
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J ames MUi~phy and my father as representativ.es of Port Melbourne in this
House but, because of my close association with them for so long, my task,
perhaps, may not be as difficult as it could
have been. I hope that while I am a
member of this House I shall carryon
the tradition which they set with the
same dignity, tolerance, sincerity and
honesty that made them successful members and enabled them to retain the
confidence of their electors as well as the
respect of the members of various
political parties. I hope that I shall
be able to carry out my duties in a
manner befitting a member of this House
in the same way as did my predecessors.
I shall take this opportunity to thank
my colleagues in the Labour party and
the officers and staff of this House for the
kind assistance which they have given
me since my election as representative
of the constituency of Port Melbourne.
I endorse the remarks of those honorable
members who have spoken to-day so
appreciatively of my father and I desire
to say, on behalf of his family, that we
shall always remember Tom Corrigan
as a loving and devoted husband and
father.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I move-That, as a further mark of respect to the
memory of the late Thomas Patrick
Corrigan, Esquire, the House do now
adjourn until Seven o'clock this day.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 second the motion.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 4.19 p.m.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis)
took the chair at 7.7 p.m.
DEATH OF KING GEORGE VI.
AND ACCESSION OF
QUEEN ELIZABETH II.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) presented the following message
from His Excellency the LieutenantGovernor, as Deputy for the Governor .of
Victoria which was read by the
Speaker:'The Lieutenant-Governor, as Deputy for
the Governor of Victoria, informs the
Legislative Assembly that the following
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telegram has been received from the Right
Honorable the Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations:"Your telegram 25th February has been
laid before the Queen.
" I have it in command to request you to
convey to the President of the LegislativE;\
Council and the Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly, and through them to members of
the respective Houses, an expression of the
deep appreciation with which Her Majesty
has received their messages of sympathy
and loyal congratulations."
GOVERNMENT FUNDS.
ADJOURNMENT MOTION.

Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 wish to move the adjournment
of the House for the purpose of discuss~
ing a definite matter of urgent public importance, namely, "The gross misuse
of record funds available to the Government."
Approval of the proposed discussion
was indicated by the required number of
members rising in their places, as specified in the Standing Order.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition).-In addressing the House on this
motion, the first statement I wish to
make on behalf of the Opposition is that
I believe there has never been greater
justification for the submission of a
motion for the adjournment of this
House on a matter of urgent public importance. I believe also that there has
never been a greater period of stagnation
in this State than that which has existed
since the present Government took office,
and particularly since last August, when
the Administration had placed at its disposal the greatest financial resources
that any Victorian Government has ever
had. This State has since then passed
through its blackest period. If honorable members go into any part of Victoria to-day they will hear public criticism of. the Government, am punting to
despair, and the voicing of grave doubts
as to the possibility of its taking any
forward action. In areas where settlers
rely on irrigation projects for their
wa ter supplies the man on the land
. claims that he cannot increase production
because he cannot get water.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! The Leader of the Opposition
has a limited period available to him to
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make his case in support of the motion.
I ask members to give him the same
uninterrupted hearing as I expect Opposition members will extend to the Premier when he replies to the Leader of
the Opposition.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition).-Dairy farmers complain that they
cannot obtain supplies of electricity
which are so necessary if they are to
increase production on their farms.
Every rut on country roads is J. monument to the maladministration of the
present Government.
Recently the
public was told that 500 wood-cutters
in the State forests were being
" sacked." That is not due to their
lack of ability to work but because
of the absence of administrative
ability on the part of Ministers. Members can go in to practically any home in
the metropolitan area where an employee
resides and find that the housewife has
to attempt to exist-and it is a mere
existence-on 3~ days' wages every week.
The Government recently announced
proudly that the period is to be increased
to 4 days' wages a week. That is due to
the Government's mishandling of the finances at its disposal.
The Premier and his consistently interjecting mouthpiece, the Minister of
Transport, are attempting to cast the
blame on the Federal Government for
the St'ate Government's maladministration and misuse of funds available to it. I
ask the Premier: Is he or is he not the
Premier of this State? If he is Premier,
then surely he is responsibl'e for the administration of the various Departments
of the State. As Treasurer he has the
responsibility of deciding the use to be
made of funds available to him.
With the limited time available for the
debate on this motion generalities will
not suffice, and the Opposition proposes
to nail this dubious Premier on three
major charges. Our first charge is that
he and his Government have shown utter
inability to administer the affairs of the
State, due to sheer neglect and a weakness to face up to the responsibility
similar to that which has been placed on
the shoulders of every Treasurer that the
State has ever had, namely, to decide the
priorities for expenditure. The Treasurer and his Government must accept
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that responsibility. Once the Government gets the money into its coffers, the
Treasurer must decide how it shall be
spent. No one else can be blamed, and
it is the Treasurer's responsibility to
decide which works shall be placed in the
first, second and third categories.
The second charge levelled by the
Opposition is that with countless mil':
lions at the Treasurer's disposal-I shall
give the exact figures later, and I am
sure that they will surprise membershe has ignored th'e smaller, the more
local, intimate problems of the State
and, with his head in the clouds, has set
aside millions of pounds for the implementation of major projects. Month
after month, the Government has delayed
the date of completion of these projects.
The Premier promised that more water
would be available for irrigation purposes in one area within four years, that
increased electricity supplies and less
restrictions in the use of electricity would
occur wi thin a short period, that more
new electric power connections to farms
and houses would be made wi thin the
next five years, and so on. At the same
time, as the Treasurer of Victoria, he has
disregarded his duty to tackle an aggregation of smaller local p'r-oblems which
constitute in the main the major problems with which the people of Victoria
are confronted. That is our second
charge, that the Premier and his Government have concentrated on the implementation of grandiose projects, involving
the expenditure of millions of pounds
and, and at the same time, in rural areas
in particular, have disregarded the mass
of smaller local problems that desperately
need attention.
The third charge which the Opposition specifically nails on the
Treasurer is that in the two years
that he has occupied the position
-in name, at any rate-he has committed the State far beyond any means
at its disposal to carry out its obligations. In fact, he has allowed the State
to repudiate obligations. He alone is
responsible for a great deal of the commitments with which the State is now
confronted.
As a basis for their consideration of
this subject, I would ask members to
recollect the" cJ.lamity " speech delivered
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in this House by the Premier on the 5th
of September of last year. For three
and a half hours during the course of
that speech he used terms such as these:
"The present loan programme curtailment will have calamitous consequences;
it will be disastrous to the defence programme"; "We will have to sack every
capital works employee of the. S~ate
Rivers and Water Supply CommIssIOn,
with the exception of a certain number
employed on the Eildon weir" ; and
" The State will have to sack 40 per cent.
of the capital works employees of the
State Electricity Commission, totalling
11,000 employees." That was the outlook
of this Jeremiah during the three and a
half hours of his calamitous, howling
speech. I would emphasize that the basis
of that speech was contained in the
Premier's own statement, in answer to
an interjection from the Opposition side
of the House, that he would have to cut
the allocation to every Department of the
State on the basis of a 30 per cent. cut on
the amounts for which Departments had
asked. He claimed that he knew that the
departmental loan programmes were formulated on a rock bottom basis, and
therefore there would be a 30 per cent.
all round cut on those programmes.
In emphasizing this aspect, I would
indicate that I received recently a letter
from the Director of Finance in which I
was told that no such allocation was ever
made, that there never was a 30 per cent.
cut all round on departmental loan projects.
It was indicated that the
Treasurer was trimming his sails from
month to month to suit the story he told
the House in September last. It indicates further the confusion of the
Premier in his approach to the financial
position, particularly during the last
nine months.
I shall now inform the House how
much money the Premier and his socalled Government-and I would include
all members on the Government side of
the House in this charge-have had at
their disposal over the last two years.
The total is the astounding amount of
£333,000,000. There is some doubt as
to the right of the Government to dispose
of an amount of £5,200,000 in local
government loans, and so I will subtract
that sum. Directly at the Premier's disMr. Norman.
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posal in the last two years was an
amount,
in
round
figures,
of
£328,500,000, and I shall briefly give t.he
headings under which the amounts mcluded in that total sum were made
available.
Brigadier TOVELL.-That means nothing to a Scotsman.
Mr. NORMAN.-Members would have
thought much more of this Scotch
Treasurer if he had been more canny
about it. When he returned from the
Australian Loan Council meeting at Canberra last year the Treasurer encouraged
the Argus to put up the headline,
"Canny Mac gets us more," but forever
afterwards the Treasurer has told us
how he succeeded in getting less than
was necessary to meet the needs of the
State. I emphasize that the Treasurer
has had at his disposal an amount of
£328,500,000 for the administration of
the affairs of the State. In the financial
year 1950-1951, in round figures, the
Treasurer had a sum of £147,000,000
available to him, which included
£65,000,000 in revenue and approximately £82,000,000 in loan funds. In the
financial year 1951-1952, the figure was
£181,000,000,
revenue
totalling
£85,000,000,
and
the
balance
of
£96,000,000 coming from loan funds.
I emphasize those figures, and ask
members to give them consideration
in conjunction with the frequent
statements by the Treasurer deploring
the fact that he has been unable to complete anything because of
lack of finance. In fact, this Government cannot show one real accomplished
work for the two years it has been in
office. The Treasurer claims that this
is because he has not had the money to
do it. In the two years of the regime of
the Hollway Governments, in one of
which the present Premier was a Minister the total amount available to the
th~n Treasurer, on an exactly similar
comparison, was £170,000,000.
The present Premier has had double
the amount that was at the disposal of
1:he previous Government during a
simi'lar period. I would remind members
that every State Department has had
avai'lable larger revenues in the past two
)"ears than ever before.
Glancing
quickly at the figures for one or two
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Departments, we see immediately the
increases in the funds that have been
available to them during the period that
the present Government has been in
office oompared with the money at their
disposal
in
the
financial
year
immediately preceding ·the advent of this
Government. For instance, the Education Department had voted to its use
£11,483,000 this financial year compared
with £7,148,000 for the year immediately
preceding the coming into office of the
McDonald Government.
That is an
increase of 60 per cent. I am pleased
that State Departments have had the
extra money to spend, but that fact
cannot be reconciled wH±l the statement
ofllie Premier that, during his term of
office, he has accomplished nothing of
constructive worth for the reason that
the necessary money has not been
available. The Water Supply Department this financial year was aUotted
£2,208,000, which was 50 per cent.
greater than the amount at its
disposal two years ago. 1~e authority
responsible for the health of the people
th1s year was voted £7,925,000----the
Opposition is delighted that that should
be
so-compared
with
£2,900,000
allotted to the Department of Health two
years ago. A similar story can be told of
other Departments. The allocation to
the Housing Commission has been
doubled and increases have been received
from revenue by the Forests Commission
and the Agriculture Department, each of
which has had an increase of 60
per cent. in its allotment.
I find
that the Law Department has had
an increase of 40 per cent. compared with the amount allotted to it
two years ago. The Opposition would like
to know what was done with the money
because in many cases members cannot
obtain replies to letters wri,tten to the
Department.
The amount from revenue voted to
Departments other than the Railway
Department this financial year was
£55,000,000 compared with £35,000,000
allocated to th·ose Departments two
yeafls ago. That establishes the fact that
this Government has had record funds
available to it, far exceeding the
amounts at the disposal of previous
Governments.
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The first major charge that the
Opposition makes against the Government 1s its refusal to face up to the
responsibility that should be assumed by
any Treasurer to decide the priorities of
public works. I do not refer only to the
Treasurer in this Parliament, but to an
who are treasurers in offices or households. Various sums are made available·
to those persons at intervals, and their
prime responsibility is to' determine the
prioriti·es on which the money shall bespent. The first responsibility of the
housewife as the treasurer of a household may be the purchasing of children's
clothing and food in preference to
luxuries that we all desire to see available in every home.
The Opposition contends that the
Premier has neglected to do his duty as
Treasurer in determining the priori ties
of expenditure. Although he has had
double the funds available to him that
were available to the Government that
was in office two years ago, the present
Treasurer has not attempted to say
" This item is more important than that
item." In effect, he has ,said" We cannot
have them an so we will cut all of them
by 30 per cent." His action is akin to that
of an employee saying to his employer
"I would like double the money I am
now receiving." His employer compromises by giving him a 50 per cent.
increase in his wages, and he goes home
to his wife, who is 'the household
treasurer, and to her he say.s, "The
miserable coot has cut me down." He
forgets to tell his wife that he is being
paid 50 per cent. more that he received
previously. That is an exact analogy
wi'th the present position in this State.
When the Premier went to the Loan
Council this year he received 50 per cent.
mor:e than he obtained last year, yet he
returned to Victoria and said "The
miserable Loan Council has cut down
this State'!s allotment." As the treasurer
of the household, a housewife would be
overjoyed to learn that her husband had
received an increase of 50 per oent. in
his wages.
I will now direct attention to some
examples, in order to illustrate what has
happened as the outcome of the Premier
not facing up to his responsibility of
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determining the priorities of various
public works. Apart from the Eildon
scheme, there are five major water projects that should be finalized. One was
started before the last war, and work
there has continued since the war. When
the Premier ascertained what loan
funds were to be made available, he did
not determine that one or two of these
projects were more urgent than the
Dthers and should be finalized without
delay; he stated that he needed
£2,800,000 to complete'the five projects.
By deciding not to finish one or
another he refused to face up to his
responsibilities. He was not courageous
enough to say " I am sorry but this project will have to wait a little longer."
He cut the allotment to the five projects
by 30 per cent.
When one looks at the figures one
finds that the Premier has cut the
amounts for wages and materials on
those five projects and the result is that
not one of them is completed. The test
of his administration as Treasurer of
the State is whether 1 acre-foot of water
will go on to the land from any of those
projects. However, the Premier has
spent far more than £2,800,000 on the
nationalization of gas. Apparently he
decided that the nationalization of gas in
the metropolitan area, giving an assured
supply at a 60 per cent. price increase
compared with the charge made by priyate enterprise, was more important than
completing major water projects, the
allotments to which, I repeat, were cut
by 30 per cent.
Another classic example lies in the
fact that the Premier increased the
allocation this year to the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission by
£3,000,000 more than the amount
allocated last year, but cut down the
money' available to the waterworks
trusts from £858,000 to £700,000, although those trusts are concerned with
the needs of country municipalities. Advances were made to the Ardmona and
Kyabram fruit canning companies of
£30,000 each out of loan funds which the
Premier told us were insufficient to provide, for example, the sum of £16,000 to
enable the residents of Casterton to obtain an assured water supply. However,
it was decided that £60,000 of Govern.Mr.
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ment money should be made available to
fruit canning companies at Ardmona
and Kyabram, which are paying dividends of 20 per cent. but are not providing their own reserves. They were
not asked, as a farmer is asked, to provide for capital expansion out of profits.
They were told that they could fritter
their money away by paying dividends
of 20 per cent. to shareholders and that
they could get further capital from
Governmen t funds.
The Premier has also tied up money
'in retail trading and hire-purchase
accounts relating to the State Electricity
Commission; they c:mld have been
handled by private fin.::mciers. However, the supply of electric appliances
by the Commission is being financed
by the Government when there is
not sufficient power available for
the proper w~e of such appliances in
the metropolitan area. Salesmen were
recruited to sell these appliances to
people who were later told that they
could not use them. Within the last
three weeks an announcement was made
tha t the Housing Commission will
import from abroad 2,000 houses at a
cost of £3,500,000, yet during the last
six months the Government instructed
the Commission to sack people with
whom it had a moral if not a contractual
obligation, as they had built up prefabrication establishments in Victoria.
The Opposition contends that the
Government has forfeited its right to
receive support from the House or from
the people. The second major criticism
is that the Government is "up in the
clouds." It has stated that grandiose
projects will be completed at some
dubious future d.:lte, but during the
period the Government has been in
office there has been completed not one
undertaking that will assist to increase
the production of commodities that are
despera tely needed in this State and
throughout the Commonwealth generally.
In his "calamity" speech in
September of last year the Premier
stated that the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission would receive from
loan funds the sum of £7,900,000 as
compared with £7,150,000 for the previous year. In fact, we have extracted
fr·om the honorable gentleman in the
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last fortnight a statement that the
Commission has had an allocation of
£10,500,000, which is 50 ,per cent. more
than the sum made available last year.
That money has gone into such grandiose
projects as the Eildon scheme, the results
of which will not be seen for years, and
municipal water works trusts are complaining bitterly that they are unable tf)
obtain grants of £16,000, £28,000 and so
on. At Wangaratta there is a daily
shortage of water; the Bruck Mills are
unable to obtain the supplies that were
promised in 1946 by the honorable member for Northcote, who was then Premier,
if they established their mills in
that centre. Parliament has responsibilities if it desires to attract labour to
country districts. We are neglecting our
responsibility by refusing a grant of a
miserable £34,000 to provide Wangaratta
with a water supply sufficient f.or its
people and f.or the factories that have
been attracted to the area.
'Mr. CAIN.-Wh.o gave you that figure?
Mr. NORMAN.-I have seen the .plans
which have been approved by the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission.
As a matter of fact, last June the
figure was £30,000 and it was readjusted
at the end of the year to £34,000. However, while an additional sum of
£3,500,000 is available to the Commission, municipal water works trus!:s
throughout Victoria are being denied
small sums of money which could make
all the difference to the attractJions those
districts hold for labour and production.
From time t'O time. references are
made to the need for improvement to
our roads, and the Premier is toO lead a
deputation to Canberra to ask for assistance towards road improvements.
Alth,ough £333,000 more than last year
has been used f.or road purposes, from
loan funds and revenue, he decided to
cut the municipalities by £2,000,000.
The municipalities wish to know why
that has been done, and the OppositioOn
contends that the Premier owes them an
explanation. He should not suggest that
he is going to Canberra as a "Great
High Priest" who supports municipalities when he has cut them by £2,000,000.
He cannot blame the Country Roads
Board for that.
Mr. HYLAND.-Why do you not teU
the truth?
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Mr. NORMAN.-I am gIvmg actual
figures, and the Minister of Transport
cannot" take it." The Premier was reported in the press last week as saying
tha t the State Electricity Commission
had applied to the Loan CoOuncil for
£24,000,000 and had received £9,000,000.
The fact is that this year the Commission
has available in loan funds, either in the
bank or guaranteed by the Commonwealth Government,
the sum of
£44,500,000. It has made public applications for loan funds and has received
in cash from the public this year the
sum of £15,200,000, which includes
£3,300,000 that was brought in by the
underwriters; it has received from
various banks £4,000,000; it has a loan
underwritten for next month by a responsible sharebroker in Victoria for
£3,500,000; the Commonwealth has
guaranteed an allocation by the Loan
Council of £16,800,000; and this Parliament voted the Commission last year an
increase in overdraft of £5,000,000 which
is being used at present and which, I
suggest, will continue to be used. Private
loans amounting to £600,000 have also
been made available, making an actual
total of £45,100,000. However, farmers,
for example at Newlyn, have been told
that this year there is not a penny
available for extension of the distribution
system, and unless they pay the cost
of the extensions they will not receive
electricity. In the electorate of Glen
Iris, three people have gone to the
expense of building their homes and
having the roads made, but they have
been told they cannot receive supplies of
electricity unless they pay the sum of
£225 for the extension, and that the
money will be refunded to them in five
years without interest.
With an
increase in loan funds of 50 per cent.
available the Stare, Electricity Commission has shown a deplorable result
and the country people are incensed.
I believe that the Premier is trying
to cover up the increasing confusion in
regard to the State Electricity Commission by complaining of the loan cuts.
The actual facts are that this year the
Commission will have £45,000,000 in
loan funds as compared with £30,000,000
last year. Then the Premier suggested
that as a result of the loan cut
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there would be disastrous consequences,
but in fact there has been a 50 per cent.
increase in the amount of money made
available. The State Electricity Commission in the last three years has had
at its disposal in loan funds no less a sum
than £94,000,000, of which £45,000,000
has been available during this financial
year.
I challenge the Premier to indicate
how many employees engaged on capital
works are now employed by the State
Electricity Commission, because the
Minister in Charge of Electrical U ndertakings told the House on the 10th of
September, 1951, that if the loan cuts
Were made 80 per cent. of the 11,000
employees then engaged on capital works
would be sacked. I challenge the
Premier to indicate to the House how
many employees on capital works are
to-day employed by all Government
Departments in Victoria and how many
employees there were before the socalled loan cuts. There have been no
disastrous consequences.
MR. HYLAND.-What about Morwell?
Mr. NORMAN.-The Minister of
Transport should know all about
Morwell as it is in his electorate. In
January the State Electricity Commission
sent an instruction to Morwell to the
eftlect that although the number of
employees had been cut down so
enormously as a result of the supposed
'aoan cuts-Mr. HYLAND.-It did not.
Mr. NORMAN.-The number was cut
temporarily for a political purpose. I
challenge the Government to deny the
statement.
Mr. HYLAND.-That is a lie.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! I ask the Minister of Transport
to withdraw the remark.
Mr.
HYLAND.-I
withdraw,
Mr.
Speaker.
The SPEAKER.-The time allowed
the honorable member has expired.
On the motion of Mr. CAIN (Northcote) , the Standing Orders were suspended to enable the Leader of the
Opposition to continue his speech for ten
minutes.
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Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition) .-In January the State Electricity
Commission instructed its officers in
charge of the Morwell project to increase
recruitment of employees for capital
works to 2,000. The number employed
before the Premier spoke in the House
last year of disastrous cuts was 1,200.
In statements made regularly from time
to time members of the Government
describe as a cut an increase of 50 per
cent. If the Premier considers that my
statements are incorrect, I ask him to
inform the House of the number of employees at present engaged on capital
enterprises in the State and the number
employed before the Loan Council met
last year. The public will then be enabled to decide whether there have been
disastrous consequences.

I reiterate that there have been political sackings of employees and the facts
will take a great deal of explaining. The
Premier said last year in his "calamity
speech" that the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission had already spent
the sum of £2,357,000 and that the
Government was committed at Eildon
and with waterworks trusts to the expenditure of another amount of
£6,580,000. The money already spent or
completely committed was said to total
£8,937,000. The Premier then said that
he was forced to allocate the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
only £7,918,000. In effect, he declared,
"I have £1,000,000 less than I need for
what I have spent already and for my
other commitments." Now the Premier
states that he has allocated the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission the
sum of £10,500,000, after having informed
the House that disastrous consequences
would follow; he has admitted allocating
the Commission one-third more than he
said last year would be allotted to it.
Immedia tely after the Loan Council
met last year the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission sacked 1,050 employees, according to its own figures, so
that in October figures could be presented
to the House to show what a disastrous
thing it was that so many men employed
on capital works had been put off the
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pay-roll. By January of this year, however, the Commission had recruited
another 600 men. When the employees
were dismissed, it was stated that a cut
of 80 per cent. would be made in the
nUmber of persons employed; in fact, the
Premier stated that the Commission
would sack every employee engaged
on capitru works except those empl'Oyed
at Eildon. However, it now appears that
on every capital work being carried out
in Victoria there are a large number of
employees.

In the Age of the 25th of April-only
four days later-after the most appalling
disclosures had been made about the
Commission, the chairman stated-

Certain figures I have obtained from
the chairman of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission within the
last fortnight indicate that on everyone
of these works there are still a large
number of employees. Some .persons
say that the employees cannot be found,
but the Commission is paying them and
they are said to be engaged at the various
works. In making that statement I am
not suggesting that anything dishon~st
is occurring, but I do contend that the
work being carried out is being spread
over many projects instead of those most
important to national welfare.

I shall give another instance of the
confusion of mind of the Premier. He
has increased the application to the Loan
Council by figures which should be met
out 'Of revenue. This is an easy way of
covering 'Over what should be a deficit
and attempting to bolster up the loan
programme. In ,the Public Works Loan
Application Bill presented to Parliament
last year, Item No. 2 in the Schedule
related to the maintenance, repair, and
upkeep of schools, for which an amount
of £500,000 was allocated. Why is the
maintenance of schools included in the
loan programme? I should like to be
furnished with some information regarding this confusion between revenue
and loan funds.
The Premier has continually spoken
about the responsibility of the Federal
Government in connection with loan
funds. Until about a month ago, he said
several times that the Commonwealth
Government W'Ould have a surplus this
financial year of £300,000,000, out of
which it might well provide the increased
loan funds :required by Victoria. I
remind the House of another delightful
suggestion made by the Premier-that
funds in London spould be used. Those
funds appear likely to run out at any
moment. Actually, they could never
have been used.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The Commonwealth authorities
did not make the most of t~em, did they?

The Minister of Water Supply stated
on the 10th October, 1951, that more
than 1,000 men had been sacked. I believe that the dismissal of those men
was either an act of petulance by the
Government to try to prove a political
attack on the Comm'Onwealth Government, or one of complete irresponsibility,
since it now appears that a couple of
months later 600 men were re-employed.
It was known then that they could be
employed. In my opini~n the 30 per
cent. cut was ordered so that the most
miserable story could be presented by
the Government.
I shall give another example of the
confusion of the Government. Whether
it is a deliberate attempt to pull the wool
over our eyes and blame the Federal
Government, or whether it is sheer
irresponsibility and inability to administer, I do not kn'Ow. On the 21st of April
of this year, the chairm'an of the State
Electricity Commission was reported in
the H eraZd as sayingElectricity will be more severely restricted
this winter.

Restrictions on the use of domestic electricity during the winter of this year will
not be as harsh as we expected.

I ask the Minister in Charge of Electrical
Undertakings whether that is a good
example of control of a State authority
which is using 45 per cent. of loan
m'oneys and a large amount of public
revenue.

.Mr. NOR'MAN.-Not only did the Premier state that funds amounting to
£800,000,000 in London were available
for our use, but he also sugg.ested that
the Commonwealth Government would
probably have a surplus of £300,000,000.
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In the last month the Premier has
realized the actual position regarding
Federal revenue, and that the estimated
Budget surplus of £114,000,000 has been
completely eliminated by payments to
the States.
Mr. CAIN.-That is because the Commonwealth Government has deliberately
killed every loan this year.
Mr. NORMAN.-Large sums of money
have been paid by the Commonwealth
Government to the States tQ honour
an agreement, and I point out that
the present Federal Government has
been the first to guarantee loan
Instead of
funds for the Svates.
displaying eternal ingra ti tude to the
Commonwealth Government, the Premier
should express appreciation of the action
of the Leader of his own party in the
Federal Parliament and of the Prime
Minister, Mr. Menzies, f.or guaranteeing,
for the first time 'in hist'ory, the State's
loan funds. If no such guarantee had
been given Victoria would have been
about £20,000,000 poorer than it is at
present. Had the loan programmes submi tted by the Premiers of the different
3tates been accepted by the Loan Council last year, the Commonwealth Government would have found it necessary to
increase taxation by 27! per cent. instead
of by 10 per cent. I direct the attention
of the people of Victoria to that point.
In all these accusations we, in the
Opposition, have made three charges
against the Premier. The first is that
he has refused to face up to proper
priorities. Speakers on this, the Opposition, side of the House who follow
me in this debate will give clear
examples of the way in which the
priorities have been. exercised by the
Premier in the public Departments.
The second charge we have made is
that the Government has concentrated
on certain grandiose schemes-schemes
which we are told are being delayed
from year to year-to the exclusion of
local and more inNmate problems, of
the solution ·of which municipalities and
'country residents generally feel the need.
The third charge is that the Premier has
c.ompletely over-committed the State
beyond the needs whioh he could conceivably believe were evident to-day.
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I conclude 'On this note: If the
Premier requires more funds, he should
face up to the responsibHity associated
with the alternatives which confront
not mevely the State of VictQria but the
Commonwealth of Australia as a whole.
There are alternatives which can be taken
without further disastrous consequences
to either the State or the Commonwealth,
in achieving the loan works programme,
in increasing hospital and school requirements, and dn 'improving roads.
The Opposition agrees that those are
urgently required ,public works.
1
suggest that the Premier endeavour to
face the alternatives, the first of which
is to .obtain mQre loan money within
Australia, of which loan money Victoria
should receive its share. Can the honorable gentleman tell us how that can be
done? I am certain that the Prdme
Minister himself would be thankful if
the Premier, having t.old the Loan
Council that he could raise £30,000,000
for the State Electricity Commissionthe public will have subscribed only
£15,000,000 of that sum during the
whole year-COUld indicate where
more loan funds could be obtained.
But
for
the
dollar
loan
from
the United States, capital undertal<'ings in Australia at the present time
would be to a very much smaller amount.
!Mr. CAlN.-How much of the loan has
been taken up?
Mr. NORMAN.-The fact that Australia is seeking more indicates how
much has been availed of. The second
alterna'tive is one which last year the
Premier himself rejected on the ground
that it was impossible. At the meeting
of the Loan Council he agreed with all
other Premiers that there should be no
resort to inflationary expedients. With
others, Opposition members are not
desirous that Treasury bills and bank
credits should be used, because such a
course would lead to further inflation.
An additional alternative is an increase
in Federal and State revenues. Possibly
the Premier agrees that if funds cannot
be obtained by way of loans they should
be provided from revenue, and the
alternative in question involves the
Premier in committing this State to an
increase of taxation.
The fourth
alternative refers to the question ·of the
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loan from the World Bank for sub- He did not correctly quote figures, and to
stantial projects in respect of which me that is a matter for surprise because
Victoria would play its part. This angle he is supposed to be an accountant. .If
is not being overlooked.
By these he does not run his private b~siness in
accusations of complete irresponsibility, any better fashion than he conducts the
of confusion and 'of bewilderment on the business of the Opposition when he
part of the Government in relation to attacks the Government, he will not last
the great and complex problem with very long as an accountant. I direct the
which I have dealt, we have naturally attention of honorable members generattacked the Premier, who is the nominal ally to the fact that I did not
or
evade
or
refuse
to
head of the Government and who uttered hedge,
the statements to which I referred answer any questions the Leader of the
earlier. It will be re.1lized that the Opposition asked me in relation to the
Government has not been able to carry on problems to which he has referred
He cannot accuse me of
-nor will it continue to function-with- to-night.
out the complete support of the members delaying answers to any of those
in the Ministerial corner-the Labour questions. Furthermore, the honorable
member has torn from their context a
party.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis). great many of the figures he quoted. To
-The honorable member's time has the claim that figures cannot lie there is
an addendum, but I am not suggesting
expired.
anything in that regard so far as the
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- Leader of the Opposition is concerned.
surer).-What was intended to be The fact remains, however, that the
::mother " Norman conquest" has turned figures he quoted cannot be substantiated
out to be a Norman debacle. I suggest to anywhere among those he received from
the members of the Liberal party that me in my cJ.pacity as Treasurer of this
they should take another good look State.
avound. During the months of recess
they have had plenty of time for
The speech of the Leader of the
re'search, but if the ca~e made out by the Opposition was an attempted justification
Le::lder of the Opposition represents the of the Prime Minister and of the Combest that the Liberal party can do, its monwealth Governr.1ent 3!S a whole. I
members ought to give up the game of use the word "attempted" because the
politics.
honorable member's remarks nmounted
Mr. GALVIN.-I think they should put to a complete indictment of the outlook
of the Commonwealth Government to-day
Tom back.
towards its financial relationships with
The SPEAKER.-To'O many references
the States. I had expected to hear the
are being made to "Tom" and I warn
honorable member say something nbout
honorable members that they must not
the revenue 'Of the State of Victoria, as
use nicknames.
distinct from lumping together all
Mr. BARRY.-Do ynu, Mr. Spe:tker, revenue and loan money and telling the
know who "Tom" is?
House that in two years the Government
The SPEAKER.-1 do not know, but I has had approximately £328,000:000 to
do know that one member when referring spend compared with a sum of
to another should use the name of that £170,000,000 available to the previous
Government. The comparisons so drawn
member's constituency.
have no relationship whatsoever to the
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- actual position with which Victoria is
surer) .-1 listened carefully to the 'speech confronted to-day or with which it will
of the Leader of the Opposition and I be confronted next financial year.
heard expressions such as "The crimes
of the Government" and "Crimes by
Mr. FRASER.-Are the figures correct?
this Government."
Such expressions
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treaought to be supported by facts and not
by sheer assertions. The Leader of the surer).-1 shall deal with some of them
Opposition did not correctly quote fact,s. later. I expected to hear the Leader of
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the Opposition say ,something in defence
of Victoria against the greatest injustice
that has ever been perpetrated on a
free people. The people of Victoria are
partners in a federation-not a unification such as the present Commonwealth
Government is trying to compel the
States to become. I realize that Opposition members dislike my remarks in that
regard, hut they forget to tell 'the story
about the revenue side of the difficulties
with which my Government is faced.
Consequently, I ,shall occupy a few
moments in dealing with that angle.
It is easy and possibly clever to lump
together figures and allege that an im':'
mense total sum of money has been
allocated to Victoria, without describing
the responsibilities and actual commitments of this Parliament or certain enactments of the Commonwealth Parliament which this Government is legally
compelled to obey. The Leader of the
Opposition has made no reference to that
aspect and I have insufficient time to do
so, but I can say that, as Treasurer of
Victoria, I received £29,500,000 for
revenue purposes in lieu of the right to
impose income tax. I repeat what I have
previously stated on many occasions that
if Victoria had the power to levy income
tax as in 1941, taxing the same class
of taxpayer at the same low rates as
were then applicable, £53,000,000 would
have been collected this year.

Mr. NORMAN.-That is not correct.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-It is. The Leader of the Opposition is accusing Treasury officers of
incompetency to prepare correct figures.
During the current year the Commonwealth Government is collecting from
the people of Victoria £160,000,000 in
income tax, but not one word of that
gross injustice to the citizens of this
State has been uttered by the Leader
of the 'Opposition. His rem,arks constitute an attempt to gain publicity in
the press to help a Liberal party meeting of back benchers at Canberra tomorrow. The Leader of the Opposition
hopes to provide some ammunition to
convince the back benchers that I in
Victoria am the cause of the trouble and
that I am attacking the Prime Minister
on personal grounds.
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Mr.
NORMAN.-The
meeting
tomorrow is to be a joint one between
members of the Liberal party and the
Country party.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! The Premier has only a limited
period in which to address the House.
He is being interrupted from all parts of
the Chamber. I ask members to cooperate so that the honorable gentleman
will receive a fair hearing.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I have already stated the
revenue aspect. That is why the Government will attack the principle of uniform
taxation in the High Court. The Leader
of the Opposition, in a press statement,
indicated that he would support me in
that action.
Mr. NORMAN.-Let us clarify the matter. It is a good thing.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The Leader of the Opposition
uttered not one word in defence of the
people of Victoria or of the Government's public works programme. He
made only accusations of inefficiency
and charges against the State Electricity
Commission. Who appointed the present
chairman of the State Electricity Commission?
Brdgadier TOVELL.-You do not like
him.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Mr. Speaker, it ill becomes a
'responsible member of this House to
make such a statement without supporting it. Much of my time could be occupied in justification of what the State
Electricity Commission has done, but its
record speaks for itself. The present
Opposition, when it was the Government, had the responsibility of appointing the executive officers of the Commission, and it ill becomes members of
the Liberal party to attack those men
who are now defenceless. I wish to
refer for a moment to the finances of the
State Electricity Commission.
The
Leader of the Opposition stated that this
year the Commission would receive in
excess of £45,000,000. He mentioned
another £2,000,000 and was indefinite
about additional sums. As one illustration of the inaccuracy of the fi.gures
cited, I noW state that this year the
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State Electricity Commission will receive
£39,242,000. I will not enter into a contvoversy in respect of ,the figures.
Opposition members should not do what
their Leader did, namely, snoop about
as best he could to try to "get something" on this Governm,ent. I have
issued a challenge, which I now repeat,
for the Opposition to appoint a committee from its members, to which I will
give every facility to ascertain the facts
from all Departments. The facts are
available and th€'y cannot be disputed.
What the Leader of the Opposition did
not state to-night is that the loan funds
include contractual obligations, which
are considerable. The Government of
which he was a member and those
Governments which weIle led by the
honorable member for Northcote and
the late Sir Albert Dunstan, as well as
that led by myself, were responsible for
the letting of contracts for equipment
which will take y;ears to manufacture
and perhaps will cost mHHons of pounds
in respect of each individual contract.
Mr. NORMAN.-What is the figure for
this year?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-It is true that I asked f.or
£76,000,000 of loan money based on the
assumption that the sum required would
be many millions of pounds greater this
y;ear than last.
Mr. LECKIE.-Is that not so?
·Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Yes. The honorable member
for Evelyn .should wake up. I have
never denied that fact. Because of the
apathy and carelessness of the Liberal
party when it was in office, orders were
not speeded up. They were merely
placed, and various firms said, in effect,
" All right; when we can get going, we
will." The present Government, however, asked those firms to commence to
fulfil their contracts, which were binding
contracts. I asked the Australian Loan
Council for £76,000,000, but I received
only £54,000,000,
of which sum
£48,000,000 was committed in respect
of contractual obligations which I could
not evade.
Mr. NORMAN.-Does that include
semi-governmental bodies?
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-No, I am sp€'aking of Government loans.
The Leader of the
OpposLtion does not know the difference.
If there is one member of this House
who should be thovoughly conversant
with these figures it is he.
Mr. NORMAN.-:-I am asking whether
the contracts include semi-governmental
bodies because you did not include them
in the loan figures which Y'ou cited.
Mr. MoDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Some contracts do include semigovernmental bodies. I am stating the
contractual engagements under the
governmental pvogramme, whioh were
£48,000,000 last y,ear as compared with
£41,000,000 this year.
iMr. NORMAN.-For which Y'ou received
£87,000,000.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I did not. There is an old
adage that figures cannot lie but that
liars can figure. That is almost what is
happening in this instance. The Leader
of the Opposition is cleverly trying to
tangle up facts with figures, with the
objective -of making political capital out
of the situation. I was faced with the
responsibility of allocating the money
that I received from the Australian Loan
Council, £48,000,000 of which was committed in respect of contracts. While I
was at the meeting of th€· Loan Council
a t Canberra, Treasury officers informed
me of the sum that had been spent on the
loan works programme, which totalled
£76,000,000.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).

-The time allowed the Premier has
expired.
On the motion of Mr. NORMAN
(Leader of the Opposition), the Standing
Orders were suspended to enable the
Premier to continue his speech for
fifteen minutes.
Mr. NORl\IAN (Leader of the Opposition) .-On a point -of order, may I ask
whether the extensions of time which
have now been granted, amounting to
30 minutes, will be added to the total
time allotted under the Standing Orders
for the debate on this motion?
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The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis) .

-There is no point of order. If the
Leader of the Opposition desires that the
time allotted for the debate be extended,
that is a matter for consultation with
the Leader of the Government.
l\'Ir. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-During the last six weeks all
kinds of threats have been made against
the Government, but I said that I would
not be afraid of any motion of want of
confidence in the Government which the
Opposition might move.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie lUichaelis).
-Order! . The Premier has only a
quarter of an hour in which to complete
his speech; therefore, I ask honorable
members to give him the courtesy of
being heard in silence.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) . -I challenged the Liberal party
to move a motion of want of confidence
in the Government but its members were
not courageous enough to do so. Instead,
the Leader of the Opposi tion moved a
motion for the adjournmen t of the House.
I propose to abide by the Standing Orders
relating to such a motion. I cannot be
fairer. Before I was interrupted I was
referring to the position relating to loan
funds. I point out that the Government's
commitments cannot be avoided without
some degr,ee of repudiation. When on
a previous occasion I made a statement
to the House relating to the loan works
programme, members heard what I had
to say. On that occasion the Leader of
the Opposition described my statement as
a calamity story, but he emphasized that
there was definitely to be no repudiation
of commitments into which the Government or previous Governments had
entered.
It is perfectly true that the Government used £5,0.0.0.,0.0.0., by which it had
increased the bank overdraft of the
State Electricity Commission, for expenditure on other loan works. The
Leader of the Opposition spoke of that
sum and also of another £2,0.0.0.,0.0.0. and
his remarks were correct, but there were
other facts which he did not mention. At
that time, the Government asked contracting firms with which it was doing
business to defer the delivery date of
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goods or equipment until after the 1st
of July of this year. If those sums are
added together, the Government had, in
effect, a sum of £7,000,000 in addition
to the £54,0.0.0.,0.0.0. which it actually
received.
Again, the Leader of the
Opposition said that the State Electricity
Commission received an allocation of
£16,0.0.0.,0.0.0. out of the sum of £54,0.0.0.,0.00.
which was allotted by the Loan Council
to the Victorian Government. This is
not true. The actual amount which the
Commission received was £9,0.0.0.,0.0.0..
Mr. NORl\IAN (Leader of the Opposition).-Mr. Speaker, I rise to a point of
order as the statement of -the Premier
is not ,correct.
I said that the
State Electricity Commission received
£16,0.0.0.,0.0.0. out of £24,0.0.0.,0.0.0..
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-If I said £54,0.0.0.,0.0.0., that was a
slip of the tongue. I cannot evade the
facts for the reason that the Government
had provided for a works programme to
be undertaken by the State Electricity
Commission to the amount of £24,0.0.0.,0.0.0..
When the cuts were made the Commission's allocation was reduced to approximately £16,0.0.0.,0.0.0.. Subsequently,
another cut was made and the Commission actually received only £9,0.0.0.,0.0.0..
The Leader of the Opposi'ti'on did not
make that point clear, nor did he inform
the House of other relevant facts. He
made another bold assertion in relation
to priorities, and he said that in dealing
with the reduced loan allocation I ought
to have allocated priorities for the
various works.
The Leader ·of the Opposition also
spoke about the Big Eild-on weir project.
I point out that in Victoria there have
now been seven good years in succession.
I say seri'ously that if a drought occurs
this State will lose not only its annual
production under the system by which
water is supplied from the Eild-on weir
but also millions of capital invested in
the irrigation areas. That is the reason
why the Big Eildon weir project is being
pushed on to completion. I understood
that there was complete unanimity in
this Parliament when the Big Eildon
undertaking was approved. I had the
responsibility of placing the proposal before Parliament, and it approved of my
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submissions. Parliament was, in fact,
pleased that the undertaking was to be
completed.
Mr. GALVIN.-If there were any objections that was the time to raise them.
Mr. McDONAL'D (Premier and Treasurer).-That is SQ. I consider there is
no need for me to say very much more,
because there is no case to answer. I
will say that there has been no improvement in the position relating to the provision of schools and hospitals or in
transport, irrigatiQnor electricity supply. On account of the cut in the loan
allocatiQn it was necessary practically to
disc'Ontinue the Kiewa project. Many
other works also had to be stopped. There
are 32 hospital jobs which have been
slowed down almost 1:0 a standstill. The
only cry which the Opposition can raise
is the necessity of allQcating priorities
for the variQus works, but the Opposition
does that because it has no answer to
the case that I am pressing against it.
The real answer to the whole problem is
the provision of money to enable the
State to carry out its programme of
public works.
The Commonwealth
Government has the necessary funds for
that purpose.
Mr. NORMAN.--'Where are they?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-If the Leader of the OppositiQn
peruses the Commonwealth Government's Budget figures, he will see that
the
Commonwealth
budgeted
for
£1,056,000,000 for the current year. In
the year 1938-39, the total of the
Commonwealth Budget was approximately £98,000,000.
iMT. NORMAN.-Would you cut down
on defence and s'Ocial service expenditure?
Mr. McDONAlJD (Premier and Treasurer).-1 will state exactly what the
Commonwealth Government will do. The
Leader of the Opposition referred to a
sum of £300,000,000 wh'ich, I pointed out,
the Commonwealth Government would
be holding in a s'Ort 'of reserve fund.
That being so, the 'actual position is
worse than I thought it was, when one
realizes that Victoria will be compelled
to incur a deficit on which it win have to
pay sinking fund and interest at the
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rate of 8Hh per cent. while at
the same time the Commonwealth
Government
has
a
surplus
of
£114,500,000. Does any member of the
Opposition think that such a position is
fair to the State of Victoria? If so, I
challenge him to say so. The Commonwealth
Government
is
taking
£101,600,000 out of revenue to be spent
on capital works as well as an additional
£181,700,000 which was allocated for defence purposes.
Honorable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! The House is getting out of
hand. I ask hon'Orable members to
restrain themselves.
I request the
Leader 'Of the OppositiQn to set an
example to members on his side of the
House 'and also for members on the Treasury bench and on the cross benches to
observe my wish.
Mr. McDONAlJD (Bremier and Treasurer) .-1 was pointing out that the
Commonwealth was spending on capital
works sums of £181,700,000 from the defence vote and £32,500,000 allocated for
the stock piling of defence materials.
The Comm,onwealth Government will also
be able to use an increase in the surplus
in the welfare fund of £48,000,000. Those
sums, plus the surplus of £114,500,000,
to which I previously referred, will total
£477,300,000. That sum is being taken
out of revenue to be spent either on capital works or to be put into the reserve
funds of the Commonwealth. If I had
another half an hour at my disposal I
would tell the whole story, and Opposition members would hang their heads in
shame.
The Commonwealth Government is taking £477,300,000 out of the
pockets of the people of Australia in the
form of revenue taxation and is either
spending it on capital works or putting
it into reserve funds. An amount of
£225,000,000 represents the total public
works programme of all the States,' including expenditure 'On hospitals, on
education, by harbor trusts, tramways
Boards, and other State instrumentalities and the municipalities. Where is
the Commonwealth Government spending the £477,300,000 on anything that
would bear the sligh test resemblance in
importance to those public works I have
enumerated?
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Mr. NORMAN.-The Commonwealth State activities for a certain period after
Government is spending nothing like the 30th of June. On this occasion the
that amount.
Government will not have this reserve
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- amount available to it, and, if what I
surer).-If the Leader of the Opposition have been told proves to be true, then we
shall be able to carryon only our public
knew his job, he would remain silent.
works contractual obligations.
State
Mr. NORMAN.-You said that the Com- Departments will not be able to accept
monwealth Government is spending an one tender nor will they be able to adamount of £477,300,000, which is wrong. vance any of the work beyond the conThe Commonwealth Government is not tract speed that the loan money will proeven reserv,ing that amount, and your vide. We must either carryon in that
figures are all wrong.
way or repudiate. It may be that the
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- Opposition would like to see this Governsurer).-1 said that the Commonwealth ment repudiate its obligations.
Government is either spending the
Mr. NORMAN.-This is the same speech
money or placing it in reserve accounts,
and, when I prove my case, the Leader as the one you made in September of last
of the Opposition can only say, by inter- year.
jection, "Of course, the Federal GovernMr. McDONALD (Premier and Treament is not spending that amount." The surer).-1n the short period now availCommonwealth Government is collect- able to me it is not possible to tell the
ing in income tax revenue to-day 47 full story, but I shall do so when the
times the amount it oollected from the House resumes on the 1st of July.
same source in 1938-39.
Mr. NORMAN.-Why not meet on
Mr. NORMAN.-You want the ComTuesday
next?
monwealth Government to collect more
money from the people for expenditure
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treaon State public works.
surer).-1 repeat the challenge that
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- I
issued
to
Opposition
members
surer) .-1 realize that the Leader of the when I made my last statement on
Opposition, politically speaking, would this subject.
It is this: Do not
" shake" everything from the people, go around snooping, trying to pick
taking it from their pockets without up a little here and a little there,
compunction. I have indicated exactly but act as business men, as it is your
what is happening in the Federal sphere, duty to do, and tell the people of Victoria
and it is what the people of Victoria the truth without any association with
resent. This year the Victorian Govern- party politics. All I ask is that they be
ment is again seeking a loan allocation fair to the people by giving them the
of £76,000,000.
Existing contractual truth, free from political bias. I do not
commitments amount to £41,000,000. If ask the Opposition to be fair to the
rumours that I have heard are to be be- Government because we are capable of
lieved, Victoria probably will not be looking after ourselves.
allocated anything like the amount it
will seek from the Loan Council. I shall
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
not hazard a guess on what is likely to -Order!
The time allotted to the
happen at the Loan Council meetJing. I Premier has expired.
remind members that the State is al,Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treaready committed to the expenditure of
an amount of £10,000,000, which repre- surer).---...I regret that I have not the
sents expenditure deferred from loan time available to tell the full story. The
funds during the present financial year. House and the people of Victoria expect
We will not have available an amount of nothing but the truth, and they will get
£5,000,000 by way of overdraft accom- it from this Government.
modation, or the temporary advance of
The SPEAKER.-1 now call the
£2,000,000 which has been available to
Governments in the past to carryon Leader of the Labour party.
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Mr. BOLTE (Hampden).-On a point
of order, Mr. Speaker: During a debate
on a motion for the adjournment of the
House, surely the Opposition should
be given the call alternately with
speakers on the Government side. The
Premier has just resumed his seat.
Is it in order for you to give the call to
another member on the Government side
of the House?
The SPEAKER.-lt has always been
the practice for the Leader of the third
m'ajor party in the House to be given
the courtesy of the caB after the
Leaders of the other .parties have
spoklen. 'J1h.ere ,is no point of order.
,Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-Of recent
date, there has been much publicity in
the newspapers to the effect that the
House to-night would be called upon to
debate a motion expressing want of
confidence in the Government. Instead,
the Opposition has moved the adjournment of the House to discuss what it
claims has been the gross misuse of
record funds by the Government. In
dealing with this matter of records, the
Opposition should be hone:st and tell the
truth, but it is not telling the truth.
The Leader of the Opposition has thrown
into the arena numerous figures, claiming that the present Government in two
years has had at its disposal an amount
of approximately £330,000,000, whereas
in the pr.evious two years the Hollway
Government had at its disposal only
£170,000,000 or £180,000,000. Let us
look at the facts so far as Government
expenditure is concerned. Loan funds
made available to the Government last
year amounted to £37,000,000; this year
it received £54,000,000. The Leader of
the Opposition did not have the decency
to indicate the differences between costs
and values in 1948 and those of 1952.
The Commonwealth Government, led
by the Right Honorable R. G. Menzies,
M.H.R., represents the greatest political
calamity Australia has ever known. In
December, 1948, after six years of war
and two years of peace, the basic wage
was approximately £6 a week, but the
position was held in suoh a way that the
purehasing power of the people was
never higher. The political colleagues
of the Leader of the Opposition came
into office in the Federal sphere by
offering lower taxation and to put more
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value in the £1, and by promIsmg a
thousand and one other things which
everybody knew they were unable to do.
The basic wage in Victoria to-day is £10
12s.-it is higher in other States-representing a rise in two and a half years of
more than £4 a week. Tha t is the record
accomplished by the Commonwealth
Liberal party. There is no record equal
to it anywhere in the world, and the fact
is that the Commonwealth Liberal party
has been responsible for raising the
cost of living in Australia by over 40
per cent.
The Leader of the Opposition has
da-imed to-night that in 1948, 1949 and
1950 we got better value for our money
and were spending less than we are
spending now. The latter statement is
perfectly true, but it is not correct to
say that £54,000,000 to-day will buy as
much labour, services and materials as
did £30,000,000 in 1949. J hate to see
such dishonest tactics used by a party
of so-called Puritans. Doubtless the
public will shortly hear their views about
the proposal to establish a State lottery.
Opposition members are dishonest when
they try to mislead the people into believing that this Government has not obtained as good a result from the expenditure of £54,000,000 this year as some
other Government did from the expenditure of £30,000,000 three, four or
more years ago. The Opposition party
is slipping rapidly down the political
ladder. I am sorry for its Leader,
for whom I have every sympathy,
because I
realize
his
difficulties.
He is really "an innocent abroad."
Not through anything that he has
done, but as the result of what has
been done by his Federal colleagues, he
can see everything disappearing. The
deposit of his party's candidate disappeared after the result of the recent
by-election in Port Melbourne was announced. Opposition members belong to
the "legion of the lost, " and nothing
they can do or say will ever restore the
prestige that they have lost through the
actions of the present Prime Minister
and his Federal party colleagues.
is
Lieut.-Colonel
DENNETT.-This
what one hears on the Yarra bank.
Mr. CAIN.-There is truth in what I
am saying. Opposition members are
throwing mud because they cannot put
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up an honest case. The Leader of the Opposition suggested that the Government
had neglected to face up to the question
of deciding priorities for public works,
and said thM the State's commitments
were beyond our capabilities. That is
a policy of despair.
Members of
all parties who have been in this Parliament for the last seven or eight years
are unitedly responsible for what is happening to-day. During the regime of
the Hollway Government, Mr. KentHughes, now a member of the Federa.l
Cabinet, stood where I am now standing and, as, Minister of Transport,
urged the expenditure of £80,000,000
in ten years on our railway system.
As Minister in Charge of Elect'rical
Undertakings he appointed the present
chairman of the State Electricity
Commission, and was responsible for
the ordering of hundreds of thousands
of pounds worth of material at home and
abroad. In 1948, he went to England
and bought 1,000 houses for employees
Those
of the Railway Department.
houses are now being erected. The
Leader of the Opposition and members
of his party are now urging that we
should abandon developmental projects'
in this State simply because the raising
of loan funds has become a difficult matter.
Mr. NORMAN.-That is not what I advocated.
Mr. CAIN.-Those projects relate to
the
provision
of
water,
power,
adequate' transport, and land settlement, each of which must lead to
increased food production.
We can
also include housing, the provision
of hospitals and the widening of
our education system. Those items will
entail the expenditure of large sums of
money, but all that the Leader of the
Opposition says is, "I was at Mildura
and I saw that for £10,000 we could
have done such-and-such a thing, and for
a further £20,000, something else could
have been done in another place." For
the first time, the Leader of the
Oppasition has gone farther' afield th:m
Geeloog. If he goes much farther afield
he will be brought under the blackfellows' Act. He does not know anything
about these problems; he merely li.stens
to people he may meet on the road or
when travelling in a railway train.
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Persons of tha t type believe they can
solve all our problems, and so the Leader
of the Opposition oontends that our
public works projects are too large and
must be abandoned.
Mr. NORMAN.-That is rubbish. I did
not say that.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
did.
As the spokesman of the
party that has in the electorates a larger
following than any other party, I stand
for a policy that will provide sufficient
money to, expand State development, that will lead' to a better
transport system and will provide
assured water supplies so that food
production will be increased under
a vigorous policy of land settlemen t. I do not wish no 'see land settlement schemes implemented 'Only after a
war. There are thousands 'Of acres in this
State that are privately owned but are
too expensive for settlement purposes
owing to the tactics of people represented
by membens of the Opposition. However,
every acre of suitable Crown land should
be cleared and devel'Oped in the interests
of the State. I charge the Leader of the
Opposition with a proposal to destroy
every developmental project that is in
hand. In the course of the Premier',s
speech the honorable member for Evelyn
asked the honorable gentleman if he
would cut the defence programme
allocation of £180,000,000.
Mr. LECKIE.-I received no reply.
Mr. CAIN.-I shall reply to the
honorable member.
The sum 'Of
£180,000,000 is not being spent on
defence. With every justification, we
can claim that projects to increase food
production, to improve our transport
systems and to develop power and water
supplies are war projects.
In the
discussion of ,these important matters,
Opposition members have lost their way,
and to-night we have listened to the new
"Messiah." I wonder why members of
the OpP'Osition displ'aced the honorable
member for Ballarat as their Leader in
favour of the honorable member for
Glen Iris. His philosophy is that the
Sta te has started a plan of public
works beyond its financial capacity.
I hold the belief that if public
works in this State are stopped
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thf' effect on the economy of the
Commonwealth will be seriQus. Professor Copland was right when he said
that the policy of stopping public works
was the policy of despair.
Mr. McDoN ALD (Premier and Treasurer).-It would be a na'tional tragedy.
Mr. CA1N.-It would be. I do not agree
with Professor Copland that we should
obtain unlimited
loans from
the
International Bank.
That suggestion
recalls what occurred in 1930, when
Sir Otto Niemeyer came to this
State
representing
the
Bank
of
England.
Now representatives arc
coming here from the International Bank
of New York, which provided one hundred
million d'Ollars f'Or the Commonwealth
Government eighteen months ago. Up to
March of this year, not m'ore than thirtynine million dollars of that sum had been
spent by the Commonwealth Government.
The whole of the money was not spent
because £oor the most part it had to be
expended 'On goods made in America and
used £oor capital development in Australia. I suggest to the Opposi Hon tha t
the situation will not be met by adopting a policy of despa'ir, and the Leader
of the Opposition is merely trying to confuse the issue. The charge made by the
Opposition is that men have nQt been
sacked from vari'Ous projects.
The
Leader of the Opposition has asked the
Premier whether there are as many men
now employed on developmental undertakings as there were last year. I desire
to advise him that approximately onethird of the employees last year had
their services terminated.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-The time allowed the honorable member has expired.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 moveThat the Standing Orders be suspended to
enable the honorable member for Northcote
to continue his speech for fifteen minutes.

Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition) .-Leave is refused.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden) .-The Opposition has spoken tQ this motion f'or
only 45 minutes, and evidently the
Government parties desire to take the
remainder of the time available. In
effect, none of the chaTges m'ade by the
Opposition has been answered. Never
before in the history of Victoria has it
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been so essential foor a Government tQ be
efficient and businesslike in its administration. I wish to adopt the argument
used by the Leader of the Labour party
that it is now difficult to obtain sufficient
money to finance projects. From 1945
to 1949, under the miserable policy of
isola Uonism as practised by the Labour
party, millions of pounds could be
'obtained but it was not possible to purchase equipment or material from
America. It was only when there was a
change of Government at Canberra that
this and other State Governments were
able to spend the money allocated to
them.
Great play is made of the fact that the
Utah Oonstruction Company of America
has contracted to complete the Big Eildon
wei'r in four years and 36 weeks. I declare emphatically that the company was
not brought to Australia as the result of
the action of any particular Government
but because the voters changed the
Government at Canberra. On more than
'one occasion. as Minister of Water Supply in the Hollway Administration, I
end~avoured
to
obtain permIssIOn
from Canberra to use dollars to buy
necessary equipment from America, but I
was always met with a point blank refusal, and the argument was used that
dollars could not be obtained even far
the purchase of petrol. We all know how
false that statement was. Immedi'ately
there was a change of· policy in 1949, it
was possible for all available money to be
spent on public works. If it were not
f.or that change of policy we would still
have plenty of money but no equipment
or materiaL. Prior t'O 1949 municipal
councils were given grants year after
year, but because they lacked certain
equipment the money remained unspent.
However, afteT 1949 the councils were
able to proceed wi th their works.
The P.remier has quoted a number of
figures to-ni'ght, but I should say that
they are hard to follow and difficult to
justify. The honorable gentleman has
asked foor facts, and I intend to give some.
In September of last year, the Premier
made the following statement in regard
t,o the State Rivers and Water Supply
CommissionBriefly, the position in regard to tIDe whole
programme is that the application submitted
to the Loan Councirl was for £11,312,000.
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Expenditure already incurred for the
months of July and August, 1951, has been
£2357000 and definite commitments have
be~n ~ntered into by the Commission, by
waterworks trusts and by the Utah Construction Company amounting to £6,580,000
for the remainder of the year. Two-thirds
of this is for plant and materials ordered
by the Utah Construction Company.
Mr. BARRY.-From what are you quoting?
Mr. BOLTE.-1 do not think the honorable member for CarIton is interested.
On ea'ch occasion on which there is a
debate on a measure in which he is interested he sits at the table near the
Minister in '~harge of the Bill and
watches him.
Mr. BARRY.-1 am watching you now.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
- I am watching the honorable member
for Carlton.
Mr. BARRY (Carlton).-On a point
of order, I am sorry that I have in any
way made it necessary for you, Mr.
Speaker, to mention me. My only interjection was to ask the honorable member foOr Hampden from what he was
qUoOting. I do not underst:and why the
honorable member has to tell me where
I should sit When I am interested.
The SPEAKER.-There is no point of
order.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden).-The Premier stated furtherIe will be seen, therefore, that if every
man employed on developmental works by
or for the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission were put off on the 1st of September - some 3,300 men - approximately
£8,937,000 would have been spent, or committed, for plant or materials being sup.plied under contract and for completion of
existing contracts by waterworks trusts.
If every work except Eildon were brought
to a standstill, and the EHdon project reduced to the limit without slowing down the
contractor, the amount required would be
£10,237,000.
This would allow of about
1,200 men being employed at EHdon, but
would require the Commission to dispense
with .the services of approximately 2,300
men from its own works. About 300 of the
men put off by the Commission would be
re-employed and included in the 1,200 men
at Eildon, so that the net reduction in men
employed on water conservation works
would be approximat·ely 2,000, or 60 per cent.
M the total now employed.
That paragraph 'of the Premier's speech
is misleading and confusing. An application was made to the Loan Council
for the sum of £11,312,000, and the
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Premier stated that the amount sought
was reduced to £7,918,000. Actually,
the Commission has received, or will
receive, the amount of £10,500,000. The
Premier further stated that all works
would be stopped except those at Eildon.
The truth is that no works have really
ceased.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Y,our Leader said
that they had been stopped.
Mr. BOLTE.-The Premier declared
that work at Eildon would be slowed to
the limit, but actually it has proceeded
at full speed. Moreover, he said that all
employees of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission would be dismissed
except 1,200 at Eildon. That was one of
the most particular statements that the
Premier made.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-That statement is a clever
distortion of the facts.
Mr. BOLTE.-The Premier said that
if every work except Eildon was shut
down at once, the ftmds required to cover
what had already been spent, or committed, and to keep Eildon going at the
contract rate, would be £10,237,000.
The only men who would be employed
on water supply projects would be those
at Eildon. To prove his point, immediately after his speech he sacked 1,000
men from the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission.
Mr. HYLAND.-The Premier did not
sack anybody.
Mr. BOLTE.-The same number of
men, or more, were sacked from the
State Electricity Commission, but they
were re-employed, or at least most of
them were. The charge I make against
the Premier and his Government is that
those men were dismissed during the
campaign in connection with the Commonwealth Government's referendum
on the question of Communism and were
re-employed after the referendum had
been held. Undoubtedly, the Government played politics in its lowest form
on that occasion. The sacking and subsequent re-employment of thousands of
men was done with malice aforethought.
The Soldier Settlement Commission is
the one body that has been allotted less
money this financial year than it received
last year, its allocation having been
reduced from £6,090,000, to £5,040,000.
The Premier has admitted having drawn
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up a list of priorities, and he has placed
the Soldier Settlement Commission at
the foot of it. The Government has
preferred to nationalize gas undertakings
in Melbourne and to waste £1,000,000
on the transfer of Tallanga tta.
The
Minister of Agriculture is clearing the
decks, so as to speak, with the object of
having a meat works erected in the
electorate he represents. So long as the
public realize that the Government proposes to spend money on such projects
as I have mentioned, they will not invest
in Government loans. The residents of
any small country town would rather
lend £25,000 to the State Electricity
Commission, interest free, than lend
25s. to the Governmen t to be frittered in
other directions.
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Mr. DODGSHUN.-I do not li~e to
accuse a man of dishonesty. I felt that
the 'Leader of the Opposition was
deliberately making a political attack
and that he was not prepared to cooperate with the Government regarding defence measures which the
Commonwealth Government has asked
my Government to take. CeTtain of
those works must be met from State
funds, although the Commonwealth
Government has provided £181,000,000
for defence works. Where is that money
to be spent? A few million pounds may
he allotted to the construction of an
aerodrome and similar works. Many
essential projects must be undertaken by
the State for defence needs.
The
questions of food production, supply of
power, and so forth have already been
mentioned.

llr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I propose to make a few remarks in
I desire to refresh the minds of honordefence of the State Electricity Commission, although I do not consider it able members on the Opposition side of
needs defending when the undertakings the House regarding the manneT in
that it has carried out during last year which revenue has been boosted. In
are fairly surveyed without bias. The 1941, when the uniform income taxation
motion being debated represents a most system was instituted, the Commonremarkable attack on the Government. wealth Government collected from
The new Leader of the Opposition and his Victoria the sum 'of £10,500,000, of
Deputy have made a very poor showing which it returned £6,250,000 as tax
This year it is
and have descended to depths to which reimbursement.
estimated,
from
the
most optimistic
honorable members in the House generpoint of view, th'at the Commonwealth
ally do not sink. By implication, they Government will collect in Victoria
attacked responsible public servants income
tax
totalling
between
when they said that the Government had £150,000,000 and £160,000,000.
Last
done certain things. Those men have year the Commonwealth Government retaken pride in building up the utilities of turned £29,500,000 to Victoria. Is the
the State. AUhough members on the ratio between £6,250,000 and £10,500,000
Opposition side of the House may not comparable with the ratio between
have appointed the peTSOns concerned ,£29,500,000 and the £150,000,000 given
initially, at the eXJpiry of their term of as the minimum estimate? Is it not
office they 'ha ve on occasions re- logical that the expenditure of the State
appointed them. A very mean advantage should rise in similar proportions to that
has been taken of those men. The of the Commonwealth? We are not
Leader of the Opposition completely questioning the fact that the expenditure
ignored the oosts of government in of the Commonwealth has increased, but
Victoria. Although he defended the I suggest that the States have as great
Commonwealth Governm,ent on the ques- a responsibility as the Commonwealth.
tion of rising costs, he astutely made In fact, within their sovereign powers
no referenoe to the rise in revenue that the States in some respects have probthe Commonwealth Government has ably greater responsibilities than has the
Commonwealth
Government.
The
obtadned.
Government of Victoria considers that
Mr. CAlN.-That action is not astute, there should be some more equitable
but is dishonest.
distribution of the wealth produced in
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this State in order to bring its instrumentalities to an efficient stage, thereby
enabling the production of wealth to be
increased, not only for the proper development of the country but also for
adequate defence.
During the present debate the State
Electricity
Commission
has
been
brought under fire to a certain extent
and an accusation was made of a wholly
erroneous and completely biased character, to the effect that the members of the
Commission would take a political view
on any matter. I refute such an accusation.
Mr. BOLTE.-It was never made.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-A statement was
made that for poHtical reasons the State
Electricity Commission dismissed men.
Mr. BOLTE.-The Premier dismissed
them.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The Premier did
not; the Commonwealth Government
was to blame. If the honorable member
for Hampden is so small-minded as to
take that angle, he is not fit to be deputy
Leader of the Opposition. I am astounded that the .older brigade of the
great Liberal party, which was respected
in days gone by, will tolerate the youthful brigade taking such action as it has
to-nigh t and doing such things as i1: has
done in the electorates, in regard to men
who have given service to the party for
years. I refer to Sir CHfden Eager, and
the Honorable C. E. Isaac. There is this
to be said about the Country party:
that in its politics it is not a case of
dog eating dog. However, I desire to
present a factual statement concerning'
what happened in the State of Vktoria
in the matter of loan applications by the
State Electricity Commission. Do Opposition members think that men who
have such pride in their work as have the
members of that Commission, would,
under their charter, take any notice of
a Government order that men should be
dismissed? I have before me a table
showing that on the constructional side
of the State Electricity Commission's
undertakings there were 7,769 men employed on the 31st of August, 1951.
One month later-on the 30th of September last year-the number was 6,494; on
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the 31st of October it was 4,290; on the
30th of November the number was 4,164,
and on the 31st of December, 4,187. For
the 31st of January, 1952, there was a
small increase to 4,581, while on the
29th of February the number of employees was 4,680, the number at the
31st of March being 5,408. The total
number of employees for construction
and operation shows a decrease over the
period under review of nearly 3,000 men.
What has this meant? The point involved is one that the Opposition has
avoided. The Co-ordinatQr-General of
Works said at the last Loan Council
meeting when the State made its
application f.or £76,000,000, that VictQria eQuId do the w.ork but that the
extra sum did not mean that more men
would be employed. The additional
amount would be absorbed in increased
costs of matedals and wages. The increase of 35s. a week in the basic wage
during the PalSt twelve months has
involved the State in additional expenditure of £5,750,000. Every rise of Is.
means an increase in State expenditure
amounting to £150,000 in public service
salaries. The Opposition contends that
the State is not entitled to recompense for
the heavy over-'all expenditur·e caused by
the 35s. a week increase in the basic
wage, nor f.or the additional revenue
gained by the Comm.onwealth itself due
to the very fact that the basic wage does
The .attitude adopted by
increase.
OppositiQn members is absolutely hopeless. If they subscribe to a policy that
the works .of the State Electricity
OommissiQn should cease .or be further
curtailed, then they must subscribe to
the blackouts that are experienoed in
Melbourne to-day.
Mr. NORMAN.-We do not subscribe
to that at all.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I disagree. The
last Liberal party Government, as well
as previous Governments, set the
schedule, and when the present Government came into office it endeavoured to
accelerate that schedule. It was urged
to do so by Mr. Casey, the Oommonwealth Minister for Ex,ternal Affairs,
and Mr. Beale, the Minister of Supply,
only fQur months before that tragic
Loan Council meeting toO which reference
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has been made. We were informed tha:.
we were to hav,e our works completed
in a shorter period than was scheduled,
because time was running out and there
was a prospect of war in a year or two.
We immediately accelerated the works.
FoOr €'Xa'mple, I, as Minister in Charge of
Electrical Undertakings, the Minister of
Water Supply, the Minister of Forests
and the Minister of Transport in relation
to the Railway Department, took necessary action. W,e gained the confidence
of the public servants concerned ·and
obtained some co-ordination among
them. I regret to say that Ministers
f·ound that the achievement of such a
desirable sta te of aff·airs had been
seriously interf,eTed with by the previous
Government, many of the public
servants concerned hav'ing felt that they
suffered from a sense of frustration. The
honorable member for Hampden, who
was Minister of Water Supply, left
Tallangatta, so to speak, on the bench
and would not deal with it. Further,
he did not let the contract for the Eildon
project. He just held such matters up
and would not make decisions.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).

-The time allowed under the Standing
Orders for the discussion of this motion
has expired.
The House divided on the motion for
the adjournment of the House (Sir
Archie Michaelis in the chair)Ayes
Noes
Majority 'against the
motion

I

I
I
I

Merrifield
Mitchell
Moss
Mutton
O'Carroll
Pettiona
Randles
ScuJ.ly
Shepherd
Smith
Stoneham
Sutton
Towers
W,hite
(Allendale)

Mr. White
(Mentone) .
Tellers:

Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Ruthven.

PETITION.
A petition, praying for the provision of
proper sanitation and adequa'te buildings
at the Ringwood State school, was presented by Mr. REID (Box Hill) from
109 parents of children attending Ringwood State school, No. 2997.
The Standing Orders were suspended
to enable the petiti'on to be read, and the
petiUon was read by the Clerk.
The petition is as follows:To the Honorable the Speaker and the
Honorable Members of the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria in Parliament
assembled.
The humble petition of the undersigned
parents of children attending Ringwood
State school, No. 2997, sheweth:

10

Mr. Mibus
Mr. Norman
Mr. Oldham
Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Rylah
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Whately.
Tellers:

Leckie
Mr. Reid.

Mr.
. Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

1. That owing to the lack of proper sanitary conveniences at the school the health
of the children is being g·ravely endangered.

Mr. McDonald

I Mr.

(Shepparton)

I

That your petitioners are parents of children attending the Ringwood State school
and as such are deeply concerned.

(Dundas)

I

NOES.

Mr. Barclay
Mr. Barry
Mr. Brose
Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Cain
Mr. Cook
Mr. Corrigan
Mr. Dodgshun
Mr. Doube
Mr. Dunn
Mr. Fewster
Mr. Fulton
Mr. Galvin
Mr. Hayes
Mr. Holt
Mr. Hyland
Mr. Lemmon
Sir Albert Lind
Mr. McDonald

26
36

AyE'!!.

Mr. Block
Mr. Bolte
Mr. Dawnay-Mould
Lieut.-Col. Dennett
Mr. Don
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Guye
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Hollway
Mr. Ireland
Sir George Knox
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Mack
Sir Thomas Maltby
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2. That owing to inadequate accommodation at the site of the school the Department of Education is renting for use as
school rooms, halls which are unsuitable for
this purpose.
3. That the house provided by the Department of Education as a residence for
the head teacher is old, dilapidated, and
unsuitable for this purpos'e.
4. That the Honorable the Minister of
Education on the 19bh of December, 1951,
promised to a deputation of parents of
children and of councillors of the Borough
of Ringwood(a)

That a septic tank system would
be installed at the school;
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that additional c1assrooms would be
erected;
that a head teacher's residence
would be erected as soon as practicable on another site.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-At this stage the Leader of the
Opposition has the right only to refuse
leave.

5. That the promises of the Honorable the
Minister of Education have not been carried
out by his Department. In particular since
the date of the promise to install a septic
tank system, tenders have been called for
the extension of the existing pan system.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-In view of the attitude of the
Leader of the Opposition I now submit
that the motion be treated as urgent.
It is necessary to submit this motion on
account of the position which has arisen.
As honorable members are aware, Supply
has been gran ted only to the 30th of
June next and because of the Legislative
Council elections it will be impossible
before the end of the current financial
year to call Parliament together again in
time to pass further Supply for the
payment of Public Service salaries next
July and August. I point out to members
that I have a very great responsibility
in relation to the finances of the State,
and I have to proceed to Canberra on
Thursday to attend a meeting of the
Loan Council. Therefore, :it is imperative that Supply be dealt with by this
House this week.

(b)
(c)

6. That your petitioners have not received
replies to correspondence addressed to the
Honorable the Minister of Education and to
his Department on bhese matters.
That your petitioners consider that the
Honorable the Minister of Education, being
the Minister of the State of Victoria responsible for the provision of free and compulsory education to the children of Victoria, should
1. Direct his Department to oarry out
forthwith the promises made by the
Honorable the Minister on the 19th
of December, 1951.
2. Ensure that his Department conforms
to a standard of hygiene not lower
than that which the law demands of
private citizens.
Your petitioners therefore huml:>ly pray
that your House will be pleased to take
these matters into consideration and to take
such action as may be necessary to provide
that the matters complained of may De
remedied by the provision of proper sanitation and adequate buildings at the Ringwood State school.
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-By leave, I moveThat this House will, this day, resolve
itself into a Committee to consider of the
Supply to be granted to Her Majesty.

Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposi.tion) .-1 refuse leave. I have had no
indication from the Premier nor has the
Opposition heard any reason why this
procedure should be adopted.
The
motion provides that the House proceed
to consider Supply, but no reason has
been given why the House could not
do so to-morrow. The Opposition has
been given no reason why the granting
of Supply should be regarded as urgent.
On the contrary, two months will elapse
before Supply already granted becomes
exhausted.

Mr. NORMAN.-The House could meet
again next Tuesday.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I have given reasons for my
motion. In view of the attitUde of the
Opposition I ask the Speaker to rule
the matter as urgent.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-The Governmen t has asked that the
consideration of Supply be treated as
urgent, and it becomes neci~ssary for me
to rule whether it is urgent. On previous
occasions I have ruled on questions
similar to this, as have other Speakers,
and in doing so one has to take serious
notice of the views of the Government,
which is responsihle for the administration of the affairs of the State. If the
Government decides that the granting
of Supply is urgent, it is the duty of
the Speaker to give great weight to that
view. I therefore declarE~ the motion
submitted by the Premier to be urgent.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition).-On a point of order, Mr. Speaker,
I rise to ask your advice on this matter.
You have ruled that this is an urgent
motion. The Opposition has not had
an opportunity to put to you any case
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in support of the contention that the
Premier's proposals for Supply are not
urgent. We suggest, with great respect,
that we have our responsibility to people
outside this House, and for that reason
members of the Opposition should have
an opportunity to present their views.
We understand that you are recognized
as the protector of the rights of all
members of this House and not only of
those members who call themselves the
Government. I suggest that at this
juncture the Opposition may be given
the opportunity to present its views
on the question of whether or not the
motion is urgent, and I now make that
request.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-The Leader of the Opposition is in
order in putting forward the case he
has presented. As I said previously,
I have in the past ruled on similar
questions, as also have my predecessors.
If I had not done so, I might have
considered that there was some point in
the suggestion that the matter should
have been debated by the House. A
similar point of order to that now being
raised by the Leader of the Opposition
has on a number of previous occasions
been debated at some length. It has
been ruled by previous Speakers that
if the Government declares Estimates
of Expenditure or Bills urgent, it is
the duty of the Speaker to give great
weight to the Government's decision,
and I am following precedent. In the
circumstances, therefore, although I
gla.dJ.y listen to any views which the
Opposition may wish to present, I cannot see how I can change my ruling.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition) .-If there is no other way in which
I may present my views on behalf of
the Opposition and the public, on the
question of the urgency of Supply, I
shall have to move, with great regret,
that your ruling be disagreed with.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Will the Leader of the Opposition submit his motion in writing?
Mr. NDRMAN.-I will.
The SPEAKER.-Then the motion
will be placed on the Notice Paper for
consideration at a future sitting of the
House. It cannot be debated to-night.
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Mr. NORl\t1AN.-If my motion has to
be placed on the Notice Paper it cannot
be proceeded with immediately; that
course will nullify the effect of what
the Opposition has in mind. No disrespect to you is intend€d, Mr. Speaker,
by the submission of the motion, but as
members of this House we believe tha t
we should have the right to express our
views on whether a Supply Bill should
be treated as an urgent measure. If our
vdews cannot be placed before the House
immediately, then I shall not proceed
with the motion, but will withdraw it.
Mr. HYLAND.-I object to the notice
of motion being withdrawn.
Mr. NORMAN.-I shall have more to
say on this subject when the Supply Bill
is being considered.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).-Mr. Speaker, has the Leader of
the Opposition to seek the permission
of the House to withdraw his notice of
motion?
The SPEAKER.-All that the Leader
of the Opposition did was to give
notice of his intention to submit a
motion; he does not need the permission
of the House to withdraw notice of his
motion.
The House divided on the Premier's
motion (Sir Archie Michaelis in the
chair)Ayes
33
Noes
24
Majority for the motion

9

AYES.

Mr. Barclay
Mr. Barry
Mr. Brose
Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Cain
Mr. Cook
Mr. Corrigan
Mr. Dodgshun
Mr. Doube
Mr. Dunn
Mr. Fewster
Mr. Fulton
Mr. Galvin
Mr. Hayes
Mr. Holt
Mr. Hyland
Sir Albert Lind
Mr. McDonald
(Shepparton)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Merrifield
Mitchell
Moss
O'Carroll
Pettiona
Randles
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
Stoneham
Sutton
Towers
White
(Allendale) .
Tellers:

Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Ruthven.
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NOES.

Mr. Block
Mr. Bolte
Lieut.-Col. Dennett
Mr. Don
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Guye
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Hollway
Mr. Ireland
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Mack
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald

NOES.

Mr. Mibus
Mr. Norman
Mr. Oldham
Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Rylah
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Whately.
Tellers:

Mr. Block
Mr. Bolte
Lieut.-Col. Dennett
Mr. Don
Mr. Guye
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Hollway
Mr. Ireland
Mr. Leckie
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Mack
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald

Mr. Mibus
Mr. Norman
Mr. Oldham
Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Rylah
I Brigadi.er Tovell
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Whately.
~rellers:

Mr. Fraser
Mr. Reid.

(Dundas)

PAIRS.

Mr. Leckie
Mr. Reid.

(Dundas)

Mr. Lemmon
Mr. White
(Mentone)

I Sir George Knox
I

Mr.

Dawnay~Mould.

PAIRS.

I

Mr. Lemmon
Mr. White

Sir George Knox
Mr. Dawnay-Mould.

(Mentone)

COMMITTEE OF WAYS AND MEANS.
Mr. l\1cDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-By leave, I move-That the House will, this day, resolve itself
into a Committee to consider of the Ways
and Means for raising the Supply to be
granted to Her Majesty.

The House divided on the motion (Sir
Archie Michaelis in the chair)Ayes
Noes

34
24

Majority for the motion

10

AyES.
Mr. Barclay
Mr. Barry
Mr. Brose
Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Cain
Mr. Cook
Mr. Corrigan
Mr. Dodgshun
Mr. Doube
Mr. Dunn
Mr. Fewster
Mr. FUlton
Mr. Galv.in
Mr. Hayes
Mr. Holt
Mr. Hyland
Sir Albert Lind
Mr. McDonald

Mr. Merrifield
Mitchell
Moss
Mr. Mutton
Mr. O'Carroll
Mr. Pettiona
Mr. Randles
Mr. Scully
Mr. Shepherd
Mr. Smith
Mr. Stoneham
Mr. Sutton
Mr. Towers
Mr. White

Mr.
IMr.

I

( Allendalej .
Tellers:

Mr. Cochrane
(Shepparton) I Mr. Ruthven.

ESTIMATES.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor transmi tting
an Estimate of Expenditure for the
months of July and August,. 1952-53, and
recommending an appropriation from
the Consolidated Revenue accordingly.
VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
The House went into Committee of
Supply.
Mr. McDONALD (Premi.er and Treasurer).-I mov,eThat a sum not exceeding £11,980,164 be
granted to Her Majesty on account for or
towards defraying the following services
for the year 1952-53:-Legislative CouncilcontingenCies,
&c.,
£1,255;
Legislative
Assemblv-salaries and contingencies, £5,276;
Refresh~ent Rooms-salaries and contingencies, £1,850; Engineers and Gardeners
-salaries and contingencies, £1,250; Parliamentary Printing, £6,250; The Library,
Parliament House-salaries, contingencies,
&c.,
£1,930;
Victorian
Parliamentary
Debates-salaries and contingencies, £3,076;
The Governor's Office-salari.es and contingencies, £3,245; Premier's Office-salaries,
contingencies, and miscellaneous, £31,400;
Patriotic Funds Council-.salaries and contingencies, £373; Soil Conservation Authority
-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£12,606; Regional Planning and Decentralization Division-salaries and contingencies, £3,806; Agent-General, £4,150; Public
Service Board--salaries and contingencies,
£6,668; Audit Office-salaries and contingencies, £16,435; Chief Secretary's Officesalaries and contingencies, £7,700; totalizator
administration, £270; miscellaneous, £860:
pensions, &c., £100; grants, £:2,500; Immigration-salaries and contingencies, £5,500;
Board for the Protection of the Aborigines
-salaries
and
contingencies,
£1,620;
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Explosives-salaries
and
contingencies,
£7,400; State Accident Insurance Office-salaries and insurance of State employees,
£7,000; Motor Car (Third Party) Insurance
--salaries, £3,000; Workers' Compensation
Board-salaries, £1,150; Fisheries and Game
-salaries
and
contingencies,
£11,000;
Government Shorthand Writer-salaries and
contingencies, £1,300; Government Statistsalaries
and
contingencies,
£15,900;
Children's Welfare-salaries, contingencies,
and miscellaneous, £58,200; Penal and Gaols
-salaries and contingencies, £72,000; Police
-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£593,200;
Police Classification Boardsalaries and contingencies, £250; Public
Library, &c.-salaries and miscellaneous;
£33,000; Free Library Service Board-salaries and contingencies, £10,500; Department of Labour-salaries and contingencies,
£33,165;
Education-salaries,
£1,580,000;
contingencies and miscellaneous, £420,000;
works· and buildings, £12,000; Endowments
and Grants, £148,000; Teachers' Tribunalsalaries and contingencies, £580; AttorneyGeneral-salaries and contingencies, £97,083;
Prices Control-salaries and contingencies,
£37,500; Rent controller-salaries and contingencies, £6,600; Public Trustee-salaries
and contingencies, £16,666; Courts Administration &c.-salaries and contingencies,
£53,666; Treasury-salaries and contingencies. £11,000; payment under the provisions
of the Commonwealth P:w-roll Tax P. c:c:pc:sment Act, £90,000; miscellaneous, £25,000;
transport, &c., £5,000; unforeseen expenditure, £500; payments to Railway Department and State Coal Mine, £45,000; miners'
phthisis allowances, &c., £10,000; grants,
£90,000; pensions, &c., £30; exceptional
expenditure, £35,000; State Superannuation
Board and Pensions Office-salaries, contingencies and miscellaneous, £5,500; Registry
of Co-operative Housing Societies-salaries
and
contingencies,
£2,500;
Building
Directorate-salaries
and
contingencies,
£11,500; Emergency Housing-salaries and
contingenc-ies, £3,000; Taxation Officesalaries and contingencies, £31,150; Stamp
Duties-salaries 'and contingencies, £16,300;
Government Printer-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous, £115,320; Lands and
Survey, Land Settlement-salaries and conting~mcies, £108,000; miscellaneous, £130,000;
SoldIer Settlement Commission-salaries
and contingencies, £28,420; Botanic and
Domain Gardens, &c.-salaries and contingencies, £10,200; Works and Buildings,
£:r00; Public Works-salaries and contingenCIes, £95,238; works and buildings, £165,000;
Town and Country Planning Board-salaries
and contingencies, £1,882;
Ports and
Harbors-salaries
and
contingencies,
£15,490; works, &c., £27,500; Mines-salaries
and contingencies, £19,839; miscellaneous,
£7!400; Forests·-salaries. contingencies, and
mIscellaneous, &c., £171,212; payment under
the provisions of the Commonwealth Payroll Tax Assessment Act, £2,750; State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission-salaries,
&c., £390,000; payment under the provisions
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of the Commonwealth Pay-roll Tax Assessment Act, £11,000; Agriculture-Administrative-salaries, contingencies, miscellaneous, and exceptional, £44,500; salaries,
contingencies, and miscellaneous, £45,000;
Horticulture-salaries, contingencies, and
miscellaneous, £27,000; Live Stock-salaries,
contingencies, and miscellaneous, £33,500;
Dairying-salaries, contingenci.es, and miscellaneous, £35,900; Health-Administrative
-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£658,280; General Health-salaries, contingencies, and Infectious Diseases, £71,685;
Tuberculosis-salaries, contingencies and
miscellaneous, £191,220; Maternal and Child
Hygiene-salaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£73,000;
Mental
Hygienesalaries, contingencies, and miscellaneous,
£433,785; Railways-working expenses, &c.,
£5,222,125; Railway Construction Branch,
£2,958; State Coal Mines-worKing expenses,
£122,500. Total £11,980,164.

The period for which Supply has been
granted will expire on the 30th of June
next, and authority is sought to provide
for expenditure f'or the months of July
and August, 1952. The amount included
in this Supply Bill is £11,980,164 and is
sufficient to meet requirements until the
end of August, 1952.
The current
financial year closes at the end of June,
but it is not possible 'at this stage to
accurately forecast the result of the
year's transactions. I can, however,
inform honorable members that the
deficit of £484,000, which wa1s anticipated
when the Budget was presented to the
House, win be substantially exceeded.
The fivst column of the Supply schedule
indicates the amount required under each
division of the Estimates t'O meet
expenditure for the months .of July and
August, 1952, and the second column
shows the pr.oportionate amount of the
estimated
expenditure
under
each
division of the Estimates for the current
financial year. The Supply schedule
di'scloS'es m'any variations .in the amounts
required, compared with the estimated
expenditure for a proportionate period
of the current financial year. There are
many reasons for these variations. With
the exception of the Railway Department, provision has been made for five
fortnightly payments of sa'laries and
this .accounts for the increased Supply
reqUIred under many divi'sions.
In
addition, under some divisions the
greater proportion of the expenditure is
not charged until the latter half of the
year, whilst in other cases the expenditure is heavier in the early part of the
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financial year. Supply is not required
for certain items of expenditure such as
interest, sinking fund, and exchange
payments, for which special appropriations have been authorized by Parliament.
I shall now deal with the main items
under which increased provision is required. An additional sum of £3,418 is
needed for salaries, contingencies, and
miscellaneous expenditure by the Soil
Conservation Authority. The increased
provision is necessary because the activities of the Authority have increased, with
a consequent expansion of the staff employed. Further, additional District Advisory Committees have been established.
An extra amount of £8,213 is necessary
for the Children's Welfare Department
because payments are made to fostermothers every 28 days, and three such
payments are required to be made during
July and August. The Education Department vote shows an increase of
£7,159 to meet increased payments as a
result of cost of living adjustments to
council staffs of technical schools.
Increased salaries due to awards of
various tribunals and cost-of-living adjustments account for the provision of
an additional sum of £14,167 for the
Treasury Department. Miners' phthisis
allowances are paid quarterly in advance, and the increase on that account
is £3,000. The vote for the Department
of Health indicates an increase of
£13,005 to meet the quarterly payment in
advance to the Queen's Memorial Infectious Diseases Hospital, Fairfield. Due
to the higher salaries and wages operating and further increases in the cost of
materials, including coal and fuel oil, an
additional amount of £578,900 is required for the Railway Department.
In some divisions decreases are shown,
and I shall now indicate the most important of these. The amount required for
insurance of State employees is payable
during the month of September; therefore the Supply schedule shows an
amount smaller by £10,728 for the State
Accident Insurance Office. Provision is
made under the appropriate division for
the Treasury for the payment of a subsidy to the Railway Department on
account of debt charges. As this payment is not made until the end of the
Mr. McDonald.
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financial year, the amount of Supply required is reduced by £296,666. Under
the heading of the Agriculture Department provision is made to supplement the
amount
specially
appropriated
on
account of agricultural colleges, but as
this amount will not be expended until
later in the financial year, Supply
amounting to £14,442 is not now necessary.
I have now explained the major variations in the amount of Supply required
for the months of July and August from
the proportionate amount of the estimated expenditure for the current financial year. I shall be pleased to furnish
any further information desired by
honorable members.
I do not -think it is necessary for me
to inform honorable members of the
legal need fOT the House to meet before
the 30th of June. It was felt that all
members would like to take part in the
Legislative Council triennial elections
that must be conducted in June. Because
of the legal and physical difficulties of
getting the writs of that election
returned in time for Supply to be gran ted
before the 30th of June, the Government
felt that this was the most appropriate
time for the House to meet to pass a
Supply Bill for July and August. It is -~e
Government's ini:Jention that the sesSIOn
shall be resumed on the 1st of July, and
the Legislative Council will meet to
transact business as soon as it can
assemble after the triennial election.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition) .-Members may be inclined to
treat the debate on Supply with some
lightness in view 'Of the fact that there
has already been to-night a somewhat
limited debate on certain of the State's
finances. I think that the Premier is
displaying indecent haste in -asking the
House to dispose of a Supply Bill amounting to almost £12,000,000 in an extremely
limited time. If the Premier had urgent
need of the money to meet contracts or
to pay Public Service salaries, the Opposition would be -hound to consider those
aspects, but we emphasize that the
money is required as from the 1st of
July next, which is nine weeks from no~.
In the meantime, the Legislative CounC'l1
triennial elections will take place. However, the Premier is to attend a meeting
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of the Loan Council on Thursday, and I
assume he will return to Melbourne on
Saturday.
The Opposition is prepared to discuss
the vital matter of Supply next Tuesday. The Premier will then be in possession of further facts to assist him, and
I believe he will be able to speak with a
good deal more knowledge than he has
to-night.
Further, he would have
approximately eight weeks in which t'O
make the necessary arrangements to
spend the money which he asks Parliament to vote him in twelve hours.
The date for the issue of the writs for
the Legislative Council elections has
not even been decided. The only indication that has been given so far is that
the election campaign wilf commence
about the end of May. It cannot be
'Suggested validly that the House need
vote Supply 'Ov€rnight.
The Premier approached me some
ti·me ag'O and pointed out that because of
constitutional difficulties the House must
meet before the Legislative Oouncil
election was held, and suggested that,
for the convenience of all parties, it
should re-assemble bef.ore the commencement of the election campaign. I agreed
to that procedure and said that I thought
it was r,easonable, since all parties
wished to participate in their vari'Ous
places-the Country party in some places,
the Labour party in other places, and
the Liberal and Country party in all
places. However, I emphasized that the
campaign w'Ould not be embarked upon
for another month, during which time
the House could meet to discuss the
expenditure of £12,000,000 of public
moneys and transact other business.
In connection with practically every
divisi'On of the Supply schedule ther,e
has been constant public criticism of
various kinds, and whether it is justified
or riot, Parliament is the place in which
it should be voiced. The Leader of the
Labour party says, "Hear, hear." In ..
stead of allowing Supply to be pushed
through, and agreeing to the application
of the gag in order to have the Bill
passed in a fixed time overnight, I am
sure that the Leader of the Labour
party would enable the Opposition to
examine the Supply schedule and present
Session 1951-52.-[27]
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its views. If we are to be told, nine
weeks before the money is required,
that the money must be voted before,
say, mid-day to-morrow, I submit that
all the rights of the Opposition and of
Parliament, are being abrogated.
Apparently the minority Government
is attempting to say, in effect, " You will
not deal with this matter now, nor have
the benefit of the ordinary forms of the
House, even to give you a night to consider the facts or absence of them." The
Standing Orders were not drawn up as
the result of whims of fancy, but to
protect the rights of minorities. At
present the largest party in the House
apparently is not to be given, by the
smallest party, the right to use the
forms of the House, and is to be denied
its rights and privileges :as the
Opposition.
We are told that we may not even,
present to the Speaker the views of the
Oppositi.on as to whetheT this Supply
measure is urgent. The Government,
in a disgraceful display, has taken all
means to-night vo force the Opposition
to adopt the Supply Bill for the months
of July and August without notice, and
proposes to gag it through the Committee and the House within a limited
time. It appears that the money sought
will be voted at the rate of £1,000,000
an hour. In all .our criticisms of the
Government, whether on financial issues
or otherwise, we join in ,effect the third
party, which is engaged, in fact, in a
coalition Government. The Min.istry in
office is the McDonald Government only
by name.
Actually, it is a CainMcDonald coalition Government.
Mr. GALVIN.-They do not whack up
the Ministerial salaries with us.
Mr. NORMAN.-I suggest that the
advantage mentioned by the honorable
member for Bendigo is the only thing the
Labour party does not get out of the
Government, and I emphasize that the
Labour party is having its policy implemented. This has all been done by an
agreement consisting of fifteen pOints, a
list of which has been circulated by the
Labour party. It has put them in
writing and said proudly, so to speak,
"Look at what we have got out of this
agreement."
Tha t the Labour party
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controls the policy of the State nobody
doubts. Apart from the determination
to force a lottery upon its members and
upon the public, the Easter conference of
the Labour party brought out with
clarity the fact that it still controls the
McDonald Government. On' the front
page of the Labour Call of the 31st of
January, 1952, there was published a
statement to the effect that "the Premier,
Mr. McDonald, has faithfully honored
his compact with Labour."
The CHAffiMAN (Mr. Mibus).Order! The honorable member is
dri.1.lting away from· the question of
Supply.
Mr. NORMAN.-I shall connect my
remarks in this way. Supply will. be
granted by permission of the Labour
party, which has proved that it has
control of the Government-it has gloried
in it and boasted about it. The Leader
of the Labour party cannot contend that
he is not as guilty as the Premier in
matters upon which we offer criticism.
He cannot claim ignorance of the
questions. In every attack we make on
the Government for its mismanagement
of public funds, the Leader of the Labour
party must bear a share of responsibility,
since he has had considerable experience.
He was formerly the Treasurer, and he
knows what has.; been occurring. During
the last two years, he has not taken one
step to correct the Government in its
mismanagement of funds subscribed
by the public. In 1948 Victoria had
total of £13,200,000 available, not
£30,000,000 as stated by the Leader of the
Labour party.
Mr. CAIN.-I did not quote that figure.
Mr. NORMAN.-The Leader of the
Labour party compared the figures of
£30,000,000 and· £54,000,000. In 1948,
the sum of £13,200,000 of loan money
was allocated to this State, but it could
not all be spent because the Chifley
Government was in power in the Commonwealth Parliament. This financial
year the State has a total of £96,000,000
in loan funds for governmental, semigovernmental and Housing Commission
activities, which it claims it can spend,
if the labour and materials are available.
It would be fair to compare the amounts
of £13,000,000 and £96,000,000 and there
is a great difference between the two.

a
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I should like to discuss the Gas and
Fuel Corpora tion of Victoria.
The
Leader of the Labour party might
well say, "Ah!"
According to a
statement published in the press last
week, he said that not only would he
have harsh words to say about the Corporation, but he would demand to see its
balance-sheet and want to know what
justification there was for price rises to
be granted.
I trust that in a speech
following mine, the Leader of the Labour
party will demand-and he is the only
person who can demand it with hope of
success-the production of the balance
sheet of the Gas and Fuel Corporation
in order that the details may be ascertained. Current price rises cannot be
justified by figures twelve months old.
If I may mix analogies, I say that the dog
is being bitten, and the man responsible
for the breeding of this monster is being
told that he should carry the baby, but
he says, "No, throw it in the Premier's
lap. He is responsible, I disown it." In
his policy speech delivered to the electors
in May, 1950, the Leader of the Labour
party said, "If we are given power, we
will have cheaper and more gas." I
emphasize that the party of which he i·s
a member is in power-there is no doubt
about that.
Since the gas supply was nationalized,
its price has risen from 9/4 per
1,000 cubic feet to 15s. 6d., a rise of 6s.
2d., or 65 per cent. I well remember
that in a period of eighteen months during which the honorable member for
Ballarat was Premier, rises in the price
of gas amounted to Is. 5d. I recall the
notices of motion, the motions of want
of confidence, and the delegations that
waited on the Leader of the Labour
party to protest against that increase of
Is. 5d. However, during the past fifteen
months of nationalization of the gas
undertakings, the price has risen 6s. 2d.
The first murmur we have had so far
from the Leader of the Labour party is
to the effect that he proposes to look at
the balance sheet of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation. There have been no deputations to the Premier, no delegations
seeking to know what is likely to happen
further in relation to the price of gas.
The Leader of the Labour party must
realize that he bears the full responsibility for national:ization of the gas
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undertaking, because he permitted the
present Government to submit the enabling Bill to Parliament and have it
passed.
When the Opposition pOints out to the
public that the Government has invested
£3,854,000 in the Gas and Fuel Corporation up to date, the Premier holds up his
hands and says " Ah! This is all for the
production of brown coal at Morwell."
I would emphasize that until a day or
two ago, when we obtained the figures,
the position was that out of the sum of
nearly £4,000,000 invested in this gas
and fuel monster the Government has
spent £557,000 on the production of
brown coal gas at Morwell. An explanation by the Government is needed when
it is asking, this Chamber to vote more
finance, some of which will be used to
offset losses on the Gas and Fuel Corporation, whose loss last year alone was
heavy. Probably this year the Corporation will contribute to the increase in
the deficit of which the Premier speaks
quite blandly without conveying any details to honorable members.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-You should know that the gas
Corporation does not come into the Budget deficit.
Mr. NORMAN.-While I am on the
question of the State Electricity Commission's undertaking I should like to
ask the Premier whether he or the Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings
has given any consideration to an accusation that there is £6,000,000 worth of
heavy equipment lying idle in th'e hands
of the State Electricity Commission, and
that a large quantity of such equipment
has remained unused for a far longer
period than that back to August last; in
other words, it is said that a great deal
of it has been in hand since before the
Loan Council meeting of last year and,
indeed, that some unused plant has been
with the State Electricity Commission
since the war. As the statement regarding the £6,000,000 worth of heavy equipment has been made public, I invite the
Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings to allay our fears. Much of the
equipment in question is required by
other authorities who wish to proceed
with a similar kind of heavy moving
work. The statement has been made
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-and I have yet to hear from
the Minister whether the facts are
correct-that since long before the
Loan Council meeting of last year
fifteen Leyland truck chassis, known as
the "Hippo" and worth £4,500 each,
have been lying idle and cannot be used
by the State Electricity Commission; and
that. one dozen drag scoops, valued' at
£6,000 each, have also been lying idle in
,the Commission's yards. Inevitably we
shall. be informed that these vehicles are
idle because of the loan cuts. I should
Hke t,o know from the Minister in Charge
of Electrical Undertakings whether 'any
attempt is now being made to sell portion of that equipment. The chairman of
the Commission has mentioned that
£600,000 worth has been sold and that
the Commission is attempting to dispose
of £800,000 worth.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-There is about
£800,000 wprth of surplus equipment.
Mr. NORMAN.-The Minister should
indicate whether the figures are or are
not grossly exaggerated. Is it a fact
that an amenities block is being erected
at Fisherman's Bend, the cost up to date
being £50,000? Has this work been
stopped for the time being in a halfcompleted state? I should like to learn
how much of the idle equipment has
been sold and what is the percentage of
the sale price to the original cost. Was
some of this equipment in fact purchased
before the Loan Council meeting last
year-the meeting that is blamed for the
cuts in the loan funds? A question that
affects not only the State Governmen~
and the State Electricity Commission,
but also the consumers of electricity, is
whether this authority has lost heavily
through re-sale of equipment.
As debates on Supply Bills are
properly used for discussion of such
questions, I mention another allegation
that is being made. Is it a fact that the
present cost of the production of brown
coal per ton is a good deal greater than
the cost of proOducing br,own coal at
Bacchus Marsh under private ent€'rprise?
Mr. CAIN.-No, it is a good deal
cheaper.
Mr. NORMAN.-I am expecting a
reply not from the Leader of the Labour
par:ty but froOm the responsible Minister.
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The present situation disturbs me. I
unde'rstand that brown coal is being
taken from Bacchus Marsh to the
Yallourn area and is being sold at a
price equivalent to the State Electricity
Commissi,on's cost of production. It
may be contended that there is some
internal reason. Whatever the flE'as-on,
I consider that the consumers of electricity are entitled to be given answers
to the questions raised, and that those
answers should be made in' this
Chamber. Another matter of considerable interest is that there are a great
number of private m'otor ·cars-as
distinct from commercial vehiclesunused. Ther,e are in store at Port
Melbourne new cars which the Commission has not put to use. There is no
evidence that the Commission intends
to dispose of them. A further suggesHon made is that th€'re is too great a
use of motor cars by officers of the
Oommission-that a . large number of
cars are being used at week-ends for
private purposes. The garage at Port
Melbourne has intima ted tha t many
foreign motor cars are arriving there
which take up the time of the employees.
II

Mr. CAIN.-What do you mean by
foreign" motor cars?

Mr. NORMAN.-They are not State
Electricity Commission cars.
These
charges have been made publicly in the
press and ought to be answered. If
there is any deliberate attempt to malign
the State Electricity Commission or to
give wrong information, it is the r,esponsibility of the Minister to-night to set
the ·ma tter right.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-In which section of
the press have the charges been made?
Mr. NORMAN.-If the honorable
gentleman does not read published
allegations about a Department of which
he is Ministerial head, he is deficient in
a sense of responsibility. He has a
responsibility-on behalf of the officers
of the State Electricity Commission, if
no one else-to refute such dastardly
allegations if they are wrong. If they
are right honorable members should be
giv~n some explanation.
Mr. DOOOSHuN.-The daily press has
not published such statements.
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Mr. NORMAN.-I am not prepared to
say whether such allegations are right
or wrong, even if the press does not
publish them. There are many matters
for which the press cannot or will not
find space.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-By going straight to the Commission's office the Leader of the Opposition can investigate these questions for
himself.
Mr. NORMAN.~Such a suggestion
surely does not mean that the very
purpose for which this Parliament is
set up should be defeated. Members
have a right to debate these questions in
the publiG forum available to them. I
dispute any proposal that as Leader of
the Opposition I should not 'discuss such
matters in this Cha'mber but that I
should go straight to the Commission
and find out things for myself. I am
merely asking either the Premier or the
Minister in Charge of Electrical U ndertakings to advise me whether the
allegations to which I have referred
have a sound basis or not.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) . -You should make sure of the
facts before you make allegations.
MT. NORMAN.~How stupid it is of
the Premier to suggest that I should go
elsewhere to ascertain inf.ormation and
then in this Chamber to tell him of the
pOSition. Is he not a responsible Minister
who should obtain the information
desired by members? Another m'atter
to which I desire to refer is the revenue
Which the Government has available to
meet expenditure. A suggestion has
been made by the Premier that Victoria
is becoming poorer 'and poorer in regard
to loan funds.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you say that that is
untrue?
Mr. NORMAN.-I will not permit the
position to be misrepresented. I wish
to correct the wrong impression which I
believe is continually being left in the
public mind by the Premier that Victoria
is Teceiving less and less funds to meet
its responsibilities.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-In view of increasing responsibili ties, that is true.
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Mr. NORMAN.-During the' last two
years, as the Leader of the Labour party
knows, in fla tioOn, whether it be measured
by sheer wages or wages plus public
works costs, has increased by about 40
per cent. only whereas during that period
Victoria's unHorm taxation reimbursement has increased by a little m'Ore than
100 per cent. TwoO years ago the figure
was £14,300,000 as compared with
£29,500,000 this year. Let me hasten to
add that if the Premier, "Canny Mac" as
the A rgus calls him, ·can get more funds
for Victoria, I shall be on the sidelines,
cheering him. Such a situation WoOuld
benefit Victoria.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I rise to a point 'Of oOrder. During this
debate and another debate, Mr. Chairman, a certain expression has been used.
I wonder if you, Sir, have any lmowledge
of the identity 'Of the person referred to.
In my opinion, it is derogatory to the
dignity 'Of the House to ,refer too an hoOnorable member in this way.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus).-It is
out of 'Order for one m'ember to refer to
another in the Chamber by nickname or
by any name 'Other than that oOf the
electorate which he represents.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and TreaSUTer) .-1 do not object to the nickname

referred to by the Chief Secretary. I
have been caUed by m'any other names.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition).-I am sure .that the Premier is
not as touchy as is his Deputy Leader.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-Another member was
recently called to order because he called
you "Mr. N'Orman."
Mr. NORMAN.-No one protested on
tha t occasioOn. I regard the words which
I used as a term of friendship. With
respect, I assure the House that I
intended no indignity to the Premier.
The word" canny," when 'applied to a
Scotsman, has always been regarded ·as
the height of tribute toO him. I repeat
that H the hoOnorable gentleman can by
some means bring back to VictoOria from
the Loan Oouncil a larger share of
uniform taxation reimbursement or a
higher percentage allocation than he
received last year, I will applaud him.
Victoria's share doubled in seven years
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during the regime of the Chifley Government, whereas it has doubled in two
years since the Menzies-Fadden Government assumed -office, despite the fact
that during the latter peri-od there has
been only a 40 per cent. increase in inflati'On. The increased grant is due to
the generosity -of the present Federal
Government.
I suggest ilia t the Premier is on far
safer and mor,e honest ground when he
speaks of his proposed application to the
High Court in regard to unif-orm taxation
than he is when trying to suggest to
the electors that Victoria is receiving a
smaller reimbursement now than two
years ago·. Let us get to the root' cause
of the matter and clarify the issue. If
the High Court should rule that unifor.m
taxation as we know it should not continue and that the States should have
their taxing powers restored as of right,
the Governme-nt must face its proper
responsibility -of raising revenue to meet
expenditure and decide what taxes shall
be imposed. That, I believe, will restore
the proper responsibility of democratic
government. I join with the PremIer
in the view that in this House should be
deba ted the raising of revenue to mee-t
g,overnmental expenditure.
If
the
Comm-onwealth Government ohas the
right toO levy income tax, it is high time
that we I-earned from the High Court
whether that right is to be permanent.
The CHAIRl\'IAN (Mr. Mibus).--Order! The honorable member's time
has expired, but I direct his attention to
the fact that he may speak for an
additional fifteen minutes if no other
·member rises in his place.
Mr. CAIN.-I extend to the Leader of
the Opposition the oourtesy which his
deputy did not extend to me.
The CHAIRMAN.-This is not an
extension but rath,eT a second speech by
the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the OpposiUon).-In effect, I have been granted an
additional fifteen minutes, and I thank
the Committee for its indulgence.
I
emphasize that if it is a fact that
uniform taxation is to continue or that
the Commonwealth Government has
prior tax.ing right, all States should face
up to the responsibility of making grave
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decisions as was done by statesmen
during the la tter part .of the last
century. There should be a new con:·
vention representing the Commonwealth
and the States toO consider the best means
of readjusting the basis of financial
responsibility for the future .of the
Australian Oommonwealth as a whole.
The Committee has been asked by the
Premier in an extremely short speech,
to vote the sum oOf £11,980,164nearly £12,000,000. Members have been
told by the· Premier that the deficit foOr
the current financial year, which was
estimated at £484,000, will be much more
than that. The press has conjectured
that it will be £5,800,000. I understand that estimates prepared by the
Railways Commissioners indicate that
the loss on the Railway Department will
absorb the greater part .of that sum.
Apart from the fact that there is no
urgency about the Supply debate, I had
hoped that before the Premier introduced
the question of granting Supply foOr a
peri.od oOf two moOnths of ne-xt financial
year he might have given members a
much better indication than he has done
of what the deficit f.or this financial year
is likely to be. As the current financial
year draws t.o 'an end, the Premier will
have a m.ore accurate estimate .of the
anticipated dencit, and if that deficit
pr.oves as substantial as is now expected,
this House should have regard to the
financial position of the State when being
asked to voOte £12,000,000 to meet commitments during the first two months .of
the new financial year.
There has always been criticism by the
public of the I.ong recesses of this
Parliament. I am prepa-red to agree that
there should be a reasonably long recess
during which the Government W.ould
have an opportunity toO attend t.o its
administration' and the preparation of
further legisla Hon. The Opposition feels
that a recess lasting from Christmas
until April is long enough, and that the
sessi.on which has been resumed to-day
should continue f.or several m·onths. I
repeat that, after a recess of five months,
Parliament has been called together for a
sitting which will probably continue for
less than 24 hours and which will not
giw members an adequate opportunity
M'.

N9rman.
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to express their views, or those of the
public, concerning the actions of the
Government.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-I do not
think it is necessary for me to say very
much in reply to the remarks of the
Leader of the Opposition. I agree with
some of his views regarding the sessions
of this House; This special sitting of
Parliament has been called to deal with
Supply, the reason given being that in
view .of the forthcoming Legislative
Council elections ParHament could not
be assembled again befoQre the end of the
current financial year.
The question
whether that procedure is justified or
whether it would have been better for
Parliament t.o meet at a later date is one
on which we have differing .opinions. My
view is that Parliament should sit f.or
tWb shorter periods every year. In the
first place, I do not think that I.ong sessions are desirable. Secondly, I do not
consider that Parliament should g.o into
recess f.or six months at a time. In my
opinion, it would be better if Parliament
met from April until June and again
from the beginning -of spring until Christmas time. In the oid days it was the
view of the majority that Parliament
should sit from July until December, and
be in recess from Christma~ until the
following June. On account of ·altered
circumstances, that practice was vaTied
to some extent during the war.
I take this opportunity-as I did not
finish my speech when debating the
Opposition motion for the adjournment
of the House--to reply to some of the
loose statements of the Leader of the
Opposition respecting Commonwealth
Budget affairs and loan moneys.
He
knows as well as anybody else in this
country that the existing difficulties
about loan funds arose because of uncertainty of the future. That uncertainty
was caused solely by two or three
happenings during the last eight or
twelve months. At the time last year's
Budget was brought down, a loan of
£5,000;000 or £6,000,000 was being floated
fur the State Electricity Commission,
but it was under-subscribed by about
£3,000,000.
The failure of the loan was due to a
statement made by the Commonwealth
authorities at Canberra that interest
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rates would rise. Consequently, investors were reluctant to subscribe to the
loan of the State Electricity Commission, wh~ch carried an interest rate of
3~ per cent, when they were being led
to believe that they were likely to receive 4 per cent. or 4;1 per cent. for
their money. The same sort of thing
was done recently, and it was done dp.liberately. The Commonwealth Go.vernment floated a loan of £70,000,000. Of
that sum £40,000,000 represented conversions of previous loans and £30,000,000
was new money. That loan was thP.
most highly advertised that this country
has ever known. The rate of interest
attached to the loan was £3 15s. per cent ..
but during the course of the advertising
campaign, it was suggested that the nex1
loan mig:ht carry an interest rate of
£4' 2s. 6d. or £4 5s. per cent. I suggest
that under those circumstances it would
be impossible to attract sufficient subscriptions to complete the loan.
My enthusiastic friend, the Leader of
the Opposition, knows that the policy of
those who control the destinies of this
country is to create a deflationary situa..
tion-it is their gospel. When the basic
wage rose only 3s. in Victoria and 9s. in
Western Australia, the Prime Minister
said that apparently the tide of inflation
had been stemmed.
Lieut-Colonel LEGGATT.-Your Labour
party organization also made a similar
statement.
Mr. CAIN.-It did nothing of the kind.
One member of the Australian Council
of Trade Unions said that he thought
the inflationary period had come to' an
end.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The Trades Hall
Council did not say that.
Mr. CAIN.-No, and the Labour party
did not say it. because it is not satisfied
that the inflationary period is coming to
an end. We know that the Commonwealth Government tells the public that
its policy is to prevent further inflation.

Mr. FRAsER.-Is not that the policy of
your party?
Mr. CAIN.-Our policy has always
been as we have demonstrated it. In
the Commonwealth Parliament from
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1942 until·1948 we held the economy of
this country and during that period the
basic wage rose roughly by 30s.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus).-The
honorable member is getting too far
away from Supply.
Mr. CAIN.-The finances of this
State are affected by Commonwealth
loans. That is why I referred to what
was done to destroy the Commonwealth
loan market on the occasion of the last
loan. I believe that was done deliberately. I suggest to members of the
Opposition that they should cease talking about that sum of £114,000,000,
which wa'S included in the Commonwealth Budget for the current financial
year. That sum is now being utilized,
because this year it has been possible to
raise less than £100,000,000 of the
£225,000,000 loan money required.
Therefore, I say that all these factors
affect the whole future of this State.
Every time there is a rise in the basic
wage, increased taxation ha's to be paid
to the Commonwealth and increased
financial obligations are incurred by the
States. Action must be taken to remedy
the regrettable position in which the
States, as a consequence, ~re being left.
When the Leader of the Opposition
talks about increased revenue which this
Government is receiving, he seems to
overlook the fact that this or any other
Government would have to provide additional revenue to meet higher costs.
Last year the Government imposed a bet..
ting tax. It also raised railway fares
and the land tax, also the fees
for the transfer of the ownership
of motor cars.
The Government
approved of those increased imposts
not because it desired them, but simply
because something had to be done to
bridge the gap between revenue and expenditure. All future State Governments
will be faced with similar problems of
finance.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Do you believe in
uniform taxation?
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus).It would not be in order for the Leader
of the Labour party to discuss that
subject at this stage.
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Mr. CAIN.-As a stI"ong advocate of
uniform taxation during the war,
I could see many 'virtues in it,
but I now see many disadvantages,
the principal one being that it
relieves those who are spending the
money· from the responsibility of rais1ing
it. The State Electricity Commission
has been attacked, but Parliament has
been responsible for pushing the Commission into a programme of progress.
When war broke out in 1939, there was
a 20 per cent. surplus in electricity
produced in Victoria. With the advent
of war and with increased industrial
activity after the war, inst€'ad of the
Commission experiencing a normal 5
per cent. increase in demand, the demand
rose by 7! or 8 per cent., and supplies
progressively fell short of those sought.
The r"eason why there was only a f)
per cent. annual increase in the demand
for electricity supply before the war was
that in thousands of cases agriculturists
could not afford to install electric power
on their farms; it was not a payable
proposition.
With the subsequent
success of the dairying and other agricultural industries, the demand for the
installa tion of electric power increased
rapidly. Before the war the Government had a ten-year plan for extending
electricity supply installations, but it
was faced with increased demand for
current fI"om all over the State. That
demand cannot be met, because the
Commiss10n has not the power necessary for the purpose. The Leader of
the Opposition claims that we have been
too ambitious and want too much done.
Brigadier TOVELL.-By "we," do you
mean the Government?
Mr. CAIN.-I am referring to the
people of Victoria generally, and I do
not believe that ,our electricity 'Programme is too ambitious. The Leader
of the Opposi Hon in his references to
the Gas and Fuel Corporation was
pleased to use the expression" nationalization of gas." That question has been
the subj1ect of considerable discussion in
this House, going back to the time when
the honorable member f.or Ballarat was
Premier. He introduced a Bill to 'lend
an amount of £1,000,000 to the Metropolitan Gas Comp.any to construct a
brown coal gaiifkation plant at South
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Melbourne. The Parliament of the day
r,efused to accept that proposition.
Admittedly, the gas companies were
then under price eontrol and were permi tted only certain rises in the price of
gas. Pricle control lowered the value of
Metropolitan Gas Company shares in a
peI"iod of three or four years' from £12
to £7. The company could not provide
£1,000,000 for the necessary plant at
South Melbourne, and as the banks would
not advance the money, a loan from the
Government of the day was sought. As
was the case with the municipal gas
undertaking at Warrnambool, the Metropolitan Gas Company was virtually bankrupt. The then Liberal Premier entered
into negotiations with the company to
take over the works, to build up a corpora tion that would permit the Metropolitan Gas Company to carryon, and,
at, the same time, develop the works at
Morwell. It was imperative that increased supplies of gas should be produced to meet the demand.
The first proposal that came to the
Government of the day was that the
shareholders of the Brighton and the
Metropolitan gas companies should be
guaranteed a return of 5 per cent. on
their share capital. I was given the
credit of being the arch-priest-the man
who pioneered the proposal, but I was
not. As a matter 'of fact, my colleagues
and I refused to agree to give the gas
company shareholders a guarantee
of 5 per cent. return. We ultimately
agreed to take over gas company shares
at their then value and to guarantee a
return ,of 3! per cent. If we had not
done so, the metropolitan area would
have be'en without adequate gas supplies
in the future, because the companies
could not carryon. n has since been
said that we nationalized gas suppllies.
We did not nationalize the undertaking.
but the State became a partner in it.
The Leader of the Opposition has
spoken about money spent on the Metropoli tan Gas Com pany. In fact, the
Government spent £1,300,000 in buying
the 3! per cent. preference shares. Investors would not keep shares that were
returning only 3! per cent., when on the
open market they could receive a return
of 4 per cent. in Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works loans, and in
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other ventures. There has been no
reference to the £4 a week increase in
wages, to the rises in the price of coal,
and in shipping freights, that have
occurred since then.
Mr. FRASER.-The public were promised
cheaper gas.
Mr. CAIN.-They were also promised
cheaper bus fares, but they did not get
them. The price of gas in Victoria has
risen no more rapidly than has the price
in New South Wales. Admittedly, the
price has risen rapidly in both States,
but so have train fares and everything
else.
The blame is attachable to the
Commonwealth Government, which has
failed to hold the financial position of
the country.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Why was the recent
rise in the basic wage in Victoria so
much lower than it was in other States?
The CHAIBMAN (Mr. Mibus) .-1
trust that the Leader of the Labour
party will not be side-tracked by that
interjection.

Mr. CAIN.-Price control affects
finance, and finance is a subject that can
properly be debated in connection with
this measure.
I thank the interjector
for his question. The first reason is that
price control has been more rigidly
applied in Victoria than in any other
State.
Secondly, in Western Australia
this year there has been a 9s. 1d. rise as
compared with 3s. in Victoria.
In
Western Australia, rent increases account
for a rise of 28. 4d., as against an increase
of 1d. in Victoria.
In Western Australia and South Australia, price control
on clothing has been lifted, and in New
South Wales increased prices have been
permitted on other goods which were
not allowed in V:ictoria.
Mr. TYACK.-In Victoria, the price of
labour is much more than the basic
wage.
Mr.
CAIN.-I am not dealing
with that question.
I would not
say that at the next basic wage
adjustment we shall not catch up
on other States, because meat prices have
risen considerably in Victoria and the
increased price of sugar. although
general throughout Australia, did not
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apply in this State flhen the recent
adjustment was made. Then, the priceof eggs was increased after the last
quarterly basic-wage adjustment.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Do you think the Prices
Branch may be holding increases back
until after the quarterly adjustments are
made?
Mr. CAIN.-No. Basic-wage adjustments are generally made in the middle
of a quarter, and a rise in the price of
some articles may take place in the early
stages of the quarter in New South ·
Wales or some other State, but not in
Victoria. The Leader of the Opposition
made the remarkable statement that coal
can be won at Bacchus Marsh and sold
at Yallourn for less than the local product. That is preposterous, because the
cost of winning coal in the Yallourn open
cut is the lowest in the world.
Mr. FRASER.-Except
Marsh.

at

Bacchus

Mr. CAIN.-That comment is nonsensical. The honorable member knows
that the obsolete methods used at
Bacchus Marsh compared with open cut
operations at Yallourn make it impossible. Before the last war, coal was
lifted at Yallourn at a cost of
1s. 11d. a ton; now the cost is less than
4s. a ton. When the Labour Government was forced into the position of selling brown coal during the 1942-3 crisis,
Yallourn . coal was sold at 18s. a ton
whereas the fixed price for Bacchus
Marsh coal was 23s. a ton. As Premier,
I entered into an agreement with the
persons concerned at Bacchus Marsh,
Wensley Bray and other mines to have
a fixed price. The State Electricity Commission would not increase the price of
its product and so all other coal was
. pooled. The outcome was that the price
was increased slightly, with the cheaper
rate of Yallourn coal balancing the increase. I do not criticize the Bacchus
Marsh project, but the honorable member
for Grant knows that coal cannot be
lifted there as cheaply as it can be won
at Yallourn. I suggest that the Leader
of the Opposition should ask the Electricity Commission to inform him of the
cost of winning coal five years ago and
under present conditions. It is weU
known that in New South Wales t~
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have been great price increases at the
pithead, whereas in Victoria with
brown coal such drastic increases
have not taken place. I am the
last one who would try to restrict any
member from making statements, but a
parliamentarian displays lack of good
taste when he makes statements that he
cannot sUbstantiate. If the costs have
risen at Yallourn, members should be
supplied with the relevant figures.
I am not here to condemn Mr. Hunt,
the chairman of the State Electricity
Commission. I did not appoint him to
that position and I do not criticize the
Minister who did so. I believe Mr. Hunt
is a conscientious officer, but if he is not
big enough for the job some one should
be brought from outside to fill the position which should be occupied by the
most competent man available. That is
what I said when Mr; Kent Hughes,
as Minister in Charge of Electrical
Undertakings, made the appointment.
His reply to me was "I have come to
the conclusion that Mr. Hunt can deliver
the goods."
If the State Electricity Commission or
any other Government activity is lax
on the use of official motor carsas WD.S mentioned by the Leader
of the Opposition-steps should be
taken to tighten up the position,
because no one can justify action
of that kind.
It is the responsibility of the Government to ensure that
such things do not happen. I am certain
that the Minister in Charge of Electrical
Undertakings would be the last to
permit such laxity to occur.
I advise membe~s to take a deep
interest in the Budget papers, because
they contain all relevant information
regarding the costs of State Departments and so on. I invite members to
re-read the last Budget papers to ascp.rtain what has transpired. For instance,
there has been a great increase in the
cost of diesel oil supplied to the Railway Department, which has had to pay
£1,000,000 more than the estimated cost
of that commodity.
It does not come
from Yallourn, and mismanagement of
the State Electricity Commission cannot
be blamed for that increase.
Mr. HYLAND.-The cost of diesel oil
has risen from £8 to £26 a ton.
Mr. Cain.
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Mr. CAIN.-That means an increase
of more than 200 per cent. One must
take into consideration shipping charges,
and also pay attention to the commercial
groups that handle the oil.
Mr. TYACK.-What about labour costs?
Mr. CAIN.-They have not risen by
200 per cent.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Do you consider that
the price of diesel oil has risen by too
much?
Mr. CAIN.-I do.
Mr. OLDHAM.-What is wrong with
the Prices Branch?
Mr. CAIN.-All the Prices Branch can
do is to regulate the profits made on the
oil after it is landed in this State. The
oil is shipped here and most charges are
incurred beforehand. ApparenNy the
Prices Branch is paying attention to the
price of oil all the time. That is demonstra ted by the recent increase in the price
of petrol and kerosene by one penny a
gallon. In my opinion, the price of
diesel oil has risen out of all proportion
to the price rises of other commodities.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus).-I
have allowed the Leader of the Opposi tion and the Leader of the Labour
party more latitude in discussing the
motion than they were entitled to
receive.
I direct attention to the fact
that the Supply debate must be confined
to matters of State administration, and
particularly to the items appearing on
the Supply sheet.
I cannot permit a
wide debate on such questions as the
raising of loan funds and the imposition
of uniform taxation.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-I rise to
address the House on the subject of
uniform taxation, which has been mentioned by all previous speakers.
The CHAIRMAN.-I cannot permit a
debate on uniform taxation.
Mr. OLDHAM.-You, Mr. Chairman,
have ruled that I cannot discuss uniform
taxation before permitting me to submit
my reasons for wishing to do so. The
Government has announced that it intends to challenge the uniform taxation
system, and that duty wi'll be undertaken by the Attorney-General's Department, so it appears to me that the
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Committee can discuss the question of
uniform taxation in the course of the
debate. I intended to approach the subject by mentioning the part played by
the Labour party in the original. conception of the scheme.
Certain views
have been evolved on the subject, and
now the Government proposes to
challenge the imposition of uniform
taxation. I intended also to discuss the
whole of our finances, which. I presume,
are administered through the Treasury
and other Departments whose names
appear on the Supply schedule. Further,
following on a suggestion I made last
year that the pay-roll tax should be
challenged, I proposed to debate the question whether this State, in view of the
unfair results of uniform taxation upon
its financ'es, should not consider becomjng a claimant State under section 96 of
the Commonwealth Constitution.
If I am not allowed to speak on
uniform taxation I bow to your ruling,
Mr. Chairman, but at an appropriate
time during another debate I shall enlarge on that subject.
I should have
thought that this Parliament should
turn its attention to the matters I have
m't'ntioned. We know that the Government is short of money and that it is
necessary to search for legitimate
avenue=- in which the requisite finance
can be found.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus).I shall allow the honorable member for
Malvern to discuss uniform taxation so
far as it affectls the fin:mces of the State,
but I shall not permit a broad debate on
the matter.
Mr. OLDHAM.-In the debate on
this Supply Bill there has been a wide
discussion of Stare finances, but it
appears to me that we might usefully
approach certain phases of that subject
from a more ;eJM.ct point of view. After
all, £1,000,000 here and £2,000,000 there
make all the difference to the balancing
of a State Budget.
The Victorian
Budget is reaching a high figure;
probably for the next financial year
it will amount to approximately
£85,000,000. I think that when I first
entered Parliament the Budget amounted
to £25,000,000.
There a.re various
reasons for the increase that has since
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occurred, but the main one is inflation..
However, those who beNeve that
balanced Budgets still play a part in the
real economy of the nation will seek
methods by which they shall be balanced.
I do not know for centain the extent
to which the Victorian Budget this year
will be out of equilibrium. I think a
deficit of £500,000 was budgeted for, but
by the time 'the final accounts are presented to Parliament probably the deficit
will be between £2,500,000 and £3,000,000.
Instead of the Premier saying tha t the
State has lost £50,000,000, or some such
figure, because of the imposition of
uniform taxa Hon, he could, in my
opinion, usefully l·ook at the matter from
another angle. Last year, the Commonwealth provided the States with the
sum of £120,000,000 by way of tax reimbursement.
If the formula, which
was amended from time to time, but
which apparently became fixed when Mr.
Chifley was Prime Minister, had applied,
Victoria would have rec,eived approximately £29,500,000, but because of a
special allocation, this State received
nearly £30,500,000. Varyin'g estimates
are given in this House and in the press
of the amount that Victoria should get
from the pool of uniform taxa Hon. Last
year the sum of £560,000,000 was raised
by the Commonwealth from income
taxation, and £120,000,000 was allocated
to the States.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-If the formula had
applied, only £86,000,000 would have
been provided, and Victoria would have
received £20,000,000.
The sum of
£30,000,000 was added to the f·ormula.
Mr. OLDHAM.-That is so, but that
additional sum of £30,000,000 was allocated upon the basis of 'the formula that
was adopted at a conference presided
over by the late Mr. Chifley. Lt is well
to remember that the Commonwealth
increased the amount of ~eimbursement
from £86,000,000 to £120,000,000. That
does not sound like an aoCt of meanness
on the part of the Commonwealth; J
would call it a generous gesture. Undel~
the formula, Victoria would have received £29,500,000, but in point of faci!
thi~ State received a special allo.cation
which dncreased the reimbursement to
approximately £30,500,000. If that sum
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of £120,000,000 had been distributed on
the basis of the collection by each indiv-:dual State, Victoria would have received £33,500,000.
Mr. CAIN.-What a'mount would have
been received if Victoria had retained
tlle whole amount collected?
Mr. OLDHAM.-That is a difficult
question to answer, because one would
bave to decide the rate at which a State
Government was prepared to impose
income tax at a particular time, and
tha t would be a rna tter of· specula Hon.
I believe that .the tragedy ·of uniform
taxation has been that Victoria, which,
in my opinion, had hitherto been the
envy of all those who were in a ·position
to judge Governm'€'l1t finance, no longer
has the opportunity of carrying on the
thrifty and sensible policy which 11
traditionally foQllowed in the past.
Mr. GALVIN.-That was the result of
ten and a half years under :Sir Albert
Dunstan's regime.
·Mr. OLDHAM.-I do not know that
that is a relevant remark. It seems to
me that the honorable membel~ for Bendigo and his colleagues are somewhat
anxious to continue the arrangement that
existed in this Parliament at that
particular time. The Labour party cannot absolve itself from complicity on the
question of uniform taxation, which was
imposed when Labour Senators and
Labour members of the House of Representatives repr.esenting Victorian constituencies sold our birthright, so to
speak. I do not wish to use ,extravagant
language, but that was the effect of their
action. It may be said that the metaphorical egg can be easHy unscrambled,
but unless the uniform 'tax legislation is
proved by legal process to be unconstitutional, I am convinced that until a time
of such financial stringency is reached
in Australia that the Commonwealth
Parliament is prepared to abolish it, the
present situation will prevail. The othel·
States now have a vested interest in
retaining uniform taxation at the expense of Victoria, and I do not. cunside.r
that there will be any al tera t1<.Jl1 un tIl
the revenue of the Commonwealth
shrinks to such a degree that Labour
Governments in other States will desire
to raise money by imposing taxation
themselves.
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Victoria was the careful, cautious,
fruitful State in matters of finance for
many years. It came (Jut of the depression of the 1890's quicker than any other
State of the Commonwealth. It emerged
from the abnormal conditions created
during the first world war more quickly
than the other States; in tact, for five
or six years after that war Victoria
carried the burden of finanCE: in Australia.
This State emerged from the depressi~n
of the 1930's before any other State.
New South Wale~ was heading for bankruptcy and its Premier was talking about
repudiation when Victoria was on the
way to recovery. 'Unfortunately, for
the time being-and probably for a long
period-we have lost the right to levy
our own taxation because of the uniform
tax laws.
Let us get down to hard tin tackls
in our financial discussions. Do not let
us use exuberant language, such as the
Premier did to-night when he stated that
as a result of uniform taxation Victoria
was being robbed of the sum of
£30,000,000 a year. Nothing of the soQrt
is occurring. I disapprove of uniform
taxation and I support the action of the
Government in testing the validity of
the legisbtion in the High Court of
Australia. A challenge to the legislation
should have a reasonable chance of
success, in view of the judgments delivered following the testing, during the
Liberal administration, of the Chifi.ey
Government's socialist banking legislation. The High Court laid down certain
principles in the Melbourne City Council
banking case, in which the Cain Government supported the action of the Commonwealth. The doctrines established in
that case and in the major banking case,
which went on appeal from the High
Court to the Privy Council, enable us t'O
be optimistic of the outcome of the contemplated litigation. I still do not know
whether the Leader of the Labour party
wishes the Government well in its action.
Mr. CAIN.-I will not put them out
over it.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Although I trust that
the litigation will be successful, I am
confident that it will not be decided
before the Labour party has put th.e
Government out of office, since legal
processes move slowly. In the natural
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course of electoral periods we shall all
be put out of Parliam'ent, and the question will be which of us will return. It
is essen Hal that uniform taxation should
be abolished if the ordinary social
services of Victoria are to be administered properly. That statement is apt
in vi'GW of the current public discussions
on methods of solving hospital financial
problems, including the establishment of
a lottery. If we are to descend to that
method of financing State activities, or
even to consider' such measures, we
should first make certain whether there
are not legitimate means within our
power of raising funds.
Concerning the big power projects of
t.hE: State, I should like to say that the
loan market definitely is drying up. One
has only to observe the result of recent
public loans to learn that this is so. The
portents are plain for those who desire
to see them. However, there need be no
squealing. It is necessary to complete
t he important power projects, such as
';:hose at Kiewa and Yallourn, which are
essential for defen~e purposes and for
ordinary daily requirements. Obviously,
those enterprises cannot be financed from
the proceeds of the loan market. When
the Premier and Treasurer returns next
week from the meeting of the Loan
Council, if he is merely to meet the position which will arise by making a complaint against the Commonwealth
Government, he will be recreant to his
duty. The Loan Council is an instrument of the States, established to determine the amount of loan money which
can be raised at reasonable rates of
interest. Realizing that the vital power
projects must be completed, we should
explore other avenues of finance, and
look to other sources of revenue for
social services.
There is an obvious method by which
the power projects can be completed. The
Government should borrow from the
,,·orId bank the dollars necessary for
the purpos\e. Recently, a visit was paid
to Australia by Mr. Eugene Black, Governor of the International Bank of Reconstruction and Development. I am not a
mind reader and do not know what he
thought, nor have I any special information on the subject, but I have sufficient
knowledge of these matters, in common
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with other honorable members, to
realize that Mr. Black did not come to
Australia for a holiday, but to explore
our requirements. The function of the
International Bank of Reconstruction
and Development is to provide money to
complete developmental projects which
show an immediate prospect of providing a return with which to pay interest
and establish a sinking fund.
In my opinion, the formula adopted
by the world bank applies exactly to the
Victorian power projects, and I consider
that if a proper submission were made by
the Commonwealth Government, on our
behalf, for a dollar loan, it would be
granted. By taking such a course of
action, I believe that Victoria's major
requirements would be met. On the
other hand, it must be remembered that
in connection with social services, including education, hospitals, and the maintenance of law and order, Victoria spends
per capita the least amount of all the
States of the Commonwealth. On those
services in 1950-51 the sum of £8 17s.
a head was spent in New South 'iVales.
The Victorian figure was £7 5s., in
Queensland the amount was £9 28.,
South Australia expended £7 15s., 'YVestern Australia £9 6s., and Tasmania
£9 18s.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-In some cases isolation would affect the expenditure.
:Mr. OLDHAM.-There are various
Probably
reasons for the differences.
the main reason for the difference indicated by the Victorian figure is that this
State has not received the amount of
reimbursement from income taxation
that its payments into the fund deserve.
The Premier and others often make
that the subje~t of complaint against
the Commonwealth.
The complaint I
make against the Government of this
State is that it merely sits down and
wails upon these subjects, instead of
exploring alternatives by which the gap
could be bridged.
Section 96 of the
Constitution of the Commonwealth contains a provision by which the Parliament of the Commonwealth may grant
financial assistance to any State upon
such terms and conditions as the Parliamen t thinks fit.
Mr. DODGsHuN.-That is not the wholJ.e
of the section.
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Mr. OLDHAM.-It provides that during a period of ten years certain provisions may be made, but I have quoted
the relevant part. In order to remove
these questions from party politics, the
Grants Commission was set up in the
early part of the third decade of this
century, and that Commission has
virtually laid down the basis upon
which it will act. In its 1936 report the
Commission saysState grants are justified when a State
through financial stress from any cause is
unable efficiently to discharge its functions
as a member of the federation, and should
be determined by the amount of help found
necessary to make it possible for that
State by reasonable effort to function at
a standard not appreciably below that of
the other States.

I have shown that upon its social- services at the present time Victoria is
spending an amount appreciably below
that of the level of other States. It
would be a simple matter for us to lodge
an application to the Grants Commission
for an amount that would level out that
difference.
As a matter of fact, the
figures show that the system works out
quite simply, because the Grants Commission judges the requirements of the
claimant States from a consideration of
the standard of the non-claimant States.

Comparing the expenditure in New
South Wales and Queensland upon
education, hospitals, law and order, and
other social services, it will be seen that
over the years the figures changed, but
the proportions remained startlingly the
same. I have already pointed out that
for the last financial year-1950-51-for
which figures are available, the expenditure a head in New South Wales was
£8 17s., compared with £9 2s. in Queensland, whereas the Victorian figure was
only £7 5s. The average of £8 17s. and
£9 2s. is, as near as reasonable, £9, the
difference between that figure and the
£7 5s. for Victoria being £1 15s. The
method of calculation is that of taking
the mean average and multiplying it by
the population of the State. As the population of Victoria is about 2.3 millions,
the result of the mUltiplication is a total
of £4,000,000 which, oddly enough, is
just about the amount we are short, from
a realistic point of view, in respect of
the imposition of income taxation. My
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complaint against the Government tonight is that, although the point must
have been within its knowledge, no
attempt has been made to follow through
and to determine whether it is not worth
testing this proposal to obtain a grant
of £4,000,000.
It is easy enough for the Government
to fix its mind upon grandiose schemes
involving the expenditure of many millions of pounds, only to find, perhaps,
that if the requisite loans were available
it would be extremely difficult to expend
the money. It is clear that upon essential social services, including hospitals,
education, and law and order, which
comprise so much of the make-up
of the Parliament and the State
itself, Victoria is well behind every
other State in the Commonwealth.
I have suggested a method by
which that situation can be remedied and
I am ready on any occasion to furnish
the Government with information regarding ways of overcoming its difficulties. About two years ago, in the course
of a speech in this Chamber, I proposed
a complete clean-up in relation to the
collection of probate and administration
duties, and I was pleased to discover last
year that the Government had followed
my advice by bringing· forward the
enabling Bill. Last year, also, I expressed the view that the Government
could obtain something over £1,000,000
if it tested the validity of the Commonwealth pay-roll tax, but it has not yet
taken any action in that direction. Howev€'r, I am glad that a decision has been
made to endeavour to have the uniform
taxa tion system clarified, a proposal that
has been advocated by the Liberal and
Country party for a long time.
In the light of the figures I have submitted during the present debate, it
. would be well, I consider, for the Government to look into the question of making
an application to the Grants Commission.
Such application would be made on
behalf of the State of Victoria, wealthy
and strong as it is, on the ground that
it is not obtaining a due proportion of
the taxation collected within its boundaries. In my opinion, the application
would be successful and would go a long
way towards avoiding the necessity of.
adopting frivolous methods for raising
money to assist hospitals, for example.
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A lottery would divide the community
from top to bottom. The only excuse
put forward for the lottery proposal is
the difficulty of obtaining money for hospital maintenance. I have pointed out a
way of receiving finance as of right and,
by it, the education grant could be increased to meet requirements.
. It has to be remembered, too, that
Australia is not yet out 01 the wood of
inflation, although I hope that inflation
is being brought under control. While
we are still in its grip, even though that
grip is loosening, State expenditure will
continue to rise and Budgets will be
thrown out of equilibrium. A grant obtailled from the quarter I have suggested
would be increased from year to year, as
in the case of other States. The sum
of £4,000,000 is not of necessity all that
Victoria could get, because that is the
basis on which the grant would
be calculated. Various other amounts
would 'be added; even the question
of railway deficits, and so forth,
would have to come into consideration.
I understand that the deficit
on the railways this year will be in the
vicinity of £5,000,000 which is considerably more than was estimated in the
Budget. My suggestions are submitted
in an effort to overcome a disability
which Victoria undoubtedly suffers as a
result of the imposition of uniform taxation. I oondude in no taunting way by
recommending these suggestions for consideration by the Labour party particularly, because the support of the Federal
representatives of that party in 1942 resulted in Victoria being brought into the
scheme, which has proved so burdensome
to this State.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I have listened with much admiration
and respect to the speech of the honorable member for M:alvern, which ii,S one
of the most constructive I have heard for
some time. In it there was no political
bitterness; it was a frank statement of
his tl10ughts and the result of his
research.
Sir

ALBERT

LIND.-It was very sound.

Mr. DODGSHUN.-I agree. It was in
contrast to other utterances that have
been made in this Chamber to-night. I
assure the honorable member that sec-
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tion 96 of the Commonwealth Constitution has been examined by the legal
advisers of this State and by the Government. As a matter of f.act, that section
had a considerable bearing on the allocation of uniform >taxation reimbursements
last year. When the Premiers meet at
Canberra, they are told, in effect, what
the amount of tax reimbursement will
be; then they sit down to carve up the
duck, so to speak. Section 96 of the
Commonwealth Constitution places on
the Com'monwealth Government the responsibility of al10cating grants. That
is what I meant when II interjected during the speech of the honorable member
for Mafvern.
If Victoria, as one of the major
States, were to 'apply to the Commonwealth Grants Commissi'on for consideration, it would be laughed at for
the reason that the Commission was instituted specifically to deal with the
requirements of three minor States, because of their isolation from the eastern
part of the Commonwealth. I do not
want the honorable member for ,Malv€rn
to get firmly .fixed in his mind the idea
that because the Commonwealth Grants
Commission operates in respect of three
States only, those States are not
subject to moral suasion in regard
to the financial set-up as a whole.
My experience at meetings of the
Australian Loan Council and at
Premiers' conferences leads me to believe
that the attitude of those States is altering rapidly. I believe .that at the next
Premiers' conference and meeting of the
Australian Loan Council more evidence
of that feeling may be exhibited, and it
will become apparent that one at least
of those States is suffering the same
financial headache as is Victoria, but not
to the same degree nor .tor the same
period. The States are just commencing
to realize the inequity of the present
financial situation. I again thank the
honorable member for ·Malvern for his
suggestions and inform him that the
Governmen t has tried to explore every
possible avenue of the Commonwealth
Constitution in an effort to ascertain if
some agree1ment cannot be arri\'ed at to
make the posi Hon more practicable.
I rose to-night particularly to say
something about the accusations that
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have been made by the Leader of the
Opposition concerning surplus equipment, also the general charges that have
been levelled at the State Electricity
Commission by a weekly newspaper,
Truth. The Leader of the Opposition
did not tell honorable mem:beTs the name
of the paper to whioh he referred. The
daily newspapers were invited to meet
representativ,es of the State Electricity
Commission, which offer was accepted,
but when they heard the story they refused to publish it, stating that the
people of Victoria had been warned of
the situati'on by the Premier, the State
Electricity Commission, and myself,
nearly twelve mon ths ago.
I shall now reply seriatim to the points
by the Leader of the Opposition
and, with your permission, Mr. Acting
Chairman, I shall keep fairly close to
some notes which are before me. I am
rather surprised that the Leader of the
Opposition made such .statements in the
House as he did, without confirming anything that he said. The article published
in Truth has caused grave concern among
some persons who have invested their
savings in State Electricity Commission
loans. An instance was brought to my
notice the other day. An elderly man
asked one of my colleagues what was
wrong with the State Electricity Commission, in which he had invested most
of his savings. He wanted to know
whether the Commission was bankrupt
and whether he would lose his savings.
My friend intimated that State Electricity
Commission loans were guaranteed by
the Victorian Government and that if the
State Electricity Commission failed the
Sta te Government also would fail. It is
unfortunate that untrue stat'ements
should be circulated because they cause
grave concern in the financial world at a
time when the Government is trying to
get a great instrumentality on its feet,
so to speak, to generate additional electrieal power.
ra~sed

The disposal of mobile construction
equipment rendered surplus to the Commission's curtailed construction programm·e because of the reduced financial
allocation for construction works last
August is being handled by a special disposals oommittee of senior Commission
Mr. Dodgshun.
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officeI"s. The value of :surplus construction equipment held for disposal is
approximately £800,000 .. This comprises
mainly 69 new tractors, the approximate
value of whi,ch is £568,000, and 64 used
tractor:s having an estimated secondhand value of £212,000. Many of the
used tractoI"S would normally have been
due for disposal at second-hand value
because of obsolescence.
The value of surplus constructi'On
equipment disposed 'Of from October,
1951, to 'the present date is £631,000. The
new equipmenrt consisted of 60 excavators, 25 mobiLe cranes, 20 heavy duty
earth-moving trucks, six tractors, and a
variety 'Of seoond-hand equipment.
Equipment has been 'Sold 'to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board iQf Works,
Electricity Trust of South Australia,
Electricity Commission 'of New South
Wales, HydrO-ELectric Oommission af
Tasmania, Joint Coal Board-not Utah
Construction
Company - M3.ddingley
Brown Coal Mine, Department of Air.
Department 'Of the Navy, and several
large commercial organizati'Ons.
Mr. DAWNAy·MouLD.-Do yiQU mean
that there is no further use for the equipment, lOr is it surplus beoaus'e it cannot
be used?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Many of the items
are surplus, some are obsolete, and others
are being sold because the money to use
them is not available. The surplus
equipment disposed ,of to date has been
sold at a small 'Over-all profit. Of the
equipment disposed of for £631,000, to
which I have already referred, the sale
price of new equipment totalled £573,000,
as oompared with the original cost of
£561,000.
Sec'Ond-hand
equipment
brought £57,000, as 'compared with the
original outlay of £67,500. The normal
pr'ocedure in costing new material is to
charge landed cost, plus a percentage
for handling and for work carried out on
the equipment by the Oommission. The
disposal of second-hand equipment
actually takes into account depreciation,
but no plant is sold unless its real
pr€'sent-day value is received.
Owing to ,the increase in seoond-hand
values, some used equipment sold by
public tender has brought more than its
original cost.
For instance, tractors
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with an estimated economic life of
10,000 hours, which cost £2,000 new,
have been sold for more than £2,000
after completing 15,000 hours' work.
Concerning surplus construction equipment, the answer .to the point raised is
given in the first statement which I
made. The inform·a tion which I am now
giving to the Committee is being sent
to Truth with the request that it be
published so that some ·of the damage
already caused may be repaired. If the
question asked is intended to cover the
component materials and items ·of plant
for new power stations and briquetting
factories, the answer is that nothing is
surplus. All this material-which has
either been received or is on order-is
vitally and urgen tly needed by the
State.
The greatest reverse to the State
occasioned by last year's loan cut wasas has been emphasized repeatedly-the
necessi ty to slow down the programme
for the erection of this plant, particularly at Kiewa and Morwell. The result
is the ,postponement of freedom from
power and fuel shortages in this State,
and the unfortunate necessity to dispose
of surplus construction oequipmet:lt which
has been assembled at great effort to
achieve the early target dates for completion of field oonstruction work. Prior
to the loan cuts, the Commission had
planned to be far enough advanced with
its construction progra,mme to remove
all power restrictions by 1953, and to
have a surplus of power by 1956. These
target dates cannot now be achieved.
The equipment stored at the Fisherman's Bend park is 'compris~d of three
categories, namely(1) The 69 new tractors surplus to
present requirements referred to
in a statement I have already
made;
(2) the 64 seoond-hand surplus tractors, also referre::.1 to by me;
(3) a total of 22 ex-Army motor
vehicles purchased from the
Commonwealth Disposals Commission after the war.
Of
these, thirteen have been withdrawn from service after five
years' work and are awaiting
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disposal. The balance of nine
vehicles have been "cannibalized " to alleviate the acute
shortage of spare parts for
motor vehicle maintenance.
All other units of equipment and
vehicles are not surplus but are on the
area for maintenance, for rebuilding, or
for fitment of special attachments to
prepare them for further service. Exarmy vehicles are the only surplus units
which have been stored on the area for
more than six months.
As regards the new tractors held for
disposal, all units are being very adequately treated by scientific corrosion
The surplus used
preventive methods.
tractors are being prepared for disposal
at their second-hand value.
Many of
these units have been withdrawn from
service at the end of their economic life,
and are suffering less deterioration in
the park than they would at construcWith the funds available.
tion sites.
everything prar.ticable is being done to
protect surplus equipment. The following is an extract from Hansard of the
5th of Septemher, 1951, page 4296. It
is a quotation from a statement received
by the Premier from the State Electricity
Commission, relating to the foreseen
effects of the loan cutsGreat difficulty would be experienced in
handling and storing plant and equipment
delivered under contract.
The additional
facilities so needed must, in any event, be
provided from capital funds.

The Leader of the Opposition also
desired information about the amenities
block. The large central workshops in
'course of erection at Fisherman's Bend
are planned for progressive development
in accordancp- with the Commission's
future needs.
Although this development has been retarded by two years
because of shortage of funds, the first
section now under construction will be
ready for occupation by June, 1953. By
tha t da te the ameni ties block will be
necessary to provide reasonable amenities
for er.mloyees, similar to those which
other large organizations already established in this isolated area have found
necessary to retain men. It is further
planned that the second section of the
central workshops will be completed and
in occupation by the end of 1954.
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In regard to the question of the ·use
of departmental cars, it has been the
standard practice of the Commission for
quite a time that official cars are not to
be used for private jobs. I am informed
that last year at least three men werf'
dismissed for unlawfully using departmental cars. I trust that, in carrying
out his duties, the Leader of the Opposition is as punctilious in the use of his
car as are some departmental officer~.
The Government has issued strict orders
to departmental heads that the cars
under their control are not to be u~ed
for private purposes.
Mr. NORMAN.-I invite you to make
some inquiries regarding the usp of my
car.
Mr. DODGSHUN. - Concerning another matter that was raised, I desire
to say that the Whiteman-street garage
is one of the Commission's establishments for the general maintf'nance of
its transport, including cars, pp.nding the
development of the central workshops at
Fisherman's Bend. The average number
of new sedan cars held at any time on
the Commission's area at Fisherman's
Bend is five. At present, there are only
two on the area. These cars, together
with new utilities and trucks on the area,
have been acquired as normal replacements and are there for testing, painting, and so forth, prior to use. Replacement of vehicles in the Commission's
transport fleet must necessarily be a continuous operation. At the present time
190 motor vehicles are still in service
after mileages exceeding 100,000 e:lch,
and are in need of replacement as soon
as possible.
I think the information I have now
given covers most of the questions
asked by the Leader of the Opposition,
but he also raised other points.
He
made an inquiry concerning the price
of brown coal. I think the Leader of
the Labour party made some comments
on comparable values of brown coal
produced by the State Electricity Commission and at Bacchus Marsh. Of
course, there is more than one brown
coal mine at Bacchus Marsh. I can only
submit figures as they have been presented to me by the State Electricity
Commission. At the Yallourn open cut
the cost of producing brown coal during
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the war years was 2s. a ton. During
1950-51 th~ cost was 4s. 4!d. a ton. Coal
for industry comes from the Yallourn
North open cut, where the cost in 1950··51
was 11s. 5d. a ton. The present price
from Yallourn North is 17s. 6d. a ton free
on rail Yallourn, and the freight rate to
Melbourne is 12s. 6d. a ton, which means
that the coal costs 30s. a ton when it
arrives in Melbourne. Bacchus Marsh
coal costs 30s. a ton at the mine.
Mr. FRASER.-To which mine do you
flefer?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-There are three
mines in the Bacchus Marsh district, but
I undersrtand there is only one doing an
economic job. There has been considerable criticism of the management of the
State Electricity Commission. A mild
storm was raised in the press a few
weeks ago when the price of electricity
was increased. It would seem that some
people do not realize that State instrumentali'ties, as well as private businesses,
must mleet their costs. I have a graph
which shows the difference between the
rise in the cost of electricity 10 consumers and the rise in the basic wage
between 1939 and 1952, and what it (iiscloses is very favourable to the Commission. I have had a chart taken out of
comparative cosus as between various
States, dated the 3rd of April, 1952.
Taking the average consumption at 850
kilowatt hours per annum for ordinary
domestic purposes, the average cost per
kHowa'tt hour at th'e present tariff
schedule of the State Electricity Commission is 2.55d.; in Sydney, it is 3d.; in
Brisbane, 3.36d.; and in Adelaide, 3.85d.
The pre-war average cost a kilowatt
hour with the Sta'Ue Electricity Commissi,on was 1.675d.; Sydney, 1.565d.; Bris- .
ban'e, 1. 78d.; and Adelaide, 2.12d. The
costs of distribution and production were
almost the same in all States, but Victoria ils in a favoured position due to
the method of production.
On a oommercial basis there is a vastly
steeper difference in prices as between
States. The commercial tariff is based on
consumption of 800 kilowatt hours for
lighting and 5,300 kilowatt hours for
power per annum. The average cost per
ki1owa1t hour at the present tariff
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schedule of the State Electricity Commission is 2.59d.; in Sydney, 5.06d.; Brisbane, 3.9d.; and Adelaide, 4.33d.
On the industrial side the basis is consumption of 5,000 kilowatt hours for
lighting and 115,000 kilowatt houI'S for
power per annum. The average cost per
kilowatt hour at the present tariff
schedule f'Or the State Electricity Commissi'On is 1.636d.; in Sydney, 3.175d.;
in Brisbane, 2.5d. ; and in Adelaide,
2.503d. Although the figures were taken
out before the last rise, it makes little
difference, because comparable costs
with the Sta'te Electricity Commi'ssion
are the same as in other States and must
rise. That largely refutes the accusations made against the Commission.
Over the years the State Electricity
Commission has proved wha't Parliament
believed it would when it was set up in
1918. When one considers 'the vast
expansion that has taken plaoe from 1920
to 1950, from 50,000 kilowatts to approximately 500,000 kilowatts-and the
demand is increasing at a tremendous rate--one finds that when in
1956 or 1958 we reach the figure
of 1,289,000 kilowatts we will again
enter on what is a recurring circle.
As we double now, we shall have to treble
later, because of the increase of population and consequent rise in demand.
Sixty-four overseas industries-and they
are not minor organizations-nave asked
for .sites for the establishm'ent O'f their
works in Victo:cia. We have had to z,efuse
some, because we have not had the facilities. I could refer to the Railway Department, the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission and other instrumentalities
to which the same principle applies.
\Vhat I have been su~pri'Sed at to-night
is the general lack of admission by Opposition members that the rise in the price
of goods has compared tragically with
the rise in the cost of production. We
are finding that particularly in primary
industry. It applies not alone t'O private
industry, but to all businesses.
Mr. FRASER.-I hope the Taxation
Commissioner caltches up with you.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-He has caught up
with me long ago, because I have a history that neither the honorable member
for Grant nor anybody elEe can fault.
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Primary producers do not attempt t'O
hoodwink the Taxati'On Department. I
do not want to go into the question of
provisional tax at this stage. I thank the
honorable member for Malvern f.or his
suggestions. I shall bring them before
the Premier, and ,see if exploratory surveys can be made of those suggestions
for the benefit of the State.
The sitting was suspended at 11.59
p.m. until 12.44 a.m. (Wednesday).

Mr. BLOCK (Ivanhoe).-During the
recess, I closely searched the record of
this Government's admin1stration in an
effort to find something of which the
State could be proud. I did find something to the credit of the Government:
It tried hard to do its best in a difficult
situation.
My complaint is that the
Government's best was not good enough;
the situation would not have been difficult if ,the Government had possessed the
capacity necessary to handle it.
The
Premier's reply to all problems has been,
"We have no money." I wish to discuss
the housing question and the relevant
financial situation over the last three
years. In the year 1949-50, there was
allotted to this State for housing
£6,600,000; in 1950-51, £8,300,000, and
in 1951-52, £10,600,000, showing a progressive increase of £2,000,000 a year.
The latest advice I have received is that
up to the end of last month the Housing
completed 17,000
Comm,ission has
homes.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-That is not a bad effort.
Mr. BLOCK.-The Honorary Minister
is entitled to his opinion, but five private
builders built the city in which I live in
less time than was needed by the Housing Commission to erect 17,000 houses.
Complaint has been made that rents
charged by the Commission are too high.
The Commission's answer is that rents
in V'ictoria are higher than they are
under the housing scheme in South Australia, because we use Commonwealth
money and pay more in the way of
interest than the South Australian
Government, which uses money advanced
by its State bank. The Government
should consider adopting the South
Australian practice.
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Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-Do you agree with the methods of
the South Australian Housing Trust?
Mr. BLOCK.-The South Australian
Housing Trust is advanced money by the
State bank at a low cost to the State,
whereas in Victoria we pay 3:} per cent.
or 3! per cent. for the money used to
build houses, and that increases the
rents of those places.
Mr. RANDLEs.-When I asked that
that should be done here, your party
gagged me.
Mr. BLOCK.-I am not responsible for
anything done in this Parliament except
what I do myself. In South Australia,
£500,000 a year is made. available by
the State bank to finance housing, and
the interest rate is 1~ per cent. Similar
resources are available to this Government, and Victoria could obtain
£20000,000 from the State Savings Bank
to 'finance purchasers of Commission
homes. If the Housing Commissi·on
adopted a similar practice to that operating in South Australia it would
render a service to the people of Victoria, and it would not be getting into a
hopeless position, iri which it is forced to
borrow money io build houses.
I
believe that the ·only reason a larger
number of Commission houses have not
been sold is that the tenants are unable
to finance their purchase.
Members of both the Labour party
and the Country party have sta'ted that
we are entering upon a depression and
that there is likely to be mass unemployment. I suggest that the building industry 'can be taken as a barom·eter of
the economic stability of the country.
When the building industry slumps so
does everything else, but while that industry is prosperous so are all other sections. La ter I shall quote figures of the
employment position in the building industry and members will then have an
opportunity of determining how much
unemployment there is in that industry.
First, I should li~e to point out that at
the end of January, 1952, ·only 37 persons in Victoria were registered as being
unemployed.
Mr. ,sHEPHERD.-How many are now
registered as being unemployed?
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Mr. BLOCK.-I do not know, nor does
anyone else in this P.adiament, as far
as I ,know. We are all aware that
numerous jobs are available, but I take
"it that the 37 unemployed persons
were specialists who could not be employed in the positions that were offering. At the time the Government was
warning of mass sackings and was dismissing men fr.om its service, advertisements ·offering positions in semi-Government undertakings such as the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of \Vorks
appeared in the newspapers. At that
time that undertaking- was considering
sending overseas an officer to recruit
labour to fill the vacant positions, but
because of the action taken by the
Government the positions were filled and
it was not necessary for the officer to go
()verseas. However, oversea recruiting
as still proceeding on behalf of
the
Melbourne
and
Metropolitan
Tramways Board and other Government undertakings.
When employees
came to Victoria to work f.or the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board the' housing situation was made
worse because certain properties were
acquired as hostels f'or those employees
and the then occupants were evicted.
I shall now give the number of tradesmen actually employed on jobs in the
building industry. The latest figures I
have are for December, 1951, and were
compiled by the Commonwealth Statistician, so 1 think they can be considered
as being reliable. They indicate how
much unemployment there is, and how
the building industry is going into a
recession! In January, 1948, the total
number of persons employed on building
works in Victoria was 23,189; in
January, 1949, there were 26,566 people
so employed; in January, 1950, the number had increased to 28,774; in January,
1951, to 31,574; in March, 1951, to
34,009; in June, 1951, to 34,420, and in
September, 1951, to 35,818.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-Those figures show the great confidence there was in this Government.
Mr. BLOCK.-The people cannot gain
any great confidence from any expressi-ons of opinion by the Government, and
that is the reason for my complaint.
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Members of the Government talk about
a recession, although this improvement
has been taking place. Over the periud
the Government has been in offiee permits for work on hotels, guest houses,
and factories have been issued at a rate
previously unknown. During the time
the Hollway Government was in office
only 43 permits for work on h.otels and
guest h.ouses were issued, but since this
Government assumed .office in June, 1950,
1035 permits have :been issued for the
sa1'l1e purpose.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-There should be no
confusion about that figure. Those permits were not all for new buildings;
some were issued for the patching up of
existing structures.
Mr. BLOCK.-All I am saying is that
1,035 permits have been issued for
guest houses, hotels, and so on during
the period this Government has been in
office, which is a similar period to the
term of office of the Hollway Government. The value of the permits issued
since the present Governm'ent has been
in cffice totals £3,283,000, which is
a sufficient sum of money to build
1,500 houses.
Certain members of
the
Labour party, who are continually objecting to the issue of this
type of permit at the expense of housing, might take notice of those figures.
The Government should issue a full explanation of that situation. Materials represented by the permits issued were sufficient to build 1,500 homes.
In certain parts of the State there is
too much housing and in other parts
there is not enough. More than one
authority is engaged .on housing in Victoria. The Housing Commission is not
the only one in the field. The State
Electricity Commissi0n has constructed
150 dwellings at Morwell, each containing seven and half squares. They have
been completed since N.ovember, 1951,
and only twelve of them are occupied.
All but fifteen of the Housing Commission
homes in that district are occupied, and
those fifteen were completed last Septem-.
ber. Only persons approved by the State
Electricity Oommission will be gflanted
tenancy. That area has been overhoused,
whilst there are slums in other parts of
Melbourne and emergency housing projects such as the Watsonia fiasco, and
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those at Camp Pell, and Lorimer-street.
They are a blot on the State which would
not have been permitted to arise with
proper administration.
What I have already said i,s a sufficient
indictment. In addition to money made
available under the Housing (Commonwealth and State Agreement) Act, by
which the increased sum of £2,000,000
per annum has been provided during the
last two years, there has been another
source of revenue.
In answer to
a question submitted in the House
by the honorable member for Dandenong in 1951, the Minister of
Housing furnished figures concerning
dealings in land by the Housing Commission. This has been a very profitable
business. A profit of £17,000 was made
in the dealings rev.iewed, which is an
appreciable sum of money to make by
purchasing land at an acquisition price
and 'selling it at a higher price. There
have been other dealings in land as well.
In my opinion, the thousands of acre's of
land at present held by the Housing Commission are sufficient for its activities at
the present rate of progress for a number
of years. This year the sum of £925,000
is to be provided for land acquisiti.on.
It is no wonder that the Housing Commis'sion is acquiring land fflom individual
persons and selling it at a profit, but it
is not a good business for the StMe to
undertake. I consider that the sum of
£925,000 would have been much better
invested in completing some of the 4,000
homes in course of construction.
When the Premier went to the meeting
of the Loan Council last year, he applied
for an allocation of £500,000 for slum
abolition, and was granted £325,000. The
Premier went on a conducted Itour of
the slum areas of Collingwood and Fitzroy, and it brought tears t'0 his eyes to
see the prevailing conditions. The sum
of £325,000 has been allotted for -slum
abolition, and not one penny for the
Housing Commi'ssion. Where has the
money gone? Probably it has been disposed of in the same manner as funds
provided for the State Electricity Commission; according Ito the Premier,
although the State Electricity Commission was allocated the sum of £16,000,000,
all it received was £9,000,000. There is
an amount of £7,000,000 to be accounted
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for there. It is ,the duty of the Government to inform the members of the
House what is being done with the funds.
If an amount has been allotted for a
certain purpose, and it is not desired to
use it for that purpose, the Government
should inform the House.
It is stated that member-s of the Opposition do not paint a true picture of what
is occurring. If any picture is being
painted to fool the people of the State,
it is being painted by the Government,
nDt by the OppDsition. I should like the
members of the Labour party to examine
the situation closely, for they would
ascertain that the jDb confronting the
Government is nDt sO' difficult as it makes
out. I ask members who have any knowledge Df business whether they cDnsider
that the cDnstructiDn Df 17,000 houses
since the war warrants the tremendDus
overhead expenditure incurred by the
HDusing CDmmissiDn.
Is it necessary
for such a huge staff to' be emplDyed as
the CommissiDn has?
Mr. HAYEs.-Where are they?
Mr. BLOCK.-At Queen-street, fDr instance. CDnstructing cDntractDrs do not
carry nearly such a large staff.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-Apparently, the honorable member
dDes nDt like the HDusing CDmmissiDn.
Mr. BLOCK.-If the HDnDrary Minister had had the experience Df many
persons in connectiDn with the HDusing
CommissiDn, he would not like it, either.
HDwever, I can understand why the
HonDrary Minister supports it, since he
represents in this HDuse the Minister Df
Housing. The attitude Df the majDrity
Df persons in the State towards the
HDusing CommissiDn is nDt pleasant.
ThDse occupying HDusing Commission
hDmes consider that they are paying
excessive rents, but the GDvernment
states that the rents are reasDnable,
althDugh persons pDssessing cDmparable
prDperty are not allowed to receive in
rents nearly as much as the HDusing
CDmmissiDn charges. I cDntend that
there wDuld be nO' hDusing shDrtage if
the GDvernment adDpted proper methDds.
It is. reliably stated that there. are
10,000 hDusing units thrDughDut the
State which would becDme available fDr
letting under certain cDnditions.
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Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-Where are they?
Mr. BLOCK.-If members Dn the
Government side of the House desire to'·
test the pDsitiDn, I invite them to suppDrt
the move by the honorable member for
Box Hill to' bring in a Bill to' amend the
Landlord and Tenant Act, notice of
which .appears Dn the NDtice Paper.
Mr. FEWSTER.-I knDw Df 30 people
who require hDuses. Will the honorable
member infDrm me of the locatiDn of the
10,000 units to' which he referred?
Mr. BLOCK.-If the hDnDrable member fDr EssendDn and other hDnorable
members would support the move of the
honDrable member for Box Hill, 10,000
housing units cDuld become available.
If the hDnorable member owned a houS€'
and it became vacant to-morrow, he
would not let it under the conditions
which prevail in this State; he would
sell it, as anyone else would dO'.
Mr. FEWSTER.-I would let it.
Mr. BLOCK.-I addressed my questiDn to residents in the emergency hDUSing settlement at WatsDni'a, who are
amDng . the mDst dispDssessed peDple in
this State in regard to' housing, although
pDssibly they are not as badly off as
are those whO' live at LDrimer-street.
SDuth Melbourne and are represented
by the honorable member for Port MelbDurne. The answer J received was that
if any Df thDse r,C'sidents owned a house
which became vacant they wouLd not let
it under present conditiqns, nDr wDuld
they share a'ccommodatiDn Dn th~ basis
Df the .prevailing restrictiDns. All members must realize that that is true. If
a Bill Dn the lines suggested by the
hDnDrable member for Box Hill were
presented to' this House, it wDuld receive
full support from the Opposition and
would be endDrsed by 80 per cent. of
the citi2'jens of Victoria.
I do not desire to test the patience
Df members, but if the Government is
prepared to' tell the true story instead
Df running around trying to' ma~ political capital at the behest of members
Dn the MinIsterial corner benches and
da·mning representatives of its Dwn party
in the Federal spher,e, it will adopt something Dn the lines I h'ave suggested.
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Sir ALBERT LIND.-Tell us about the
thousands of vacant houses to which
you referred.
Mr. BLOCK.-I have already stated
the position. I indicated not only that
houses were vacant but also how they
could be obtained.
Mr. HYLAND.-You will receive a large
mail next week from persons who require homes.
Mr. BLOCK.-If the Gov,ernment
listens to the requests (if those persons,
as I have done, it will adopt the resolution that was ,carried by the State
Council of the Country party.
Mr. HYLAND.-You said that 10,000
tenements were available, but now you
are side-stepping.
Mr. BLOCK.-I am not.
Mr. HYLAND.-YoU are introducing
provisos.
Mr. BLOCK.-The Minister of Transport would not let a house belonging to
him, if it became vacant.
Mr. HYLAND.-Of oourse I would.
I
am not as hungry as is the honorable
member f.or Ivanhoe.
Mr. BLOCK.-I think €,very member
of this House will agree that the main
difficulty ass.ociated with the completion
of governmental projects is that of
securing suffident la:bour and materials;
it is not so much a question of money.
The Minister of Health laughs, but he
should remember that his Government
has received ,more loan money during
the current year tban Victoria received
in any previous year. Government members have been continually going back
in their arguments to 1938, in which
year the total loan programme of the
Commonwealth was £30,000,000. Immediately after the war Victoria embarked
on a loan works programme in the belief
th'at a pool of unemployment would
develop during the transition from the
Services to civil life.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus}.-The
honorable member's time has expired.
Mr. SUTTON (Albert Park}.-These
are unhappy days for the State education
system. One of the heartening signs of
the times regarding it is the increasing
interest shown in schools by parents and
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well wishers of children through school
committees, mothers' clubs, school
councils, and parents' associations generally. These bodies, as I have previously
emphasized· in this Chamber, nobly and
in face of grave difficulties, accept the
task of raising funds to provide much
needed amenities, teaching aids, equipment, and other such things, and thp.
Education Department readily acknowledges that their co-operation is most
valuable. Their work is done on a suhsidy basis.
The Department pays
according to a scale published in the
Education Gazette. I have no fault to
find with the subsidies, which are fair
and adequate when they are paid, but it
is regrettable to have to say that lately
they have not been paid.
It now appears that the Department,
which ought to be senior partner, has
temporarily vacated the field of common
effort, casting upon those associate bodies
the full financial responsibility of providing material and servic:e~ which
patently it is the duty of the Government
to provide without assistance. The upshot is keen resentment among head
teachers and members of the auxiliaries,
as they might be called, who view with
dismay the resultant rleprivation of
certain essential features of modern
schools. The position as it affects a great
number of schools is succinctly stated in
an editorial in the April issue of the
Teachers' Journal, Ithe official organ of
the Victorian Teachers Union, which
because of the startling information
which it supplies and the extraordinary
conditions which it reveals, merits quotation in fullIn recent weeks many t/'!achers learnt from
bitter experience that the money allocated
for subsidies during the financial year, 195152, had been fully spent.
This means that for approximately a
quarter of this financIal year schools will be
unable to purchase essential equipment on
subsidy. Those schools which were planning
to purchase liibrary books, a radio, a piano,
pictures, or anyone or other of the dozens
of vital aids normally obtainable on subsidy,
will have to go at least until the next
financial year.
School committees, mothers' clubs, and
school councils will see their plans for improved facilities for the children in their
schools held up through lack of tinance on
the part of the Government. These parents
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have done their part. By voluntary giving,
by hard work, 'at fetes, concerts. etc., they
have raised their share of t:he money. They
are now faced with a heart-breaking and an
enthusiasm-sapping delay, whilst the children are forced to II make do" with all too
little provided for them in the way of additional educational aids and equipment.
It is to be hoped that the Government will
realise the necessity of providing additional
subsidy money before June 30, and allocate
the finance so that all. schools desirous of
purchasing equipment on subsidy will be
able to continue to do so.
Perhaps it is not too much to hope that in
the next budget, provision will be made to
enable many of these essential aids to our
schools to be supplied by the Education
Department. Thus our so-called
free"
education system may be a little more worthy
of the term. A modern school is not a
school without a radio, 'a piano, a cinematograph, good pictures, sufficient .library books
-to name a .few items. It is time the Government accepted the responsibility lior
these things, instead of allowing their supply
to be determined by the economic ability
of the parents of a particular school to pay
for them.
The subsidy system is a good system
only in so far ,as it encourages parents to
take an interest in their schools by providing
.. extras." It is a ibad system when the
parents have to provide the essentials."
1/

1/

I hope that the Government will take
action to ensure that never again shall
such a position arise as is indicated in
that article.
It is unjust to selfsacrificing workers, unjust to teachers
and pupils-above all to pupils-and it
adds up to an indictment of the State
education system. It marks Victoria as
a back woods State. It is disquieting to
observe that there is to be a reduction
even of £166 in the small fund for expenditure on school buildings. I take
it that all other mp.mhers recently
received, as I did, a circular letter from
the Victorian High Schools Advisory
Council Association setting out its aims
and its protests in the interests of
secondary pupils.
Since then, I have recei.ved from the
secretary of the Advi~ory Council of the
MacRobertson Girls' High School, which
is in my electorate, a letter endorsing
and stressing the point!' made in the
circular. I should like to quote an
appealing, almost despairing, passage
from that second letter, which is as
follows:Those who are directly concerned with
the training and the welfare of the young
are working against severe difficulties
Mr. Sutton..
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because of the serious shortage of accommodation in schools and of teaching staff.
In an attempt to cope with these two
problems, schools are compelled to increa"e
the sizes of classes beyond the range of
reasonable efficiency, the size of the class
being determined by its room accommodation. In a large class it is a very severe
tax on the teacher to give the individual
attention necessary for the mental development and progress of the pupil.

That is an unchallengeable fact. The
baneful effect on pupils of congested
space and mass instruction is becoming
a commonplace condemnation by educationists.
I am afraid, however, that
only too well do we know in advance
the retort of the authorities-a shortage
of money with which to build more
schools and better schools, to provide
more equipment and better equipment
for existing schools, and to improve
teacher training schemes. and so on; but
it is poor consolation to the sufferers
and witnesses of the sufferings. Of all
the evils flowing from the Victorian loan
cuts, I submit that none is worse or
more likely to have wider, deeper, and
more lasting effects than the restricted
outlay on school l:Yuildings. As to that,
the letter from the Advisory Council of
the MacRobertson Girls' High School
contains a short passage that is extremely jarring to our social conscience,
or whatever it is that we substitute for
that. The short passage is as follows:In the area south of the Yarra there
exists a long-felt need for additional
secondary schools, many qualified pupils
having been unable to gain admittance to
a school suited to their needs.

I put to the Government the earnest
request to do all in its power to remove
the stigma upon the State education
system, and at the same time to avert
the enormous potential loss to the community of children growing up without
the need for training.
I now turn briefly, but no less earnestly, to another aspect of educationthe higher stages of technical education.
I refer to a proposal, made as far back
as 1942, for the establishment of an
institute of technology in Melbourne-a
proposal which has been deferred by
successive Governments for reasons
which are rejected as "shelving and
unconvincing" by those who are anxious
to bring Victoria into line with New
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South Wales and with progressive
countries overseas.
Nothing tangible,
so far as I can learn-l should genuinely
welcome correction on this point----has
been dOone except the drawing of
plans which appear to have been lost or
mislaid, or to have been put aside for
consideration, or to have encountered
the perverse fate which seems so often to
wait upon technical projects of all types.
The aim of the promoters is the establishment of an institute to take over
engineering students from the higher
departments of the Melbourne Technical
College and to function in association
with the Faculty of Engineering at the
University of Melbourne--a laudable aim,
surely, and one which should not be impossible or difficult of realization, given,
of course, the requisite good-will on the
part of the authorities and again, of
oourse, the requisite finanoe.
From time to time there have been
tha t the building would be
placed Oon the site of the Kew Asylum,and it was also said that plans had been
prepared for Cabinet oonsi.deration.
Therefore, my questions are: Have the
plans been prepared? If not, has any
stage of preparation been reached? If
the plans have been prepared, what has
become of them? If nothing has been
done, will something be done, and, in
fact, when and what? I am, admittedly,
no authority on this subject, but I suggest that a site could be selected and a
commencemen t could be made with the
establishment of dassr;ooms in prefabricated or other suitable material, and
that the existing laboratories at the
Melbourne Technical College ·could be
used until permanent buildings were
erected for the purpose of the longdelayed and much required institute of
technology.
rumours

Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-Members

must have some dOoubt regarding the
desirability of granting the two months'
Supply desired by the Government, having regard to its muddling -and mismanagement as has been evidenced in
this debate. I wish to direct attention
particularly to the ma tter of country
roads.
I feel that all the spending
authorities in this State have been misled
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by the Government, particularly by the
reckless extravagance with which allocations of loan money were made during the year 1950-51 and are now being
frustrated by the cuts imposed in 1951-52.
Those cuts are entirely the responsibility
of the Governm-ent.
In no spending Department have the
cuts been felt more keenly than by the
Country Roads Board. This is a Department, of the personnel of which Victoria
can be justly proud. All members will
agree that the Country Roads Board is charged with a responsibility second to
none in this Sta teo I would say that on
the success of this Department depends
the success of all prim'ary, secondary,
and tertiary industries. It is useless to
talk of increased primary production
unless we have better roads in country areas.
Good transport is also
essential to our power-supplying projects.
Secondary industries can expand neither
in the city nor in the country unless
good roads are provided. The tertiary
industry of transport itself is faced with
unnecessary demand for maintenance
expenditure because of the failure of this
Government to provide money for better
roads. Behind the Country Roads Board
and its efficient departmental officers
stands the finest body of unpaid public
servants in this State or the Commonwealth-ithe municipal councillors.
Country Roads Board officers and shire
councillors have been frustrated and
disappointed by reckless promises and
the VICIOUS curtailments that have
followed them. I shall give certain
figures to back up my argum-ents, and
if the Government would like to check
the figures they can be obtained from a
letter 'Sent to the municipalities by the
Minister of Public Works.
Earlier this evening the Premi.er said
that figures supplieu by the Opposition
were not accurate, but while he was on
his feet I noticed that he failed to refute
any of them. I do not wish to be charged
with giving false evidence to the Committee, and the Government can check my
figures in the letter to which I have
referred. I cite figures to bear out my
earlier statements that the Government
was reckless with loan funds in the
1950-51 allocation and vicious in its
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curtailments in 1951-52, and for no
reason so far as the Country Roads Board
is concerned.
In 1950-51 the McDonald Government
aUocated £10,083,708 on an application
for all road bui'lding of £11,567,492. The
actual expenditure during 1950-51 was
£7,187,9~0 and the actual funds available
during that year were £7,361,441. A
promise was made of an allocation of
£10,000,000 and if the municipalities had
been able to expend that amount the
Governm,ent would have defaulted to the
extent of £2,750,000 because funds were
not available.
Mr. BROsE.-Where does the Country
Roads Board get its funds from?
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas) .-It did
not get any. That promise was made to
the municipalities and it turned out to
be an empty promise. The Government
gambled on the inJ.bility of the municipalities to spend the money. It was a
reckless promise made to enable the
present Government to obtain a temporary political advantage. In 1951-52
the spending authorities requested an
amount of £15,543,701, and were allocated £6,929,893, which represented a cut
of £3,153,815 below the 1950-51 allocation. Those are the figures for all the
road-building authorities.
I wish to speak particularly from the
point of view of shire councils. The
aHocation in 1950-51 for main roads,
forest roads, and unclassified construction was £6,332,300 on an application for
£7,048,470. In 1951-52 the muniJCipalities
asked for £9.206,842 and were allocated
£4,330,144. The 1951-52 allocation was
£2,002,156 less than the allocation in the
previous year. That cut was entirely
unnecessary. The cut as it affected
Government spending authorities on
road-building works was 30 per cent., but
the cut to municipalities was 31?! per
cent.
Guided by the extravagant promises
that were made in the previous year
municipali'ties extended their works
potentiaJ. in order to be able to
expend the money which they expected
to receive. As exampl,es of the effects
of the cuts I shall cite the experiences of
a number of shires. The allotment to
the Shire of Arapiles, which previously
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received £42,000, was reduced to £22,000,
that of the Shire of Kowree was reduced
from £90,000 to £52,000, the Shire of
Glenelg, from £61,000 to £36,000, the
Shir~ of Wannon from £47,000 to £36,000,
the Shire of Dundas from £49,000 to
£19,000, and the Shire of Waranga from
£35,510 to £17,435. I shall now examine
the necessity for the cut, from the point
of view of the difference between what
the McDonald Government requested in
loan funds from the Loan Council and
what it actually received, because no
sufficient reason for the cut to municipalities can be advanced.
Under the heading of Country
Roads Board loan funds, the Victorian
Government, according to the Premier's
Ministerial statement last year, asked
for £1,500,000.
Because the Loan
Council agreed to underwrite for Victoria £56,000,000 out of a total request of
£76,000,000 the Premier imposed a
general 30 per cent. reduction on all
departmental expenditure, warranted or
unwarranted. As was pointed out eJ.rlier
to-night that should not have been done'
the Departments should have been allo~
cated funds on a system of priorities. If
the Government's method of calculation
is accepted-and I say it should not be- .
Victoria received only £450,000 less than
what the Country Roads Board asked
for. No responsible Treasurer would
have made a flat cut of 30 per cent.; he
would have determined priorities. However, I repeat that the Premier cut the
grants to municipalities by more than
£2,000,000, despife the fact that the loan
money . fell short by only £450,000.
When we consider the statement that
the Minister of Public Works addressed
to municipalities we realize that the cut
of more than £2,000,000 to municipalities
was most unnecessary.
With the exception of loan funds, the
Country Roads Board had more money
available from its various sources than
ever before, as is shown by the following
figures:-Motor registration fees rose
from £3,159,111 in 1950-51 to £3,680,000
in 1951-52; fees and fines increased
from £3,000 to £5,000; municip~l contributions advanced from £187,000 to
£284,000, and the Commonwealth Aid
Roads Fund rose from £1,988,662 to
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£2,502,000, yet this Government cut the say that the loan allocation has been
allotment to municipalities by more cut down, some people will believe you,
than £2,000,000, for which the Labour and Mr. Menzies will be discredited."
party must shoulder its share of respon- The Premier and his supporters went on
sibility because it supports the Govern- to the hustings with the Labour story.
They have told it so many times that
ment.
I do not wish to be unfair to the I am inclined to think they are beginGovernment, and I shall examine the ning to believe it themselves. No effort
probable line of argument that it will has been made to provide sufficient funds
take. Doubtless it will say that it was for the Country Roads Board, which is
forced to pay £1,045,000 out of the charged with a most important task
funds I have just quoted for machinery Ministers should tour country elecpurchased by the Country Roads Board. torates: then they would realize the
No case exists for the payment of predicament of shire councils.
Mr.' BRosE.-VV'e do not argue against
capital expenditure out of revenue in
that.
such an instance.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-Then,
Mr. HAYES.-YoU should bring that to
why was not the necessary money made
the notice of the Prime Minister.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-I am available to shire councils? I shall
referring the matter to this Government. summarize my arguments in this way:
Does the State Electricity Commission No responsible Government would have
purchase capital equipment out of simply written down allocations by 30
revenue? No shire council does so' per cent. There was no reason why
shire councils purchase their equipment £500,000 could not have been allotted to
from a loan account. In this case, if municipalities from sources other than
every penny paid for the machinery had loan funds. The Government could have
been charged to a loan account the obtained a further £1,045,000 if the
Government would have had an addi- machinery purchased by the Country
tional £1,045,000 available for muni- Roads Board had been charged to a loan
cipalities. I feel that we must draw a account 1nstead of revenue being used
distinction between the figure for 1950- for capital expenditure. I shall shortly
51 and that applying to 1951-52 in the indicate another source from which
matter of the intake of this machinery; revenue could have been obtained. I hope
there we find a difference of only that the Government will examine the
£488,000. Whether the Government is proposition, and, if it is as good as I
prepared to accept my proposal that believe it to be, will make some use of
this expenditure should be charged to it next year. The two items I h.ave
loan account or not, a difference of only already mentioned would have netted
£488,000 does not substantiate the cut the sum of approximately £1,500,000,
in the allowance to municipalities of which could have been made available
The cut of
more than £2,000,000. There is a good to the municipalities.
reason for the Government's action £2,000,000 which this Government made
towards municipalities. The Premier in grants to the municipalities could have
went to the Loan Council meeting and been avoided if proper financing methods
against the receipt of £36,000,000 in had been adopted.
I now wish to refer to the profit
1951 he asked for £76,000,000 in 1952'
he received £56,000,000. Members of th~ av:ailable to the Government from the
Labour party said to him, "Although operations of the Transport Regulation
you have received an increase of Board. I think it can truthfully be
£20,000,000, proclaim to the people that said that a portion of the petrol tax
your loan allocation has been cut down." bears a direct relationship to road usage.
If this is correct, the revenue of the
Mr. GALVIN.-The Premier has not
Transport Regulation Board" which
done a bad job.
comes from road haulage permits and
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-He has licence fees, bears the same relationship.
done a wonderful job for the Labour I understand that a profit in the vicinity
party, who 'said to the Premier, "If you of £750,000 per annum is to be
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derived from the Board, and I believe
that the money should be paid to the
Country Roads Board account.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. Barclay).-That is a matter requiring legisla tion, and must not be discussed during
the debate on the Supply Bill.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-I am
making a constructive proposal to the
Government, but if you, Mr. Acting
Chairman, rule that I am not permitted
to discuss this question, I shall not dissect the figures of the Transport Regulation Board, but shall content myself with
saying that there is a profit of £750,000
to be derived from the operations of the
Board, and I request the Minister of
Lands, who is at present at the table, to
investiga te the matter to ascertain if
extra money, in addition to the £1,500,000
to which I have already referred, cannct
be made available to the municipalities.
If the Government claims that revenue
derived from the operations of the
Transport Regulation Board should
not be used for road building purposes,
if it refuses to alter the method of
financing capital expenditure, and refuses
also to accept the responsibility of any
normal Government by allocating a
priority in the application of loan money,
no excuse exists, and none will be entertained by people in outback areas, for
the failure of the Government to raise
additional revenue to finance the
Country Roads Board. The Government
has wasted money on the oostly undertaking of socializing gas for the city
area and continues to do so. ' If the
Government can raise taxes and also
use previous loan funds for socialistic
. undertakings in the city area, I submit
that there is no reason why money
should not be found to build roads in
country districts.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-It appears
to me that there has been a state of
confusion throughout the present sitting.
The Opposition has endeavoured to
switch figures relating to the financial
position of this State. We have witnessed
the spectacle today of a party that is
prepared to defend, for the purposes of
its own dirty, filthy party politics, a
Prime Minister who is responsible for the
finanoial position of Victoria. Within
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the last two or three weeks the Prime
Minister gave the members of the Liberal
'Party a pep talk. He outlined the 'story
that he proposes to tell, but they in their
simplicity and empty-headedness cannot remember it.
The honorable
member for Dundas submitted a series
of figures relating to the finances of the
Country Roads Board. He stated that
the Government's answer would be that
£1,050,000 had to be spent on plant and
equipment for the Board. He then went
on to say that he had never heard of
capital work being financed out of
revenue, and asked whether any municipality would do so.
IMr. McDONALD (Dundas).-I rise
to a point of order. I did not make ·the
statement attributed to me by the honorable member for Bendigo. I said that
the
State
Electricity
Commission
charged ,capital expenditure to its loan
account.
l\lr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-The honorable member also said that not one
municipality financed its capital works
out of revenue.
Mr. McDoNALD (Dundas).-Name one
that does.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Shire of Strathfields aye and the Borough of Eaglehawk,
which come readily to my mind, have not
one penny of loan liability. Where did
they get their plant and equipment, and
how is the Prime Minister financing the
Snowy Mountains scheme? It is good
finance for the Prime Minister to provide
for that project out of revenue.
Mr.
,McDoNALD
(Dundas).-That
has nothing to do with municipalities.

Mr. GALVIN.-The two examples I
have cited are sufficient to answer the
ridiculous statement of the honorable
member for Dundas that no municipality
finances its capital works out of revenue.
I am making these points to illustrate
how members of the Liberal Party are
so steeped in party politics that they are
prepared to see the development of Victoria curtailed to serve their own selfish
interes'ts. One would think that all
parties would want to assist so that
la tent resources of Victoria migh t
be fully developed. The honorable member for Malvern approached the matter
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to-day with reason and logic, and,
although we may not agree with all the
propositions he advanced, he did offer
constructive suggestions.
Mr. NORMAN.---,Hear! Hear!
Mr. GALVIN.-I am glad that the
Leader of the Opposition is prepared
to give the honorable member for
Malvern some kudos. The Leader of the
Opposition indulged in such a lot of
political tripe that it was refreshing to
hear the constructive propositions of the
honorable member for Malvern. The
Leader of the Opposition developed the
whole of his speech around water supply
and: left his unfortunate deputy, twho
has at least some knowledge of that
problem, high and dry, as Victoria will
be left by the Prime Minister unless we
fight for our lives.
I am pleased that the Leader of
the Opposition has toured Victoria and
observed some of the disabilities
under which many water trusts
labour. I could take him to other places
as well. He has stated that a number
of small jobs must be completed quickly.
One would have expected him to have
submitted such a proposition when his
present deputy, as the Minister of Water
Supply, was taking credit for calling
tenders for the construction of Big
Eildon and the Waranga· Inlet.
I
cri ticized the Government at that time
for embarking U'pon the duplication of
the Waranga inlet before any water was
available there and before it had decided
to call tenders for the Eildon project. I
contended that the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission should have
been instructed by the Liberal Government then in office to complete works in
hand bef,ore starting big projects such
as the larger Eildon weir. Members of
the Opposition now state that they wish
small works to be constructed to enable
certain persons to have water for their
farms. It is hypocritical for members
of the Opposition to criticize action
taken by Ministers in the Liberal
party Administration.
Mr. NORMAN.-Two ,or three years ago
loan funds could not be spent.
Mr. GALVIN.-If the Government of
that time had remained in power, no
money would have been spent; it
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achieved nothing while in office. Not
one project of any immediate developmen tal purpose was commenced by that
Ministry. The Waranga inlet job was
let to aNew Zealand firm, which submitted a tender of about £220,000. I
protested, stating that it was impossible
for the work to be carried out for that
amount.
The estimate of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
for the job was about £460,000 or
£480.000.
The New Zealand firm
" messed about" for twelve months and
then had to abandon the work because
it could not be done at the figure it had
tendered. That was the only job commenced by the Liberal Government
when in office. The honorable member
for Brighton, when Minister of Education, indicated that he intended to open
a school on 'practically every vacant
block of land, but unfortunately not one
was opened.
The Leader of the Opposition stated
in the course of the debate that men
were still employed on projects of the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, although some persons had
said that they did not know where they
were working. I visited Cairn Curran
three weeks ag.o, and whereas fOl"lmerly
300 men were empl.oyed on that project,
at present there are only 78. If employment there had been kept at 300 and
if sufficient funds had been made available, the reservoir would have been completed by this time next year. There are
now only sufficient men employed to
maintain the work already carried out.
There has been criticism of the fact
that plant owned by the State Electricity
Commission is lying idle. At Rocklands
and Cairn Curran reservoirs plant is
idle because loan funds are not available toO keep it in operation. Before
proceeding with the Big Eildon work,
the Hollway Government should have
completed not only the Rocklands, the
Cairn Curran, and other water projects
then in course of construction, but also
the Murray valley settlemept scheme
and work at Robinvale. The Eppalock
weir is another scheme that should have
been completed, and when money became
available work could have proceeded on
the raising of the Hume weir. The
members of the Labour party protested
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against the Big EiIdon project being
started at that time, but since it has
been commenced we have a responsibility to see that it is completed
expeditiously.
There is much talk about the need for
greater food production, but I am unable
to understand how more can be produced
in Victoria without extension of the
present water supplies. Some months
ago I appealed to members of the
Liberal party to ask the Prime Minister
(Mr. Menzies) and the 'Minister for
Commerce
and
Agriculture
(Mr.
McEwen) to inspect works undertaken
in Victoria. Had they done so, I feel
sure that they would have adopted a
much more sympathetic attitude than
they have displayed. Greater food production can be achieved only by the
conservation of water, the breaking up
of large estates, and more intense culture. I shall have more to say about
greater food production in the future.
In 1946 and in 1947, when I visited
many parts of the State and the Commonwealth, I stated that unless remedial
steps were taken, Australia would be in
a parlous condition as regards the production of food. Newspapers published
leading articles criticizing me and calling
me a "knocker." Mr. McEwen and
other so-called experts made similar
statements to those published in the
press, and alleged that we were trying
to bring about overproduction, particularly in Victoria. It was stated that if
the programme we advocated were implemented there would be too many fat
lambs, too much dairy produce, and an
excessh'e quantity of fresh and dried
fruit. Now, however, all the experts are
pleadIng for greater food production.
The Leader of the Opposition, the
honorable member for Ivanhoe, and
other members of the Liberal party have
referred to
priorities for
public
works.
In my view, the only
manner in which a proper basis of
priorities can be laid down while the
Commonwealth Government has a
stranglehold on finances is to work in
oonjunction with it.
At a meeting in
Canrberr2- last week of the Australian
Agricultural Council Mr. McEwen told
Mr. Galvin.
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the different State Ministers of Agriculture what to do to encourage food
production. The best way of achieving
that objective would be for Mr. McEwen
to convince the Loan Council of the
need to make money available to Victoria to develop agriculture. Funds
must be provided for increased water
conservation and the development of
latent power resources.
I agree that
more roads should be constructed.
I
remember when the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition, when Minister of
Water Supply, rose proudly in the
House and announced that tenders were
to be called for the construction of the
Big Eildon project.
Now his Leader
condemns him for starting that project,
and contends that smaller works should
have been completed first.
The next time the Prime Minister visits
Melbourne to deliver a pep talk to the
members of hi,s party, he should be introduced to members 'Of the Labour party
so that they may tell him of the problems
confronting this State.
Victorians
enabled him to ayttain hilS present important position in the political life of the
Commonwealth, and he should repay that
favour by enabling Victoria to develop
its resources instead of sabotaging this
State because he dislikies thirteen of my
colleagues on this (the Government)
side of the Chamber. I am prepared to
accomp:my the Prime Minister on a tour
of inspection of Victorian developmental
projects such a·s the Cairn-Curran dam
and the Rocklands reservoir.
M~. NORMAN.-The Honorable John
McEwen inspected the Rocklands reservoir.
Mr. GALVIN.-He would not know its
location; he would get last trying to find
his way there. He also opposed the
devel'Opment of \Soft fruit orchards in the
Murray valley and aligned him,self with
the canneries in their refusal to accept
soldier settlement fruit. He is too busy
trying to hold his seat in the Federal
Parliament and he will be hard pressed
to retain it at the next Federal election.
Mr. NORMAN.-I invite you to listen to
the Right Honorable R. G. Menzies next
time he addres1ses members of the Liberal
and. Country party. I suggest that an
invitation be extended to members of my
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party to listen to the remarks of the
Right Honorable H. V. Evatt to me'mbers
of the Labour party.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Right Honorable
Robert Gordon Menzies-not the Right
Honorable H. V. Evatt-now holds Australia's purse strings.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Thank God for
that.
Mr. GALVIN.-The States do not
agree with the honorable member for
Brighton. The present Prime Minister
is in favour of high interest rates and
has been responsible for their increase.
The confidence of Australian citizens in
Government loans is not what it used
to be. That situation has been brought
a-bout by 'the present Federal Government. It is impossible to achieve success
in the launching of loans when there is
no certainty as to the rate of interest
which will be offered in respect of future
loans. An announcement is made by the
Feder::ll Government thaJt a certain loan
will be the last one ilSsued at 3~ per cent.,
and that the next will be at 4 per cent.
NaturaBy, everyone waits for the 4 per
cent. loan. When that is launched an
announcement is made that it will be the
last loan at 4 per cent. and thalt the next
will be at 4k per cent. I suppose that
the next loan launched by the Federal
Government will be at 4i per cent. I
never thought I would live to ~see the 'day
when member.s of this Parliament would
assist the Commonwealth Government to
sabotage the development of Victoria.
The people wiLl be the judg.es of the guilty
members, and I regret to say that they
belong to the Opposition party. Recently
at the Legislative Assembly by-election
in the Port Melbourne electorate, the
representative of the Liberal and Country
party lost his deposit. A few more members of that party will lose their deposits
at the next Assembly election. The
longer the present Commonwealth
Government is permitted to hold office,
the sooner will the Liberal and Country
party be decima ted and languish,
unhonoured and unsung by the people of
this State.
Brigadier TOVEl.L (Brighton). - I
desire to refer to items 13 and 21 on
the Supply schedule. Item 13 relates
to the sum of £4,150 to be granted to
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Her Majesty for the maintenance of the
Agent-General's office in London for two
months ending the 31st of August, 1952.
Presumably, the cost of the AgentGeneral's office is approximately £25,000
annually.
Item 21 is to some extent
allied with item 13, because it relates
to immigration, and the Agent-General
attends to the requirements of this
State in London.
The expenditure on
salaries in relation to immigration is
something in excess of £30,00Q annually.
The two items that I have mentioned
represent an annual expenditure of
between £50,000 and £60,000-no mean
sum. It is but right, therefore, that the
State should receive some value for such
expenditure. I was distressed rece~tly
to read in The Bulletin of the 26th of
MarchVictorian Agent-General Lienhop In
London: .. Overseas industrialists must, for
the time being, regard Australia as a bad
investment."

The honorable member for Bendigo
referred to saboteurs of State policy.
If an utterance of that kind is not
sabotage of State policy, then I should
like to know what it is. Such utterances
tend to deter migrants from coming
to Australia.
The Bulletin article
oontinuesMarch issue of The Ambassador, a British
export magazine for textiles and fashions:
.. Apart from Canada there is hardly any
region that could be considered a better
investment risk than Australia."

While a well-known trading paper
advocates Australian investment, Victoria's Agent-General derates it. The
article continuesLienhop appears to be playing "Little
Sir Echo to Premier McDonald."

Ma tters of this character should be
ventilated so that every member may
know how the man selected to represent
the Victorian Government in London
belittles his own country and sabotages
its policy.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-Have you any other
evidence that the" Agent-General made
the remark attributed to him?
Brigadier TOVELL.-I have quoted
from The Bulletin) which is a most
reputable Australian paper. I have no
doubt that the report is true. I support
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the honorable member for Albert Park
in regard to items 37 to 40 of the
Supply schedule, in respect of which he
spoke feelingly and truthfully.
He
indicated that the education system of
this State is in reverse gear; it is going
backwards very quickly. To be convinced
of th:1t fact it is only necessary for one
to visit any school in the metropolitan,
suburban, or country areas and to converse with the teachers, the parents, and
the children. The education system concerns many people. In the first place,
those who are vitally affected are the
children; rsecondly, the parents are
interested, and thirdly, the education
system goes further and qffects industry,
industrialists and the professions.
Unlike some of the big public works,
including wat.er supply projects which
have been discussed to-night, education
is ·something which cannot be deferred
because a child is only rsix-ye:lrs old once.
The period of a child's education is
limited to a certain number of years. The
big EHdon weir pr-oject, or other public
undertakings, could be postponed without very bad effects on the State, but if
a child of 51 or 6 years of age is una!ble
to commence his education, the time lost
cannot be retrieved. Therefore, education is more. essential than any other
service and f,or that reason the education
system should be kept up to date.
I ask honorable members to consider
the effect of an inJ.dequate education
system on the growing child. Children
are required to be educated between the·
ages of six and fourteen years. For many
years past it has been the custom of
successive Governments to encourage
parents to send their children to school
at the age of 5 or 5} years, but unfortuna tely the education system has now
degenerated to such a degree that on
account of a lack of class-room accommodation many children when 6 or 6!
years of age cannot be admitted to
schools. Assuming that they cJ.n be
taken into the schools and educated up
to, say, the fourth grade 'standard, many
of them then desire to continue their
studies at a high or technical ,school.
Unfortunately, the privilege of higher
eduoation has to be rationed. Not every
child who desires to attend a technical
or high school can gain admittance to
Brigadier ToveZl.
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those schools. Somebody in authority
at the schoo;l wiLl say that only a limited
number of pupils, say 50, c:m be enrolled.
It is possible that 500 children might
wish to receive education at the schools,
but they must be denied that privilege.
Only the lucky 50 will receive the benefit
of the higher education; the others are
forced out into the world at the age of
fourte·en years, only half educated, with
no possibility of doing as well in afterlife as they would have done if they had
been educated to a higher standard.
At present the law provides that the
school-leaving age shall be fifteen, but
certain circumstances make it practicable
to keep children at school only until they
are fourteen years old. To me it is a
'deplorable state of affairs that youngsters who are wHling and capable are
denied the right of higher education just
because the StJ.te has faHed to provide
the requisite accommodation. The honorable member for Bendigo chided me with
wanting to build a .school on every vacant
allotment. I ask him, what is wrong
with that? If the Hollway Government
had remained in office, schools would
have been built on many more blocks of
land. The building of additional schools
was authorized by that Government and
the necessary plans were drawn by the
Public "Vorks Department.
Unfortunately, the Hollway Ministry was
swept out of office and it could not
implement its plans. As far as I can
ascertain, no progress in the provision of
new schools has been made since that
time.
As I said before, I have been chided
with having stated when I was Minister
of Education that I intended to build
schools at many places. I assure the
honorable member for Bendigo that,
backed by the Government then in office,
I had every intention of doing so. During the two years in which the Hollway
Goverrlment was in power more progress
was made in the provision of schools
than ever before in Victoria, but it is
distressing to learn that practically no
further progress has been made during
the last two years.
Mr. GALVIN.-In my electorate three
schools have been erected since we got
rid of the Hollway Government, but
while it was in office none was provided.
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Brigadier TOVELL.-Frequently I
receive complaints and letters from
various people which I pass on to the
Education Department. I shall quote
one I received from the Hampton
High School, which is one of the
best known and prosperous high
schools in Melbourne.
It concerns
the domestic arts block which was started
3! years ago. At the rate at which the
job is now progressing another 3~ years
will elapse before it is ready for occupation. The letter, which was written by
the acting chairman of the Hampton
High School Advisory Council, is as
follows:The Advisory Council of the Hampton
High School is very concerned about the
slow progress being made by the contractor
in the erection of the building in the school
grounds. The work has now been in progress during the past three years and at the
same rate of progress it will be years before
the building is ready for occupation. The
employment of inadequate labour seems to
be the main cause of such extremely slow
progress.
In the meantime the school, which has
an enrolment of 775, is working under very
difficult conditions. Three classes are placed
in rooms at the Hampton Primary School
ar.d one in a leased room at the Presbyterian Church Hall, Hampton. Some classes
too have to travel to Brighton Primary
Schools for practical work in wood and
needlework; but these schools cannot
cater for all who should be receiving this
type of work. In consequence, many Form
1. and II. pupils are receiving no tuition in
these practical subjects.
All these difficulties would be overcome
by the completion of the new building which
will provide for practical work in cookery,
needlework, woodwork, and sheetmetal
work on the ground floor as well as for
five classrooms upstairs.

At a recent meeting, the advisory council
resolved that repre3entations be made to
the appropriate quarter with a view to
some action being taken to have the work
expedited. I was approached on this
matter by the Brighton and Moorabbin
City councils, and other interested bodies.
I then made representations to the
Minister of Education, and I received
the following reply dated the 9th of
April, 1952Dear Brieadier Tovell,
Vvith reference to your representations on
behalf of the Hampton High School Adv.isory
Council regarding the erection of the new
manual and domestic arts block at the
school, I desire to inform you that the
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Public Works Department was concerned
with the slow rate of progress of this job.
The matter has been discussed with the
contractor who stated that the difficulty in
obtaining skilled labour. had been the cause
of the delay. Recently he was able to
obtain additional labour and the te,mpo of
the work has increased during the past two
or three weeks. The Public Works Department is satisfied that satisfactory progress
is now being made with the work.

Apparently, the Public Works Department is the only party satisfied with the
progress of the work. At the rate at
which the contract is being undertaken,
it will be years before the work is completed. This instance is typical of many
others which could be quoted.
Mr. BROSE.-I could refer to one or
two in my own electorate.
Brigadier TOVELL.-It is the duty
of the Government to see that buildings
for education purposes in the country
are proceeded with immediately. I have
just visited the Western District and, as
far as I could see, transport provided for
scholars in country centres is satisfactory, even if the Department does go
to the length of providing a 40-passenger
bus to carry two children to and from
school. However that is better than the
children missing school. Accommodation
is poor and the teaching service is understaffed. It takes a variety of people to
make up the Education Department. I
have referred to some children who do
not seem to get " a fair go " from start
to finish, while others, who constitute
the minority, are f.ortunate enough to
,find a school that they can enter at the
appropriate age, and can transfer to a
technical or high school when they are
ready; they are lucky.
As was indicated by the honorable
member for Albert Park, there is grave
unrest in the Teaching Service. He
quoted an editorial in the Teachers'
Journal) which indicated that teachers
are long suffering and patient, but they
must be nearing the limit of their
patience. In many cases they have most
inadequate accommodation. If it is not
provided by the Department, they are
forced to find accommodation with
private families, which, in most cases, is
not satisfactory. In addition they have
to bear the burden of being forced to
teach classes in many cases twice as
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large as they should be. That places a
tremendous strain on the teacher, and
it is not fair to the children.
I give full marks to the teachers who
continue to work under these conditions.
They constitute a noble army of people
who feel that teaching is their calling,and that unless they stick to this work
they will be letting down both the children and themselves. Many of them
break down under the strain, and the
fact that such conditions are permitted
to continue deters would-be teachers
from entering the Service.
It is the
duty of the Government to ensure that
the Teaching Service is made as attractive and comfortable as possible. Unfortunately, shortcomings in the Department have a disastrous effect on the
Department as a whole. I am sure that
the intake of teachers is not increasing;
in fact, in many cases it is falling off,
whHe the number of chHdren to be
educated is increasing annuaLly.
The housing question is a sore problem
with teachers and I do not know how it
can be overcome at present. Certain
decisions arrived at by the Government
and published in the newspapers,
had a disastrous effect on the' teachers
concerned. They approached me as
a deputation to see if the decisions
could be rescinded. I explained the
difficulties at the time and said
that I could do nothing about them.
Parents are intensely interested in the'
welfare of the school attended 'by their
chHdren. They form parents' clubs,
school committees and councils and work
untiringly 'for the school and the
children attending it.
The honorable member for Albert
Park has referred to the system adopted
by the Department some years ago
of subsidizing certain works at various
schools. Although it was not entirely
popular the system worked well. The
parents' clubs and committees worked
hard to raise their share of the cost to
provide certain amenities, many of
which I think all members would agree
should be provided straight out by the
Department, but the Government fell
down on its job. As a consequence, money
is lying idle in the hands of parents'
committees because the Government's
share is not available for the completion
Brigadier Tovell.
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of necessary improvements. The parents
and the children who have gone to the
trouble of collecting money to provide
amenities will not reap the benefits of
their labours, unless the Governmen t
makes its contribution of money to enable
the works to proceed.
During the regime of the Hollway
Government certain improvements were
stipulated as being the responsibility of
the Department. Prior to that, parents
were asked to subscribe, money to
provide shelter sheds in school yards
which, it is generally agreed, are as
important an adjunct to the school as
are class-rooms. The Hollway Government decided that shelter sheds would be
provided by the Department, but subsidies would be paid for the construction
of basket ball or tennis courts, libraries,
bicycle sheds and so on. The present
Government's failure to honor promises
made to subsidize this class of work is
dampening the ardour of the valuable
parents' organisations attached to the
schools. I trust that the Government
will find money for the purpose indicated, even at the expense of some
other important works, to ensure that
the improvement of the education system
is placed ahove 'everything else. I ask
the Minister of Lands, who is at present
at the table, to convey my suggestions
to the Minister of Education to see if
something cannot Ibe done to stop the
existing hack!ward slide in education
which must be arrested. It is the duty
of the Government and its supporters to
see that necessary action is taken as
quickly as possible.
Mr. RANDLES (Brunswick).-A debate of this nature gives members in
Opposition, irrespective of their party
political colour, an opportunity to attack
the Government of the day, in an effort
to secure some political advantages for
themselves. Unfortunately this debate
has been no different from others I have
heard in this Chamber and few constructive suggestions have been made.
Some half truths have been uttered,
particularly so far as the Gas and Fuel
Corporation is concerned.
Again we
have been told that the gas industry has
been. nationalized or socialized.
It is
about time that members of the Opposition faced up to the fact that the
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Metropolitan Gas Company was bankrupt, and had been so for three years
previous to the time it was taken over by
the Government. It had been paying
dividends out of reserve funds and
that sort of thing could not go
on forever.
If the Metropolitan
Gas Company had been showing
a profit I have no doubt that its undertaking would not have been offered to
the Government.
The Government
guaranteed returns to the shareholders
against the wi'shes of myself and other
members of the Labour party.
In 1950 there was put into the platform of the Australian Labour party
a plank that provided for 2 per cent.
loans for the purchase of hoU's·es. Tha t
was made fun U'se of in the 1950 policy
speech delivered by the Leader of the
Labour party at the Northcote Town
Hall, when he promised that if the party
was returned to power it would introduce
2 per cent. housing loans. Unfortunately,
the Labour party was not returned to
power and now the Country party is in
office supported by the Labour party.
Members of the Country party also
promised that they would introduce the
principle of 2 per cent. housing loans,
but nothing has been done to implement
that promi'se. I refuse to believe that
members of the Country party were
such babes in the wood as to think the
present Federal Government would aid
them to introduce such loans. The best
e~ample I can use to illustrate the
attitude of the present Federal Government towards providing cheap loan,s to
a'SSist home purcha'sers is its crippling of
the activities of the War Service Homes
Commission, which was lending money
at rates lower than those charged by
other financial institutions.
I was surprised to hear the honorable
member for Ivanhoe direct attention to
the practice of the South Australian
Government of making hoU'sing funds
. available by using the money of the
South Australian Savings Bank. Last
session, I contended that the practice
should apply in Victoria, but I was
gagged, and members of
the Opposition laughed my suggestion to
scorn, contending that it was not
practical. I shall mention some of the
activities of the State Savings Bank of
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Victoria to make it clear that 2 per cent.
housing loans can become a reality by
using the funds of the bank. On page 30
of the 1951 report of the State Savings
Bank Commi'ssioners appears a classification of depositors' balances in the
following divisions: Accounts not exceeding £500; accounts exceeding £500 but
not exceeding £1,000; and accounts
exceeding £1,000. It may interest members to learn that the bank paytS 2 per
cent. interest on deposits ranging from £1
to £500, 1 per cent. on amounts ranging
from £501 to £1,000, but no interest at
all on the amounts in excess of £1,000 in
any account unless it be a trust account
or the aocount of a friendly society.
The report discloses tha t there are
31,401 accounts with balances that exceed
£1,000, and the total amount held by the
bank in that division is £42,716,000. If
we multiply 31,000 accounts by £1,000,
we obtain the sum of £31,000,000. As
the bank is holding £42,000,000 under
this heading, it means that it has the
custody of £11,000,000 of public money
upon which it paYis no interest. There
are 8,067 accounts in the £501-£1,000
bracket, and the toOtal 'sum held is
£67,000,000. Multiplying 8,000 accounts
by £500 giv·es a sum that is £18,000,000
less than the a'mount held by the bank.
That means that for £18,000,000 under
tha t heading the bank is paying only 1
per cent. interest. There we have the
nucleus of a large sum that could be used
to finanoe a home-building scheme.
The Credit Foncier Branch of the bank
at the 30th of June la'st held on
mortgage £3,742,000, and of that nearly
£2,000,000 was in the names of 35
co-operative housing societies. If the
Government has the courage to tackle
the State Savings Bank it will obtain all
the money it needs to implement part
of the Premier'!s policy speech of 1950.
The money lent by the bank on mortgage
has dropped rapidly since 1930. Much
has been said about loan cubs but the
report of the State Savings Bank Commissioners discloses that they have
£9,871,000 worth of Commonwealth
bonds, and most of that investment
returns to the bank not moOre than 2 per
cent. interest. However, when the bank
lends money it charges 4·! per cent. The
State Savings Bank acts as custodian of .
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the small change of trading banks and
has deposits of nearly £36,000,000 on
which the interest ranges from 1 per
cen t. to 1! per cent.
The activities of the State Savings
Bank should be investigated on beh·alf
of the Government. In 1946, I believe,
a move was made by the Labour Government to send for the general manager
and the chairman of Commissioners to
prepare a plan to make money available
to home builders at low interest rates.
Unfortunately, neHher the chairman of
Commissioners nor the general manager
was interested in the proposal, and
before further steps could be taken in
the matter the Labour Government was
refused Supply by the Legislative
Council, and went out of office. Since
then nothing has been done in the
matter, and the bank has resumed its
slumbers. H will not be roused again
unless action is taken on behalf of the
present Government.
I direct attention to a report in tlle
A rgus of yesterday of a broadcast by
Miss June Coe which was sponsored by
the Australian Labour party. Miss Coe
complained that many women suffered
unnecessarily from cold in offices and
factories because of deficiencies in the
Factories and Shops Act. In the course
of her talk, Miss Coe saidOnly girls working at their machines or
benches the whole of a bitterly cold winter'/)
day know the real conditions.
The Factories Act threw the "whole
responsibility" of deciding how warm an
office or factory should be on factory inspectors, each of whom had a different opinion,
and on the" good will of employers."
The Factories Act should fix minimum
temperatures for offices and workrooms.
These factory laws are made by men, and
little consideration is shown for thousands
of women workers employed in cold
factories.
Many women have to wrap brown paper
around their legs and wear extra clothing
to keep warm.
They can be almost frozen, but little or
no interest is shown in' their working
conditions.

Many employers are not prepared to do
anything to improve the working conditions of factory workers, unless they
are compelled to do so. I invite the
Governmen t to review the Factories
and Shops Act and to make sure that the
Mr. Randles.
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managements of factories in which
workers have to stand on cold cement
floors are compelled to install heating
appliances.
Mr. REID (Box Hill).-I wish. to
address myself to the item of Supply
relating to education. I support the
remarks of previous speakers and stress
the great importance of education to a
community and of the prime necessity
for any Government to treat that subject
as one of its most outstanding matters
of administration.
The honorable
member for Albert Park referred to a
recent letter from the Victorian High
Schools Advisory Council Association,
the president of which is a resident of
Burwood, Councillor Cooper. I do not
propose to elaborate on that letter, which
makes an important point in urging
all members of Parliament to regard the
question of education as being a first
priority. The communication has been
supported by letters which I have received
from the cities of Box Hill and Carnberwell, and we should all give great weight
to those represent a tions.
There is a grave danger that the
Government can become too complacent
about the present administration of the
Education Department, because there is
every reason to believe that all is not
well with that administration.
For
instance, great delay is now experienced
in receiving answers to correspondence
addressed to the Department.
Not
only are those delays inconvenient but
they evidence a certain lack of control.
When the honorable member for
Brighton was Minister of Education he
gave a prompt reply to every approach
made to him relating to problems of
education. Of course, whether or not
the reply was always favorable is beside
the point. I regret that the same
thing cannot be said of the present
Whether that is due to the
Minister.
change in the Ministry or to some internal
arrangement in the Department, I can'
express no opinion at this stage, but
the general control of the Education
Department seems to have declined
lamentably.
I am not alone in making that point,
because according to a report in
the Age newspaper of proceedings at
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the recent State Labour party conference a motion was carried demanding a Royal Commission into the
Victorian
education
system.
The
Premier, in a reply, also reported in the
Age) stated that he was getting tired of
repeated requests by various groups for
the appointment of Royal Commissions.
That statement was apPJ.rently the subjeot of adverse comment by the assistant
secretary of the State Labour party, Mr.
McManus, judging from a report
published in the Age on the 15th of
April.
.
I do not propose to enter into a controversy on whether or not a Royal
Commission should be appointed to
investigate our system of education, but
there is evidence that many people, in
addition to Opposition members, think
that all i.s not well with the administration of the Education De:.:>artment. I
support that contention, and I suggest
that it is a matter of grave conC2rn
not only to Parlhment but to all the
pe~)ple in Victoria that the general
control of the· administrCl.tion of the
Department has declined very badly
since the presen t Ministry took office.
I sha~l cite certain examples within
my O\7l1n experience of poor administration \vithin the Department. I have
already referred to the delays in
answering correspondence.
Further,
when a property i.s acquired by the
Dep~rtment, and, even when all the
negotiations have been completed and
the price has been agreed upon with the
person from whom the property i,s being
acquired, there seems to be a t:,emen(~ous
delay in implementing the whole
transaction. A case in point is a property
that is being acquired in North Blackburn for a State school. I understJ.nd
that the price has been agreed upon
between the Department and the owner
of the land, yet I have been informed that
twelve months will elapse before the
tit,le is handed over. Having regard
to the great powers vested in Governments in regard to acquisitions, I consider that something should be done to
expedite acquisitions once they are
undertaken.
Similarly there has been a delay in
the .::cquisition of a site at North Mont
Albert where there is necessity for a
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new school to be erected. As a final
example of the great failure of the
Department to carry out appropriate
oontrol, I instance the state of the
Ringwood State school. I mentioned this
school on the occasion of a Supply debate
towards the end of last year, and pointed
out that repeat2-d r::::presentations had
been made for proper 'sanitation at the
school, as it W.:lS in 2. disgraceful state.
On the 19th of December, 1951, the
Minister of Education received a deputation, which was introduced by me, from
members of the scho:)l committee and
from councillors of the Borough of
Ringwood. The d2''Putation was also
supported by the Honorable G. L.
Chandler, M.L.C. The Minister of Educa tion made certain definite p:comises, a
fair ~tatement of which W2S puhlisl1ed
in the Herald. newspaper. He stated
that a system of septic tanks for sanitation would be installed. However, those
promises have not been fulfilled. This
matteT was the subject of a petition
signed by parents of children g which I
presented to the House to-day.

It is idle t.o blame the s.o-called loan
cuts for this matter, since these promises
were made by the Minister of Education
on the 19th of December, 1951, a considerable time after the question of loan
cuts had been fully ventilated by the
Premier. In March, 1952, t2nders were
called not for the installation 01 a system
of septic tanks b:l t f!{)r an extension of
the existing pan system, showing that
the Education D2partment is not honor-'
ing the promises of the M.inister, who
appears to have no control over the
Department he is supposed to administer.
The facts are well stated by Mr. W. E.
Levis ton, chairman of the Ringwood
State School Committee, in a letter
published in the Ringwood Mail 0.: the
24th of April, 1952.
Speaking of
another promise that was made, he
saidYet this also has been shelved and the
headmaster of a first-class school has to
continue to live in it.

He was referring to a most unsuitable
house after a promise had been maoe
tha t a better type of residence would be
provided. The urgen t question is t'ha t
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of sanitation, which is a matter affecting
the health ·of a large number of children.
Mr. Leviston also statedLoan cuts are the excuse for shelving
these things, but the promise was made
after the loan eu ts were made.

The promises made have not been
honored by the Education Department,
and letters s~nt to the Minister on the
subject remain unanswered. This is a
crucial instance of the failure of the
Minister to control the Department he
administers. The Department is suffering the continuation of a state of
sanitdtion which is a menace to public
health.
A private kindergarten, also in Ringwood, has been forced to close because
it does not comply with certain health
regula tions.
On' the other hand, a
Government Department can do as it
likes regarding public health, and
nothing is done to control it. I have
cited examples of the way in which the
administration of the Education DEpartment is drifting. In an able speech
made earlier, the honorable member for
Brighton enumerated the various classes
of persons affected by education, and
referred particularly to the voluntary
service rendered by school committee~.
The thought uppermost in my mind is
what would be happening if these able
persons on school committees, mothers'
clubs and similar organizations did not
render voluntary service.
Much has be·en said in the House,
sometimes of a controversial nature,
. regarding local government. I consider
that school committees and mothers'
clubs constitute a type ·of voluntary
local g.overnment of which too little has
been said. They provide a valuable local
gov~rnment of a special kind, inasmuch
as there are committees and associations
of parents performing magnificent work
for schools. If it were not for these
active bodies, which continually direct
attention to the deficiencies of the Education Department, I do not know where
our -education system would be.
Lieut.-Col. DENNETT.-They raise
hundreds of thousands of pounds by
voluntary effort.
Mr. REID.-I agree that large sums
are 'collected by them to provide
amenities !for children.
Victoria is
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responsible f.or providing free and compulsory education, and the Government
should ensure that it is properly
administered. But f'or numerous unpaid
'persons, I doubt whether the system
would function properly at all. There
is need for an inquiry into the administration of the Education Department.
I consider that the Premier and the
Minister of Education are too complacent. The standard of administration
has declined in this important Department s~nce' the Government took office.
Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill).Due to knavery or ignorance, the
different
Liberal
Governments
in
Australia, particularly the Hollway
Government, aided and abetted by a
powerful press, advised the electors'
that prices could be best controlled by
the States. The people were hoodwinked
by this knavery or trickery and recorded
a "No" vote when a referendum was
·conducted on the questi'On of price control. As a result, there is chaos in every
State of the Com·monwealth at present
as regards the prices of comm'Odities.

. It is an 'Old custom at the religious
festival ·of Easter to give small presents,
such as Easter eggs or' other gifts, t0'
.children, but nowadays there are
racketeers, profiteers and rogues of the
lowest type battening on the people's
pO'ckets, and one wonders what will be
the outcome. Last Easter I purchased
twO' eggs f'Or which I paid 2s. each, and
that was a very moderate purchase.
However, the amount I paid was at the
ra te of 30s. a pound. The two eggs were
'in the f.orm of rabbits, covered with
silver paper t'O reinf.orce the chocolate.
When the silver paper was removed the
rabbits collapsed. There w.as hardly one
ounce 'Of dark chocolate in each egg. I
have been inf.ormed that a woman paid
5s. for an Easter egg which contained
four ,ounces of chocolate.
It is
scandalous that r,ogues can exploit the .
people in such fashion as that.
Oranges are n'Ow offered for sale at
ls. 3d. and 1s. 6d. eaCh, apples at 9d.
and 10d. each, wheat at 16s. a bushel,
and bran and pollard at 30s. a bag. The
reason why such high prices as these
must be paid is that the electors of Australia were hoodwinked by the Liberal
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party and a wealthy press during the
prices referendum campaign.
The
honorable member for Malvern expressed
the opinion in the House that the States
could control prices better than the
Commonwealth, an asse-rUon which is
recorded in Hansard. He is either a
knave or an ignoramus.
l\lr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-Some
weeks ago the Australian Natives
Association at Camberwell celebrated its
jubilee. In anticipation of that function
I asked the Parliamentary Librarian to
look up some early speech€is about the
time when the Camberwell branch of
the Australian Natives Association was
established. I found a record of the first
speech delivered in Melbourne by the
first Prime Minister, the late Sir Edmund
BartQn. The Age newsp.1per devoted
three long columns and a half to a report
of what the Prime Minister had said.
About the time of the jubilee of the
Camberwell branch of the Australian
Natives Association the Sun newsp.::tper
printed a column of the front page
regarding guilty men, from which it
appeared that almost all men in the
WQrld could be regarded as guilty-more
particlliarly primary producers and
politicians. The newspaper did not state,
however, which politicians were referred
to.
I suggest that part of the trouble
arises from long periods of parliamentary recess. The Vdctorian Parliament has been in recess for four or five
mQnths and is likely to re-enter recess
immediately fQr two months. That is
an indication of the kind of guilt that
attaches to politicians who are determined to use the weight of numbers.
The result is that all the educational
benefits of a discussion of importance
relating toO administration of Government Departments are lost to the public,
£0 far as newspapers are concerned. ,
If thi,s debate had continued, as it
might well have done, for the next two
or three weeks, interspersed with a few
urgent measures, the public would have
known a little of what Parliament had
been discussing. At the jubilee celebration of the Camberwell branch of the
Australian Natives Alssociation, a speaker
asked: Mter all, who are the guilty
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men? Are they not the people responsible for the ignorance of this community? In relation to that subject,
perhaps it might be said that the
folk who introduced the story of
the guilty men should themselves take
the blame inasmuch als more than
400,000 " pupils" attend their school. Is
it not the function of a modern newspaper to let the people know the facts?
Surely the processes of parliamentary
'discussion should be made known to the
people.
The kind of farcical procedure which is at present being
adopted renders this impossible. For that
one does not blame the newsp.::tpzr, but
those members who are in charge of
the activities 'of this House to-night.
Despi te all that has been said of our
difficulties, the situatioQn is not so bad
in relation to those Departments that
come directly under the control of
Cabinet. The Committee is voting a sum
of approximately £6,000,000 a month
not for la'st year but for the first two
months of next financial year. The
public may not know that that sum has
no relationship to capital expenditure.
There may be a few items of repairs that
come under the heading of "contingencies and miscellaneous." Nor has that
sum anything to do with the activities
of the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board, the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works, the
State Electricity Commission, or the
Hospitals and Charities Commission, yet
we must look forward for the first two
months of next financial year to a
monthly expenditure of approximately
£6,000,000 to defray working expenses of
Government Departments.
I am gIlad to note that in some
instances important Departments are to
receive an increased allocation. The
complaint of the Oppo.sition is not that
everything, is being neglected. I have
no doubt that the work of Government
Departments is proceeding very well' but
it is difficult for members of Parliament
to glean mUdh information. The situation is rather akin to an annual meeting
of shareholders ,of a company. The
directors present a printed report which
may not even set out the commodities
which the firm manufactures. No information is given as tQ what has been
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done well and what has been done badly.
The net profit for the year is shown and
a statement is made that the dividend
will be so much, or pe:chaps that there
will be no dividend at ull. To-night
mem-bets are given but scanty information in re\.:l.tion to im~Jo:ctant Gcvernment
Depal~tments.
They are inf.ormed that
salaries and contingencies will amount
to so muc;'), but that is all. The situation
is a little better in the ease of the
Education Depart'ment where four items
appear and salaries are separated from
other expenditure.
Those salaries
amount to m>ore than £750,000 a month.
When Parliament is criticized for inadequacies .of education, which we all
admit, proper reoognition should be
given to the fact that all recent
Governments have set out toO secure
for the Education Department as
many highly trained teachers as possible. A sugge~don has been made in
a letter which has recen tly been
circulated that somehow or other the
party system of government is responsible f.or the so-called breakdown of the
educational system. Ther·e have been
so~~c \7c.:'~h-whEc ~.ontributions to the
debate in relation to education, and I do
not wish to reiterate what has been said
by other members. The party system of
government is not responsible to any
appreciable extent for the present inadequacy of the educa.tion system.
However lethargic the present Minister
of Education may be in answering
correspondence, I have not heard that
he has used his position to favour the
electorates represented by members of
his party. I have no oomplaint to offer
as to the fairness of his adm-inistra tion
but there are difficulties for which the
whole system of civil service administration is res};' Y1sible. I shall return fa
that matter later. Many of those aspects
react on us as if,. in a way, we were
responsible for the day-to-day administration of the Departments. Unless one
has a grievance arising from the administration of a Department and follows it
up with a view to its resolution, it is
almost impossible to find out what is
happening in that Department.
The figures relating to expenditure on
education make very good reading, and
it would be desirable to acquaint the
Mr. Whately.
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public with them. Our complaint is
in respect of the poor leadership which
has been given to the people of Victoria
during the last year or two. Press and
other publicity statements issued by
the Government have not been helpful
to the tone of the community. Members
of the Government have acted like little
Australians, 'or short-sighted Australians, particularly in regard to
matters concerning education. Indeed,
it would ap'Pe~r that the Government
consists of a numbf:'f of impotent Austrclians. In support of my (xmtention
that they have acted with the outlook
of little Australians, I point out that
they talk continually about Victoria
and no other State. Doubtless, Victoria
is the best State in the Commonwealth;
it is our State and we are proud of it.
However, it is not the only part of Australia, and Australia is not the only
country in the British Empire. Furtherm·ore, the Empire exists for the world.
To hear members of the Governmen t
constantly moaning about the injustices
inflicted on Victoria becomes rather
tiresome. I think it was the honorable
member for Malvern who, in the course
of his reinarks, suggested methods by
which the disabilities which Victoria is
suffering might be reduced. That honorable member pointed out that the allocations made to Victoria, both for public
works expenditure and ordinary administration, have resulted in this State receiving much the same allocations as
it would have been granted if the Chifley
formula had been amended as was
desired. The loan allocations to Victoria have been increased by a number
of ex gratia payments and concessions,
and in that way it has been treated on
practically the same basis as the more
favoured States.
We are now in the habit of speaking,
not of the British Empire, but of the
Commonwealth of Nations.
I find a
certain degree of difficulty in using that
term, for two reasons. One is that I like
the thought of the old British Empire
and the other is that in the first 50 years
of Australian history this nation was
spoken of as the Commonwealth of
Australia. The Commonwealth of Australia started off with high conceptions as
to how each Sta te should serve the
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other States and how all should aim
at achieving the ideal of the brotherhood
of man. Members will recall much of
poetry that was composed at the time of
Federation and the high ideals espoused
in those days. That high idealism is
something which might well be restored
at the present time.
This country has received very great
threats to its existence. It was because
of those threats that last November a
number of eminent Judges and clergy
of all persuasions issued a call in which
they stressed the danger from without.
Tha t danger is very real. ,Much of
the discussion that has taken place,
during the last year or two, including
discussion for which Cabinet has been
responsible, has neglected the overseas
situation. It has been suggested that
the allocation of funds by the Commonwealth for defence purposes has been
overstated. I understand that this year
expenditure on defence· will not be
£155,000,000,
as
estimated,
but
£172,000,000. Eve:1 that sum does not
include expenditure for defence works;
it will cover only the day-tn-day running
expenditure f.or the clothing, feeding and
training of the de'f2nce personnel. That
is a tremendous financial burden on the
nation, but it must be carried.
There has been much talk about the
difficul ty of securing loan moneys for
various purposes, but it is still necessary
to provide a vast fleet of fast combatant aeroplanes, the cost of which will
be greater than the total sum of loan
money expended by all the States of the
Commonwealth this year. On account
of the defence situation, it is necessary
to. produce sulp'huric add, not from the
most suitable material-the bluestone
obtained from volcanic countries such as
Italy and Sicily-:-but from pyrites. This
would permit of the development of a
most expensive and oomprehensive set
of new chemical industries, not only
enabling primary producers to obtain
superphosphate, but also ensuring that
sulphuric acid, which is so important in
nearly all chemical reactions, would be
available for use in Australia in all
circumstances.
I do not find that the Government is
-concerned with anything more than the
fact that the electricity supply is not
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being extended as rapidly as desired.
The Government merely talks about it.
We should all know that vital necessities
in defence preparation are ooal and
steel.
Furthermore, those are the
substances which contribute most to an
increase of primary production through
the development of transport and the improvement of roads. Those commodities
are needed to enable the farmers to be
supplied with tractors and many other
forms .of mechanical equipment; they
are required also for the provision 0 f
houses.
With -regard to the briquetting
factories proposed to be established in
the Latrobe valley, the Government too
hastily decided not to proceed with the
-completion of one of those works at the
time it intended. The public may not
realize tha,t three briquetting f.actories
could produce, as a by-product, as much
electricity as would our new big
generating plant. In their public utterances members of the Government have
acted too much like little Australians
and not as men of vision. During six
years ·of war nothing was done towards
securing an increase of capital equipment except to provide those things
which were absolutely necessary for the
ware,ffort. Almost everything else was
neglected. Very few homes were built.
A shortage .of about 40,000 home.s
occurred, and this country ,was set a
tremendous post-war task in overtaking
that lag, which could be achieved only
by the most heroic efforts of th·e people.
Instead of the utmost goodwill, there
has arisen among the people .a spirit of
cantankerousness.
Ideas
generated
during the bi tter years of the de'Pression
have been allowed to grow, while those
in authority have not in any way
attempted to educate the people t.o an
understanding .of the situation that c.onfronts us just as truly as it confront"
Great Britain. In that country most of
the people are beginning to see the light.
They made the mistake of fighting two
wars at the one time; they endeavoured
to fight the Germans and the capitalists
at the same time. The time came when
those capitalists who were shrewd said
that if the Government of the day intended to grab every industry. and
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socialize it, they would take themselves
and their money to some place where
there would be security and a decent
return from investment. That may have
been a selfish outlook but the fact is
that many people left England. Others
have stayed, despite the poverty to
which they are being reduced. AU this
socialistic taLk only has the effect of
drying up the resoUI'ces upon which
moOdern progress depends.
We in Australia have a great deal to
be thankful for; we have deposits in
the banks, and notes in our pockets or
under the caI'pet.
All soOurces of
immediate
spending
power
have
accumulated in a remarkable way since
1939. In that year spending pressure
amounted to £612,000,000 in ready
money; in 1950 it amounted to
£2,060,000,000. In the financial year
1938-39 our personal incomes aggregated
£748,000,000 and in the financial year
1949-50 the total was £2,186,000,000.
Much the same rati,o holds for public
woQrks undertaken in Australia.
In
1938-39 Australian public works totalled
in value £57,000,000, but in the financial
year ending the 30th of June, 1951, the
figure roOse to £312,000,000. In the salme
comparatively short perioQd private
capital investments increased from
£109,000,000 to £405,000,000. An expansi'on of between 300 per cent. and
500 per cent. is indicated. I am aware
that in the same period the value of
moOney depreciated considerably, to
something less than one-half. We have
to be grateful f.or the measure of
security that will be provided by the
so-called goQod money toO which the
Premier referred last year and which
is coOming fI'om England foOr our wool
and other proOducts. I think it is almost
impossible foOr a country which has a
vigoroQus migration proOgramme to have
anything but an eXipanding eeonomy.
For every migrant we need at least
£1,000 in capital equipment in the f.orm
of schools, shops, houses and SoQ on.
The Government has been shortsighted, unable to look back even to
pre-war days; it is still less able to look
with enThusiasm to the future and has
faHed to realize many of our advantages.
Earlier this evening, the Leader of the
Mr. Whately.
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Lahour party gave the Prime Minister,
the Right Honorable R. G. Menzies, full
credit for having brought about an increase in the basic wage of £4 a week
in recent years. I do nat think the
Prime Minister would take all the credit
to himself. He woQuld have to admit that
at least £2 of that £4 was attribumble
to a decisioQn of the ArbLtration Court to
increase the basic wage by £1, which
meant that bef.ore long the basic wage
'WoQuld rise by a further £1 because those
extra eosts had toO be passed on. Moreover, contI'ol of the finandal economy
of a country does not rest primarily with
the Federal Parliament.
It cannot
even' declare when the country is at war
-that has to be decided by the High
Court. Standard working hours and the
basic wage are also subjects of judicial
decisions.
The 40-hour week, which came into
opera tion as a result of the evidence of
learned economists, is all right if the
lag can be taken up by greater machine
production. But what happens in the
Police Department, since the work of
a policeman cannot be done by machinery? If a station loses four hours a week
in man hours that could easily mean that
another officer was required on its staff.
The increase in the number of nurses
at hospitals has been tremendous. It
has been necessary not only to increase
wages but also to provide accommodation for nurses, which has meant the
expenditure of hundreds of thousands of
pounds on new buildings in areas adjacent to existing hoQspitals. All these
factors have contributed to the inflationary trend and neither the State Government nor the Federal Government has
been responsible for them.
Another aspect that the public should
understand is that as the war drew to
a conclusion our leaders in Canberra
miscalculated the si tua Hon.
They
thought that there would be a great pool
of unemployment and requests were sent
to municipalities throughout Australia
to submit lists of public works that could
be undertaken in order that we might
have a "golden age." Councillors, town
clerks and shire engineers worked hard to
list whatever projects they could in order
to provide employment for the returning
servicemen. They became enthusiastic
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about many of those schemes but now
they find that because of the lack of
finance they cannot even fill holes in the
roads.
The inflationary spiral is world wide in
its effect. We have attempted to do
too much too quickly and have not always
concentrated on those things of the
greatest importance. In addition to being little Australians, members of the
Cabinet in their public utterances have
shown all the characteristics of short
sighted Australians who can look neither
backwards nor forwards.
I notice in the Supply schedule provision to meet increased expenditure
for salaries and contingencies for
officers who are administering rent
control. Indicating what is happening
under rent control, there is the
case of a widow who lived in a
shop. She re-married, the new husband
being the owner of a house. When they
were about ready to move into the house,
without saying anything to the owner
of the shop they advertised it as available
with vacant possession. The incoming
tenant was required to purchase for
£200 the furniture, which consisted of a
carpet and a few small articles, and no
This is a common
receipt was given.
occurrence. Almost opposit~ the premises
were three splendid shops worth at
least £10,000, but the people who attended
a sale did not bid more than £2,000 for
the three because the properties had been
allowed to go to rack and ruin, due to the
paltry rents secured during the early
days of the war.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus).-The
time allowed the honorable member has
expired.
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond).-I wish to
remind the Government of its responsibility to protect the community against
unscrupulous bus proprietors. I have
noticed that as the outcome of the recent
increase in the price of petrol Mr. L. C.
Freeman, secretary of the Road
Passenger Service Operators' Association,
has stated that some metropolitan bus
operators will be forced out of business
unless fares are increased. However,
the heavy transport people and taxi
drivers have made it clear that they can
absorb the increased petrol cost because
of the increases in fares granted them
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recen tly. I do not know the figures on
which Mr. Freeman has based his statement because it is obvious that nobody
can obtain accurate accounts from bus
proprietors. The Government cannot do
so, nor can the Transport Regulation
Board. I am amazed to learn that any
increase in fares is even contemplated.
Apparently Mr. Freeman i's confident
that a further increase will be granted;
he appears to be alw.1Ys reliably
informed on this aspect. I should like to
know how he obtains information so
tha t prior to any increa:se being
announced he is able to state that one is
pending.
Many bus operators have not been
fair to the community or honest with
the Government. They have not cooperated when information hars been
sought from them and they have not
made available reliable statements of
their financial position. When they were
supplied with certain forms to be filled
in, many of them did not produce
balance-Isheens. One operator admitted
that he extracted £20 from his takings
before he decided to compile· a financial
statement.
It is obvious that the
Government could not be guided by
statements of that character.
The Gover.nment gave an assurance
that all bus proprietors would be
compelled to install machines :so that
every passenger would be issued with a
ticket. However, tickets are not isrsued
on some routes, and I defy anyone to
make a reliable check of the taking.s of
many bus proprietors. Although passengers are not given tickets the bus owners
concerned have the impudence to
request an increase in fares immediately
there is an increase in the price of petrol.
I appreciate many of the difficulties of
bus operators but I cannot understand
why a system has not been introduced to
ensure that they must purchase their
supplies of tickets from the Government. Under that system, a bus operator
who filed returns shmving that he had
sold only a small number of sectional
tickets over a period could be W.:l tched
as it would be obvious that he was not
issuing tickets to passengers.
Until
something of that kind is done it win
be impossible to ascertain the true
financial position of these people.
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In many instances, bus services have
deteriorated. On one route a 50 minute
service is provided and a fare of 4d. for
the first section is charged. Some bus
routes should be taken over by the
Government. One bad feature about
these applications for f,are increases is
that they are accompanied by the threat
that buses will be taken off routes. The
proprietors try to blackmail the Government into granting increases. This challenge should be accepted and it should be
shown clearly that blackmail tactics will
not lead to incr,eased fares. Bus proprietors obtain the bulk of their revenue
froOm women and children who receive
little or no consideration. Fares have
been increased to 4d. for the first section
and some sections have been shortened
in order to increase the rake off. I will be
bitterly di'sappointed if a further
increase in fares is granted because bus
proprietors are receiving too much now.
Mr. BOLTE.-How do you know?
Mr. SCULLY.-Does the honorable
member suggest that a charge of 4d. for
a section of less than one-quarter of a
mile is too little?
Mr. BOLTE.-A simibr fare is paid by
passengers of the tramways or the railways, which are losing money.
Mr. SCULLY.-But an accurate picture
of the financial position of those undertakings is avaibble. I contend that
every bus proprietor is making a profit.
Mr. BOLTE.-How do y;ou know that?
Mr. SCULLY.-Proprietors of buses
can be seen riding in expensive cars; also
they have financial interests in dairies
and other undertakings. One bus pro'prietor has admitted toO the advisory
committee set up by the Minister oOf
PubUc WoOrks that £20 is deducted from
the weekly takings bef'ore his return is
completed. I have seen that report and
it is also available to the honorable
member f,or Hampden. Many owners of
buses refused to supply balance sheets
when the Government sent out survey
forms. If they had nothing to hide, why
did they noOt give a true picture of their
positioOn? If they were entitled to an
increase no one would complain. Bue;;
proprietors are afraid to divulge their
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receipts, which indicates they are doing
very well. If they weTe not, they would
very soon inform the Government of
their real financial position, but very few
accurate returns are being submitted.
The price of petrol has been increased
by ld. a gallon, .and now the bus
operators want an increase from everybody, including housewives and children.
I invite members of the. Opposition to
explain why bus operators will not reveal their exact financial position.
Mr. FRAsER.-Do they not forward
returns to the Transport Regulation
Board?
Mr. SCULLY.-They did not forward
balance sheets when they were asked to
do so.
.
Mr. FRASER (Grant) .-Mr. Acting
Chairman, I rise to a point of order.
Similar charges have been made previously, and they are all rubbish. If they
could be supported by facns, no one
would mind, but it is wrong for a member to waste the time of the Committee
with allegations that have no foundation.
The ACTING CHAInMAN
(Mr.
Cook).-There is no point of order.
The honorable member for Richmond
should ignore interjections.
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond).-If Opposition members consider that it is rubbish
for proprietoOrs ,of buses to rob the public
and to refuse to give an aCCoOunt of their
undertakings, I ·cannot help those
members and I am soOrry for them.
Mr. FRASER (Grant) .-On a point
of order: There was no suggestion ilia t
an Opposition member said that it was
rubbish if ,the public were being robbed,
but it is wroOng for the honorable
member for Richmond to say that is
occurring without his producing some
evidence of it.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN.--There is
no point oOf order.
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond).-The bus
proprietors have had numerous opportunities to inform the Government of
their receipts, but they have failed to
do so because they are making a good
thing out of the bus routes. Those
operators who claimed that they were
going out of business prior to the last
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increase being granted have suddenly
blossomed forth, and others have made
a few extra sections in their routes to
gain an additional profit. An injustice is
being done to that section of the community which is least able to help itself.
I should like to know why so few
ticket machines were installed on the
buses in the first place, and why at
the present time tickets are issued on
very few of the buses. The last increase
was. granted by the Government on
the understanding that ticket machines
would be installed on the buses and
tickets issued to all passengers. However, it is farcical to expect to get an
accurate return under the system that is
at present operating.
Mr. FRASER.-Do you know that it
is law that every passenger on a bus
must be issued with a ticket?
Mr.
SCULLY.-Yes,
but
many
passengers are not being issued with
tickets. The bus proprietor should have
a responsibility to the public to see that
tickets are issued, but they are not issued
because he desires to deceive the Government in regard to his takings.
Mr. FRASER.-If the law that every
passenger must be issued with a ticket is
not being carried out, that is the responsibility of the administration, and the bus
proprietor should lose his licence.
Mr. SCULLY.-I agree that licences
should be withdrawn from those buses
on which tickets are not issued.
I
st.rongly resent the inference that buses
will be taken off the road if an increase
in fares is not granted. I suggest that
the Government should take over those
bus routes, because I am sure that then
there would be a big improvement on
other routes. The Government should
take steps to ensure that a system is introduced so that an accurate check of
receipts can be made.
FRASER.-I challenge the honorable
:::ber to name one route on which
tic; 'cts are not being issued.
~:r.

r:~(

: '"r. SCULLY.-If the honorable memfor Grant travels on the Toorak to
V~~,~ aria-street bus and Heidelberg routes
(~Llring peak periods especially he will not
r;'(= -:: a ticket. There are dozens of routes
i'2~-
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on which tickets are not issued. Until
there is a Government issue of tickets it
will not be possible to obtain an accurate
check of the returns, and until we know
what the returns are we cannot decide
whether or not an increase in the fares
is warranted. If returns are submitted
and it is evident that an increase is
justified there will be no objection.
It is vital to Australia and particularly
to Victoria that primary production
should be increased. Unfortunately the
impression has been created that primary production cannot be expanded until certain huge developmental works are
completed. However, Professor Wadham
stated recently that certain areas could
pe utilized to further increase our primary production before those developmental works are completed. It is
impossible to complete developmental
works without capital, and the capital
can be obtained mainly by exporting
primary products. I remind honorable
members that 80 per cent. of AustraHa's
exports are primary products. I urge the
Government to act upon the advice of
Professor Wadham, develop the properties to which I refer, and proceed as
quickly a's possible with primary production in order, first, to feed our own
people, and, secondly, to export sufficient to enable finance to be raised to
pay for the completion of developmental
works.

The Housing Commission has failed
to execute orders issued in re1spect of
condemned and sub-'standard properties.
Many hundreds of orders have been
served on the owners of properties either
for their repair or demolition, but only
a slight percentage of them are obeyed.
In the electorate which I represent there
are hundreds of properties unfit for
human habitation, but in cold and
violent weather such as that now being
experienced the tenants are forced to
make the best of things, mainly because
the properties have been allowed to
deteriorate and were not repaired when
orders were issued in respect of them.
In many instances if the orders had been
carried ou t immediately they were issued
by the Commission, money would have
been saved and instead of properties
becoming hopeless slums they could have
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been placed in sound condition. .A!s the
honorable member for Brunswick points
out although the owners _have refused
to do anything about them, they still
accept the rent, and the unfortunate
tenants incur heavy medical expenses
as a I'Iesult of living in draughty and
damp houses.
Apparently the only solution of this
problem is for the Housing Commission
to press on with its plan for slum
reclamation, and we should ensure that
it is a general plan and that the officers
of the Commission really apply themselves and do not make only a piecemeal
eff-ort. Every section of the community
is entitled to consideration. Until a big
programme of slum reclamation is put
-into effect, it will be impossible to correct
the 'errors of the CommIssion in not
seeing that the orders previously issued
in respect -of sub-standard properties
were executed quickly and efficiently. I
strongly urge the Government to proceed
with a general slum reclamation plan
and ensure that it is executed efficiently
and without delay.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-It has been a peculiar resumption of
a session of Parliament which commenced five months ago to find that, two
months before the House really need
concern itself greatly with the necessity
to provide Her Majesty with funds to
carryon the government of Victoria,
honorable members are forced to conduct
a one and only all-night sitting for the
purpose of granting Supply to the
Government which does not propose to
do anything whatever with the money
for -two months.
Mr. GALVIN.-Except win a couple of
seats in the Legislative Council in the
meantime, we hope.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I have no
doubt, if I may overlook your enjoinder
to disregard in terjections, Mr. Chairman,
that the honorable member for Bendigo
devoutly hopes that there will be changes
in the other House so that more sections
of the socialistic programme to which
his confreres are committed will be
implemented.
Mr. GALVIN.-Such as a Greater Melbourne Council.
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Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-To embark
upon a discussion on that question would
undoubtedly bring censure from the
Chairman, as i-t is hardly a matter
concerning the debate on Supply. It is
fitting that I should comment adverse~y
upon the action of the Government In
making available to all members of the
House, irrespective of party, only a :f~w
hours in which to debate the necesslty
for expending in the months of July and
August the sum of £12,000,000.
Lieut. -Colonel DENNETT.-E'specially
at five o'clock in the morning.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I h-ave no
doubt that the Opposition can reinforce
the number of members in the House
until five o'clock.
Mr. HYLAND.-If the honorable member starts to get cheeky, we shall apply
the gag.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-The Minister
of Transport threatens to gag the Opposition, because he does not like to he3r
what membevs of the Opposition have to
put up with.
Mr. HYLAND.-If you talk until five
o'clock to-night, the gag will be applied.
I can give you a written guarantee to
that effect.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-The Minister
of Transport has now promised that if
we keep the Supply debate going until
five o'clock to-night, which we propose to
do, the gag will be applied. That starement is very interesting, and I trust that
the manager of the Parliamentary
refreshment rooms has a good supply of
steak and egg'S.
The CIIAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus).-I ask
the honorable member to address himself to the question of Supply.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD~-To return
to the matter under discussion, which is
not lotteries but Supply, I wish to refer
to a matter -Doming under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Educa.tion. It
has come to a very sorry pass when it
is necessary to see enacted in this
Chamber a scene which we saw earlier
in the present sitting, when the honorable member for Box Hill presented a
humble petition praying for the convenience of lavatories in a State school.
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The hQnorable member is tQ. be commended fQr discovering 'One means
whereby emphasis may be laid upon the
deficiency of a Department. I do nQt
propose to go to the same extreme
length as he did, but I should like to
bring under the notice of the Minister of
Transport, so that he may convey it to
the Minister 'Of EducatiQn, the fact that
a small State school, originally designed
for about 400 children at West Bentleigh,
now accommodates mQre than 1,000
children in the 'Original struoture and
additional classrooms that have been
erected. The school is far too large
when it is considered that the sanitary
arrangements there are still as originally
designed to cater for a maximum 'Of
about 400 persons. A notable stage has
been reached when we have to beg the
Government to consider ·fue wisdom of
allocating sufficient of the funds available to it to do its job properly.

It is my privilege to represent what is
now numerically the largest electoralte
in the State. That position has been
:brought about chiefly by the activities of
the Housing Com'mission, which has
built many hundreds of homes but has
made no provision, in concert with the
Education Department, f.or caring for
. the needs of the children which all
Housing Commi'ssion settlements encourage. The emphasis is on providing
housing 1)or families with children. In
the Citty of Moorabbin and the Shire of
Dandenong there has been extraordinary
activity in home building. No other
part of the State is comparable in this
regard, but I have found it exceedingly
difficult to get the Government even tQ
keep promises made by ~ormer AdIninistrati-ons, both Labour and Liberal and
Country party.
I must speak, as other members of the
House have spoken, of the tragedy that
attends children who cannot begin their
education at least at the minimum age
of six years. There have been enough
children refused admittance to State
schools in the Dandenong electorate to
fill a completely new school, but nevertheless it is not possible t'O m'Ove the
Government to provide what has been
prQmised in the past, apa·rt from keeping
promises which it has made.
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Within that area, housing 100,000
children of school age, there is only one
high school, located at Dandenong, which
is hopelessly overcrowded. Promises
made for the erection of a domestic
arts school have nQt been kept.
Technical schools at Sandringham and
Oakleigh were too small before they
were completed. Promise after promise
has been made f'Or the erection of a
technical school at Moorabbin, but
n'Othing has been done.
A similar
situation applies in regard to high
schools and schools of domestic art. I
know that I am not al'One in voicing that
complaint.
Many mem:bers 'Of this
Chamber suffer similar disabiUties and,
in the name of the children in our
elect ora tes, we cann'Ot afford to remain
silent.
I Shall not dwell on the subject because
I hope the Government is alive to its
responsibilities to the children of the
State. I congratulate the Government
f·or subsidizing kindergartens to enable
children to commence their education at
an early age. What a tragedy it is,
however, that when a percentage of
them readl the age of five years there
must b.e a long ga'p in their training
because there are insuffi·cient primary
schools t'O which they can be admitted .
Frequently a child cannot commence
primary education until after the age of
six years.
I also lodge a complainrt: about the
tardines·s of the Government in completing the purchase of land required
for educational purposes. A considerable time ago the purchase of an area
of land adjoining the Dandenong High
School was approved. The acquisition
of file land would mean that something
Hke 300 children of all grades would no
longer hav~ to cross the P.rinces Highway-a very busy and dangerous
thoroughfare--five times a day. The
Government, however, has not completed
the purchase of the land.
SIR ALBERT LIND.-Was not that land
needed when the previous Government
was in office?
Mr. DAWNAY...MOULD.-The land
was not only needed but Us purchase
was approved by the Hollway-McDonald
Administration. However, the Government of which the Minister of Lands is
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a membe-r has done nothing to finalize
the negotiations. The veracity of my
sta temen t cannot be challenged.
Mr. HYLAND.-Why did not the
Hollway Government .complete the
negotiations?
-Mr.
DAWNAY~MOULD.-At
that
time the negotiations had no.t reached a
stage which would permit of their completion. At present the children are
exposed to considerable danger in
cro&sing the Princes Highway and there
is lack of accommodation in the school,
which is serving a large area of Gippsland, apart from the immediate vicinity
of Dandenong.
I merely ask .the
Minister of Lands what he would desire
in relation to the electorate which he
has the honour to represent.
SIR ALBERT LIND.-The present situation has continued ever since you have
been a member of this Chamber, but
nothing has been done.
Mr. DAWNAY..MOULD.-That is an
indictment of the Governmerut for not
completing the negotia Hons.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-The present Government has just taken office.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-It has functioned for two years under the suzerainty
of the Labour party but it has done
nothing. The Government is condemned
out of its own mouth, so to speak, for
having done nothing for two years. I
thank the Minister of Lands for that
admission. I now wish to refer to the
matter of pre-cut houses, which will
interest the Minister of Transport.
Apparently the honorable gentleman has
no control over the Railways Commissioners, who continue to erect pre-cut
houses in recognized residential subdivisions in the metropolitan area. In
country districts such houses have been
erected in separate areas, adjacent to
raDway workshops and for the most
part on railway property, where they
serve an exceptionally useful purpose.
In the metropolitan area, however, there
has been a complete departure from the
original intention.
The Minister of Transport knows that
this is so, despite a rather peculiar letter
which he wrote to me to the effect that it
was not the intention of the Government
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to erect pre-cut houses in subdivisions
where homes of the normal type were
built in accordance with uniform building
regulations. The pre-cut houses serve
a useful purpose in affording shelter to a
particularly good type of migrant enlisted by the Railways Commissioners
to help us in our transport problems,
but that is no excuse for erecting them
in recognized residential areas without
first seeking the approval of local
municipal authorities. The Minister of
Transport must accept personal responsibility for that situation.
Mr. HYLAND.-Who ordered the precut homes?
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-A Government of which the Minister of Transport
was a member.
Mr. HYLAND.-They were ordered by
Billy Kent-Hughes.
Mr. GALVIN.-The purchase was known
as " Operation Snail."
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-Apparently
the Government, through the Minister
of Transport, accepts responsibility for
the erection of these sub-s tandard homes
in areas where they detract from the
value of dwellings which are erected in
accordance with recognized building
standards. I am sure the Minister of
Transport would not allow such a situ- ation to exist in his constituency.
Mr. HYLAND.-We are pleased to have
the pre-cut houses.
-Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-At present
they are being erected on blocks of land
costing £500 each and more. I personally
objed to their erection in such locations
because that was never the intention of
Parliament. There is no excuse for the
action of the Railways Commissioners,
for which the Minister of Transport
personally is responsible.
I desire to speak now of the effect on
the economy' of this State, and certainly
the effect on the housewife's pocket, of
the extraordinary increase in the price of
the commodity manufactured by the
socialized gas undertaking.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport) .-1 rise to a point of order, Mr.
Chairman, to inquire what the price of
gas has to do with the question of
Supply.
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The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus}.-The
point of order is upheld.
The matter
referred to by the honorable member for
Dandenong does not appear under any
of the 92 items listed on the Supply
schedule.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-On the Supply schedule there is set
out the sums required by every Department of the State for salaries and
rontingencies.
Mr. HYLAND.-The Gas and Fuel
Corporation is not a Government show.
Will the honorable member point out
whet'£' the sum of money required by
that CO'l1oration is shown on the
Supply li ,t ?
Mr. DA'WNAY-MOULD.-A Minister
is re~'pG!ls.lble for the opera Hons of the
Gas and Fuel COI1poration.
Mr. HYJ... AND (Minister of Transport) .-1 rise to a point of order, Mr.
Chairman. You have ruled that the
honora.ble- member f.or Dandenong is out
of order, but he is continuing to debate
a matter relating 00 the GelS and Fuel
Corporation.
The CHAIRMAN.-My ruling stands.
1\11'. DA\VNAY-MOVLU (Dam12nong).
- I accept your ruling, Mr. Chairman. I
am sorry that the Minister js not prepared to face the charge relating to the
Corporation. Hawever, it is a matter
which concerns housewives and myself,
even though it might not ooncern the
Governmen.t.
I pass on to another
top i'e on which I /lope to find myself in
agreement with the Government, and
that is the extent to which it ha·s taken
action to obtain justice for this State
in the matter of its own taxing rights.
Perhaps the Minister of Transport will
now jump to his feet, on a point of
order, and say that there is no mention
of that subject in this Supply schedule.
Mr. HYLAND.-1 shall do that, because
uniform taxation is not mentioned in
the Supply list.
The CHA1RMAN.-1 have permitted
debate on uniform taxation as it does
affect certain items on the Supply list,
but I ask the honorable member for
Dandenon.g not to enJarge on it.
Mr. DAWNAY..MOULD.-I should
like to discuss the subject at length.
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Mr. HYLAND.-Tell us about the Oaklands coal deal.
Mr. DAWNAY-·MOULD.-The Minister should know aJl about that. The
only reason why I raised the subject of
uniform taxation was to ascertain the
extent to which suppor,t for the Government's action may be forthcoming from
Government supporters in the ministerial
corner
benches.
It
is a
financial matter about which I am
particularly
concerned.
Recently I
received a letter from the Treasurer
relating to the rights of State
superannuated persons, who received at
the hands of the Government during its
first term of office a measure of justice
which the Government itself admitted
fell short of what it desired to do. There
are to my knowledge at least 350 State
'pensioners in my electorate.
Those
persons are bitterly disappointed with
the treatment they have received from
the Government, which now proposes to
do absolutely nothing to help them.
The State pensioners on fixed incomes
are entirely dependent on the graces of
the Government to make their declining
years at least comfortable. ~he number
of units of superannuation which they
were able to acquire· when money had
a greater value than it has nolW provides
a pension which is absolutely inadequate
to meet their present needs. I recognize
tha t in some measure the Commonwealth
supplements pensions paid by this State.
Still, justice is not being done to those
retired public servants who are receiving
superannuation. As I have been informed that no action designed to help
them will be taken during the next
financial year, I make a plea to the
Government to review its decision before
the Budget proposals are finally considered. We cannot afford to say .to our
retired public servants that we will do
nothing for them. It must be remembered tha t those men and women
spent many years of thei·r lives in the
service of this State. I leave the matter
in the hands of the Government sincerely
hoping tha t it will do something for these
pensioner.s.
Concerning the necessity of conserving
funds so that it may be possible to assist
State superannuated employees, I trust
tha t the Government will set an example,
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in connection with its own major public
works and completely eschew the using
of 'revenue for expenditure on capital
works. I feel that the inflationary spiral
is being affected materially by the fact
that much of the 10ad which could' be
passed on to posterity is being borne by
the present generation, thus putting into
the hands of the people a purchasing
power which is far in excess of the capacity to buy.
.
I desire to ask only one furrher question and that is the extent to which the
Government proposes to continue to
import prefabricated school class-rooms.
There have not yet been delivered into the
yards of the schools in the Dandenong
electorate those -pref-abricated units
without which the extireme pressure that
now exists can be eased. On previous
occasions I have asked in this House that
members he taken into the confidence of
the Government and informed where pre~
fabricated school class-rooms have been
erected.
I have a definite reason for
asking that question. I have been told
of instances where prefabricated school~
rooms have been supplied outside the
metropolitan area but are not being used
to the extent to which they could be
utilized. It is not pleasing to have to bring
these matters constantly before the
House, but it is the duty of memhers to
look after the interests of those whom
they represent.
One thing which is of vital importance
is the progress and welfare of the
children. We older people are more or
less confirmed in our vices, our sins, and
our pleasures. Our opinilons are not
easily changed but, in the moulding of the
characters of the children-our future
citizens-we cannot afford to neglect the
educational system. Big as may be the
effort to keep that system up to date, it is
not big enough.
Mr. DUNN (Geelong) .-It is now halfpast 4 o'clock in the morning 'and, doubtless, hundreds 'of 'alarm clocks on the
dairy fa'l'1ll.s are sounding, rousing the
milkmaids -and milkmen to go forward
to produce the milk requked by the consumers in this State. Therefore, it is
-appropriate 'at this juncture that I should
direct attention to what I believe is a
waste in connection with the distribution
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of free milk to school children. I wish to
make it clear that there is no one more in
favour of the supply of milk to school
chilclTen than I am, but in Geelong there
is no butter at the present time and I
suppose that in other parts of the State
the supply of butter is becoming short.
That, of course, is due to the scarcity of
milk.
At a meeting of the Geelong Combined
State Schools' Commi'ttees Association,
whiCh comprises representatives of every
State school in the Geelong -area, a
universal complaint was voiced that the
supply of free milk to school children has
resUJIItecl in waste. In many cases con~
tracts were let to milk vendors to supply
milk to State schools. At the Newtown
and Chilwell State school so many dozen
bottles of milk a,re supplied daily but
much of it is wasted. The teachers told
the -supplier that they did not want that
quantity of milk deUvered a's it could not
be used and was being wasted. The
vendor said, " I have a contract and you
must 'take the milk. Pour it out if it is
not wanted. I have the contract and I
will supply it." Those are the facts as
narra ted to me by a m-ember of the
commiUee and I am told that it is the
general practioe.
SIR ALBERT LIND.-If that waste is
going on it is wrong.
Mr. DUNN.-I am familiar only with
what i's happening in Geelong, but it
might be happening in other places and
it is .the duty of the Government to have
a 'Survey made to prevent this waste
of milk. No child should be denied
milk but there should be no waste.
Perhaps it is due to some laxity in
administration and the Government will
appreciate attention being drawn to. this
matter.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-I make no
apology for addressing the Committee a,t
this late hour and I join with other mem~
bers in recording an emphatic protest
about the way in which the business of
the House has been conducted. This is
the first time that the House has met for
approximately four months and we are
asked to deal with the serious subject of
Supply.
It is the only occasion
for four months on which representa~
tives of the people have been able to
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express in the House their thoughts and
cri ticize public administra tion. It is
wrong for the Government to force a
debate of this kind at short notice and
to keep the debate going till an early
hour in the morning with no regard for
the welfare of the peopJe or of members.
The person responsible for my speaking at this late hour is the Premier.
It would have been reasonable for him
to have acceded to the request of the
Leader of the Opposition to adjourn at a
reasonable hour and reassemble later this
day so that the debate could be continued
in a rational way. It is remarkable that
the Premier asked that Supply be
declared urgent, giving as the only
reason for so doing that he has to go to
Canberra later this week. He might just
as well have been in Canberra to-day
for aU the in terest he ha's taken in the
debate. He fired the first shot, submitted a motion, made a short statement
and then clea,red off to his funk hole; we
have not seen him since.
SIR ALBERT LIND.-The Premier is at
present conferring with some of your
colleagues outside the Chamber.
Mr. FRASER.-It is remarkable that
most members of the Ministry have
shown as little interest in the debate a's
has the Premier. The present is the first
time that we have had a Minister awake
at the table. For the greJ.ter part of the
debate there have not been more than two
Ministers in the Chamber at the one time
and then they were both asleep.

of

Sir ALBERT· LIND (Minister
La.nds).-On a point of order: I object
to the stat,ement made by the honorable
member for Grant because it is not the
truth. Ministers have been prese"nt all
nip,-ht while the honorable member was
snoring on the back bench.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-I overheard
an interjection by the Honorary Minister
vv-hich I desire to be withdrawn. He said
"Get back to the sewers."
Mr. R. T. WHITE (HonoQrary Minister).-1 did make that statement and I
withdraw it.
Mr. GALVIN.-WHh "all due respect toO
the sewer.
~lr. FRASER (Grant).-I ask for a
vvithdrawal of that objectionable remark.
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The CHAml\'IAN (Mr. Mibus).Did the honorable member for Bendigo
make the remark attributed to him by the
honorable member for Grant?
Mr. GALVIN.-What was that?
Mr. FRASER.-The honorable member
said, " With all due respect to the sewer."
Mr. GALVIN.-I said that.
The CHAIRMAN.-I ask the honorable
member for Bendigo to withdraw that
remark.
Mr. GALVIN.-There was nothing
wrong with it.
The CHA1RMAN.-It is definitely an
offensive 'remark and I again ask the
honorable member to withdraw it.
l\lr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I cannot
follow you, Mr. Chairman. I withdraw
the remark, but the whole thing is ridiculous. Certainly I did say" With deference to the sewer" but I did not refer to
the honorable member for Grant in any
way.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-1 shall now
refer to observations m'ade by the honorable member for Richmond. To a man
we on the Opposition side of the House
are with him when he suggests tha t no
fare increase should be granted until
such time as bus operators prove that
there is 'a necessity for the increase. He
is in error when he suggests that no bus
operators issue tickets, and that they are
fleecing the public. Bus opera tors are
under the control of the Transport Regulation Board in accoQrdance with the
provisions of the Transport Act. I
repeat a statement I made by way of
interjection earlier that opera tors are
required by the conditions of their
licences to issue a ticket to every passenger riding in their vehicles.
Bus
operators issue tickets f.or their own
protection, and they are required toO submit returns to the Board each year.
Anyone with knowledge of the administration of the Board will feel satisfied
that the points raised by the honorable
member for Richmond are under contr'o!.
If that is not the case, responsibility
rests upon the Board and its officers.
"I wish to direct attention to ,thf'
peculiar attitude adopted by the Law
Department in connection with recommendatioons for the appointment of
justices of the pe'ace. Recently, on the
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advice of local municipalities,
I
two
gentlemen
for
recommended
appointments. During their term as
councillors. these two gentlemen had
been president of their respective shires
and so were entitled to sit as justices of
the peace. When I suggested that they
should be appointed permanently I rE'ceived a curt refusal.
On making
inquiries, I learned that each of them
had committed a minor breach of some
regulation.
One man had committed the tTiaffic
offence of speeding. He did not think 'it
worth his while defending the case and
so a conviction was recorded against
him. Now he is debarred from being a
justice of·· the pea'ce. The other case is
more remarkable. As a member of a
firm this man felt that a certain in terpretation of the law should be contested.
He won his case in the lower court. thus
proving that there were good grounds
for his contention. On ,appeal by the
Law Department the decision was
reversed in a higher court and a conviction was reoorded against the man. That
debars his appointment as a justke of
the peace.
I repeat that each of these
gentlemen has been president of his
shire and is held in high esteem.
I do not desire to be regarded as a
criti,c of the Soldier Settlement Commission, which, by and large, has done a
most effective job. However. I wish to
dir€'ct attention to conditions existing on
the Chaldon Meade estate at Clarkefield,
which is located about 20 miles
from
Melbourne.
This
property
was
purchased
by
the
Commission before care was exercised to
ensure tha't settlers had a legal right
to cross a raillway line. The estate was
subdivided without referenece to the
local advisory oommittee.
A river
divides the estate and each settle'r has
been allotted a section of land on· each
side of the stream. No r.oads on the
estate can carry heavy traffic. Although
the area allotted to each settler is
divided only by a few yards of wa'ter,
for the greater part of the year the
settlers must travel 20 miles to farm
one section of their block.
On the 23rd of May, 1950, a c.onference was held on the estate and it was
attended by representatives .of the
M?', Fraser,
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Soldier Settlement Commission, the
Country Roads Board, the Railway
Departmen t and the local council. The
report of the proceedings states that
the Railway Department agreed to
settlers having a crossing over the railway line, the Commission providing
the money and the Country Roads
Board doing ,the work. There is a track
running through the estate whi,ch was
supposed to provide means of communication between the blocks on each side
of the river. It is said to be a surveyed
road, but it has not been metalled and
water courses prevent loaded vehicles
traversing that track. Gates have been
provided to permit traffic to cross the line
but the Railways Commissioners will
not give permanent rights, so the estate
has no legal .outlet. I am advised that a
title should not have been issued for the
estate. The settlers are being seriously
handicapped by the conditions which
have greatly retarded production.
Those settlers have been in occupation
f.or over four years but they still have no
roads and no outlet, The cream waggoh
will not go into their properties, and
the settlers are absolutely jsolated. The
question arises as to who will pay the
cost of the constructi.on of the road and
bridge. I gather from an interjection
by the Minister of Transport that the
Railwa.y Department will accept no financial responsibility. The Country Roads
Board has stated that it will tender advice but that the road is not its concern.
The local municipality has indicated that
it is prepared to assist, but as it is purely
an estate road and the amount of revenue
likely to be derived from it is small, the
council can do little to assist financially,
having regard particularly to the present
financial position of all municipalities.
If this problem had been handled in a
businesslike and effective way the bridge
and the road would have been constructed
years ago, probably at less than half
the present estimated cost.
I regret that the Premier did not agree
to the adjournment of this debate, because
I wished to place certain questions on
the rJ otice Paper for the next day's
sitting. The first question wasWha t is the an10unt that has been paid
into public revenue by the Soldier Settlement
Commission as a result of its trading
activities?
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The answer to the question would probably have revealed a contribution of
l:early £1,000,000 over the recent years.
IV1r. GALVIN.-I should say about
£750,000.
Mr. FRASER.-The activities of the
Soldier Settlement Commission in that
connection can be debated from different
angles. Its trading activities have turned
out to be a good investment, but it wDuld
have been an equally good investment
if returned soldiers had been given the
opportunity to make the profits to which
they were entitled.
Mr. GALVIN.-Soldier settlers could
nDt have purchased the stock under the
same conditions as did the Commission.
Mr. FRASFJR.-If the estates and the
stuck had been allotted to returned
soldiers, individually they would have
had a share of that £750,000.
Mr. GALVIN.-They received a share
because they obtained their stock at
reasonable prices.
Mr. FRASER.-I am referring to the
profit which has now been paid into
public revenue and which the settlers
have lost. HDwever, the point I wish to
make is that some of that money could
well be utilized to construct an overhead
bridge at Clarkefield and a road through
the estate. The soldier settlers accepted
the land in good faith; they thought
they had permanent roads over the
railway line and an outlet. I should be
pleased if the Minister of Soldier Settlement would deal with this matter in his
sympathetic way as soon as possible. I
ask him particularly to refer to the report
of the conference held on the 23rd of
May, 1950, and to have regard to the
statements made to those settlers in
o:::'aer to ascertain whether they are not
justifJed in thinking there has been a
'br£:J..ch of faith.
2~R ALBERT LIND.-I shall take up the
mc;:~ter to-day and furnish the honorable
me:nber with a statement, including the
at'l:tude of the Commission to his proposal.
Tilr. FRASER.-I thank the Minister
fry ~'lS assurance. I was also anxious tD
li:!".: 'IV the total number of State-owned
C2..!:'3, the Departments to which they
WCi:e allotted, where those cars were
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garaged overnight, the cost of upkeep
and so fDrth and hDW many cars were
engaged in transporting heads 'Of Departments and senior officers between
their homes and offices. I was pleased
to hear the statement of the Minister in
Charge of Electrical Undertakings that
the Government had given certain directions to heads of Departments and that
because there had been some evidence of
misuse of cars in the State Electricity
Commission three men had been dismissed.
It is necessary that at present great
care should be taken to exercise proper
eoonomy. I ,ask the Government to consider the desirability of adopting a
special identification mark for all Government cars, as has been done by the Commonwea'lth Government.
If motDr
vehicles owned by the Victorian Government were marked with a red letter V"
any misuse could be nipped in the bud.
It may be that approval has been given
for 1)he use of all oars, and if that is so
I have nothing further to say, but it is
proper that the use of cars owned by the
Government should be supervised closely
because the cost of upkeep is very high.
U

I now wish to refer to the activities of
the Housing Commission at N'0rlane. In
that area the Commission has acquired a
large piece of land '0n which many h'0mes
have been erected. A shopping centre
has been marked out in the estate but so
far no shops have been built. The
residents of Norlane are very concerned
because housewives with young children
have to travel t'O Geel'ong to do their
shopping, and, moreover, they have t'o
carry home their parcels. While there is
a very effective bus service available,
they are under an unnecessary handicap,
and the cost of the bus fares adds to the
already high expenses.
Mr. GALVIN.-Did not the party of
which you are a member defeat legisla tion that would have enabled the Housing Commission to build shops?
Mr. FRASER.-It is high time that
proper facilities were 'made available at
NorIane. Of course, it is claimed by the
Housing Commission that because the
Legislative Council did not pass a certain
Bill the Commission is powerless to do
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anything. However, blocks in the area
which are set aside for shopping could be
leased or sold under special conditions to
private individuals who would be only
too pleased to establish businesses at
that centre.
During the early months of this year
a large number of bush fires occurred
in Victoria, and in many instances it
was suggested that they were the result
of sparks or coals falling from railway
engines. In the Bacchus Marsh and
Balian areas, compla'ints of this kind
were made continually. I discussed the
rna tter with the chairman of the Railways Commissioners, who acknowledged
in a telephone conversation that it was
possible that during those few months
railway engines may have
been
responsible for starting 200 or 300
fires. But he took a great deal of
comfort in the fact that the Railway Department was protected by
law because it was utilizing the
most effective spark arrester known,
and when it was reported that a fire had
been started by a railway engine,
arrangements were made for the engine
concerned to be exa,mined by an inspector when it arrived at a suitable station.
If it was foOund to be in order, it was
permitted to proceed, and that was all
that mattered. It is clear from available evidence that although these engines
might be equipped with the most
efficient spark arrester obtainable, bush
fires are caused during certain periods
of the year by the engines. The Railways Commissioners should do more
than they are doing to prevent tl1(~ outbreak of bush 'fires.
SIR ALBERT LIND.-Why does the
honorable member refer to those outbreaks as bush fires, when aotually they
are grass fires?
Mr. FRASER.-In some cases bush
fires occur from this cause and I refer
to the most disastrous one which broke
out last summer.
SIR ALBERrr LIND.-Unfortunately,
even the newspapers always refer to
these grass fires as bush fires.
Mr. F:RASER.-The Minister of Lands
~nows what I mean. In one instance a
fire went through bushland at Blackwood.
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The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus).-The
time allowed the honorable member has
expired.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition).-May I propose that the honorable,
member be permitted to continue his
speech for fifteen minutes?
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I object to
the honorable member's time being
€'Xltended.
The CHAIRMAN.-The honorable
member for Grant is permitted to speak
for a further quarter of an hour.
Mr. GALVIN.-I object.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-Farmers who
occupy land adjacent toO the railways
between Bacchus Marsh and Balian-Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-Mr. Chairman, on a point of order, I should like
you to explain yoOur ruling, which I did
not hea'r 'above the voices of honorable
members.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. MibufO).-Standing Order 78 E. states·inter alia-In Committee of the House, except as
hereinafter provided, no member other than
a member in charge of a Bill or motion, or
Minister in charge of an Estimate, shall
speak more than twice on anyone question,
nor more than 30 minutes on the first
occasion, and fifteen minutes on the second
occasion.

The honorable member for Grant Is
speaking for the second time.
Mr. }"RASER (Grunt).-As I was
saying when
I
was
so
rudely
interrupted-Mr. GAIJVIN (Bendigo).-I object to
that remark and I ask that it be withdrawn. I kept within the forms of the
House by raising a point of order and
asldng for your ruling, Mr. Chairman,
and there was nothing rude about my
cClllduct.
If you considered that I
hJ.d been rude, no doubt you would
have taken me to task. I take the
remark of the honorable member for
Grant as an affront to yourself.
The CHAIRMAN.-I ask the honorable member for Grant to withdraw his
remark.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-The last thing
I deske to do is to upset the
honorable member for Bendigo and I
withdraw humbly and sincerely and
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without any condition whatever. It has
been proved beyond doubt that a fire in
the Gisborne area was caused by the
caTelessness of a railway employee. I
am more concerned with the fact that it
is clear that, notwithstanding that
the engines are equipped with the best
spark arresters obtainable, they are still
defective, and it is most disappointing
that the Raillways Commissioners should
adopt an attitude of self-satisfaction by
saying that the engines are fitted with
the best equipment that can be purchased
and that is all there is to it. They have
a greater responsibility than that, and
should exercise it.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-Was the inquiry to which the honora:ble membeT referred concerned with
the question of defective engines!

Mr. FRASER.-I referred to a
. Coroner's inquiry in connection with a
death that occurred at Gisborne. I think
the inquiry was held at Macedon, but
I do not wish to refer to it, for understandable reasons.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That fire was caused
by a burning-off gang, and has nothing
to do with railway engines.
Mr. FRASER.-The Railways Commissioners should adopt a more sympathetic
attitude towards land owners affected by
fires of this origin. Much would be done
to assist the general situation if they
displayed a greater sense of human
understanding.
I wish to refer now to the speed limits
applicable to motor vehicles in Victoria.
Previously, I have urged that Victoria
should adopt the method applying in
New South W'ales, where there is a uniform speed limit in all built-up areas.
At present the law is most difficult to
understand. I consider that everybody
who drives a motor car in the metropolitan area infringes the law in 'some
way or other every day. It is not
generally lmown that it is not permissible to pass a minor intersection at a·
speed greater than 25 miles an hour. I
have in mind the innocent individual
who gets into trouble for such a minor
breach of the law and is "booked" by
an officious police officer. He admits
having committed an offence, pleads
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guilty, and pays the fine imposed. Years
later, he is recommended for appointment as a justice of the peace, but the
Attorney-General ascertains that he has
been convicted of an offence and declares
that he is not a proper person to sit on
the bench. I raise this matter seriously.
A large number of accidents are caused
by excessive speed. If there were a unifonn speed limit for all built-up areas,
there would be a greater observance of
the law. In any case, all responsible persons would know the law and in most
cases would observe it.
I wish to refer also to the need to increase production. Because of developments which have taken place in the
metropolitan area, many acres of land
which a year or two ago were used for
growing market garden produce have
now been built upon, and it has become
necessary for vegetables to be obtained
from farther afield. It is fortunate
that at areas such as Werribee, Bacchus
Marsh, and Keilor, it has been possible
to grow market garden produce to
meet the demand in Melbourne, and the
residents of the city have not felt the
pinch as much as they might have had
those areas not been available. It is
time that consideration was given to the
supplying of water for irrigation in those
areas. Time after time it has been stated
that large sums of money have been
spent on the Eildon weir and at Rocklands and Cairn Curran, but all the
water from those sources goes north,
probably to good purpose.
About six years ago the Public Works
Committee inquired into the question of
providing a more adequate and permanent water supply for irrigation
purposes at Werribee, and recommended
the construction of a reservoir at
Cobbledick's Ford, but no action was
taken.
Although it is remarkable, it is true
that no application for water rights in
the Werribee area has been granted for
fifteen years. It is high time that
consideration was given to these matters
because, if a dry year is experienced, the
area will be badly affected, primary
producers will suffer heavy losses and
residents in the metropolitan area will
be deprived of an adequate supply of
vegetables. A similar situation exists
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at Bacchus Marsh. As a result of
erosion, the storage capacity of the
Melton weir has been sadly depleted and
it is high time that the Government
considered action to ensure that adequate
water supplies f.or irrigation will be
made available to primary producers in
the 'southern portion of the State a's well
as those in northern ar,eas.
I regret that I have been forced to
speJ.k at this late hour but that is no
fault of mine. It is due to circumstances
over which I have no control, and has
been brought about by the unreasonable
attitude of the Premier, supported by
members of the Government and its
supporters on the Ministerial corner
benches.

Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT (Caulfield).
shall continue from where the
honorable member for Grant left off. I
point out in a serious way to you, Mr.
Chairman, and to Cabinet Ministers in
paNkular, that I raise a most serious
objection to being deprived of my normal
rights as a membcA:' of this institution,
inasmuch as I am unable adequately to
debate matters which I consider of importance to the electors whom I represent.
If any citizens were to enter the Chamber
at this moment they would be astounded
at the picture that would confront them.
Me~bers on both sides, including myself,
are tired, exhausted, jaded and haggard.
I am .gurpri~ed to find that when I try
to make a dignified protest my remarks
are received with levity by members on
the Government side of the Chamber.
To expect a member properly to present
arguments to the Committee at 5,15 a.m.
when he is in a state of nervous exhaustion is belittling to the Parliamentary
institution.
I have a very ~erious
objection to the system of all-night
sittings because I consider they are
~nnecessary, pJrticularly in this instance
v.rhen Parliament has not been called
together for five months. Now, members
are asked to debate the question of
Supply in the early hours of the morning
on a pretext of urgency that would not
bear examination by any impJ.r,tial
authority. There is no urgency whatever in relation to Supply, which win
not become effective for another two
months.
-I
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Mr. RANDLEs.-Like the boy scouts, we
aim at being prepared.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-The honorable member for Brunswick greets my
remarks with levity, but this is one
occasion when I
am particularly
" dinkum."
Mr. GALVIN.-You are now getting a
bit of your own medicine.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-No. I can
say in all honesty th:1t no Government of
which I was a member-I have been in
three Ministries, including an alliance
with the Country party-would ever have
tried to get away with anything like this
on the flimsy absurd pretext of urgency
which has been "put across" the Committee to-day.
Mr. GALvIN.-What about the Mil1{
Pasteurization Bill?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-The honorable member for Bendigo made his
speech; now I am entitled to have my
say.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Mibus).-I
ask the honorable member for Caulfield
to discuss the question of Supply.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I am at
present discussing Item 2 of the schedule,
namely, "Legislative Assembly-Salaries and Contingencies."
The CHAIRMAN.-Does the honorable
member propose to discuss that item?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I remember the epic words of the honorable
member for Bendigo, when he said that
he was entitled to his second serve.
'Mr. GALVIN.-You are getting your
second serve now. You gave us the first
on the Milk Pasteurization Bill.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I seriously
submit that it is a very bad practice
for members to be subjected to a process
of mental and nervous exhaustion.
The CHAIRMAN.-Apparently the
honorable member for Caulfield is under
a misapprehension. Item 2 of the Supply
schedule relates to salaries and contingencies of officers of the Legislative
Assembly; it has no relationship to the
salaries of members of this Chamber.
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Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-That being so, Mr. Chairman, I am in order in
referring to the officers of this House to
Whom we are deeply indebted, and particularly to the Hansard reporters who, I
can say from experience, have an
exhausting and exacting job.
Mr. O'CARRoLL.-They have been kind
to you.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I agree. I
point out that members of the Labour
party, who are supposed to be the champions of the workers, are willing to support the Government in keeping these
officers working here all night. If this
procedure is followed it will be necessary to increase the amounts stated on
the Supply schedule for the payment of
salaries ·and overtime to the staff,
including members of the Police Force,
the staff of refreshment rooms, and car
and hall attendants. I shall do my best to
explain the procedure which this Committee is now following to people outside
the House. I take a more serious view of
it than do some members of the Government side of the House who find the
occasion one for levity. When I look
around I feel sorry to see so many of my
friends obviously jaded by the long
sitting.
Mr. BROsE.-They also have to work
during the day.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-That is so,
and that was the point to which I was
coming. I am not uniq ue in that respect.
I have to return to the city to keep an
urgent appointment at 10 o'clock this
morning. I also have to attend functions
to-night.
Mr. GALVIN.-Then, why do you not go
home to bed?
Lieut.-Oolonel DENNETT.-We would
all have been home long ago if the honorable member for Bendigo had practised
what he is preaching.
Mr. GALVIN.-You are the only member who is complaining.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I am not.
Ministers will have to be back at their
Departments later this morning. Speaking from experience, I can say that it
takes three days to recover from one of
these ha'rrowing experiences when members are kept here all night. This is one
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occasion when there is no justification
whatsoever for members to be kept
assembled. The only excuse given for
this long sitting is that the Premier has
to attend a meeting at C&nberra tomorrow, Thursday. Even members of
the Government will admit that the
excuse is a flimsy one.
Like other m'embers on the Opposition
side of the House, I had prepa'red matter
on various subjects -on which I intended
to speak and on which I thought I could
make some constructive suggestions. But
a t this hour in the morning-5.25 a.m.after members have been deliberating
since 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon, I
could not do justice to those subjects
which I proposed to discuss. Therefore,
I shall abandon most of the points I
intended to raise, except one, which I consider to be of great urgency and which
I propose to submit to the Minister of
Forests. I refer to the supply of firewood
during the coming winter. The Minister
of Forests, the honorable member jor
Carlton, and I have had experience of this
complicated problem of the supply
of firewood.
I have many figures
relating to firewood supplies which
I could quote, but at this late hour
I do not propose to discuss them. However, I shall make a constructive suggestion to the Minister of Forests.
Despite the levity of Government supporters, I assure members that I have
conscienUously tried to examine the
problem and in doing so my task has been
made somewhat easier by the knowledge
and experience I gained in the Forests
Department. I recently made a survey
of the firewood problem, and I came to
the conclusion that its solution could be
achieved only if the Government, the
Minister of Forests, and the Minister in
Charge of Electrical Undertakings arranged for the immediate release of
200,000 tons of briquettes for domestic
use. I am satisfied that there is no possibility this year of meeting all the normal
demands for firewood.
Mr. HYLAND.-You have said that
private enterprise and the wood yards
have fallen down on their jobs.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I
said nothing of the sort.

have
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Mr. HYLAND.-That is the effect of
your remarks.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-It is not.
Mr. HYLAND.-You want the Government to do the job which should be done
by the wood merchants.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I said that
I did not intend to go into the details of
this problem, namely, the dismissal of
employees of the Forests Commission,
man power, and transport difficulties, or
what has or has not been done by the
wood merchants. The problem of the
supply of firewood has now become desperately urgent. Even in the last two or
three days there has been an extraordinarily sudden onset of winter. Within a
few days the wood depots will be empty.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Many fuel merchants
were still delivering ice yesterday.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I do not
intend to pursue that aspect of the discussion. I am anxious to assist the
Minister of Forests in solving this problem. Therefore I repeat my suggestion
that the only way in which· the problem
may be overcome is by the immediate
release by the State Electricity Commission of 200,000 tons of briquettes. I
point out that some time ago the Commission encouraged the installation of
briquette grates and other appliances,
because it was selling them.
Mr. WHATELY.-Will the Commission
undertake to service those appliances?

Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Without
being critical, I think the Commission
ought to service such grates and other
utilities which it is supplying.
I
think it is wrong that only those householders in the metropolitan area who
have installed hot-water systems supplied by the State Electricity Commission should be allowed to get briquettes.
I ask the Ministers concerned to confer
with a view to implementing my suggestion that the State Electricity Commission should release a quantity of
briquettes immediately foOr domestic
purposes. That course would abolish the
black-marketing in firewood that is at
present so rampant and would save the
Forests Commission a considerable sum
annuany.
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I sound a note of warning on the fuel
crisi-g that is likely to arise in the metropolitan area in the winter of 1953.
The equipment and labour force
necessary to cut, stack and prepare the
wood for the metropolitan market are
not available.
As soon as weather
coOnditions permit a strong laboOur force
should be employed on wood cutting so
that at least 400,000 tons of firewood will
b'e accumulated and stacked in the depots
ready for supply to the public next winter.
Opposition members are willing to do
everything possible to find a solution of
this complex problem.
If adequate
supplies of wood can be cut and the
State EleC'bricity Commission can be
induced to release 200,000 tons of
briquettes for domestic use the extra
supply will go a long way towards
overcoming the trouble because it
will bring about a better balance
in the firewood trade than exists at
present.
Mr. DON (Elsternwick).-I propose to
confine my remarks at this late hour to
five urgent problems affecting the people
of Victoria. It is unfortunate that the
Government was not prepared to show
members some consideration in this
matter by permitting a reasonable time
for the debate on Supply. The first
subject to which I shall refer is· the
present appalling toll of the road. What
it represents in terms of deaths, suffering,
loss of man hours in patching up the
injured people and vehicles, in insurance
offices, the law courts, the hospitals and
in other ways is incalculable. The work
involved is definitely non-productive. In
the community there are a number of
persons whose daily occupations bring
them in constant touch with the problem,
such as barristers, employees in insurance
companies and others who, if consulted
by a Government committee of inquiry
could probably offer suggestions that
would result in reducing the road toll
considerably. It is a world-wide problem
and it behoves all parties to do everything
possible to reach a satisfactory solution.
I do not know the answer and it would
be presumption on my part to suggest
one, but there are many people in the
community who could offer constructive
ideas on the subject. I ask the Government to consider appointing a committee
of inquiry intoO the matter.
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On the bus question I shall narrate the
€xperience of people in the Elsternwick
district. They had a bus service the
operators of which had been granted an
increase in fares, had installed ticketselling machines and furnished returns,
but the service has since gone off the road.
The operators are handing in their
licences and propose to sell out the
service as plant, despite the fact that the
seat tax for the balance of the year
has already been paid. If the service had
been profitable it would have been saleable as a going concern and the proprietors would have obtained some return
for goodwill.
Instead, the operators
propose to walk off and sell out the
service, obviously at a much lower price
than that which would be obtainable
had the service bP-en profitable.
Mr. HYLAND.-Did not the operators
say that they had a garage that paid
them better?
Mr. DON.-I do not think these people
run a garage in the true sense. They
have a petrol pump on the kerbside and
perform their own repair work but it
is the intention of the licensees to sell
out the bus route and go into business
as a garage. It is evident that it has
not been a payable route and what they
propose to do will probably result in a
tremendous loss to the operators.
I
suspect that based on experience a certain
balance has been introduced into the
fare structure of the criss-cross of the
transport system operating in the area
and a happy balance has been struck
between the trams, the trains and· the
buses. If we upset the fare structure,
we cannot tell what will happen.

My third problem relates to free milk
supplies to school children, a subject
referred to by previous speakers. My
experience has been close to home in that
I have detected what is happening in relation to my own children. I believe they
are supplied with a bottle of milk far
too large for their needs. They could
not possibly drink all of it and what they
cannot consume is poured down the
gully-trap. The school is over-supplied
with milk, which leads to waste. I
understood that it was to be a distribution of free milk, but on Monday mornings each of my children is given 1s. 3d.
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to pay for mnk for five days. I am not
raising the question as a personal matter but I contend that the subject should
be investigated. The head mistress of
the school suggested that I should mention the matter and she agrees that much
milk is wasted.
The next matter I wish to raise affects
the administration of . the AttorneyGeneral, to whom I made representations to review the sentence imposed
upon a person .found guilty of a crime
and sentenced to imprisonment for
twelve months. He is a returned exserviceman with a wife of 26 years and
two children-one four years and the
other three years. His wife cannot go out
to work because her time is fully occupied
caring for the children. In order to keep
the wolf from the door, she has been
forced to let two rooms and to sell some
of her furniture.
I raised this matter on sympathetic.
grounds. I did not know the circumstances of the crime or whether the man
had any prior convictions. This serviceman volunteered at the age of sixteen
and was a prisoner of war. He escaped
five times, was mentioned in despatches,
and he has lost a leg. One would think
it was a case in which clemency could be
exercised. After I had made representations to the Attorney-General I received
a letter that I thought had been signed
by the secretary of the Law Department,
but it appears that it was signed on his
behalf. The letter statedWith reference to your representations in
favour of the release from custody of the
above-named prisoner, I am directed by the
Attorney-General to inform you that after
giving the facts of the case careful consideration he feels that he would be justified in interfering in the matter.

On receipt of that letter I got into touch
with the man's wife, and said "I have
good news for you. The AttorneyGeneral is going to interfere in the matter and that means that your husband
should be released fairly soon." Doubtless, she passed the news on to her husband and other interested persons. I
thanked the Attorney-General for his
attention to the matter and asked if he
would let me know when it was anticipated the prisoner would be released.
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Members can imagine my horror when I
received a letter from the honorable
gentleman which stated, in effect,
" Sorry; we omitted the word 'not'
and the letter should have read 'The
Attorney-General would not be justified
in interfering in the matter.' " The honorable gentleman could have omitted
"Dear Mr. Don" or his signature or any
other word. I believe complete incompetence has been displayed.

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-On whose part?
Mr. DON.-I do not care who is to
blame; I am faced with the result. When
I wrote to the Attorney-General protesting vigorously, I received an impudent reply. I am incensed over the
matter, because on the face of it, there
appear to be good reasons for the exercise of clemency in this case.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Who signed the letters?
Mr. DON.-I have two letters signed
by the Attorney-General and one purporting to be signed by the secretary of
the Law Department, but I understand
that a rubber stamp was used. The other
letter was signed by another officer of
the Department. The Attorney-General is
the responsible Minister and this is a case
of gross carelessness.
Mr. REID.-What was said in the final
letter?
Mr. DON.-It was impudent, implying
that I was a "dill" for not reading the
first letter properly. I have been considerably embarrassed and the prisoner and
his wife have been caused much suffering. I ask that the matter be reviewed
with real sympathy, not only in view
of the basic facts, but also because of
what transpired later.
I urge the Government to take steps
to have investigated the alarming increase of explosions in gas mains. One
occurred yesterday that was rather
dramatic, and it may be due to a cause
that can be explained simply. It is
evident that there is a pattern with these
occurrences. There was one in an hotel
in the centre of Melbourne and there
have been several in private houses. There
may be a basic cause of gas explosions
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which the Government should ascertain
because the public is becoming fearful. of
gas. Some day an' explosion may lead to
great loss of life. Therefore the reasons
causing these happenings should be
ascertained.
The motion was agreed to.
The resolution was reported to the
House and adopted.
WAYS AND MEANS.
The House went into Committee of
W'ays and Means.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat towards making good the Supply
granted to Her Majesty for the service of
the year 1952-53, the sum of £11,980,164 be
granted out of the Consolidated Revenue of
Victoria.

The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was re'ported to the House and
adopted.

CONSOLLDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.1.)
Leave was given to Mr. M·cDonald
(Premier and Treasurer) and Mr.
Dodgshun (Chief Secretary) to bring in
a Bill to carry out the resolution of the
Committee of Ways and Means.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) brought in a Bill to apply out of
the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
£11,980,164 to the service of the year
1952-53, and moved that it be read a iiI"St
time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first and second time, passed
through Commit-tee and reported toO the
House.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I move---.
That this Bill be now read a third time.

1\lr. DA \VNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-Mr. Speaker, when you put the motion
that Standing Orders be suspended, to
your knowledge, I objected.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-The honora'ble member has left his
submission rather late. I did not realize
that he was in earn'est, but I understood that a facetious remark was made.
I did not hear anyone press the objection
in a serious way.
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Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I said" No"
distinctly, and you, Mr. Speaker, heard
me and looked at me.
The SPEAKER.-I heard a muffled
remark which I took to be facetitms.
There was no repetition of the statemen t, therefore I proceeded. Actually I
thought it was the honorable member
for Brighton who made a jocular remark. If the honorable member for
Dandenong had risen and stated that he
objected to leave being granted I would
have taken that as an instruction. However, I did not take the remark in that
way and I very much doubt whether
anyone else in the House did.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I take it
that you are prepared to re-commit the
Bill, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER.-It is too late now.
The motion was agreed to.

It was ordered that the Bill be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
ADJOURNMENT.
RESUMPTION OF THE SESSION-PARLIAMENT
HOUSE:
RETIREMENT
OF
ENGINEER-RENT
CONTROL:
FAIR
RENTS
BOARD-BRISTO
PLASTICS:
INVESTIGATION OF AFFAIRS-EILDON:
ESTABLISHMENT OF HOSPITAL-STATE
ACCIDENT INSURANCE OFFICE: MOTOR
VEHICLE BUSINESS-SOLDIER SETTLEMENT COMMISSION: PROFIT FROM
TRADING ACTIVITIES: CASE OF SETTLER
ON FuLHAM ESTATE-GOVERNMENT
DEPARTivrmNTS: USE OF STATE-OWNED
MOTOR CARS-HOUSING: ACCOMMODATION FOR AGED PEOPLE.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until a day and hour to be fixed by Mr.
Speaker, or, if Mr. Speaker is unable to
act on account of illness or other cause by
the Chairman of Committees, which time
of meeting shall be notified to each member
of the House by telegram or letter.

l\lr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposi- .

tion).-I should like the Premier to give
the Opposition an assurance, as far as
can be given now, as to the date when the
House will meet again. Further, can
the honorable gentleman give some indication .of whether when the House
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resumes he intends to proceed with
anothe·r "all nighter" or whether he
proposes to present a proper legislative
prog.ramme which -can be discussed
during reasonable hours, if necessary for
the remainder of the year. The Opposition fee-Is affronted at the way in which
the business of the H.ouse has been
handled during the last twelve hours.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I regret that the Leader of the
Opposttk>n couched his request in the
terms which he used and the spirit which
he exhibited. As a matter of courtesy, it
is my practice to advise the leaders of the
other parties of the Government's intentions -regarding these matters. I have
already given the honorable gentleman
the informati~n he seeks.
Mr. NORMAN.-I should like you to
advise the House of it.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I have already done 90, and if
the Leader of the Oppositi<>n was not
present then, I regret it.
Mr. NORMAN.-The Premier did not
inform the House of the Government's
proposed programme nor how long it
intended the House shQuld remain in
session.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I indicated to the House, when
speaking on the Supply Bill, that the
Government intended that the House
should reassemble on Tuesday, the 1st of
July. The Government has proved in the
past that it is capable of keeping the
House usefully employed on legislation
during reasonabie sitting hours. I can
assure the Leader of the Opposition that
the Government will submit a legislative
programme that even he and his supporters in another place will be prepared
to accept. Those members in the other
House have suppor-ted the Government's
past legislation very well, a fact of which
I am proud.
Mr. NORMAN.-They did not support
the Greater Melbourne Council Bill.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-They rejected that Bill, and now
they all regret doing so. Proposals are
now being made by the persons responsible for the rejection of that Bill for the
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introducUon of almost a simila'r measure
to constitute a metropolitan county
council.
Mr. NORMAN.-Permitting the councils
of the municipalities to remain.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Those persons are aware that
their propos'al for the establishment of a
county council is completely impracticable. However, I do not propose to disThe Government
cuss that question.
intends to meet the House on Tuesday,
the 1st of July, and I can assure the
Leader ,of the Opposition that it win keep
him busy, if he ,agrees to work proper
hours.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Will urgent
Bills be submitted when the House reassembles?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) . -The Bills submitted will be of
the greatest value to the State.
The m,otion was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Before I put the question for the
adjournment of the House, I should like
to inf'orm honorable members that Mr.
F. W. Steward retires to-day after having
been for' 27 years in charge of the
engineering work connected with Parliament House. Mr. Steward, who has been
a very faithful and loyal servant,
normaUy would have retired in October,
1951, but when the Royal visit was
arranged he was asked to remain on duty
so that the House Committee would have
the benefit of his experience. I am sure
that aU honorable members wish him
well in his reUrement.
Mr. REID (Box Hill).-I wish to refer
to two matters affecting the administration of the Attorney-General. I ask the
honorable gentleman to furnish information concerning a report by the chairman
of the Metropolitan Fair Rents Board,
which so far has not been made available
to anyone. I understand that that
officer has made a recommendation in
favour of increasing rents.
I should
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also like the Attorney-General to 'supply
information relating to the large arrears
of business which I am informed have
accumulated at the Metropolitan Fair
Rents Board. The Premier has stated
repeatedly that persons can gain access
to the Fair Rents Board easily, ,whereas
in fact I understand that it takes months
for a determination to be made.
I desire to ascertain from the
Attorney-General whether a repart has
yet been completed regarding a firm
known as Bristo Plastics, which was
th'e subject of investigati-on and a great
deal of comment in the House some time
'ago. The honorable member for Malvern, when Attorney-General, introduced
a Bill in connection with this matter,
and members who now support the
Government were vociferous in demanding investigations into the activities of
the firm. Since the present AttorneyGeneral assumed office, the agitation for
an investigation has lessened, but I COllsider that the members of the public
are entitled to be informed of the result
of the investigations undertaken. During the regime of the Cain Government
Bristo Plastics was granted a permit
to spend the sum of £20,000 on a building in Box Hill at a time when there
was an a'cute housing shortage.
The
Leader of the Labour party stated during a debate two years ago that the
permit had been granted by his Government following representations by the
then member for Box Hill, who was a
member of the Labour party. Therefore, I consider that that party must
accept certain responsibility for starting
this organization. The honorable member f.or Ballarat had already exposed the
nefarious nature of the firm, but nevertheless the Labour party gmnted the
permit to which I have referred.
I have placed questions concerning
these matters on the NoNce Paper and
if the Government had not insiste-d upon
the House passing the Supply Bill in a
one-day sitting these and other queries
would have had to be answered on the
next day of sitting, but now they will
not be answered for two months. In
my opinion, the Government has forced
Supply through i,n one day in order to
prevent members from asking questions
on vital matters.
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Mr. SMITH (Goulburn).-I wish to
bring under notice the urgent need for
a hospital at Eildon, where thousands
of per.sons at present reside. A committee of townspeople has been formed to
investigate the provision of a temporary
hospital while the new weir is being constructed. I have discussed the matter
with Dr. Stewart Preston, the only medical man living in Eildon. The accident
rate there is rather high, possibly because
Australian workmen are operating
machinery which is new to them.
Moreover, there are 43 expectant mothers
in the town. The State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission is prep-ared to
make available office buildings that have
been vacated if the Commission of Public
Health will furnish them. The members
of the committee at Eildon are prepared
t.o participate in a contTibutory scheme
only if a hospital is established there.
The local doctor is doing an excellent job;
sometimes he has to drive 18 miles t.o
Alexandra three times a day.
This
matter is most ur.gent and I stress the
necessity of estab'lishing a h.ospital in the
area.
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool) .-1 wish
t.o refer briefly to a matter which concerns the State Accident Insurance
Office. I understand that this office has
been incurring losses for some years past
and that, to the 30th of June last, the
accumulated loss exceeded £145,000.
The Insurance Commissioner's report for
the year ended the 30th of June, 1951,
contains the following passageFor comprehensive motor vehicle business
the rates charged by this Office are substantially lower than those generally current, and the volume of business underwritten has appreciably increased during the
year. The no claim bonus on this type of
business has been raised by 333 per cent. to
encourage accident-free motormg.

It is a well known fact that all insurance
companies that undertake motor car business incur losses on that phase of their
.operations. It is extraordinary that the
State Accident Insurance Office should
boast that it is trying to increase business
on which it is losing money.
It is
admitted that the premiums charged by
the State Accident Insurance Office are
lower than those charged by .other insurance companies that cater for this class
of business. I wonder whether the Chief
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Secretary has considered increasing premiums with the objective of avoiding
addi tional I.osses.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-I desire to
refer to certain questions which I am
having placed on the Notice Paper, the
answers to which, in the ordinary c.ourse
of events, will not be furnished until
July next. Because of the importance
of the matters concerned, I ask that early
consideration be given to them.
I desire to ask the Minister of Soldier
Settlement: What was the total amount
paid into Consolidated Revenue by the
Soldier Settlement Commission during
the last five years as a result of its
trading activities? I raised this matter
during the Supply debate and was inf.ormed by the honorable member f.or
Bendigo that the sum was about
£750,000, but I believe it may exceed that
amount. In the annual report of the
Soldier Settlement Commission it is revealed that the ascertained profit on
trading in live stock a-mounted to
£270,000, and that the proceeds from the
sale .of stock,. wool, plant, and m'aterial
totalled £331,000, less £300,000 transferred to C.onsolidated Revenue. Those
figures seem to indicate that a profit of
about £600,000 was made by the Commission in that particular year. Possibly
a somewhat similar profit might have
been made in previous years; consequently, the sum paid into Consolidated
Revenue by the Soldier Settlement Commission may well exceed £750,000, estirna ted by the honorable member f.or
Bendigo.
The point I make is that the payment
01 such sums into Consolidated Revenue
is a !breach of faith to re,turned soldiers
and other Victorian citizens. My belief
is that taxpayers would wish any profits
made by the Soldier Settlement Commission ~n such transactions to be
credited to returned soldiers. Had the
land and stock concerned been transferred to returned soldiers shortly after
its acquisition, they would have enjoyed
the profit. It may be difficult to identify
the individuals entitled to the profit in
this instance, but the money could well
be applied to the estate at Clarkefield
where settlers are experiencing considerable hardship because of lack of
roads.
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The next question which I address to
the Minister of Soldier Set tlemen t
appertains to areas acquired by the
Soldier Settlement Commission in the
Western District, but 1 will raise that
matter direct with the Minister concerned, with a view to obtaining a
prompt reply.
My third question is directed to the
Premier in the following terms1. How many motor cars are owned by
the State of Victoria?
2. In respect of such cars how many are
-(a) allotted to each State Department;
(b) garaged over-night at places other than
State-owned garages; and (c) utilized for
transporting heads of Departments and/or
senior public servants from their homes to
their offices each morning?

3. What was· the cost of such cars for
the year ended the 30th of June, 1951, in
respect of-(a) depreciation; (b) repairs
&c. ; and (c) petrol?

This question is of considerable importance because of the admission of the
Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings during the debate on Supply
that there had been improper use of
motor cars owned by the State Electricity Commission and tha't three men
had been dismissed. 1 do not suggest
that there have been any other abuses,
but, having regard t'0 the high cost of
purchasing, main:aining and operating
motor cars, the use of State-owned
vehicles should be adequa'tely oontTolled.
I sug.gest the adoption of an identification symbol somewhat similar to that
used by the Commonwealth Government.
If, for instance, the registration numbers
of all State-()wned motor vehicles were
prefixed by the levter "V", coloured
red, it would be easy to detect whether
or not those vehicles were used by unauthorized persons or for improper
purposes.
Mr. PETTIONA (Prahran) .-=-1 desire
to bring to the notice of the Government
the question of the care of aged people
of this community. At present, many
persons over 65 years of age are in a
serious plight so far as their living
conditions are concerned, and they are
being continually moved from room to
room and from place to place. The
Government should ensure that these
old people are adequately housed. The
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number of aged people is increasing year
by year. The census figures for Victoria
indicate that during the period 1901
to 1921 the number of persons
over 65 years of age increased
but
from
1933
by
only
6998,
to 1947 the increase· in the aged population was 43,475. which number was
about one-third of the total number of
aged people in Victoria.
I suggest that when big homes, of ten
or twelve rooms, are offered for sale the
Government should acquire them as
living accommodation for these old folk.
We read recently in the press tha t a
gracious gentleman was making living
accommodation available to pensioners
in Melbourne at a rent of 4s. a week.
I understand that he has been doing that
for many years. The Government might
heed the action of that citizen, and do
something to make the lot of these old
citizens a little happier. Unless early
and appropriate action is taken by the
Government, the difficulty of h'0using
the aged of Melbourne will become more
serious.
I therefore suggest that the Government interest itself in obtaining a property for that purpose. I understand that
the Government purchased a property
near the seaside, but the accommodation
provided at that place is insufficient to
house all old folk who need rooms. The
Government should endeavour to provide a hostel in each municipal area in
which these people can be placed. From
time to time large properties become
available in T()orak, and they would be
suitable for this purpose. I trust that
the Government will take some positive
action in this matter.
Mr McDONALD (Dundas).-I wish
to make a plea to the Minister of Soldier
Settlemen t
on
behalf
of
John
Lynd-Stevenson, a soldier settler on
Fulham estate, Balmoral. Mr. Stevenson
has
been
threatened
with
the
evictIon of himself and his stock
from his block, and he has, I
understand, been given a definite period
within which he must vacate the allotment. I am not certain whether my last
words are precisely correct. If they are
not, I am prep~red to withdraw them.
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I had not intended at this hour of the
sitting to bring the matter forward, as
I thought there would have been a more
suitable opportunity to do so at a later
time. I think all members were a little
surprised at the course which events
took in this House to-day. I, therefore,
have no alternative but to ventilate the
case now.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! The honorable member is not
entitled to reflect on an order or a
resolution of the House.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-I did not
intend to do that, Mr.' Speaker.
I am
not criticizing any decision of the House.
r desired only to make the point that if
circumstances had been other than they
are I would have presented a complete
statement of Mr. Lynd-Stevenson's case,
including details of his financial position
for consideration by this House.
This man served his country very well.
He was a member of a gunner regiment
of the 6th Division. I have heard from
one of this settler's friends that he
fought in every action in which his
regiment wa's engaged. I admit that
since he has been a soldier settler he has
not complied with the strict conditions
of his agreement with the Commission,
in that he has bought and sold sheep,
but r do not think he is alone in having
disobeyed to that extent the instructions
of the Commission. He is accused of
the heinous sin of having lost money in
the course of those activities. It is no
secret that this settler owes money to
the stock firms, but in my opinion he is
not in an inextri,cable position.
I believe that by the clemency of the
Government and this House the financial
position of this m:an could be rectified.
I have not all the details of his case in'
my 'Possession at the moment, but I
m'ake this plea to the Minister of Soldier
Settlement that, until such time as a
full statement of Lynd-Stevenson's
financial position can be disclosed, and
pending the meeting of this House for
the resumption of the session later in
the year, when the case can be reasonaJbly discussed, this settler be allowed to
remain on his block.
Session 1951-52.-[29]
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I am sor·ry that members of
the Opposition have accused the
Government of doing something unQerhand because, as they said, they
did not know that the House in
this sitting would be asked to sit until
the Supply Bill had been passed. That
procedure wa·s necessary to enable members to take paI't in the forthcoming
Legislative Council elections.
The
Government felt that, in the circumstances, the course it decided to take
was the proper one. The Government's
proposals in regard to the present sitting
of the House were made perfectly clear
through press announcements, and
members cannot plead ignorance of the
intention of the Government to have the
Supply Bill passed in this siUing.
I
informed the Leader of the Opposition
of the position.
-Mr. NORMAN.-It was not until late
yesterday afternoon that I received the
first intimation that the Government intended that the House should sit for
one night only. I was given no earlier
indication of the Government's proposal,
other than a hint in the press that
a Supply Bill would be forced through
both Houses within 48 hours.
Mr. McDONAIJD (Premier and Treasurer).-I explained to the Leader of the
Opposition some time ago the constitutional difficulties that confronted the
Government because the Electoral Office
could not have the Legisla'tive Council
writs returned before the 3rd of July.
I thought it better to have Supply
dea'lt with at this stage rather than to
wait until the Council election campaign
was in progress, in that way ena bling
members to take part in the elr.ction
campaign.
Brigadier TOVELL.-That is a very
weak excuse.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and treasurer).-It is not an excuse, it is a .:;tatement of fact. When members are confronted with problems affecting their
constituents -and Parliament is not in
session, they invariably approach the
appropriate Minister, or myself. If
difficulty is experienced by members in
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obtaining answers to questions raised
and they communicate with me, I shall
see that they receive prompt replies. All
Ministers in the present Government act
promptly in replying to questions raised
ei ther by members of the House or the
general public.
I shaH supply an answer as soon -as
possible 'On the m-atter mentioned to-night
by the honorable member for Grant.
The Ohief Secretary is examining the
subject raised by the hon'Orable member
for Warrnambool. The Government is
doing more f'Or the class of aged persons
for whom the honorable member for
Prahran made a characteristically
sincere plea than was done by any previous Administration. He mentioned the
provisi'Ons made for aged people at
"Lotus Lodge," Rosebud. The Government has -also -assisted the Australian
Red Cross Society in oases affecting exservicemen, and has helped other organizations which care for special sections
of the aged people in the community.
Despite the financial difficulties confronting the Government, if any organization
is prepared to submit a definite proposition for the care of aged people, I shaH
do everything possible to assist.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Soldier Settlement).-I do not wish in
this House to deal in detail with the case
mentioned by the honorable member for
Dundas. I know the settler concerned,
and I knew him when he resided in that
part of the State which I have the honour
to represent. I am prepared to make
the file available to the honorable member for Dundas, if he wiU call at my
office, and to discuss the case with him.
In the interests of all concerned, that is
all I desire to say at the moment.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-The Premier has intimated that questions raised which affect various Departments will be referred to the Ministersconcernpd for reply. Th-at statement
applies to the subject matter mentioned
by the honorable member for Box Hill
affecting my Departm-ent.
The motion was agreed to.

The House adjourned at 6.34 a.m.
(Wednesday) .

Queen Elizabeth II.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, April 30, 1952.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager)
took the chair at 5.1 p.m., and read the
prayer.
OATH OF ALLEGIANCE TO QUEEN
ELIZABETH II.
The Oath of Allegiance to Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II. was taken by the
Honorables Sir Frank Beaurepaire, P. L.
Coleman, and C. P. Gartside.

DEATH OF KING GEORGE VI.
AND ACCESSION OF QUEEN
ELIZABETH II.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) presented the following
message from His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor, as Deputy for the
Governor of Victoria which was read by
the President:The Lieutenant-Governor, as Deputy for
the Governor of Victoria, informs the
Legislative Council that the following
telegram has been received from the Right
Honorable the Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations:"Your telegram 25th February has been
laid before the Queen.
" I have it in command to request you to
convey to the President of the Legislative
Council and the Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly, and through them to members of
the respective Houses, an expression of the
deep appreciation with which Her Majesty
has received their messages of sympathy
and loyal congratulations."

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.1).
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Honorable P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public
Works), was read a first time.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
ELECTIONS.
ISSUE OF WRITS.

-The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
- I have to announce that should nothing
occur to pTevent me from so doing, I
propose on Friday, the 16th of May, 1952,
to issue writs for the periodical election
of members of the Legislative Councilone member for each of the seventeen
provinces-to hold the seats which will
shortly become vacant by effiuxion of
time, and th-at by such writs the following dates have been fixed for the
elections: Nomination day, Monday, the 2nd of
June, 1952.
Polling day, Saturday, the 21st of
June, 1952.
Return of writs, before or on Friday,
the 11th of July, 1952.
LANDLORD AND TENANT
(AMENDMENT) BILL.

(Amendment) Bill.
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was defeated at a certain stage, and
dropped off the Notice Paper. I ask Mr.
Warner whether the Bill referred to in
his motion is the same Bill that was
defea ted last year?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is an
identical Bill.
The PRESIDENT.-Does the honorable member desire to restore that Bill
to the Notice Paper in order to move
again that it be read a second time?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Yes.
The PRESIDENT.-In answer to the
question raised by the Minister of Public
Works, I am now enabled to state that
the Bill referred to in Mr. Warner's
motion is identical with a Bill that was
defeated in the House last year. The
question to be considered at present is
whether leave shall be granted to the
honorable member to move as he desires.

The Hon. A. M. FRASF}R (Mp.lbourne
North Province) (By Leave).-I raise no
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higin-- objection to Mr. Warner's having leave
botham Province).-I move, by leave- to do many things. If he is granted leave
to introduce the Bill, will you, Mr. PresiThat the second reading of this Bill be
made an Order of the Day for later this dent, be in a position to rule upon .the
day.
competency of the measure being
brought before the House? I do not
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of wish to be placed in a situation in which,
Public Works) (By leave).-Mr. Warner by granting leave, I am assenting to the
has asked for leave to introduce a Bill. view that Mr. Warner may debate the
there is no Bill on the Notice Paper in m.otion. At some stage I propose to
Mr. Warner's name.
take a' point that in the circumstances
The PRESIDENT.---:The first question it is not competent t.o restore :the Bill
to be considered is whether the honor- to the N.otice Paper and have it disable member shall have leave to intro- cussed.
duce the Bill. If leave is granted, the
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
motion can be debated. Does the Minis- Public WOTks) (By leave).-8till speakter of Public Works object to leave be- ing to -my point of order, I am someing granted?
what perturbed. Under the provisions
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I rise 00 a of which Standing Order has Mr. Warner
point of order to asce-rtain in what the right to bring in a Bill which was
-manner Mr. Warner can introduce a Bill defeated a few months ago? I was under
the impression that the Bill had been
which is not on the Notice Paper.
disposed of when it was defea ted on
The PRESIDENT.-I think it is com- the second reading. Standing Order 76
petent for me to take notice of these provides, inter alia, that if a motion
facts: A Landlord and Tenant (Amend- or Order of the Day drops off the Notice
ment) Bill was introduced by Mr. Warner Paper for certain re'asons, it may be
during the present session but before the restored. There is nothing in the Standend of the last calendar year. That Bill ing Order to indicate that if a Bill has
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been defeated on a motion in the House,
it can be brought tba,ck again. I ask for
your guidance on this question, Mr.
President.
/My interpretation of the
Standing Orders is that it is entirely
wrong ,for the honorable member to
bring in the Bill to-night.
The Hon. \V. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
ProOvince) !(By leave).---"Mr. Warner has
rais'ed :an interesting point, and authorities in support of his action may be
cited, but the question as to whether
they are relevant to the motion
before ,the Chair leaves me in
doubt. I have objected when motions
moved in almost similar :circumstances
to this one have been accepted by the
President.
In those cases, honorable
members sought to discuss the, measure
while it was ,still on the Notice Paper or
when it had been dropped froOm the
Notice Paper with no perceptible lapse
of time intervening. The present circumstances are altogether different from
similar cases which have arisen ,in the
past. Standing Order 266 sta tes-'
On the .order of the Day being read .for
the second reading of a Bill, the question
shall be put That the -Bill be now read
a second time."
II

That Standing Order is a definite instruction to the members of the House.
The present discussioOn bears upon the
interpretation to be placed on the word
"now." There are precedents in which
a Bill has, been lost on the second reading and reinstated withIn a few hours
or on the next day. I disagree with that
procedure. IStanding Order 267 statesAmendments may be moved to such question by leaving out now," and inserting
any other time; or that the Bill be laid
aside or be rejected.
II

It seems to me, from technical and

common-sense points of view, that if
no objection is taken at that time, being
the final stage, the groOund is cut from
under the feet of a member who desires
to reinstate 'a Bill on the Notice Paper.
An amendment could be moved with the
object of inserting some other time.
We find also that although there may
be precedents for the reinstatement of a
measure, our Standing Orders provide
for certain types of measures that do

(Amendment) Bill.

not appear on the Notice Paper. Standing Order 76 provides thatIf a motion or Order of the Day drops
off the Notice Paper owing to no day being

appointed for its future consideration or
its being superseded or to the debate
thereon being interrupted by a count out-

I can understand that, because there
may be no quorum of the House, in
which case the motion would lapse.
Under our Standing Orders it could, be
reinstated, and properly so.
such motion or order may be restored to
the Notice Paper for a subsequent day on
motion without notice made before the
commencement or after the close of public
business.

I am informed that the House of
Commons has no similar provision in its
Standing Orders. Our. Standing Orders
provide for dropped business or business
that has been dismissed by a formality
of the House, but when a motion is submitted that a Bill be now read a second
time, an amendment may be moved for
an alteration of the date of the second
reading and that, in conjunction with
Standing Orders 76 and 77, would amply
cover the situation. However, once this,
House has made a definite decision on
a measure, it would be ridiculous, after
the lapse of months, to 'bring it up again
to have a decision made upon it.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-If that were
done, the business of the House would
never finish.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Such a
procedure would lead to endless confusion. For example, a measure of vital
importance to the State might be
involved. It might have been discussed
and rejected by the House and, on ,an
occasion when there was a small attendance of honorable members in this
Chamber, one member who held strong
views might, without notice, have the
Bill reinstated on the Notice Paper' and
passed in statutory form if it were held
that, after the lapse of months, it would
still be competent for it to be reinstated
on the Notice Paper.
That would be
contrary to our Standing Order and the
spirit of parliamentary debate.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I understand
that the question before the Chair at the
moment is that leave be granted to ~r.
Warner to introduce a Bill.

Landlord and Tenant
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The PRESIDENT (Sir CIifden Eager).
-Is the honorable member speaking by
leave?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Yes.
Sir FRANK CLARKE.-Mr. Warner does
not propose to introduce a Bill.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-He proposes to restore a Bill-the Landlord
and Tenant (Amendment) Bill-to the
second-reading stage.
If leave is
granted, does tlhat mean, in effect, that
Mr. Warner can proceed, or will you,
Mr. President, then rule whether it is in
order to debate that Bill?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province) (By leave).-What Mr.
Kennelly has asked is similar to my
earlier question, to which I received no
answer.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-I am hearing honorable members on
the matter first.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I presume,
Sir, that you will give a ruling at this
stage.
The PRESIDENT.-I shall deal with
the matter as a whole. First of all it
is quite correct, as honorable members
have stated, that the question before the
Chair is whether leave shall be granted,
but 1 understood Mr. Fraser to say that
before that question is determined, he
would like to know wha t will be the
result of the granting of leave. It may
be that, strictly speaking, 1 should defer
an answer to that question until the
House decides whether or not leave will
be granted, but 1 think honorable members are entitled to know what will be
the effect of the granting of leave, and
1 am prepared to deal with that aspect
if they so desire.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I think that
is essential.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I want to
say something, Mr. President, before you
give a ruling.
The PRESIDENT.-I advise the honorable member to speak now.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I support
the view expressed by the unofficial
Leader and believe that when Standing
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Order 76 is read in conjunction with
certain other Standing Orders, the
position becomes clear so far as procedure in this House is concerned, but
it differs from that which obtains in the
House of Commons. That Chamber has
no Standing Order similar to our Standing Order 76. It is true that in Sir T.
Erskine May's Parliamentary Practice
there is authority for the proposal
that if a motion that a Bill be now read
a second time is defeated, the measure
can be restored to the Notice Paper.
That appears to be a practice so far as
May is concerned, but my submission is
that we have specifically legislated in
our Standing Orders to deal with the
position and that May can no longer be
regarded as an authority in that respect.
The view I submit, Mr. President, is that
Standing Order 76 applies to a set of
circumstances where there has been no
genuine discussion of a Bill, as distinct
from an instance where it has been
debated and then rejected.
Before
Standing Order 76 can operate, one of
three conditions must obtain. The first
is the dropping of the l3ill from the
Notice Paper owing to no day having.
been appointed for its future consideration; the second is owing to its having
been superseded by the introduction of
another measure; and the third, because
of debate thereon having been interrupted by a count out, in which case the
Bill would fail because of the lack of a
quorum. My contention is that the Bill
under discussion could come within the
application of the Standing Order only
because of its having been dropped from
the Notice Paper owing to no day having
been appointed for its future considera tion.
According to the practice of the House
of Commons, as laid down in May~
and some of the precedents that
Sir T. Erskine May quotes, where
a motion that the Bill be now read
a second time is defeated, it can be
restored, but my contention is that we
have specifically legislated to cover that
situation. A right is provided under
Standing Order 267 to 'permit an amendment to be moved to leave out the worrl
" now" and to insert a future date. In
this ·case the Bill was not dropped from
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the Notice Pa'per orr 'account of a failure
to appoint a future date for its further
consideration but because it was

decisively rejected.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-The
motion for its second reading was lost
by one vote.

the Notice Paper. In my opinion, it is
a dropped order within the meaning of
that rule. The original motion for

the second reading is referred to in the
Minutes of the Proceedings of this House
of Wednesday, the 5th of December,
1951. That minute reads as follows:13.

The Hon. A. M. FRA'SER.-It does not
matter whether it was rejected by one
vote or more. We will learn this evening, probably to our sorrow, when we
study this combination of Standing
Orders, that the posiUon which obtains
in this House differs from that which
exists in the British Pa-rliament.
We
have searched the Standing Orders of
the House of Commons but they do not
contain one like our Standing Order 76.
May is our only guide when our Standing Orde'rs are sHent upon a matter of
procedure. However, in this instance
the Standing Orders are not silent on
the matter, and therefore the authorities cited in May in support of the proposition are not appHcable in this 'instance.
I contend that 'Standing Order 76 in
conjunction with the other Standing
Orders 'cited by the unofficial Leader
constitute a complete code which covers
the case under discussion, and ,that this
is not 'a case which falls within the first
part of Standing Order 76.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-I am obliged to honorable m'embers
for 'Putting their Tespective views so
clearly, but after giving the matter 'my
best judgment I think that, if leave, as
desired, be granted to Mr. Warner, his
motion will f.all wi thin the scope of
Standing Order 76, which -is as
follows:If a motion or Order of the Day drops
off the Notice Paper owing to no day being
appointed for its !uture consideration . . .

I leave out the unimportant wordssuch Motion or Order may be restored to
the Notice Paper for a subsequent day on
Motion without notice made before the
commencement or after the close of public
business.

Mr. Warner now proposes to move, without notice, and the time is right-before
the commencement of public businessto restore this Order ,of th'e Day which
he describes as 'a dropped order from

(Amendment) BiU.

LANDLORD AND TENANT (AMENDMENT)

BILL.-The

Order of the Day for the resumption of the debate on the question,
That this Bill be now read a second time,
having been read.
Debate resumed.
Question-put
The Council divided

The division list is then included, and
the minute concludes with the wordsAnd so it passed in the negative.

The question was, "That this Bill be
now read a second time." I think it
is well known tha t in the proceedings in this House, as well as in the
House of Commons, the important word
in such a motion is the word "nOlW."
May points out-and we have frequently
had instances of it in this House-that
the word " now" may be deleted and the
words "three 'months hence" or "six
months hence" inserted in place of the
word" now." 'In this instance, that was
not done, and there was a simple rejection of the motion, "That this Bill
be now read a second time." It was,
therefore, perfectly open in my view to
an honorable member-and it is still
open to him provided he complies with
the Standing Orders-to bring the Bill
before the House upon a motion, "That
this Bill be now read a second time,"
which, of course, is a different motion,
because the present " now" is more than
four months after the " now" in December of 1951, when the original motion
"That the Bill be now read a second time"
was rejected. That happened on the 4th of
December, and no date was fixed to take
up that business again. It was simply
left in suspense, if I may use that term.
Now, Mr. Warner desires to bring the
Bill out of that suspense and place it
before the House to-day as an
order of the day.
That being so,
it appears to me that it comes
within the opening words of Standing
Order 76, because the Bill was dropped
off the Notice Paper owing to no date
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being appointed for its future consideration. The unofficial Leader and, I think,
Mr. Fraser, have referred to Standing
Order 266, which reads-

1952.J
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In the smaller book, An Introduction to
the Procedure of the House of Commons}

Sir Gilbert Campion makes the same
point at page 207. So that, although I
On the Order of the Day being read for am impressed by the arguments of the
the second reading of a Bill, the question· unofficial Leader and Mr. Fraser and the
shall be put, "That the Bill be now read Minister in charge of the House, I must
a second time."
hold that the proposed motion is a
The Standing Order includes that word competent motion.
"now," and that, I think, is the vital
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
point. The question is not whether the
Public
W,orks).-I have no objection to
Bill be read a second time or not on any
the
granting
of leave to Mr. Warner to
day, but whether the Bill be " now" read
discuss
any
Bill,
but, with great respect,
a second time.
.
Mr. President, I cannot agree that there
I might cite the instance of the is an analogy as you have stated-Greater Melbourne Council Bill. HonorThe PRESIDENT (Sir CHfden Eager).
able members will recall that that Bill
-I
am obliged to comply with the
was defeated on the motion for its first
reading. Members will also recall that Standing Orders of the House. I have
the Minister in charge of the Bill then given my ruling. I know that the
sought leave to give notice that the same Minister is very genial in his remarks,
question be put on the Notice Paper for but if he desires to disagree with the
the next day of meeting. He proposed President's ruling, the only way in which
to !'Ilove a motion, "That this Bill be he may do so is to move the appropriate
now read a first time."
I ruled motion.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-You, Mr.
that such a notice could' not be
given without leave.
The Minister President, said that Mr. Warner has
adopted an alternative procedure to that given you an assurance that the Bill is
which Mr. Warner now desires to follow. identical with the Landlord and Tenant
There can be no doubt that the rejection (Amendment) Bill, which was discussed
of a motion that a Bill be "now" read in this House in December last. I should
a first time, or a second time, or a third like to ask, with great respect, whether
time, can be described only as a simple you have made sure that it is an identical
rejection. If the House wished to " kill " Bill.
a Bill-to use a general expression-it
The PRESIDENT.-Mr. Warner has
would decide that the measure be read assured me that the Bill is identical with
a second time three months or six the other Bill to which the Minister
months hence, or words to that effect, refers, and I accept the honorable memor by some reasoned amendment of the ber's assurance.
I require no further
motion, but that was not done in this assurance on the point, because in makinstance.
ing such a s~atement the honorable
I have listened to Mr. Fraser's remarks member not only assures me, but also
concerning the practice in the British assures the House, that the Bill is
Parliament. I think the position is made identical with the other measure.
clear in May, and I would suppose that
The HOD. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
our rule was founded upon the British North Province) (By leave).-I do not
Parliamentary practice, if not upon the desire to refuse leave to Mr. Warner to
Standing Orders of the British Parlia- proceed, although that step cuts
ment, because at page 505, May points right across the principle that I
outhave adopted in this House for
The opponents of the Bill may vote some years tha t the ordinary forms
against the question, "That the Bill be now
read a second time," but this course is of the House should be followed
rarely adopted, because it still remains to in order that people who might
be decided on what other dav it shall be be interested in proposed legisl1.tion
read a second time or whether it shall be should be given the opportunity of
read at all.
The Bill, therefore, is still
before the House and may afterwards be knowing the contents of the Bill. We
have had cases where Bills have been.
proceeded with.
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passed, but people vitally interested
have had no knowledge of the fact

LANDLORD AND TENANT

that they were to be presented in
the House.
In some cases, the Bills
had not previously appeared on the
Notice Paper. I resile froOm that position if Mr. Warner 'can give me an
assurance that his Bill is an urgent
measure ,that should be passed in the
interests of the people whom he represents.

The Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill was read.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-As the Hou:se is oonsidering whether
leave should be granted to Mr. Warner
to move his motion at once, I suppose
Mr. Fraser is entitled to ask Mr. Warner
if he regards this Bill as urgent.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
think I should be called upon toO answer
that question.
The PRES:IDENT.-As Mr. Warner
has stated that he does not think he
should be ,called upon to answer the
question asked by Mr. Fraser, that honorable gentleman can now take whatever
course he thinks proper on the question
of leave.
The moti'0n was agreed to.
lJEAVE OF ABSENCE.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR (SouthWestern ProQvince) (By leave). - I
moQveThat leave of absence be granted to the
Honorable Charles Percival Gartside :for
three months, on account of urgent private
business.

The m'0tion was agreed to.

(AMENDMENT)

BILL.

The Hon. 'A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-Mr. President-The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (MelboQurne
Province) .-1 rise to a point of order.
To-day the House has created a precedent which, on a strict reading of the
Standing Orders, 1 believe is constitutionally correct. From what stage will
members be entitled to discuss this
measure? The motion before the Chair
is that this Bill "be now read a second
time." As the Bill has been reinstated
on the Notice Paper, we have passed the
second-reading stage, so is it competent
for Mr. Warner again to address the
House or to move a further motion?
It is true that the Bill now appears
on the Notice Paper. If a measure,
which has been previously defeated, can
be brought forward at any time, and a
new debate started so as to give every
member an opportunity of re-addressing
himself t'0 that measure, there will be
no end of such proceedings. For that
reason, I seek your ruling, Mr. President,
as to what stage we hav:e reached in
this second-reading debate, and what
motion it is competent for Mr. Warner
to move. Will it be in order for Mr.
Warner to participate in this second·
reading debate, in view of the fact that
the Standing Orders prevent any member from addressing the House twice in
the course of a second-reading debate?

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).

--1 take it that at some stage in the
'11HE CONS'NTUTION (LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL) BILL.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I desire to give notice that
on th'e next day of meeting I will m'0ve-

course of Mr. Warner's speech he' will
move, "That this Bill be now read a
second time."

That
The
Constitution
(Legislative
Council) Bill be now read a second time.

The PRESIDENT. - As yet, that
motion is not before the Chair. If it
is moved, I will rule, in accordance with
what I have already stated, that it is a
different motion from the motion that
was moved in November last, and the
question before the Chair will be, "That
this Bill be now read a second time." I
think I must hold that upon that motion
Mr. Warner will be entitled to debate the

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Is that Bill identical with The Constitution (Legislative Council) Bill, the
second-reading m'0tion '0f which was
defeated in the same session as this?
SiT JAMES KENNEDY.-It is exactly the

sam&.

Mr. WARNER.,--That is so.
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merits of the Bill, although there may
be some repetition of what he said in
November after moving a different
motion. I feel certain that Mr. Warner
and other members will not repeat all
that they said previously, because this
Bill is identical to the Bill that was discussed previously, and their speeches
have been already heard by members and recorded in Hansard. In this
matter I, must permit Mr. Warner to
use his own judgment, provided he does
not traverse too minutely all the
ground that he previously covered.
The Hon. \\'. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-Will that rule apply to all
honorable members?
The PRESIDENT.-Yes.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Then, all
members will have an "open go."
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Me~bourne
North Province).-I desire to submit a
point of order. By leave, Mr. Warner
has been given leave to move the motion,
"That this Bill be now read a second
time." However, I submit that the. first
motion should be, "That the Landlord
and Tenant (Amendment) Bill be restored to the Notice Paper." That motion
has not been moved. When the Bill is
restored to the Notice Paper, I presume
that the ordinary procedure will apply.
The Standing Orders provide that a
notional order may be restored to the
Notice Paper on motion. Such a motion
must first be carried and when the Bill
is restored to the Notice Paper, it proceeds through the ordinary stages. The
Standing Orders do not provide that a
Bill shall be restored to the Notice Paper
at the same stage that it had reached
when it was dropped.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Order! The motion, which was by
leave, and to which no objection was
taken, was to the effect that the second
reading of the Landlord and Tenant
(Amendment) Bill be made an Order of
the Day for later this day. That restored
the Bill to the Notice Paper. Its second
reading was thus made an Order of the
Day "for later this day" and that
Order has been called on.
Mr.
Warner
now
intends
to
address
himself to the motion, "That the
Bill be now read a second time," and,
therefore, I hold that he is in order.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That is the
position that I desired to have clarified
earlier in this s~tting.
The PRESIDENT.-I am certain that
I .gave a ruling O'n every point that was
raised. If members were under any
misapprehension, I do not think it was
the duty of the President to seek their
minds to see what their further troubles
were.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Our minds
were not directed to the fact that once
the Bill was restored to the Notice Paper
it would immediately be advanced to the
second-reading stage. I have waited for
the proper time when the, Bill came
before the House, and I suggest that the
first motion should be "That the Landlord and Tenant (Amendment) Bill be
restored to the Notice Paper." When it
is restored to the Notice Paper, the
ordinary procedure will follow. The
present procedure is a combination of
two things: The Bill is apparently being
restored to the Notice P.aper in one fell
swoop and thereby 'automatically it
reaches the second-reading stage.
The PRESIDENT.-Earlier in this sitting, I asked Mr. Warner whether his'
motion was' in writing, and he said that
it was. When it was handed to me, I
read it before giving my ruling. This is
the motion that the House has already
passed, "That the second reading of the
L'andlord and Tenant (Amendment) Bill
be made an Order of the Day for later
this day." The House has passed that
motion, which was distinctly read by Mr.
Warner, reduced to writing and handed
to me, and then put to the House by me
and the Order of the Day has now been
called on.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Does that
procedure override the Standing Orders?
The PRESIDENT.-That point has
been dealt with. The House has already
ordered that the second reading of the
Bill " be made an Order of the Day for
later this day," and it is too late now to
raise any further point of order upon that
question.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
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I do not wish to traverse in detail the
second-reading speech that I made in
November last. However, I think it
necessary to remind m'embers briefly of
the main points of that speech. It
was suggested by Mr. Fraser that
this was not an urgent Bill.
In
December last, the Premier stated
that he hoped to bring in a BHl of this
description before Ohristmas, and the
Attorney-General said officers of the Law
Department were working on such a Bill.
For the purposes of the latter Bill, I
understand that a report was obtained
from a committee of persons expert in
this subject, and that many of the committee's suggestions appear in my
Bill, although the committee's report
has not been made available to members
of Parliament.
Many people are suffering as a
result of the operations of the
Landlord and Tenant Act. I trust that
the Government will give this Bill serious
consideration. I do not claim that it
embodie~ ~he considered opinion of every
member .of the Victodan Parliament, but
I believe that every fair-thinking m'an
must agree that it contains 'a number of
reasonable provisions. When the Bill was
discussed previously, I pointed out that
the conditions in the building industry
in Victoria were changing rapidly. I
consider that during the last six months
my prophesies have come true. I suggested that there would be a falling off in
the number of houses being commenced
and an increase in the finishing rate.
That contention has been proved to be
correct by the statistics recently produced by the Building Directorate.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-You know
that the restriction on credit has been
primarily responsible for that.
The Hon. A. G. WA'RNER.-I agree
that a number of factors have made my
prophecy become even more true than I
anticipated, and the restrictions that have
been placed on credit have contributed.
However, to-day there are literally hundreds of houses for sale, and buyers can
purchase them, provided they have the
money. I admit that many people cannot afford to purchase homes, and that
is the reason why this measure is being
discussed t'o-day. Hundreds of persons
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reqUIrmg accommodation but unable to
afford to purchase vacant houses'
desire to rent properties. However, the
provisions of the Landlord and Tenant
Act prevent empty houses from being
made available for rental purposes. The
main reason behind the presentation of
this Bill is to make more accommodation
available for tenants.
Tohe Hon. A. M. FRASER.-By an increase in rent?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-U necessary, by an increase in rent, and by all
the other provisions contained in the Bill,
which Mr. Fraser was so anxious not to
hear discussed to-night. Although many
sections of the community are interested
in the Landlord and Tenant Act, I consider that a number of members of my
opposition are concentrating their attention upon the benefits of this measure on
landlords. However, I believe that the
interests of the public and of tenants
are equal to, if not more important
than,
those
of
landlords.
Young married couples, immigrants, and
many other people, who have not sufficient money to pay ,a deposit to purchase
homes, aU need accommodation.
I propose to deal first with the effect
that the present legislation has on dwell·
ing houses and then deal with its impact
upon commercial premises. My prophecy th'at the State could not build
sufficient houses for rental purposes has
also proved to be true. It is obvious
that the total moneys available from
loan funds for the' Housing Commission
are entirely inadequate to meet the cost
of building all fue houses required for
rental purposes. It is also becoming
clearer every day that the cost of building new houses for letting to tenants is
so great that when the rent is measured
in the terms of the Commonwealth Act
which deals with the provision of money
for house building, the tenants cannot
afford to pay the rent that is
required, which in some instances
is as high as £3 lOs. a week.
Recently, the Minister of Housing
was faced with the problem of trying to
transfer people f.rom Watsonia camp.
The occupants of that emergency accommodation pay a maximum weekly
rent of 258.
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The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The rent Because of the present provisions· of
is 5s. a week, and some of the tenants the Landlord and Tenant Act no owner
will not pay it.
will rent a house if he can avoid doing
so.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Tbe Minister is faced with the possibility of
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-You do
moving those people to houses for which not think that this Bill, which proposes
the Housing Commission demands a rent an increase of 20 per cent. in rents, will
of up to £3 lOs. a week. Even if prevent people from selling vacant
they were willing to transfer, and the houses?
Minister was prepared to allow them to
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I fully
occupy new Commission houses, probably
they could not afford the rental that realize that, although there are eight
would be required. The State has not clauses in the Bill, the only one that will
got the capital to provide houses for impress itself upon Mr. Kennelly's mind
rental purposes, nor can the State pro- is that which proposes an increase of
vide homes at such a weekly rate that 20 per cent. in rents. I believe that the
remaining seven clauses will also entenants can afford to pay the rent.
courage some landlords to make houses
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The time available for rental purposes. It is quite
has not yet arrived when people are certain that because of the present prorefusing to rent Commission homes, visions of the Landlord and Tenant Act
which are being occupied as quickly as landlords will not make houses availthey can be built.
able. 1- am quite sure that if Mr. KenThe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am not nelly owned a number of properties he
suggesting that tenants cannot be found would not be keen to let them under
for those houses; but some persons have present conditions.
to be threa tened wi th eviction from
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-There is
emergency housing camps before they
are willing to rent Housing Commission not a vacant house in Melbourne.
homes.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There are
The Hon. I. A. SWiNBURNE.-That is literally hundreds of vacant houses in
Melbourne. In the suburbs many houses
incorrect.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It is not; are for sale with vacant possession.
that procedure was followed when I was
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-The only
Minister of Housing. It is obvious that reason that vacant possession is offered
people would rather stay in a place is that the owners know they will obtain
such as Camp Pell, where they pay an excessive price.
a rent of approximately 25s. a
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
week, than become tenants of Housing Commission homes a long way correct. It is much more profitable to
from the city, for which they are sell a house than to rent it in the present
charged £3 lOs. a week. I do not circumstances.
criticize them for taking that stand.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Does Mr.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Have you a Warner contend that a 20 per cent.
spare copy of your "white paper" on increase in rent fixed in 1940 will entice
a person hungry for money to let a
housing?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No, but property?
I shall make one available to Mr. Fraser
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If the Bill
later.
If those in the lower income is passed, property owners will be
group are to be provided with houses at encouraged to let some houses. I agree
the average rent that applies in Victoria that a number will continue to prefer
of approximately 26s. or 27s. a week to sell them. Mr. Kennelly implies that
only private landlords can make them the provisions of the Bill are not sufavailable. However, tenants are not ficiently good from a landlord's viewbeing provided with homes because point to ensure that he will receive a
every owner who obtains vacant fair deal, and that, therefore, he will sell
possession of his property sells it. his property.
I am inclined to agree
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with him, and if Mr. Kennelly moves an
amendment to permit an even higher
rent to be charged, so that landlords will
be further encouraged to make houses
available for renting, I shall support it.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLIss.-An increase of
50 per cent. in rents should be granted.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-That in·
terjection is an expression of the true
form of the members of the Liberal
party.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I do not
know by what percentage Mr. Kennelly
desires that rents should be increased,
but if he feels that my Bill, if passed,
will not allow rents to be raised sufficiently, he is at liberty to move an
amendment.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-What is the
policy of the Liberal party on the question? One member says that rents should
be raised by 50 per cent. and another
member says that they should be increased by 20 per cent.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
policy of the Liberal party is given
effect in the Bill. The sum of about
£10,000,000 allotted to the Housing
Commission for the current financial
year is not only inadequate to provide
for the building of enough houses to
meet the needs of the population, hut it
is also insufficient to enable that ,body
to 'proceed with the task for which it
was originally, established. If the Commission spends money on clearing slums,
which the Government rightly says is
the course that it should follow, there
will be even less money available for the
construction of houses for renting.
To opponents of the Bill, I say,
"Where do you expect to get sufficient
houses to rent?" It is obvious that at
present nobody will build properties to
let, as Sir WiHiam Angliss has stated.
The Government has not sufficient funds
with which to build houses to let, and
the only houses available for renting are
those which become vacant for some
reason and which are owned by private
persons, to whom some encouragement
ought to be given to let houses. Many
persons suffer from mental hardship
through being forced to live in emergency camps and in duplicated houses,
which is the real problem to be solved.
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Landlords at present receive rents fixed
on a 1940 rental basis, but everybody
knows that repair bills are calculated
according to 1952 costs and are from
200 per cent. to 400 per cent. higher than
in 1940. Land tax, both Federal and
State, has been increased, in some instances to the order of 800 per cent.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-A landlord
is en ti tIed to have all those factors taken
into account when applying to the
Metropolitan Fair Rents Board.
The Hon. A .. G. WARNER.-'f.be
Metropolitan Fair Rents Board is so
bogged down with applications for increased rents that it takes from three to
six months for an applicant to be
heard. I inquired carefully into this
position from estate agents only last
week. The Minister of Public Works
gave an assurance when the Bill was
before the, House last year that the
Metropolitan Fair Rents Board could
adequately handle applications and that
there was no delay. At that time there
was some substance in the statement,
even though it was not completely true,
but that is not the present position.
There 'are hundreds of applications
awaiting attention by the Fair Rents
Board.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-An application on behalf of the owners of Selborne
Chambers was dealt with quickly enough,
and an increase of 25 per cent. was
granted.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The owners
of Howey Court also made a successful
applica tion.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am not
speaking on behalf of the owners of
Selborne Chambers, ,and I should like to
make that point dear. The amount of
deprecia tion allowed by the Fair
Ren ts Board is entirely inadequa te
for replacing buildings, and there have
been tremendous increases in rates 'and
t!he cost of repairs. It is no wonder,
therefore, that l'andlords sell houses.
After m'aking a speech in the House on
this subject last December, I received a
large number of letters from different
classes of persons.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Not all of
them would be nice letters.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Of the
huge number of letters I received the
writers of only three appeared to oppose
the Bill, and in most instances their opposi tion was due to a misunderstanding
of the measure. Many of the letters
were written by tenants, but the majority
of them came from old people with a few
'years to live, who receive pensions and
desire to regain physical possession of
houses that they have struggled to pay
for all 1)heir lives and have let for
different reasons.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-In what
circumstances had those persons let their
houses?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-During
the war a number of elderly persons
moved into some other form of dwelling
when their sons and daughters joined the
defence forces.
The Han. P. J. KENNELLY.-Did they
own 'another house?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No;
probably they moved out to live witt!
relations or in 'boardinghouses, and now
they wish to return to their homes.
Many of them receive pensions, which
are reduced because they receive a small
income from rent. Certain persons have
written to me stating that they pay much
more money for bed and breakfast in
two rooms than they receive in rent for
their houses, which may contain six
rooms and have a garden attached. I
am unable to inform honorable members
of the exact 'percentage of old people who
mvn houses and cannot regain possession
of them, but they have been sufficiently
aggravated in the m'atter to form the
Dispossessed Owners' Association.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Are all
the members of that assodation old
people?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In the
main, they are old. I attended one of
their meetings and was surprised to see
how many old people were among them.
In fact, most of those who desired
to get their houses back were old.
I do not propose to relate a sob story,
but there are many pathetic cases of old
people aged between 60 and 80 years who
are deprived of occupation of their
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homes. They have but a few years to
live, and in many instances their only
property is their house.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Are those
houses large or sm'all?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Some are
large and some are smaH. I am dis,appointed to hear Mr. Kennelly interject.
I understand that he represents the
Labour 'cause, and he shoUld be sympathetic toward the ,folk of whom 'I speak.
He should not make facetious remarks
about their sad plight.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLIss.-Mr. Kennelly
is disappointed because tile old people
have not been given more. He thinks
25 per cent. is too little.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-'I'he figure
mentioned was 50 per cent.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Many old
people who own tileir homes are unable
to regain possession of them because of
the conditions Which must be established
before the Fair Rents Court. I do not
cri ticize the FaiT Rents Court or the
magistrates concerned. They must administer the law as it is written by us.
Unfortunately, h'Owever, the old folk, in
many cases, cannot prove that 1)heir hardship is greater than that which would
be suffered by fuose perSions who are
living in their homes.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Did you
not, as Minister of H'Ousing, have an
opportunity to put the matter right?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I had
many opportunities, but nothing was done
for the reason that at the time there
were no empty houses. However, that
is not the position to-day.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-There are
no empty houses to-day; there are
houses available for sale with vacant
possession. If they were empty, returned
servicemen cQuld gain p'Ossession of them.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I understand that is not correct. I am informed
that if a person does not intend ever to
let a house, he cannot be made to do so
if his proposal is to sell it. I have said
that there ,are no vacant houses to let.
There 'are hundreds 'Of vacant houses for
sa'le, with "For Sale" notices on them.
I invite Mr. Slater to peruse the classified
advertisements in the Age and the
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Argus each Saturday morning. He will
find very few, if any, houses for sale
without vacant possession. The reason
why those houses are on the market is
that the landlords, in effect, are prohihited from letting them.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Some
houses are sold for investment purposes.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I can only
suggest that only a few are sold for
investment purposes for some curious
reason. Nevertheless, the number of
houses for sale without vacant possession
is surprisingly small. Probably the reason is that no one wants to buy
a
house
unless
he
can
obtain
vacant possession.
One Saturday I
scanned the daily newspapers in an
effort to ascertain the percentage of
houses offered for sale on that day without vacant possession, and I was surprised to find that not one was advertised.
I agree with Mr. Coleman, however, that
some houses which aTe occupied by
tenants are sold from Hme to time by
trustees of estates.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Your contention is that if this Bill is passed no
houses will be sold for vacant possession;
that they will all be available for letting
purposes?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I did not
say anything so absurd.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-That is
the obvious deduction.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It may
be Mr. Kennelly's deduction, but it is not
that of the average member of this
House.
For Mr. Kennelly's especial
benefit I explain that many speculative
builders and others will continue to
erect houses and sell them, hut in no
circumstances will they let them. Many
people, however, prefer houses to
Government bonds for investment purposes. If they could obtain a reasonable
return-even lower than that which is
received from Government bonds-they
would prefer to invest their funds in
property for letting purposes. I submit,
in all seriousness, that the community
is not anxious to subscribe to Government loans.
The Hon. P. L. COLE~AN.-That is
because the Liberal party is in power at
Canberra-
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The fact
remains that people are not prepared to
subscribe to Government loans, but
there are many who have complete confidence in property. Those people who
now invest on the Stock Exchange would
be induced to invest in property if they
could secure a reasonable return.
.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-What would
you regard as a reasonable return?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Sufficient
rental to pay current rates and taxes,
repairs a t reasonable prices, and yield
a net return of between 3 per cent. and
4 per cent. If investors could secure such
a return they would be perfectly happy.
Before the second world war, property
was considered to be a good investment
when it yielded a return of between 3
per cent. and 4 per cent. after rates,
repairs, and rent collection expenses had
been paid.
The sitting was suspended at 6.27 p.m.
until 7.55 p.m.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Before I
proceed to discuss the main part of my
summary of the Bill, I should like to
submit a letter I have received from a
house owner.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-It has been standard practice in this
House not to read letters from private
individuals. If the honorable member
cares to do so he may sta te the substance of the communication. I think
it is not proper for a member to read
in this House a letter from a particular
individual outside Parliament.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I bow to
your ruling, Mr. President. Actually, r
did not intend to read the letter. It is
obvious from the nature of it that the
writer is an old man; he is suffering an
injury to his spine. He points out that
the tenants of his houses are four or five
weeks in arrears in the payment of rent.
He cannot afford the expense of going
to court in an endeavour to obtain
justice. He has been trying unsuccessfully to get .into his own house for
twelve years.
He points out that his
tenants are apparently fully able to
spend money in the purchase of good
food, to visit the public houses, and to
enjoy themselves generally, while he is
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deprived of his home. This is only one
of the many letters which I receive from
people informing me of their grievances
in regard to housing. I merely wished
to cite that letter, as it happened to be
in my bag at the moment.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Under the·
old Act a tenant, if he fails to pay his
rent for 28 days, can be evicted.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If this
old man knew the existing law, and if
he was able to get off his sick bed, he
might set about doing something to
rectify the -injustice he is suffering.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-If he is a
constituent of yours, why do you not
explain the law to him?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Strangely
enough, I think he lives in the province
of which Mr. Kennelly is a representative.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-If you
will give me his name and address, I
shall be quite willing to explain the law
on housing to him.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I should
be happy if Mr. Kennelly would do anything to help the old man. Just before
the dinner interval, I was about to discuss the subletting racket. I am sure
that every member of this House is fully
aware that there are many cases in
which the original rent had been fixed
by a previous letting and that tenants
have sublet rooms in the houses they
occupy. I understand that in many cases
the rent received by the landlord is £2
a week, while the total rental collected
by the subletters amounts to £10
weekly. At some stage, the subletting
rents have been approved by the Fair
Rents Court by reason of the effiuxion
of time. Owing to the rigidity of the
rules of the Landlord and Tenant Act,
the court cannot award the landlord any
rental approximating the total sum
which is being received by the tenants
who have sublet portion of the premises.
Doubtless, many members of Parliament have received letters on this subject. The existing state of affairs is
ludicrous. The Bill which I have prepared is designed to give some alleviation
to the landlord and to make up for the
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fact that he is having his property, in
effect, destroyed by fifteen families
instead of one.
One of the greatest
problems with which I was confronted
when I occupied the office of Minister
of Housing was the finding of cheap
accommodation for small families who
were perfectly willing to share flats or
houses. I spoke to many landlords,
sometimes officially and sometimes unofficially. The reply would be, "I have
a flat or a large house part of which I
would be prepared to let. I would be
willing to put in a separate kitchen
provided I could get rid of a tenant who
might prove to be objectionable." They
would ask me what I would do under
similar circumstances and whether I
would be prepared to let portion of my
house to a person who might prove to
be undesirable but whose undesirableness could not be proved before the
court. The only honest answer that one
could give would be, "Do not take any
chances; do not let your house."
I imagine that in Victoria there are
approximately 500,000 houses. I do
not think I would be wrong if I said that
1 per cent. of home owners would be
prepared to let portion of their houses
if at the same time they could retain the
right of eviction. If my estimate is
correct it would be possible to make
available 5,000 shared houses. So we
are depriving some property owners of
the right to receive some rent for shared
accommodation;
worse still 5,000
families are being compeUed to remain
in unsuitable living accommodation.
Of that number of families 1,200 are
living in emergency housing camps.
To my mind, the situation of the tenant
and the prospective tenant is very much
worse than the real hardship of the
landlord.
I now come to the position of the
ordinary tenant. My experience has been
that one of the things he desires more
than anything else is to have his house
kept in a good state of repair, but many
landlords will not have the work done
because of the tremendous cost involved.
Recently I received a letter from a man
who said that he had provided the paint
for his rtenant, who had agreed to
renovate the house. I do not know what
the landlord expected, but when the work
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was completed the tenant sent him a bill
for £90 for labour, whioh was equivalent
The landlord had
to two years' rent.
supplied the paint free; probably the
tenant had painted the property during
his spare time and at week-ends, and
then, in effect, had said, "That wipes
out my rent for the next two years."
In the meantime, the landlord would be
obliged to pay municipal and water
rates, land and other taxes, and have his
property depreciating in value all the
time.
It is most likely that all members have
received letters from people on this subject. We know of cases where a landlord
has been asked the equivalent of the
rent for one, two, or three years in
return for effecting a small, but necessary, repair to the property. We cannot
blame the landlords for not wanting to
repair their houses under present-day
costs. As a consequence, we find that
the condition of houses in Victoria is
becoming worse and worse. In effect,
we are saying to landlords, "Do not try
to repair your propeDty, because we will
give you no credit for it. We will not
give you a fair return. If you have a
good house, then it would be better for
you to get rid of your tenant, if you can,
and sell it."
.

As I have said, the first requirement of
most tenants is to have repairs effected
to the property. The next thing they
want is security. Every tenant must
know that he is unprofitable to the landlord, who is nat getting a fair return
from his property. The tenant is also
conscious of the fact that if it is possible
for the landlord to sell the house to a
person who can prove greater hardship
then the tenant will be forced to vacate
the property. He has no security of
tenure; he cannot go to the landlord and say, "Give me a five
years' lease, and I will pay an extra 5s.
a week rent." The tenant cannot do
that, because the landlord is not permiltted to enter into such an arrangement.
If a fiat becomes vacant-and the
landlord, more or less, has to let itthen there arises the problem more
familiarly known as the key money
racket. 1 do not think members should
The Ron. A. G. Warner.
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hide their heads in the sand on this question. Any member who has tried to get
a tenancy for a friend is aware that
inevitably the question arises "How
much are you prepared to pay for the
key?" In many cases, a landlord does
not receive the key money; often the
estate agent gets it.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-What evidence is there to show that the payment
of key money is a widespread practice?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There is
no legal evidence, but I suggest it is
the praotke followed in many cases.
Probably the Leader of the House has
had similar experiences to those which
I have had as an employer of labour.
An employee who for some reason has
'been evicted from his house has approached me and said "Is there anything you can do to enable me to get a
house?" Perhaps he is a valuable employee and the employer decides that he
would like to do something about it; so
he make inquiries, and it is then that
he discovers how much he is asked to
pay to get the key of a fiat. It is a crime
to adopt such practices, but I have no
doubt that practically everyone in Melbourne who has had occasion to seek a
house or fiat has at some time or other:
committed that crime.

Is that the way in which business
should be conducted? Would it not be
fairer for the landlord to be permitted to
charge a legitimate rent and thus get that
black market key money over a reasonable period? Almost every day leHers
appear in the newspapers relating to the
payment of key money. I am suprised if
the Minister of Public Works does not
read them. Officers of the Fair Rents
Board are cognisant of what is happening, because it has been reported that
,the Board's scouts are continually
trying to stop the practice. I accept the
Board's word that its scouts are conducting investigations, and I accept also the
view that the practice is prevalent to a
degree that justifies investigation.
The next question with which I shall
deal relates to the tenant who is willing
to pay extra rent. In this connection
I shall refer to the results of a Gallup
poll on the subject. I am not saying
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that the results' of all such polls are in th·ose cases the family would be better
accurate, but many are, and I am not off if rents went up. If a person was
forgettJing that probably members will living in a house the rent of which was
refer in this matter to the Gallup-poll less than 25s. a week-and there must
prediction on the last American presi- be many such houses, because the
average rent is in the order of 26s. 9d.
dential election.
week-it would mean that all those
a
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Another
people,
the majority of whom are in the
exception was in the case of the last
lowest grade houses, would be better off
Commonwealth referendum.
financially by a rent rise. Incidentally,
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-YOU are since the rent was fixed in 1940 the
now repeating portions of the speech you basic wage has increased by approxidelivered in November, 1951, because I mately 100 per cent.
remember reading all about this less
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-The inthan half an hour ago in Hansard.
crease has been greater than that.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I trust
that I have not said anything different
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am
on this occasion. If I have, no doubt always conservative in my statements.
attention will be directed to it. A There is an impression abroad that a
Gallup poll taken in 1951 indicated that great majority of tenants are poor people
tenants are prepared to pay increased and that invariably the landlords are in
rent. As a matter of fact, at a meeting the wealthy class. I had an interview
that took place in the Wansonia camp some time ago with a comparatively old
recently, the tenants were asked lady aged about 75 years, and she told
whether, if they owned a house, they me that every week she was irritated
would be prepared to let it, and the because she had to go down to the
answer was, No. They were then asked butcher's shop and stand alongside a
did they think they would have a better tenant of her property. While this landchance of obtaining a home if larger rents lady was buying what iJs commonly
were permitted, and the answer was, known as offal-kidneys &c., and the
Yes. Those tenants are occupying the cheaper parts of the meat-her tenant
worst kind of house, and they are aware was purchasing the best cuts of rO:lst
of the fact that if they want better b€ef and pork.
housing conditions they must pay for
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Now you
them. Any sensible man is willing to
are
getting down to the sob stuff that
pay a fair rent, and it is only the
politicians who are burying their heads earlier in your speech you condemned.
in the sand because they hold the view
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In those
II We
must not do this, 'since there circumstances, I shall not continue along
might be some tenants who will be asked those lines. Let us not get the idea that
to pay too much and we might lose a all landlords are bloated capitalists and
vote." The problem is becoming too that all tenants are in the poor, down·
big to have that kind of measuring rod trodden olass, because that is not so.
applied to it.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-At the
The next question is: Can the tenant moment, you are the only one who is
afford to pay this increa'sed rent? I do saying it.
not think that phase was referred to in
my previous speech on this subject.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Mr.
Some months ago, I conducted a survey Kennelly did not say much when this
to ascertain what percentage of rent subject was last discussed. I shall now
is taken into account in ascertaining the briefly refer to com'mercial premises
C" series index figure. Jjf rents were for which the landlord pays high rates
increased by 20 per cent. that would and taxes to the State. He has also
have the eff.ect of increasing the basic to meet increased municipal rates, inwage by approximately 5'5. a week. creased water rates, increased repair
There 'is often more than one costs and cleaning charges, yet the
worker in a family renting a house, and rent is based on the 1940 figures. All
o
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members are aware of the fact that if
a tenant wishes to sell a business to-day
he obtains a high figure for· the goodwill, which is really a privilege to exploit
the landlord, because the incoming
tenant pays the fixed rent. I know of
cases in which landlords have tried to
obtain possession of their own premises
to extend their business activities. In
one instance, the tenant was returned the
rent for ten years as an inducement to
vacate the premises. That payment
was really for the goodwill of the business which the landlord did not continue.
In effect, the tenant was given a privilege equal to the value of the rent for
ten years because the landlord desired
possession of his .own premises. I agree
that tenants of commercial premises
ought to be protected to some extent but
the degree of exploitation by tenants
should be limited, and they should be
.prepared to pay a fair increase in rent.
I shall now direct attentiDn to the
provisions of the Bill. In the first place,
it proposes to raise the level of rents
of dwellings by 20 per cent.
I
know that will not recompense landlords
to the full extent, and I am aware of
the fact that many landlords feel that the
increase should be 100 per cent.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.~Sir
William Angliss considers that the increase should be 50 per cent.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-Perhaps
Sir William is modest. Members of my
party agree that 20 per cent. is a
reasonable increase.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Do you
agree with the proposed increase of 20
per cent?
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
true. You cannot make arrangements
outside the present Act. Sub-clause (4)
allows the Board to take into consideration the sum that is paid under the subletting racket, and will permit a landlord to obtain a fair proportion
of that increased payment for the use
of his premises. Surely no member will
refuse to grant that privilege. If that
provisiDn alone is passed, I shall feel
that the present Government is prepared to take one fair step. Clause 3
provides that where goods form part
of the tenancy, the depreciation shall be
based on current prices.
Clause 4 is an attempt tD make people
oQpen up houses to be shared by other
tenants. It will give people the right
to make eviction arrangements.
In
other wDrds, if they are good enDugh to
open their homes, they will have the
right also to close them against incDming tenants. NoQ tenant will be worse
off. At preS'ent, many tenants have not
the privilege of lbeing .able to share a
tenancy beca,use the average landlord
says "Under no circumstances will I
allow a sub-tenan t in my own home if I
cannot get rid of him."
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-WDUld
you get any takers under that condition?

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I think
there would be the same number as
there were bef.ere 'the present Act came
into force. I cannot recaH. the exact
figures, but the accommodation was
shared in 'an astounding number of
hoQuses. If the Housing CommissiDn
cannot provide hDmes f.or renting, and if
houses cannot be built 'because there is
not the capital available to do the work
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am or if the men in the building trades are
bound toO agree with the views .of my not working sufficiently long hours, we
party. An increase of 20 per cent. ought to make it possi'ble foQr people to
is also proposed fDr commercial premises, obtain shared accommodation.
but provision is made in sub-clause (3)
Clause 5 relates to the repossession of
of clause 2 to permit an arrangement" homes! As members are aware, the
between a tenant and a landlord for an present Act allows a landlord to take
increase .of 30 per cent. In thDse cir- eviction proceedings under certain difficumstances. the landlord can give the cult coQnditions, on his own behalf. In
tenant what he most desires, security in
the Bill it is provided that he shall be
the form of a lease.
allowed to take similar proceedings also
Sir WILLIAM ANGLISS.-One cannot on behalf of a son or a daughter. Many
obtain a lease at present with an increase people have retained houses tD have
available a dwelling fDr a married son
of 25 per cent in the rent.
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or daughter. Surely it is reasonable to
encourage 'people to provide homes. If
that is not done, a man who has a vacant
house which he may need in three years'
time for a son or daughter will either
install a caretake'r in the meantime or
sell it. It will not be available for
ordinary renting purposes.
Sub-clause (2) of clause 5 is directed
particularly to old people, although they
are not mentioned by name. Under
certain conditions it will permit a person
to obtain possession of a dwelling, which
he must have owned f.or three years, so
he could not be merely in the position
of buying a place to turn out the tenant.
Other condiUons are that he does not
own any other dwelling house, or has
not disposed of one within a reasonable
period previously; he must be a British
subject, and must have given six months'
notice to the lessee to quit the premises.
If those conditions are fulfilled, relative
hardshi p will not be taken in to account
in giving the owner possession of the
dwelling. If that provision were included in the principal Act, the number
of people evicted in those circumstances
would not be so great as to prevent the
Housing Commission from making homes
available to the evicted tenants. As the
Minister for Housing well knows, that
was done in connection with certain
pensione'rs. Only a few people who
were evicted were prepared to pay
£3 lOs. a week as rent for a Commission home. Many of them found that
they could pay a deposit to purchase
a home for themselves, whereas previously they had been keeping old
people out of possession of their homes.
That did not worry them, but when they
were personally involved they were
willing to lodge a deposit on a home.
Clause 6 is designed to overcome
racketeering in SUbletting, and to make
it difficult for a tenant to sublet a property under 'the guise of a licence, without
the permission of the landlord. If I
remember correctly, Mr. Slater pointed
out that the same device was used by some
landlords. Clause 7 provides that in certain circumstances the court shall have
the right to award costs if a tenant or a
landlord makes an excessive number of
applications to the court.
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The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-There is
a long lag between the time that applications may be made.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-RecenUy
a 'case was brought to my notice where a
landlord has sought an adjustment every
six months. The tenant considers that
he is being treated harshly because he
has to obtain advice and get an estate
agent to represent him, but is unable to
obtain any costs. It is quite reasonable
that a stipendiary m'agistrate should be
given power to award costs, to a tenant
or landlord where the opposite party
makes a nuisance of himself. In order
to encourage the letting of a property by
a person who wants to regain possession
of it ,at some future date, perhaps for a
married son or daughter, a landlord
' should be permitted to make an arrangement with regard to a lease with a new
tenant-I stTess that present tenants
would not be affected. The arrangement
would be made before an authorized
officer of the Law Department so that
the tenant clearly understood his obligations and that he could be evicted when
the landlord desired. At present, if a
landlord wants possession of a house in
, the near future he will not let i<t, so a
prospective tenant would be in no worse
position.
I am aware that in the prinCipal Act
there is a section which provides that
certain premises m'ay be exempt from
the operation of the Act. However, on
discussing the m'atter with people who
have attempted to take advantage of
that provision I find 'that because of the
conditions under which the Law Department is prepared to act only very few
consents are given. Clause 8 sets out
that the two interested parties, namely
the '1andlord and the tenant, may agree'to
a lease. Recently I heard of the proprietor of a milk bar who lent his business to a friend while he went for a trip
to England.
When he returned the
tenant was doing so well that the profits
of the milk bar overrode the friendship,
and he would not relinquish the business.
I think it would be agreed that the proprietor of the milk bar should have been
'able to make a lease subject to the right
Df eviction.
'
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I have endeavoured to make as brief
a speech as possible because I am aware
that most points have been dealt with
previously. I trust that members of the
Government win take the opportunity of
revealing why, in spite of repeated
assurances that the Landlord and Tenant
Act will be amended, no action has been
taken. I should like to hear the comments of Government members on each
dause of the BiB, so that we may ascertain why the rent racket is allowed to
continue, why a person should not be
able to make a lease with the right of
eviction, and why it is thought that the
rent of a house should be based on the
margins of 1940. 1 do not contend that
the clauses of this measure are the last
word, nor do I think they provide the
only solution, but if members of the
Government do not like them I should
like to hear their counter suggestions at
a very early date.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I listened attentively to
Mr. Warner's speech, because this matter is of great public interest. However,
the situation is no different now from
what it was when the measure was debated late last year, when Mr. Warner i
ref'erred to most of the problems he has
mentioned to-night. The honorable member stated that a number of houses are
being built for sale and although they are
not being sold because of the restrictions
on credit and for other reasons, they are
not being let by the owners. The owner
of a new house can ask whatever rent
he likes, and if the tenant thinks it is
excessive he can approach the Fair Rents
Board, which, after deducting such expenses as rates, taxes, repairs, maintenance and so on, fixes the rent based on a
net 5 per cent. on the cost of construction. I cannot understand why unsold
new houses are not leased. Maybe the
reason is that hundreds of persons who
cannot find the money to buy expensive
houses cannot possibly pay the high rents
required to cover 5 per cent. of the cost
of construction. It is just as difficult
for people to pay high rents as it is for
them to purchase homes. The rents of
Housing Commissi,on homes being built
to-day range from £3 to £3 lOs. a week.
Although the Minister of Housing has
stated that no trouble is experienced in
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finding occupants, people are forced into
these houses only because of dire necessity. Some tenants have extreme difficuLty in paying the rents.
When this Bill was debated last year,
it was freely admitted ,that certain
anomalies existed in the Landlord and
Tenant Act. However, the Government
is not satisfied that the facilities of the
Fair Rents Board have been exhausted.
When that stage is reached the position
will be reviewed, but before the Government considered any flat rate of
increase it would have to be satisfied that facilities for redress were
no longer available to the people
desiring recourse to them. I have
been assured this evening by the chairman of the Metropolitan Fair Rents
Board that there is no' serious congestion
of applications in Melbourne and that it
takes only from three weeks to two
months for a case to be heard by the
Board.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Much depends on how long it takes the applicant
to prepare his material, as it does not
take so long after he lodges an application for a decision to be given.
.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Some cases
are more difficul,t than others. Ordinary
cases are dealt with in a few minutes
after the facts have been presented. Undoubtedly, there is a demand by persons
who have houses to let for an increase
in rent, but only 6 per cent. of them in
Melbourne have applied to the Fair Rents
Board for an adjustment. Of the total
number of rented houses in Melbourne,
only about 9,000 applications have been
made to the Board. Apparently, the
landlords are not anxious to have the
rents increased.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-It may be
that ;they are afraid to apply.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I do not
consider that they are frightened. Not
all owners of houses are poor, struggling
people. A number of them may be
timid about applying to the Board. I
emphasize that only 6 per cent. of the
persons concerned have so far taken advantage of the facilities avaHable to
them. The Bill proposes a flat increase
of 20 per cent. in all rents. In the last
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six months, the average increases
granted by the Metropolitan Fair Rents
Board in Melbourne have been as
follows: -dwellings, 19 per cent.; suburban shop-dwellings, 24 per cent.; other
suburban properties, 25 per cent. Of the
cases deal t . with, there has been an
average increase of 40 per cent. in the
rents of city properties and in some
cases increases of up to 70 per cent. have
been granted. The owners of certain
big properties have had the rents increased as many as three times.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-They are earning only about 1 per cent. on the money
invested.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I emphasize that in certain cases rents have
been increased by 70 per ~ent.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLISS.-Some investments do not return even 1 per cent., as
Sir . James Kennedy stated.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That may be
so after provision has been made for
hidden reserves, depreciation, and other
factors.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I do not
know of the extent of their earnings.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Those increases have been granted in order to
cover the cost of higher water rates
and increased land taxes.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I am sure
that the Fair Rents Board would allow
investors to receive a return of at least
5 per cent.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No increase
is allowed in respect of the building.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I shall furnish figures relating to provincial cities.
In Bendigo, of the cases heard, the
average increase granted in respect of
dwellings has been 30 per cent. and on
business premises 50 per cent.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-No increase
is granted in respect of the building, the
figures mentioned being only to offset increased rates and land taxes.
The
Minister of Public Works is presenting
the information unfairly.
'Dhe Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Mr.
'Varner proposes, in his Bill, that there
shall be an increase of 20 per cent.
generally, which also does not take
these factors into consideration. When
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I inform him that there has been an
increase of 28 per cent., he states that
my figures do not truly represent the
position. In Geelong there has been an
increase of 28 per cent. in the rents of
dwellings and 29 per cent. in the rents
of business premises. In Ballarat, the
average increase has been 46 per cent.
for rented houses and 32 per cent. for
business premises.
They are the
average increases granted by the Fair
Rents Board, which sits in Melbourne,
and by the other courts which function
in the country. It is reasonable to assert
that applkants receive a fair deal from
the Board and that the courts are not
so congested that the hearing of cases
is unduly delayed. While facilities for
having rents increased exist, owners
should use them. If it takes only from
three weeks to two months for a case
to be heard, that is evidence that the
Board can deal properly with the applica mons.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Applicants
can get, by going to the Board, exactly
what Mr. Warner is asJ<1ing Parliament
to grant by legislation in clause 2 of the
Bill.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Does the Minister of Public Works say that it would
take only two months for cases to be
heard if 94 per cent. of property owners
approached the Board?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I do not
say that. Apparently only 6 per cent.
of owners affected are so keen to obtain
an increase that they will approach the
Board. When the Government has evidence that there is such congestion that
applications are unduly delayed, it will
provide more courts and other facilities,
and simplify procedure.
Mr. Warner raised the question of
subletting and rackets regarding key
and entrance money to fiats and houses,
and advocated the passing of legislation
to eliminate those undesirable practices.
There is already on the statute-book
stringent legislation to deal with such
cases, but no matter what the law is,
if people will not take advantage of it,
it cannot be enforced. Complaints are
published from time to time in the press,
but we do not know whether extortionate
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charges are made in only one instance in
one thousand. It is the extreme or odd
case that has news value, and when such
items are published in the press many
persons assume that they are widespread.
If people are willing to pay such amounts,
I say that a £.001 and his money are soon
parted and he cannot be protected from
his own folly. The present law on the
subject is as effective as it can be. It is
significant that people will go to the
press or to a member of Parliament with
complaints, but they will not give evidence in a court and help to convict the
wrongdoers.
Sir 'JAMES KENNEDY.-Is it not a
fact that controls breed black markets?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Neither
the Liberal party nor any other party is
prepared at present to release all controls.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-A few
weeks ago the people of Australia heard
som~thing about import controls.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-If rents
were freed from control honorable members know what WoOuld happen; rents
would rise sky high and unfortunate
persons receiving a low income would be
unable to afford them and would have
to go out on the streets.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-From what
is occurring in Sydney it appears likely
that black marketeers will be caught by
the income tax authorities, if not by
anyone else.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Although
I do not favour the retention of controls
where they can be lifted, in certain cases
they are necessary. Mr. Warner menHoned the basic wage, and I have figures
which indicate what has occurred in
other 'States. An increase in rents was
granted in Western Australia on the
1st of January, 1948. In Tasmania the
rents of dwellings were increased by up
to 20 per cent. and other premises
by up to 35 per cent. There are slight
differences in the laws, and I make the
statem'ent on a broad basis.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLISS.-What has
occurred in South Australia?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-There has
been an increase granted there as well.
The result has been that in those States
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particularly the basic wage has risen substantially in accordance with the rise
in rents. ,When rents are increased.
the basic wage for all sections of the
community rises.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-What is
wrong with that fact?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-There is
nothing wrong with increasing costs?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Surely the
Labour supporters of the honorable member's party do not subscribe to that
statement.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-A certain
institute has announced that in order that
stability may be attained it does not wish
the basic wage toO rise.
SIR JAMES KENNEDY.-The basic wage
has not increased recently because of
higher rents.
The HoOn. P. T. BYRNES.-Between
December, 1950, and March, 1952, when
rents were raised in other States" the
basic wage in Perth increased by 48s.,
of which 6s. 6d. was due directly to
rent. H rents in MeLbourne had risen
Iby 30 per cent., 1he basic wage in this
city WoOuld have been 7s. higher than
it is to-day. Rents have a direct effect
upon the basic ,wage, whkh has not
risen in Victoria 'because of that factor,
wi th the result that there is in this
State a lower cost structure overall.
I have investigated the time taken to
have appUcatioOns heard by the Falr
Rents Court and have ascertained that
the application of one large organization
in the city of Melbourne was heard
within three weeks of the date of lodgement, and a substantial increase in rent
was granted. Large organizations take
advantage of every aspect of the law
and can afford toO employ fully qualified
accountants, such as Sir James Kennedy.
The individual householder who owns
only one or two houses is, too timid
usually to approach the F,air Rents
Oourt, but surely he could overcome
that timidity.
The court can be
approached quite simply. The applicant
will be treated reasonably and assisted
to surmount his -difficulties. Until all
other possibilities have been exhausted,
the Government is not prepared to consider the proposal to grant a flat increase of 20 per cent. in rents.
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Mr. Warner claims that some clauses
of his Bill are designed to afford relief
in certain circumstances. I commented
fully on those clauses last year and
apparently they have not been altered.
At that tim'e I said that serious trouble
was likely to be experienced in respect
of licensees. Under the provisions of
the Bill, it would be possible for a
person to incur liability to penalties
should he take in a boarder, even though
the person concerned was his motherin-law.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That would
not be so if she were to board there.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I regret
that instead O'f introducing a Bill which
is identical with that presented last
year Mr. Warner did not take advantage
of the eX!cellent advice offered to him
and sponsor a more meritorious Bill.
Had he done so I might have been able
to offer him some encouragement.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I was
waiting for the opportunity to admire a
si.milar Bill sponsored by the Government.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is a
sheer waste of ii'me for the House to
consider this measure which has been
cooked twice, so to speak, and nothing
ever tas'tes as well after a second cooking. I am surprised that such an able
cook as Mr. Warner did not prepare a
tastier dish. As the Bin stands, the
Government cannot possibly accept it.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-Mr. Warner has placed before the House to-night a problem of
.great importance to the community. If
I thought the measure woul(i get us
anywhere I should advise members to
agree to the motion for its second reading, but I believe no one realizes more
than does Mr. Warner that there is no
earthly hope, in the present circumstances, of having it translated into
statute law.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-You think
the members of the party to which you
belong will not permit the Bill to be
passed?
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-It is a
,question of practical politics. 1 say
quite candidly that amendment of the
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Landlord and Tenant Act is long overIn my capacity as unofficial
due.
Leader, I am expected to examine each
measure and to advise the Hous'e so that
members will be enabled to judge its
value. I do not take this measure
seriously; consequently 1 do not propose
to waste time by discussing it at length,
although 1 admit that it possesses considerable merit in some respects. The
Leader of the House omitted to say that
any application to the Fair Rents Court
must be based on 1940 values, which
are twelve years out of date. That
situation is ridiculous.
Certain anomalies in the present Act
should be rectified. I know oaf one
estate in the city of Melbourne which
had been let on a long lease at £2,900 a
year. That lease expired last year, and
it was stated in court that the lessee
from whom the owners desired to regain :possession was receiving rental
from the estate in excess of £10,000
annually. Under the present law, the
court could grant no relief to the owners.
Although there are many abuses of the
present law, particularly as regards
subletting, it is useless to persevere
with the measure which is now before
the House.
lf this measure had been brought in
by the Government, I think many members of this House would have been prepared to support certain portions of it
which, as I said before, contain a certain
degree of merit, but the measure has
been brought forward on a different
basis. On a previous occasion 'I advised
the House to reject the Bill. The Government has indicated that it does not propose to support the measure, and in those
circumstances, even if the BiU is passed
by this House, it wi'll merely be a gesture
on the part of the House, and will
achieve no worth-while results. We must
,face facts, and therefore I suggest that
it would be absurd for the House to
pass the measure in its present form.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLISS (Southern
Province).-I wish to place before the
House some illuminating figures as to
the income and expenditure in respect
of a property in Collins-street. I can
vouch for the correctness of the figures,
as I am interested in the building. For
the year ended the 30th of June, 1940,
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the expenses incurred in the payment of
wages of caretakers and cleaners
amounted to £979 15s. 3d. It is estimated that the total expenditure for the
same purpose for the year that will end
on the 30th of June, 1952, will be £1,933
13s. 1d., an increase of 98 per cent.
Cleaning materials cost £34 7s. for the
year ended the 30th of June, 1940,
whereas for the current year the expenditure will be £143 12s. 10d., an increase
of 324 per cent.
'
The cost of power ·and lighting was
previously £117 4s. 3d., and for the current year it will be £166 5s. 4d., which is
an increase of 42 per cent. For the year
ended June, 1940, insurance premiums
amounted to £52 Os. 5d., but that item
has now risen to £140 lIs. 6d., which
works out at an increase of 169 per cent.
In respect of maintenance and repairs
an expenditure of £369 16s. 7d. was incurred in the year ended June, 1940,
but for the twelve months that will
end in June next the e~pendi ture will
be £1,249 4s. 9d., which is an increase
of 239 per cent. on the lower figure.
I shall now make a comparison of the
amounts paid in rates and taxes during
the year ended the 30th of June, 1940,
with the rates which are now applicable.
Previously, the rates of the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works
amounted to £303 16s., whereas this year
they have risen by about 15 per cent. to
the sum of £350. Rates payable to the
City of Melbourne were £330 in 1940,
but they have increased by 81 per cent.,
and at present the assessment is £600.
In 1940 Federal land tax amounted to
£214, and this year the assessment is £612
-an increase of 185 per cent. State land
tax in 1940 was £61, but it has risen to
£164 13s. 4d. for the current year, an
increase of 175 per cent. The total sum
paid in rates and taxes in 1940 was
£908 16s., whereas the commitment for
the .current year is £1,726 13s. 4d., an
increase of 90 per cent.
Members will note with a great deal of
interest that State land tax has risen by
about 175 per cent. For the year endefl
the 30th of June, 1940, the total expenses in connection with that property
amounted to £2,46119s. 6d., but the total
commitments for the current year win
be £5,360 Os. lad. The owner of the
Si.r William Angliss.
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property has collected or will collect rents
amounting to £5,901 for the current
twelve m'onths, whereas, as I have
already stated, the expenses will amount
to £5,640, with the result that he will
receive the surplus of £260. I do not
think that a better illustration could be
given of the present unfavourable position of property owners in connection
with the renting of city properties.
It has been stated that if an injustice
exists, a case can be taken to the Fair
Rents Court, but as that can be done
only with the assistance of a licensed
'land valuer in the first place, long delays
sometimes occur. It would be out of
order for an accountant to handle such
a case. I agree that when a case is
taken to the court, it is dealt with expeditiously and fairly within the scope of the
Act under which the court operates. I
understand that the court is allowed to
permit an increase in rent not exceeding
25 per cent. I might state that in the
case I have mentioned there have been
two increases in rents, one of 14 per cent.
and one of 15 per cent., but notWithstanding that fact the outgoings are
almost as much as the rents received.
Many other similar cases could be quoted
in which the whole of the income derived
from the property is swallowed up in
maintenance, rates and taxes, and other
charges. For that rea.son property owners
are not receiving a f.air deal.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Will you
complete the picture by stating what
was the selling price of the property in
1940 and what would be its valuation
to-day?
Sir
WILLIAM ANGLISS.-About
flflteen years ·ago the property cost
£55,000; at present it is valued at £92,000.
However, what is the use of an increased
value if the net returns on the property
are so little over the outgoings? There
has
been' discussion
also
about
rents, and on that aspeot I wish to give
another illustration. Recently a builder
told me that he had been building
houses for twenty years, not to rent but
to sell. He said that because of the
higher costs ruling at the present time
he was f.orced to ask for increased
deposits, but many workmen could not
afford to provide a higher initial outlay.
He told me of an instance in which he
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had promised to build a home for £2,400
or £2,500 for a man who was paying £4
a week for the use of a caravan as living
accommodation. That sum would represent a payment of about £115 a year and
interest at 4! per cent. on the purchase
of a home.
Numerous cases could be quoted to
show the unfortunate position in which
a numQer of workers are situated. Many
of them cannot save sufficient money to
provide a deposit for the purchase of a
home. I know of another instance in
which a terrace of eight two-storied
houses at Essendon was recently repaired.
The
repairs
absorbed
the
rent
received over a period of two
years, and further repairs have still to
be effected. In fairness to property
owners something should be done to
ensure that they will receive a better
deal than they are being given at the
.present time.
When the Government
goes into the matter further, I trust that
it· will decide to grant some alleviation
to those affected.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I am in agreement with many of the remarks of the
unofficial Leader on this measure because
there are provisions in the Landlord and
Tenant Act that time has proved should
be looked into.
1 refer particularly to
the case of the owner of a property
who sub-leases a portion of it but cannot,
without going to considerable trouble,
evict the tenant to whom he has sublet.
That poru'on of the Act which relates
to sub-tenancies should also be reviewed
--1 refer to cases where a tenant rents
a property and then SUblets rooms. I
do not think that any Government,
irrespective of its political colour, would
oontinue to support a proposal whereby
a tenant can rent a home for £2 a week
and then receive from £6 to £8 a week
by subletting rooms.
The next class with whom 1 shall
deal comprises those who cannot regain
possession of their own houses. 1 admit
candidly that cases have been brought
to my notice where hardship has been
clearly apparent because an owner could
not regain possession of his property
without first satisfying the court that
he was suffering greater hardship by
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being kept out of his own house than
would be suffered by the then occupier
were he evicted. That would not apply in
the great number of cases that Mr.
Warner has suggested. I realize that
a school teacher, a railway employee or
a bank official, in order to obtain promotion in his calling, must be prepared to
take up his work in the country for a
certain period. If he lets his house during his temporary absence, on his return
he must satisfy the court on the hardship aspect before he can regain possession of his property. Without quoting
percentages 1 can say that in many instances people have owned two properties
and have adopted the practice of selling
one with vacant possession. As members are aware, high prices are being
obtained for houses sold under those
conditions.
The party to which 1 have the honour
to belong does not want to keep elderly
people out of their houses when it can
be proved that it is the only property
they own and that they have not deliberately, in the past year or two, sold
another property in order to obtain the
advantage of the 'high prices offering.
Something should be done for people who
find themselves unable to regain
possession of their own property in
those circumstances, and 1 shall be
surprised if something is not done to
meet this situation. Many harrowing
stories have been told to members regarding such cases.
This Bill, however, contains a number
of clauses which 1 could not support.
First, an owner might have applied to
the Fair Rents Court recently and obtained permission to increase the rent of
his property, but if this Bill becomes law
he will automatically be entitled to receive a 20 per cent. rise on the increased
rent. That principle is bad; it is not fair
to those who have not applied. to the
court for an increase.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That
represents only 6 per cent. of property
owners who have applied over the last
five years, according to the figures
supplied by the Minister of Public Works.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-The
fact is that it is proposed to give that
6 per cent. a greater increase than
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will be given to the remaining 94 per cent. a desperate situation. If they paid a dethink Mr. Warner would get much fur- posit on a home, they would have placed
ther with his Bill if he said, "We will a millstone around their necks if the
grant a 20 per cent. increase to present economic situation should beproperty owners, except to those who come worse. I was told in the Melbourne
have in the past two years been g·ranted office of the Commonwealth Employment
permission by the court to increase rents." Service. that four clerks are now kept
I do not say I would agree with a busy recording particulars of men
proposition of that kind, but it would be seeking employment. I cannot foresee
more logical than to give a straight-out that many private individuals wiU erect
20 per cent. increase to all property -homes for renting purposes. During the
owners.
last few years that has been done almost
solely by the Housing Commission which
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I think we charges £3 lOs. a week rent for its
might accept an amendment along those dwellings. It appears as though the
lines.
"golden era" was not as bright as
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.- I doubt previously. I hope the Government will
if the Bill will reach the stage where never agree to include in the princfpai
amendments can be made. Mr. Warner Act a provisiQn whereby a tenant can
is aware ·that this Bill has been produced make an arrangement with his landlord
at this time for one specific reason. I under which he can be evicted at any
understand that there will be Legislative time. When Mr. ';Varner was speaking,
Council elections in June. Mr. Warner I referred to the cold war that is taking
represents a province wherein there is place in international affairs. In my
a greater preponderance of people who opinion, the position of a tenant who did
own dwellings than those Who ren t not know from week tQ week when the
houses. One has not to be over-wise axe would fall would be worse than that
to see the reason why this Bill is being of persons suffering from the effects of
debated at this stage. The Assembly the cold war.
has 'adjourned until August next, and,
I was amazed to hear Mr. Warner say
irrespective of whether or not this House that this BiB represents the considered
passes the Bill to-night, it cannot become opinion of members of the Li,beral party
law until after the Assembly meets, in in this House. Apparently, thek policy
August.
differs from that of the Liberal
'A debate on this subject is worth While, party in the Commonwealth sphere. Mr.
because all members must be concerned Warner contended that an increase of
about the housing position generally in 20 per cent. in rent would mean an
Victoria. We are aware that the recent increase of 5s. a week in the basic wage.
cut in loan fund allocations to Victoria He pointed out that if two people lived
has resulted in the Housing Commission in a rented house for which they paid
not being able to build the number of 30s. a week, the increa£e would be 6s. a
houses it planned to erect. Since 1939 week in thek rent, but they would obtain
only an extremely small percentage of a greater increase in their wages and
houses built other than for the Housing would make a profit. People do not live
Commission were erected for renting on rent alone, and the cost of all other
purposes. Who would build a house items would be increased. That would
to-day for renting? Sir William Angliss make the position of those people worse
has told us about a person who than it is to-day. In that respect, Mr.
approached him to build a house that Warner's argum·ent was not sound.
would cost £2,400 or £2,500; he would be
When the House reassembles after the
lucky to have a property erected for forthcoming 'triennial elections, I trust
that amount. Under the present restric- that the Government will direct its
tions placed upon credit by the Common- attention to amendments of the Landlord
wealth Government, how many people can and Tenant Act.
build their own homes? That aspect must
perturb honorable members.
Young
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-That is the
married couples are finq.ing themselves in intention of the Government.
I
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The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Some
people deserve better treatment than
they are receiving at present, and
although legislation cannot be passed to
cover all individuals, many persons are
now 'Suffering hardship. The question of
subletting rooms must be examined. In
some instances prospective tenants will
promise to do almost anything until they
take possession, and then they cause great
unhappiness to the other people in the
house.
SIR WILLIAM ANGLlSS.-Do you not
think that city landlords should receive
a fair return on their investments?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I
listened to the figures quoted by Sir
William, and I was amused to hear that
insuranoe companies want their pound
of flesh; they are not among the poor in
this community. I do not think Sir
William need worry about the Federal
land tax because the present Commonwealth Government has the knack of
bringing down regulations to deal with
many subjects in the morning; if they
are not changed by the same afternoon;
it is not long before a change occurs,
and, apparently, pressure is being
brought to bear upon the Commonwealth
Government to ease the burden of land
tax. , Scarcely anyone in Australia can
show us the way out of -our tangled
economic position.
Each economist
advances a different theory.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-You think
that if We buried the ec-onomists and
t-ore up the regulations we would be
better off?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-If
native common sense was applied to the
questions of the day and if decisions
made after careful consideration were
adhered to, the nation would get on
better.
SIR WILLIAM ANGLISS.-If an incoming tenant pays, perhaps, from £1,000 to
£5,000 to the outgoing tenant, why
should not the landlord obtain a portion
of tha't transfer money?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I understand that the payment O'f key money
or access money for a few furnishings
is illegal. Fortunately, I have not been
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placed in a position where I have had to
consider taking such a step, but one does
not know what one would do if his wife
and children were thrown out on to the
streets. I do not think any Act of
Padiament /Would stop 'People from
paying key money if they wanted to do
so. I do not agree with the purpose
that prompted the introduction of this
Bill, but the subject is of such importance that· the debate has not done any
harm because it has again brought to
the notice of members and people
generally the calamitous position of the
State in regard to the accommodation
of the renting class. Even if the Bill
were passed I do not think it would
stop 1 per cent. of the sales of vacant
possession houses. I know of a property 20 miles from Melbourne which
was built in ahout 1936 for £600 and
was recently sold for £2,300 cash. If
the ·owner had been prepared to accept
terms, probably he would have obtained
fr-om £2,700 to £3,000. The house was
let at 24s. a week, and in that case an
jncrease in rent of about 20 per cent.
would not have stopped the sale. I
consider that even if the Bill were
passed it would not prevent the
sale of 1 per cent. of· the dwelling
houses being offered wjth vacant possessi·on, even on the falling market that
has been caused by the restrictions
'Pla'ced on ·credi t.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE (Minister of Housing).----I should like Mr.
Warner to agree to the adjournment of
.the debate at this stage.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-We feel
tihat it is desirable for the Bill to be
read a second time, at whi·ch stage the
Minister could seek an adjournment.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-This
Bill is exactly the saIne as that which
was introduced by Mr. Warner in this
Chamber in the latter part of last year.
At that time the Government gave a
great deal of considera tion to the
measure and a number of constructive
suggestions were made. Until the introduction of this Bill to-day Ministers
did not know whether it was the same
measure as that which was introduced
last year or whether it contained the
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amendments that had been suggested.
Therefore, we had no opportunity of
preparing necessary amendments, or of
submitting the Bill to Cabinet. On a
previous occasion a vote was taken on
the second reading motion, and the Bill
was defeated. The Government opposes
certain clauses in the BiU now before
the House and we have no alternative
than to vote against it. In my view,
the Government is entitled to take time
for the consideration of this measure, because even if it were passed to-night the
Legislative Assembly would not discuss
it before July. An opportunity should
be given to members to consider and
submit amendments at this stage of the
Bill iilstead of later; otherwise since they
oppose it in its present form members of
the Government must vote against it.
We are asked to agree to an increase
of 20 per cent. in all rents, which means
that the same measuring stick would be
applied in different cases. Those landlords who have been granted permission by the Fair Rents Board to
increase rents would obtain the 20 per
cent. increase as we11 as those owners
who have not approached the Board.
Mr. W'arner said that the average rent in
Victoria or in' the metropolitan area was
27s. 6d. An increase of 20 per cent.
would lift the figure to approximately
32s. Comparative annual figures would
be about £68 and £83, and the granting
of a 20 per cent. increase would mean
that the landlord would receive £14 per
annum more. I do not consider that
such an increase would be sufficient to
dissuade owners from selling their
properties with vacant possession. The
only fair basis for fixing rents is on the
capital invested.
An average of 147 eviction orders are
issued by the courts every month, and
most of the tenants evicted are put out
of houses sold at public auction. Therefore, the Bill does not provide a satisfactory solution to the pr.oblem. Consideration must be given to this matter
on a comprehensive basis. I have not had
time to think about amendments to the
Bill. It has been rumoured f.or some
time that Mr. Warner inrtended to bring
in another Bill to amend the Landlord
and Tenant Act, and I felt sure that he
The Hon. I. A. Swinburne.
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would embody in it certain of the suggestions made when the Bill was previously before the House.
If forced to vote on. the measure tonight, we members of the Government
party will have no option but to vote
against it. On the other hand, if it is
agreed to adjourn consideration of the
Bill we shall undertake to present it to
Cabinet and investigate the possibility
of suggesting amendments. It is desired to avoid a repetition of what has
occurred to-night, when honorable members have debated the same points as
were raised when the Bill was brought
in last year. The forcing of a division on
the second, reading will not, according to
the President's ruling, dispose of the
Bill. Even though it was defeated it
could be introduced into the House again
and the same procedure folloQwed, with
members making a futile effort t.o evolve
a solution to an important problem. Unless the Government is given an opportunity toO consider the matter further, its
supporters will vote against the Bill.

The House divided on the motion (Sir
Clifden Eager in the chair)Ayes
Noes

16
14

Majority for the motion

2

AYES.

Sir William Angliss
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Sir Frank Clarke
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Grigg
Mr. Isaac
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. Ludbrook

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
I Mr.
Mr.

I

McArthur
McDonald
MacLeod
Rankin
Warner.
Tellers:

Sir Frank Beaurepaire
Mr. Kittson.
NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Beckett
Byrnes
Coleman
Galbally
Harvey
Jones
Kennelly
MacAulay

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

McNally
Slater
Swinburne
Tuckett.
Tellers:

Mr. Fraser
Mr. Walters.

The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
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Clause 1 (Short title, construction, and
citation).
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I ask Mr. W'arner to
agree to progress being reported so that
the Government may examine the Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-In the light of an
undertaking that has been given to me
by the Minister of Housing that the
Government will consider some clauses
of the Bill, I agree to progress being
reported at this stage so tha t the
Government may prepare amendments.
Progress was reported.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.1).
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
The period f.or which Supply has been
granted wHI expire on the 3pth of June
next, and authority is sought to provide
for expenditure for the months of July
and August, 1952. The President has
announced the date of the forthcoming
Legislative Council elections, and as the
writs are not returnable until the 11th
of July next, this House will not meet
until after the expiration of the present
period of Supply. Consequently, additional Supply is necessary to provide for
the payment of public servants' salaries
and to meet other Government commitments.
The amount included in this Supply
BHl is £11,980,164, which is sufficient to
meet requirements untn the end of
August, 1952. The first column of the
Supply schedule indicates the amount
required under each division of the
Estimates to meet expenditure for the
months of July 'and August, 1952, while
the second column shows the proportionate amount of the estim'ated expenditure
under each division of the Estimates for
the current financial year.
The Supply schedule reveals many
variations in the amounts required, compared with the estimated expenditure for
a proportionate period of the, current
financial year. There are m'any reasons
for these variations. With the exception
of the Railway Department, provision
has been made for five fortnightly payments of salaries, and this accounts for
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the increased Supply required under
many divisions.
Furthermore, under
some divisions the greater proportion of
the expenditure is not charged until the
latter half of the year, while in other
cases the expenditure is heavier in the
early part of the financial year.
Supply is not required for certain
items of expenditure such as interest,
sinking fund and exchange payments, for
which special appropriations have been
authorized by Parliament. Apart from
the additional amount necessary on
account of the five fortnightly salary,
payments, the main items under which
increased provision is required are:Soil Conservation Authority, salaries,
contingencies and miscellaneous-£3,418.
The activities of the Authority have increased with a consequent expansion of
the staff employed. Additional district
advisory committees have been est'ablished.
For Children's Welfare-Contingencies
and Miscellaneous, an additional amount
of £8,213 is required, for the reason that
payments are made to foster-mothers
every 28 days, and three such payments
are required to be made during July and
August.
Under the division-Education Department: Endowments and Grants-increased payments amounting to £7,159
are necessary to meet cost-of-living
adjustments to councH staffs of technical
schools.
An additional amount of £14,167 is
required for the Treasury in respect of
payments under the provisions of the
Commonwealth I?ay-roll Tax Assessment
Act.. Increased salaries due to ,awards of
various tribunals and cost-of-living
adjustments account for this extra provision.
Under the division-Miners' phthisis
allowances, &c.-a sum larger by £3,000
is required. Miners' phthisis allowances
are paid quarterly in advance.
In respect of the Department of
Health, an increase of £13,005 is needed
to meet the quarterly payment 'in
advance to the Queen's Memorial Infeotious Diseases Hospital at Fairfield.
In connection wUh the ;w,orking expenses
of the Railway Department, higher
salaries and wages are operating, and
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there have been further increases in the
costs of materials, including fuel and
oil. For these rea.sons, an addi1Jional
sum of £578,900 is required.
In some instances the sum of money
required is less than that eXlpended
during the corresponding period of last
year. The a,mount required for the insurance O'f State employees by the State
Accident Insurance Office is payable
during the month of September, so that
a decrease of £10,728 is indicated in this
schedule covering the previous two
months. Another decrease occurs in
connection with Treasury payments to
the Railway Department and the State
Coal Mine. Provision is made for the
payment of a subsidy to the Railway
Department, on account of deht charges,
but as this payment is not made until
the end of the financial year, the amount
of Supply can be reduced by the sum of
£296,666.
In the Agriculture Department provision is made to supplement the amount
specially appropriated to meet administrative expenses in connection with
agricultural colleges, but as this sum
w.ill not be expended until later in the
financial year, Supply may be fur.ther
reduced by £14,442. I have now expladned the major variations in the
amount of Supply required .f.or the
months of July and August, and I shall
be pleased to furnish any further information desired by honorable members.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-It is par.t of my duty, as
unofficial Leader, to advise members
regarding the powers of this House in
dealing with Supply BiUs. As I have
pointed out on previous occasions those
powers are severelylimi ted.
This
House is not in a position to amend 'a
Bill in such a way as would involve increasing taxation or other charges; it
may only make a suggestion to the
Assembly that an amendment be made.
However, discussion ,on Supply Bills
gives members an opportunity to bring
under the notice oif the Government
ma tters which affect their provinces
and to express their opini,ons on the
policy and actions of the Government.
I leave the Bill in the hands of honor.able members.
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Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-This
is
an
important
measure, as it provides for the expenditure of approximately £12,000,000
.towards the expenses of the Government for the first two months of the
1952-53 finanaial year. When this Bill
was being dealt with in the other House,
it was de'elared an urgent measure, and
was passed by that House after twelve
Ihours' discussion.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
- I t is not permissible f·or an honorable
member toO refer to proceedings in the
other House.
SIR JAMES KENNEDY.-I cannot help
:saying that indecent haste occurred in
the handling of this Bill in the other
House.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorable
memher must not make a statement of
that kind. The comity of the two
Houses of Parliament must be such
as to prevent members of one House
making upon the other House observations that are of a derogatory nature.
When the hoQnorable member speaks of
"indecent haste" in the other House,
:he is being rather contemptuous of the
Assembly.
I shall not allow any
member of this ~hamber to use a phrase
which is contemptuous of the other
House.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Nowadays,
apparently, sums of hundreds of millions
of pounds are spoken of as if they were
only a few millions. We all know that
since the present Government has been
in office it has had the use of approximately £330,000,000 in two year.s. The
total amount of money available to the
previous Government for a similar
pe~iod was approximately £170,000,000.
Even if it is conceded that during recent
years the value of money has decreased
by 30 per cent., the present Government
has still had the handling of £100,000,000,
representing real value, more than was
available to previous Governments that
held office over a period of four, five, or
six years.
The granting of these huge sums for
spending by Governments is an encouragement to extravagance. Tlle tendency to indulge in extravagant expenditure is noticeable not only in local
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government and State administration,
but also in the Federal sphere. Revenues
have increased to an enormous extent,
and to-day the same close examination
of the financial position of a Government
or a governmental body as took place
years ago is not undertaken. Of course,
with the advent of uniform taxation and
the control by a .central body of the
allocation of loan funds, the States have
to some extent lost their responsibility
for the raising of taxation, and I believe
that that is a further cause of extravagant expenditure. Extravagance will
occur when the body which spends the
money has not the responsibility of
raising it.
It is hard to believe the sta temen ts
made from time to time by the Treasurer
of this State that the Government has
had insufficient funds at its disposal to
meet commitments. During the regime
of the Chifley Government the sum
granted to Victoria in one year was approximately £10,000,000. The next year,
1948-49, it rose to £12,000,000. In the
last year of the Federal Labour Government's regime, the sum granted to Victoria was £14,300,000. When the Menzies-Fadden Government came into office
in 1950-51 the allocation rose to
£22,248,000, and in the next financial
year, 1951-52, it was further increased
to £29,500,000. Therefore, the allocation to Victoria has been doubled since
the time of the Chifley Government.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-It must be
remembered that dUTing the first year
to which you have referred, the pound
was worth 14s. or 15s.: now it is worth
3s. Sd.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-There has
not been a difference of 20 per cent. in
the value of the pound during that
pel'iod. Yet, the allocation to Victoria
has been increased by 100 per cent. Additional revenue is received by Victoria
from the petrol tax. During the financial
year 1949-50, when the Chifley Government was in office, Victoria received
£1,500,000 from .that tax. During the
first year of the Menzies-Fadden
Administration, this State received
£2,230,000, and for the current year the
allocation was raised ·to the sum of
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£2,679,000. So there has been an increase of £1,000,000 in moneys received
from the petrol tax.
There has been much talk about the
reduction in the amount of loan funds
received by the Victorian Government.
During .the first year of the Chifley
Government's regime this State was
granted £8,000,000 and for the next two
years approximately £15,000,000 was
granted.
When the Federal Labour
Government was in office Victoria received loan money amounting to
£15,000,000, but for the current year
alone the allocation was £66,006,000.
A similar position applies in connection
with semi-Government instrumentalities.
In 1947-48, those instrumentalities borrowed £4,900,000; in 1948-49, £8,600,000;
and in
the last
year
of
the
Chifley Government's regime the figure
rose
to
£21,600,000.
Under
the
Menzies-Fadden Government in 195051, semi-Government borrowings totalled
£35,000,000, and last year they exceeded
£30,000,000. That indicates the enormous sums that have been available to
the present Government in the last two
years. It is unfortunate that for aU the
money fuat has been spent no projects
have been finished. The Government has
been doing a little work here and there,
but it would have made greater progress
had it established an order of priority
fOT the various works and finished those
works before proceeding with others.
The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE.-When the
Government decided to cut down expenditure on some projects the Liberal party
claimed that it was doing the wrong
thing.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The Government has painted a sorry picture,
emphasising its poverty, but we find that
it has had more money than was available to any previous Government in
Victoria. To-night we are asked to pass
a Bill authorizing the expenditure of
approximately £12,000,000. We hope the
money will be economically spent, but we
have grave doubts on that score. It is
all very well for the Government to say
to-night" Control finance ", but I have
been a member of previous Administrations and I know what happens. A
Minister has certain overriding powers,
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but he cannot get down to the finer
details of proposed departmental expenditure. The making available of this
tremendous amount is an inducement
to extravagance in Departments.
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country roads. The Board's losses on
working expenses were gradually wiped
out, and a surplus accumulated. I am
not blaming the present Government,
but it will probably obtain £1,000,000
for Consolidated Revenue from this
One of the most vital matters affecting source this financial year. Probably it
the community generally is the provision will allocate an amount of £10,000 to
of roads. I am aware that it costs more provide some amenity on a country road,
to construct roads to-day than it did but the surplus of £990,000 will go into
years ago, but it is remarkable to notice Consolidated Revenue.
That surplus
what is happening with the present revenue should be earmarked for expenCountry party Governm,ent in power, diture on road works.
all the members of which represent
In addition, motor drivers' licence fees
country districts. In the early years of
my association with this Chamber, one and transfer fees, which in the past
of the last things that any member were considered to be sacrosanct, will
would dare suggest was that the Govern- find their way into Government coffers.
ment should interfere with revenue from This Government introduced 'a Bill
motor registration and licensing fees, or aUotting to the Country Fire Authority
from the fees charged by the Transport a percentage of receipts from motor
Regulation Board. Whenever such a drivers' licence fees. It said that certain
proposal was made, Country party mem- country municipalities were obliged to
bers would rise in their places and de- pay ,amounts varying from £500 to
clare, "You must not touch this money; £1,000 to the Country Fire Authority,
but the Government decided to wipe out
it is dedicated for road works."
that requirement and to apply' revenue
I understand that the Premier pro- from motor drivers' licence fees in lieu
poses to ask the Prime Minister for a thereof. The principle is wrong, begreater a~location to Victoria of revenue cause, I contend, revenue from that
from the Commonweath petrol tax. We source should be used exclusively on
all agree that a far greater return should providing roads. Associated with the
come to this State from that source proposal to divert revenue from motor
than has been received in the past. I drivers' licences fees to the Country Fire
suggest that the Premier should Authority was a proposal that the
introduce a deputat.ion to himself in con- Minister of Public Works should have
nection with the Transport Regulation at his disposal an amount of £100,000
Board's fees. The Board win have a that he could hand out to various autho'surplus of more than £1,000,000 from rities throughout the State.
its' operations this year. When I was
With the almost unlimited funds that
Minister of Transport, it cost the Board he has had at his disposal, amounting to
a certain amount to conduct its proceed- £330,000,000 in two years, the Treaings and the fees charged were sufficient surer has had a wonderful opportunity to
to ensure that the Board would be able make progress.
In one year, this
to meet expenses.
Government obtained a sum almost as
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-That would much as the total loan liability of the
State a few years ago, although, admitbe more than twenty years ago.
tedly, the value of money to-day is not
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-I was Mini- the same as it was then.
Until the
ster of Transport from'1943 to 1945, and Government adjusts the position so far as
in those years the Board was losing' Victorian roads are concerned, it cannot
money. The Government of which I support a claim that it must get extra
was a member imposed certain extra money from CommonweaUh petrol tax
charges, but inserted a provision in the revenue. It should ensure that surplus
relevant legislation that any 'Surplus revenue from the Transport Regulation
revenue from this source should be Board and from motor drivers' licence
placed into a trust fund and used for fees does not find its way into Consolithe purpose of improving amenities on dated Revenue.
:.
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, In dealing with this Supply measure
members cannot, with any degree of
accuracy, examine the fi,gures pres en ted
in the schedule.
The Minister has
told us in one instance that there
has been £100,000 provided this
year in excess of the provision made
for the same Department last year, but I
repeat criticism that I have previously
offered that the method of presenting
figures in· this financial sta temen t is of
no use to members generaHy. The Supply schedule sets out the sum required
for the months of July and August of
this year, and also the proportionate
~ount of expenditure for the first two
months in 1951-52. The latter figures are
obtained by taking the total expenditure
for the year and dividing it by six.
Would it not be of greater assistance to
members if the figures representing the
actual expenditure in July and August
of last year were set out for comparative
purposes alongside the sum required for
similar services in July and August of
this year? If the total amount sought
represents one-sixth of the estimated
expenditure for the financial year
1952-53, it will mean that expenditure on
these services for the full financial year
from revenue sources will be approximately £70,000,000. I have offered cert~in cFiticisms of the Government's proposals and particularly of what it.is
doing with surplus revenue from th~
Transport Regulation Board and motor
drivers' licence fees, and I trust that the
Government will heed my suggestion that
any surplus from those sources' should
be retained for the construction' and
maintenance of country roads.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (Melbourne West Province).-I rise to support the Bill, and I accept the reasons
advanced by the Minister .of Public
Works why it should be passed. I
think the Government was reasonable
in seeking Supply for two months only.
As' the Minister of Public Works explained, the writs for the ~riennial
elections of this House are returnable
on the lltth of July, so that the granting
of Supply until the ene}, of August will
enable the Government, to prepare its
legislative programme for. the resumption of the session.
.
Session 1951-52.-[30]

I was not impressed with the statements of Sir James Kennedy in relation
to the increased amounts of money
spent by the Government. For. this
there are many· reasons, one being
the commitments of the preceding
Government. The present Government
has been compelled to honour promises
previously made. I admit that some of
the sins mentioned .by Sir James Kennedy
were committed by the Government, but
its record is excellent. No Government
can progress unless it has available the
funds necessary to permit it to do so.
Many reasons have been advanced for
variations in amounts appearing in the
Supply list. I will be interested to learn
whether provision has been made to
meet further increases in the basic wage.
Until recently, it was not cus'tomary
for the Treasurer to do so because such
increases di.d not occur as frequently
as they do to-day. Now the State is
faced with an in~reased basdc wage
every quarter. As the last increase was
the modest sum of 3s. a weeik, I feel
that for the next quarter the amount will
be substantial; that will have a great
infiu~nce
upon the. State's financial
pOsition. In Committee, I trust that
the. Minister will inform members what
provision has been made to meet such
an incr~~e.
.
One rQ~on for the State's financial
posItion has been increased costs .which
affect not 'only State Governments but
also muni.cipalities and industries.
~ome have been able to absorb ~ising
costs but others have not been so fortunate. It has also been contended that
the imposition of uniform taxation has
played an important part. I have never
believed . in the principle of uniform
taxation.
Along with other State
Governments, the Victorian Government has opposed the scheme, but
seeing that the system has been in force
for so long, I do not think it could be
changed at this stage with advantage to
this or any other State. If the forthcoming -appeal . of the Government
to the High' Court against uniform
taxation
is
successful,'
we
will
experience .' financial
chaos.
Ten
years agothe· ... .financial position was
vastly different from what it is to-day,
.'
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and if the High Court of Australia holds
tna t the State has equal taxing rights
with those of the Commonwealth
Government, I do not know what will
happen. An increased burden should not
be imposed upon the people, as taxation
has reached its peak. The joint taxation
()f the Commonwealth and State Govern-'
rnents should not exceed the present rate,
and so it is logical to assume that the
State would not receive more money than
it now obtains under the Commonwealth's
reimbursement scheme.
The Commonwealth Government has
entered into big commitments for defence
and social services. If each State was
given taxation rights similar to those of
the Commonwealth, the latter authority
would be compelled to continue to impose
its present taxation rates, and so I do
not think the abolition of the uniform
taxation scheme would solve Victoria's
financial problems.
I wish briefiy to examine the effect of
the internal management of State activities upon our financial structure. As
members know, the State conducts a
number of commercial undertakings
such as the Forests Commission, the
State Rivers and ·Water Supply Commission and the Railway Department.
The Forests Commission is a lucrative
institution; it brings large sums of
revenue to the coffers of the State by
means of royalties and logging charges. I
cannot understand why it has made such
a huge loss in supplying firewood for the
metropolitan area. That loss runs into
several hundred thousand pounds a year;
Private enterprise made profits, but was
forced out of the field by the Commission,
which is losing tremendous sums through
its efforts to provide metropolitan
residents with firewood.
Of course,
from the point of view of the Commission, the solution of. the problem
would be for it to say that it should not
be held responsible for metropolitan firewood supplies. I do not think that course
should be adopted, and an investigation
should be held to see if the Commission
cannot ·maintain its responsibility to the
people by providing firewood without
incurring the huge losses that are being
made at present.
TM Hon. P. L. Coleman.
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The State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission also makes a valuable contribution to the revenues of the State,
but a similar comment cannot be applied
to the Railway Department, which is
a great factor in the State's deficit.
According to press statements, the deficit
of more than £4,000,000 last year will
be exceeded this year.
It is the
duty of the Government to investigate
the activities of the Railway Department.
On many occasions I have listened to Mr.
Warner propose increases in freights and
fares as the solution of the financial
problems of the railways, but I contend
tha t that is the last thing that should
be done. I suggest an investigation
into the internal management of the
Department and in this connection I
refer members to the reasons given by
the Commissioners for last year's deficit.
The Department contended that the
deficit was due to the reduction of train
running schedules caused by a shortage
of coal. It was announced by the
Premier a short time ago ,that because of
the quantity of coal coming from overseas and as a result of contracts made
for the delivery of Callide coal the Railway Department would not be troubled
by coal difficulties this year. Despite
that fact it is estimated that the Department will show a. deficit of over
£5,000,000 for the current financial year.
The previous Government was afforded
an excellent 0PPoNunity of remedying
the posi·trion when vacancies occurred as
a result .of the retirement of certain Railways Commissioners. I consider that if
a man of outstanding business ability
was appointed as a Railways Commissioner an improvement would soon be
evident, because he would correlate the.
activities of e~perienced officers arid
would infuse more efficiency into the
Department.
On a number of occasions I have referred to the inactivity of the Railway
Department in regard to the development· of brown coal. .In 1946 it was
established beyond any shadow of doubt
that . ~ailway engines could be opera ted
on brown coal. At that time the Department gave an undertaking that it would
continue its experiments, ·and 'Some
months ago a notice appeared in the
press ·that after exhaustive tests since
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1946 it had been established that brown
coal could be used for the running of
steam engines. If brown coal, which
could be purchased for the State Electricity Commission for lOs. a ton, had been
used for the operation of only a small per.centage of wains, the schedules could
have been maintained, and railway
losses would have been minimized. However, instead of using brown coal and
increasing the activities of the Wonthaggi coal mine, from which the Railway Department purchases coal at a low
price, it was decided to convert locomotives to burn fuel oil. It has been
stated that the increased deficit of the
Department this year will be due partly
to the large increase in the price of fuel
oil.
A statement appeared in the press tonight by a very eminent authority on the
winning of coal, that if the Government
of the day built houses at Wonthaggi and
provided more labour in the mines, the
production of coal could be increased
tremendously, and as a - result there
would be a reduction in the cost
of fuel used by the Railway Department.
In 1946 the Cain Administration arranged that the Housing Commission
should build 250 homes at Wonthaggi,
and that they would be handed over to
the Railway Department to house mine
workers. .The Cain Government was defeated in 1947, and one of the first
actions of the Housing Commission, with,
the approval of the Liber.al Government,
was to curtail and practically stop that
building progr.amme. .I have made a
number of inquiries, but have. been unable to ascertain the ex,act number of
homes that were built at Wonthaggi by
the Housing Commission.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-From
memory 80 houses were erected at
Wonthaggi by the Housing Com~ission.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-If the
full programme of the Cain Government
had been carried into effect the Railway
Department would have been receiving
more low-priced coal from Wonthaggi,
and that would have had a big influence
on its financial position. I think I have
proved conclusively that it is the duty
of the Government to order a thorough
investigation of the internal workings of
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the Railway Department, because deficits
are growing year after year. When the
Liberal party was in office the deficit
amounted to approximately £2,000,000;
last year it was £4,00Q,OOO, and it ha~
been stated 11hat this year the deficit will
be well over £5,000,000. No one can
estimate what the deficit will be next
year. The losses incurred by the Railway Department have been responsible
for the large deficits shown in the
Budgets for the last few years, and, in
my opinion, an urgent and· immediate
investigation is warranted.
I consider that the instability of
Government in Victoria has influenced
our financial position.
Since 1945,
there have been a Labour Administration, a coalition Government, a Liberal
party Government and the present
Country party Government. Most of
those Administrations have prepared
plans for large works such as the
development of the brown coal resources
at Morwell and Yallourn. In 1946, plans
for the development of that area were
set in motion by the Cain Government.
Later the Hollway-McDonald GoverI?-ment decided that the size of the project
should be increased, and the Liberal
Government decided on a further move
to hurry along this great project. The
present Government has been saddled
with the plans and the hopes of previous
Administra tions. If 'One Government
had been in offi-ce from 1946 un til now.
I believe that the plann'ing of Yallourn
and Morwell would have taken a
different form. It is only natural for
one Government to try to outdo another.
with the result that both the State
Electricity
Commission
and
the
Government have been landed in· what
might be termed a nasty financial situadon in regard to loan funds.
In
Queensland, Tasmania, and South Australia, where there has been continuity
of Governments, there -are few financial
difficulties. The plans that have been
made have proceeded in the way in
Which they were intended and very few
difficulties are eXiperienced. Tha t emphasizes the point I have made that the
trouble in which Victoria finds itself at
present can be attributed partly to the
instability of government over the past
few years.
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'On a number· of occasions I have.
referred·" to the activities of semiI.
governmental bodies in Victoria.
cOIlsicier" ·that legislation 'should' be. introduced ... to~ bring' those· 'undertakings'
more' :under· Government eontrol. I
have felt for a number of years that
semi-governmental bodies have dictated
t!he policy of various Governments. I
stated on one occasion that the State
Electricity Commission could, if it so
desired, because of its control over its
own policy, plaice a Government in a
difficult position. ".Do-day, m·ost of our
loan difficulties can be attributed to the
activities of semi-governmental bodies,
which in most cases are a law unto
themselves.
TIle sooner legislation
affecting such bodies as the State Rivers
and WateT Supply Commission, the
State Electrioity Commission, the HOllSing Commission and a num'ber of others
is reviewed by the Government, the
sooner ·will those undertakings be controlled by the people through the
Government.
There are Ministers in cont:r~ol of the
Department of Heal th, the La;bour
Department and the State RJivers and
Water Supply Commission who, although
having little power when it actually
comes ,to questions of' policy, can
exercise some influence by vetoing
certain proposals. There is no doubt
that if a Minister is able to bring to
bear some direct influence upon the
administration of a Department more
efficient service is provided.
I acted as Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings for a period of four
months, and nothing impressed me more
than the fact that the State ElectricHy
Commission, which probably has a
greater influence than any other Department on the future of Victoria, has
always been a sma'll' Department,
tacked on to a major Department. The
State Electricity Commission is administered by the Chief Secretary. The office
of Chief Secretary is most exacting, and·
much as I admire the administrative
abili,ty of Mr. Dodgshun, I contend that
nobody could successfully discharge the
duties of both .Chief Secretary and the
Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings.
The Hon. P. L. Coleman.
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In a former Liberal party Cabinet Mr.
Kent Hughes was Minister of Transport,
Minister of Education and Minister in
. Charge of Electrical Undertakings. Mr:
Warner was formerly Minister in Charge
of Housing, which was a full time job,
·and he a1so was responsible for the
administration of the State Electricity
Commission. The present Government
has a separate Minister of Labour.
I
suggest that that Ministry could be associated with the portfolio of Chief Sectetary. Mr. Harvey could be made
Minister in Charge of Electrical Under..
takings and he would make an excellent
job of it.
'I'he effect of the activioties of the State
Electricity Commission on the progress
of the State is well known, and to my
mind the Commission requires the attention of a full-time Minister. When acting as Minister in Charge of Electrical
Undertakings, I used to spend at leasthalf of every day at the Commission, and
was am'azed at the help I couid give to
its officers.
If a Minister were
there most of the time, they would get
far better results than by battling along
as at present. The Government might
take heed of the suggestion I have made
for a redistribution of portfolios. Having
had two years' e~perience, the members
of the Governm'ent should realize exactly
where Ministerial responsibHities should
lie. They should also examine as early'
as possible legislation affecting semigovernmental bodies.
In my opinion, the Commonwealth
should regard some of the
developmental activities of Victoria as
national projects, instead' of taking the
parochial view that sole responsibility
for them rests with Victoria. Development of our brown coal resources and
water supply projects will have a big
influence on the success of Australia's
defence programme and a great effect
upon attempts to improve the economy
by increasing primary production.
Gover~ent

The Commonwealth Government regarded the development of the coal
resources of New South Wales as a
national responsibility. It was considered that the large deposits of black
coal situated in that St'ate belonged to
the Commonwealth as a whole, and it
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was proposed that the Commonwealth
should finance their development for the
benefit of Australia generally. In 1946,
a similar propos·al was made to the'
Queensland Government, which, however,
would not accept the hand of friendship
thus extended.
The Commonwealth
Government considered that it was
wrong to expect the huge coal deposits
and other natural resources of Queensland to lie dormant because the Government of that State was not ina posi'tion,
finandaUy or otherwise, to develop them.
I was present when the proposition was
submi tted to the Premier of Queensland
and was rejected by him because he did
not desire the Commonwealth Government to have any control over the resources of his State. I ask that the suggestion I have made should be placed
before the Federal Governme.nt. It is
obvious that financial responsibility for
these projects should not be laid entirely
on Victoria.
In conclusion, I wish to offer one more
suggestion to the Government for submission to the Commonwealth Government.
I made a similar suggestion
in 1946, and I consider that those
who rejected it then would be happy now
if it had been agreed to.
Victoria
would be far better off if it were in the
same position as South Australia and
Tasmania as regards having its financial affairs examined. and di·rected by
the Commonwealth Grants Commission.
Under the uniform taxation legislation,
before the Premiers of the different
States go to Canberra the Federal
Treasurer decides how much money the
States are to receive, whether of loan
funds or of taxation reimbursements.
No matter what sort of case is presented
by the States, the amounts they are to
receive are decided in advance and are
not based upon their requirements or
upon the submissions made by them. I
have always contended that the work
involved in preparing submissions for the
Premiers' conferences and the Loan
Council meetings is a waste of time.
Under the system by which the Commonwealth Grants Commission investigates the affairs of the States of Tasmania and South Australia, the States
present their balance sheets for the
previous year and
submit
their
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requirements for the current year, with
supporting data, and ask for a certain
sum of money. Those facts and figures
are examined by the Commonwealth
Grants Commission, which is comprised
of eminent business men and practical
economists. Over the years the Commission has done a remarkably good job.
It is interesting to compare the position
of Tasmania and South Australia today with that of Victoria, New South
Wales and Queensland. The development
of the so-called claimant States has been
very orderly and has proceeded along a
well-conceived plan approved by the
Grants ·Commission.
In the other
States nothing but financial chaos
exists, because there has been 110
guiding and restricting hand. I consider
that if the larger States were controlled
by the Commonwealth Grants Commission they would also be in the enviable
position of 'l1asmania and South
Australia.
It is a long time since this proposal
was made previously, and I do not know
whether the Commonwealth Government
would consider it now. Some means must
be devised of overcoming the difficulties
facing the State. Nothing is gained
by reviling the Prime Minister and the
Federal Treasurer, who have certain
moneys to spend and must try to balance
their Budget.
I do not think that it
would be possible, under the present
financial system, to allocate the States
any more in loan funds or from revenue
under the reimbursement plan associated
with the uniform -taxation system; other
means must be found.

I have made certain suggestions which
I think the Government should consider.
An examinati-on should be made of the
'internal position in an effort to make
a tangible contribution to the solution of
current problems. I am sure that if
we prove that we are doing our best,
we shall receive more sympathetic consideration from the Federal authorities
than has been shown hi therto. On the
two occasions on which I visited Canberra
on the State's business, I gained the
impression that the Commonwealth
authorities considered that the States
were not as well managed as they should
be. I ask that a definite effort be made
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along the lines I have suggested, 81ld
no doubt other honorable members have
ideas which could supplement mine. I
trust that I have given the Government
food for thought and that it will tackle
its present problems in a sound and
tangible way.

The HOD. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I desire to comment
briefly on one division of the Supply
schedule. Sir J·ames Kennedy has referred to the huge sums of money which
have been made available to the Government during the last year. All honorable
members have been furnished with the
figures of financial allocations to the
different Departments, and must be aware
that in the large majority of cases
those Departments have had from 15
per cent. to 50 per cent. more money
allocated to them for the cuxrent
financial year than for last year.' I
really rose to direct attention to what
I regard as an anomaly in respect of the
allocation of loan funds to the Lands
Department and the Soldier Settlement
Commission. In the light of the fact that
some Departments received up to 50 per
cent. more ,loan money this year than
last, it is difficult to understand why
nearly 20 per cent. less was allocated to
the Soldier Settlement Commission than
was spent during the previous year. The
situation is all the more surprising because of the expressed desire of some
supporters of the Government party to
stimulate soldier settlement, as some of
them have been keenly interested in that
subject.
I cannot believe that the reduced
allocation was really due to a shortage
of loan funds, since increased sums were
made available by the Government for
other purposes such a'S the gasification of
brown coal, inland me2. t works in certain
districts and so on. The State is faced
with the necessity of increasing primary
production and of settling soldiers on
the land, and although I realize that
diffi'culty may have been experienced
formerly due to shortage of materials
and other causes, during the past year
not only have adequate funds been
avaiJable but supplies of material have
been more plentiful.
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Since a substantial increase in primary
production i'S desired, surely, instead of
embarking upon socialistic schemes such
as the North-West Mallee settlement
under the 1948 legislation, there could
have been made available to the Lands
Department a sum of money equal to
that which was allocated to it during the
previous year. Actually the allocation
to that Department has been reduced at
a time when it is desired to increase production by developing new rural areas
and settling more people on the land. I
hope that next year, when loan funds are
allocated, the Government will not again
make the Soldier Settlement Commission the " ugly duckling," so to speak.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bnl was read a second time and
committed".
CIa'use 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Sum available for the purposes voted by Legislative Assembly).
The HOD. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).-As honorable
members are no doubt aware, there is no
power to charge fees in respect of
patients who occupy beds in public hospital wards. Tohat prinCiple is contained
in the Hospitals and Charities Act of
1948, and followed an agreement with
the Chifley Government in 1945, when
the various States were subsidized in
return for a written solemn undertaking
that there would be no means test and
that the State would ensure that no
person occupying a bed in a public ward
would be charged fees.
I was disturbed to read in the metropolitan press to-day a report that the
chairman of the Hospitals and Charities
Commission had stated that there was
power to charge fees in respect of such
patients.
Mr. McVilly expressed an
opinion which was not shared by the
responsible Minister. I regard him as
one of the commissars in Victoria
because he takes no notice of any orie.
I congrat,ulate the Minister because it
would have been easy. for him ,to adopt
a different line. He said that some doubt
had been raised as to the position and he
would have the matter investigated.
Why he did not seek an opinion before
the hospitals were directed to charge fees
for beds in public wards is something
known only to himself.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Are you certain that the hospitals were directed to
charge those fees?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Yes.
The hospitals are administered by the
Hospitals and Charities Commission.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I do not think
they were directed.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.~I shall
not quibble. Let us say that they were
requested. I inquire whether steps were
taken by the Hospitals and Charities
Commission to ascertain whether there
was any legal right to charge the fees.
The Hon. P. T. ·BYRNEs.-The Commission would be fully aware of whether or
not it possessed the requisite power.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-In the
circumstances, it is surprising that the
Minister did not know. I do not want
the discussion to develop into a lawyers'
picnic. First principles are involved.
This is not a personal issue between
Mr. McVilly and myself; it is a matter of
high principle because the Labour party
stands for no means test and no payment
of fees by patients who occupy beds in
public wards. That was incorporated
in a Commonweal,th Act of Parliament
in 1945, since repealed by an antiLabour Government. The officers of the
Commission must be aware tthat there
has been no repeal of the Victorian
statute, and that under V.lctorian law
there is no power to charge. That fact
cannot be gainsaid.
However, Mr.
McYilly was not deterred in any way.
According to . a statement in two
morning newspapers, he has overnight
changed the public hospitals to pdvate
hospitals. I assume that he was correctly reported, as I did not notice any
refutation in the evening press.
Mr. McVilly is reported as having
stated fua't the pubLic hospitals in this
State are now registered under Commonwealth
regulations,
making
them
private hospitals. He rivalled the feat
of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Whereas
that unfortunate gentleman of fiction
had to take some evil-tasting medicine
to bring about the desired result, Mr.
McVilly can cha'nge public hospitals into
private hospitals by a stroke of the pen.
That is a matter which, I suggest, should
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be determined by the legislature; it is
a matter of Government policy. However, this new despot is deciding matters
of high policy. Who is he to say that
the big public hospitals of Melbourne
shall overnight become private institutions? Where does he get his authority
from-Parliament or the Government?
Do the hospitals themselves want to be
changed into private establishments?
For some time past We have been
distul'bed by the finanoial position of
the hospitals of this State and we know
that it is sought to establish a lottery
for the raising of money to finance those
hospitals. I make the graver charge
tha t the Victorian hospitals and the
policy in connection therewith have been
subject to maladministration by the
H<>.spitals and Charities Commissi<ln,
that the members of that Commission are
a monument to waste, and that they are
erecting big hospitals in MeLbourne at
enormous costs. The money for that
purpose has now run out but still
adequate hospital accommodation has
not been provided. I feel that this
latest decision of the Hospitals and
Charities Commission-if it is a decision
of the Commission and not of Mr.
McVilly alone-marks the end of the
road. He realizes that as a result of
his wasteful policy over a number of
years the hospitals are now quite unable
'00 carryon. He has agreed, under
pressure from Canberra, that patients
in the public hospitals shall be charged
fees.
Mr. MeV-illy knows quite well that
there is no power under State law to
make a charge on patients in public
hospitals. However, he' seeks to throw
dust in the eyes of ever~body by sayti'ng,
"Of course. these establishments are
now private hospitals." I suggest that
,vms rna Her be carefully considered by
the Government and that the Government should' ask the Commission by
what authority overnight it changed the
Royal Melbourne HospUal, the Prince
Henry's Hospital and the Alked Hospital into private establishments. Who
has given Mr. McViflly the instruction
to take that action? Was any legal
advice taken by the Commission whether
there is power to charge patients? If
so, why was not the Minister consulted?
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Perhaps ·it is wpong to express
opinions' on these maUers without being
first advised of the facts, but it-is extraordinary that Mr. McVilly should openly
tell the people that the public hospitals
are now private hospitals because he
has registered them under some Commonwealth regulatioThS~which have
never been considered by the Victorian
Parliament.
The action ta,ken runs
counter to an article which appeared
in the evening newspap'er a .few days ago
when the Minister of Health reported
from Oanberra that some amendment
af the State law might be necessary.
A'pparently, Mr. McVilly has decided
that it was unnecessary to amend the
legislation. It is a matter of grave
public concern that he is able' to do
these things apparently unchecked by
our Government.
Some people contend that a charge
can be made, others that there is no
power to charge,. and the whole question is very confusing. Of course, there
is a br,and new Solicitor-General at the
Crown Law Department and why all
these matters were not· carefully considered is a matter which will remain
1n the realms of the unknown. This
tpOlicy to which I object cuts right
across Labour's pl'a Horm. It is a matter
which should be ,considered and decided
only by Par1iament. Mr. McVilly is
not a legislat'or; his duty is to carry out
the decisions of Parliament, and he has
no authority to cut across the laws of
this community. I ask the Government
carefully to consider the matter at once.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-Honoralble members will
Tecall that a few weeks ago a report
appeared in the press regarding an
offence committed by a person who was
living in one of the emergency hOUSing
camlps. I do not recall what· the offence
was, but the case was viewed eX!tremely
sympathetically by the judge; so much
so that the Government was moved to
action to defend its ad:ministra'tJion
Tegarding 1iha t particular housing
settlement. It is' of interest to note that
the man to whom' the Judge extended
sympathetic consideration because of
the environment in which he lived has
appeared before the court on a charge
that being armed with· a revolver and a
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jungle knife he robbed a' man of a large
sum of'money. It indicates that we must
suspend our judgment when we read these
cases in the newspapers, and it may be
that the Government, in saying something to the Judge in question, was not
ac.1Jing out of place.
,Provision for the Housing Commission is made under the item which
refers to Public Works. I have been
asked to bring to notice the serious
plight of many tenants in Housing Commission settlements. Although there is
in existence a Town and Country Planning Board, the Commission is building
right-of-ways from main centres in unmade roads and where neither electric
light instaliations nor sewerage facilities are available.
Tenants with
families
are
dubious
about permitting
their
children
to
wade
through the swamps 'around their
dwellings. Sir James Kennedy earlier
this evening asked why the Government
did not finish a project and be done with
it, instead of spreading its activities
over a number of unfinished jobs. Many
years ago the Government of the day,
in its wisdom, purchased the old Rlichmond racecourse and built a number of
modern dwellings on U. It completed
the settlement. A later Government,
some seven or eight years ago, purchased
the Ascot racecourse, but not one-third
of it has been built on. Sewerage, electric light, gas, roads, and other ameni..
ties are available, and why, in the name
of common sense, does not the Housing
Commission complete that job, instead
of spending' hundreds of thousands of
pounds in erecting dwellings where the
streets' are not made and no amenities
are offered?
The Housing Reclamation and Slum
Abolition Board never attempted to
abolish slums. Why does not the aousing Commission finish the job it has
started on the Ascot racecourse? A
business man would start and finish a
job before proceeq,ing with other projects, - but the Housing Commission is
spreading its activdties into areas miles
away from 'ex,isting transport facilities .
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-How can
the . Commission finish the work -if it
cannot get-. contractors for the purpose?
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The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-If the
Housing Commission can get contractors.
to erect properties 10 miles out of Melbourne, then it should be able to get contractors to complete the work on the
Ascot racecourse. In that locality the
streets have been made pnd amenities
are available, but, as I have said, only
one-third of the area has been built upon,
and I think the Government should give
a direction to the Commission on this
subject. Sir James Kennedy introduced
a measure some years ago constituting
the Town and Country Planning Board,
but the greatest offender against town
planning is the Housing Commission. It
has destroyed the green belt around the
city and has stopped the production of
vegetable crops in places that used to be
the main vegetable supplying areas for
Melbourne. The Commission has bitten
off more than it can chew, and I suggest that the Government should restrict
future operations of that instrumentality to areas where amenities are
available.
The Hon .. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-I support what the
unofficial Leader has said, and would instance another district, that of Broadmeadows and Somerton, into which the
Commission has spread its activities, although facilities for the use of future
tenants are not available. This Country
party Government has permitted the
Housing
Commission
to
interfere
with primary production. The Commission has purchased thousands of acres
of land and has subsequently let th-e properties to the previous owners at peppercorn rentals. It will be years before the
Commission will require that land for
housing purposes, and in the meantime
there is no incentive to the ex-owners to
keep up production. Surely this is an
unwise step.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It would
cost much more to purcha.se that land in
years to come.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON.-I agree
with the unofficial Leader that the Commission is destroying the outer green
belt by acquiring thousands of acres of
land that it will not be able to use for
many years, and I support his suggestion
Session 1951-52.-[31]
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tha t the Governmen t should curtail the
activities of the Commission in those
areas.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLISS (Southern
Province) .-As this will probably be the
last opportunity that I shall have as a
member 0,£ this House to speak on
Government expenditure, the subject to
which I shall refer is in the true sense
exceptional.
Previous
Governments
spent large sums of money on the provision of country freezing works. The
works at Donald have been closed; the
works at Murtoa have been wrecked, and
the machinery taken away; and some
years ago freezing works at Deniliquin
were abolished. Despite all this, every
year we hear Governments talking about
building more freezing works. For the
financial year ended the 30th of June,
1951, the losses on the Bendigo and
Ballarat freezing works amounted to
approximately £65,000.
I have seen the rise of the export meat
trade in this part of the world, but I
consider that we have reached a stage
when no longer will the export of meat
to any extent continue. Despite the big
. markets that have been held in Melbourne of recent date, I suggest that in
the cOIT!ing year there will be very little
meat available for export to Britain.
Queensland and other States are in a
similar position, and members can
take it from me that meat export
works to-day are almost a liability, not
an asset.
Whatever Government is
in power in the future, in either
the State or the Federal sphere, I
hope it will never consider building
more freezing works in Victoria or
other parts of Australia. I can see no
hope of those works ever being put to
profitable use. There is one way in which
the Government could assist. In cities
such as Ballarat, Bendigo, and Geelong
there is no reason why abattoirs under
proper inspection and municipal control
I warn the
should not be erected.
Government that it should keep out of the
meat exporting business and I speak as
one who is interested only in the production of live stock. I take advantage of
this last opportunity to express the hope
that future Governments will learn from
past experience and will not squander
money on meat export works.
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. The Hon. J. F. KITTS ON (Ballarat
Province) .-1 wish to direct attention to
a matter concerning the Ballarat milk
supply. At a public meeting held at the
City Hall, Ballarat, on the 21st of April,
the following resolution was carriedWe, citizens of Ballarat and district,
strongly protest against the proposal to
force pasteurization on this area. We think
the move unjust both to retailers and consumers, and unnecessary from any point
of view. Therefore we insist that our
Parliamentary repre.sentatives demand that
the Government refrain from declaring
Ballarat a compulsory pasteurization area."
Copies of the resolution were forwarded
to my colleagues and myself, and I
have received numerous letters requesting me to place the case before the
authority concerned and to mention the
matter in Parliament. I have been connected with the dairying industry all
rny life, not only on the manufacturing,
but also the marketing side. I strongly
favour the pasteurization of milk, which
has been the universal method used in
butter factories for many years. The
Milk Pasteurization Bill was favourably
received by all parties, but there is strong
opposition to the principle in the Ballarat
area. Those who desire to do so wish to
be able to continue to purchase raw
milk. Having expressed my own opinion
on milk pasteur'izaton, I feel that it is
my duty to voice the wishes of those
whose opinions differ from mine and
whom I represent in this Parliament.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK (Ballarat
Province).-I support the remarks 01
my colleague, Mr. Kittson, who has
mentioned the protest meeting that took
place in Ballarat. The. people interested
in this matter have been a source of
revenue to the Federal Government during the last week, because I have received
more than 70 letters to date on this
subject. These people are entitled to
express their views, and I shall not
support any attempt to interfere with
the freedom of our citizens.
I would not be as foolish as to say that
I disagree with the principle of pasteurizing milk, which commocity is such an
admirable medium for developing disease
organisms that harm the public. Some
people may spend thousands of pounds
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on plant designed to pasteurize milk but
tha t does not mean that the public will
receive properly pasteurized milk; the
Act must be adequately policed.
SIR FRANK CLARKE.-What is the
view of your citizens about vaccination
.against smallpox?
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK.-I
ha ve already said that these people are
justly entitled to express their opinions.
While I do not disagree with the
principle of milk pasteurization, I consider that the Government started at
the wrong end. The scheme should have
commenced at the source of producti.an.
All caws should have been tuberculin
tested. That is now being done, but the
work will not be completed for about
fifteen years.
The public should be
given a standard system of dairy
farms and all other dairying activities.
Producers should be afforded
veterinary assistance so that their herds
may be healthy. In Australia at present
there are only two veterinary surgeons
to every 1,000,000 head of live stock,
according to figures quoted by the
Minister of Health. I have been requested to bring the resolution passed
at the Ballarat protest meeting to the
notice of the Minister, and I have done
so.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (MeLbourne
North Province).-I invite the Govern·ment t.a consider a system which has
grown up and which is exploiting consumers of bread and milk. I refer to a
scheme of unofficial zoning inaugurated
by bakers and milk vendors. In some
cases, it is the outcome of large c.oncerns
buying out smaller distributors. Certain
people who have been dealing with one
dairy f.ar a considerable time found
that milk had not been left one morning,
and on making inquiries they were told
tha t the business had changed hands,
and that they would have to purchase
their milk from a particular dairy. A
householder who was not desirous of
having forced upon her some one about
whom she knew nothing tried to obtain
supplies from another dairyman, but
was told "No, the area has been zoned,
and you must deal from such-and-such
a dairy."
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Inquiries at the Milk Board reveal
that there is no authorized zoning, and
this scheme has been put into force by
dairymen. Probably it is based on the
presen t shortage of labour. The scheme
tends to reduce costs, but there is no
reduction in the price of milk although
competitors are el,iminated. Another
householder was informed that she
w,ould have to purchase milk from a
particular dairyman whom she had
sacked nine months previously because
1:he milk supplied by him was not
sa tisfactory.
A similar position occurs with the distribution of bread, particularly in the
Heidelberg area. A large number of
residents in the Housing Commission
settlement have received printed notices
to the effect that in future they will
obtain their bread from a certain firm
and must leave on the footpath a tin and
the money to pay for the bread. In
portions of Heidelberg the streets are
practically unmade, and the houses in
the Housing Commission estates are not
provided with front fences. If the residents of those homes put money in tins,
it is more than likely that it win be gone
when the baker calls. No consideration
is being given to the consumer; the only
thought is for the distributor or manufacturer of a commodity.
Some union organizations might consider that there ought to be a certain
amDunt of zoning, for which there might
be some favourable argument, in
order
that
operatives
might
be
given shorter hours.
If there is
to be any zoning it should not
be in any unofficial way. I believe in
limited zoning, but householders ought
to have the choice of at least three suppliers of such essential commodities as
milk and bread and should not have a
particular distributor foisted on them. I
ask the Government to consider
the introduction of legislation providing for a limited form of compulsory
delivery where
tradesmen
refuse to deliver commodities to
the housewife. During the period of
the war housewives had to put up with
all sorts of difficulties and had to tr.J.vel
miles to get certain commodities.
Apparently the manufacturers, distributors and retailers think purchasers
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have become inured to this inconvenience
because the attitude seems to be "Now
we have got them there we will keep
them there." It is time that something
was done to assist the housewife.
I have also been asked to mention a
rna tter concerning the Egg Board. It is
preposterous that a body charged with
the duty of orderly marketing of eggs
should be its own price-fixing authority.
The petrol sellers, and those engaged in
the distribution of that product, are not
permitted to fix its price; we do not allow
the potato Board or the onion Board to
fix the prices of the produce it controls.
It is carrying things a little too far to
give the Egg Board practically total
control of the egg industry and also
power to charge consumers whatever
it likes. I consider that the price of
eggs sl'lOuld be under the control of the
Prices Commissioner.
.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public V/ orks) .-Certain matters referred to have been discussed by Cabinet,
particularly that raised by Mr. Fraser
concerning the price of eggs. Mr. Coleman asked whether the Estimates covered
the rise in the basic wage. I wish to
inform him that the Estimates provide
for the rise which operates from the
first pay period in May, but that the
last three weeks of August have not
been taken care of, because the Government cannot estimate the rise that will
operate as from the first pay period in
that month. The various items that have
been raised will be brought to the notice
of the Ministers concerned and replies
will be furnished to honorable members.
The clause was agreed to.
The BiU was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
TRIENNIAL ELECTIONS:
RETIREMENT OF
MEMBERS.

The Ilon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-By leave, I moveThat the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until a day and hour to be fixed by the
President, or, if the President is unable to
act on account of illness or other cause, by
the Chairman of Committees, which time of
meeting shall be notified to each honorable
member by telegram or letter.

The motion was agreed to.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-I desire to take this opportunity, the last I shaH have, of saying a
few words before departing from this
House of which I have been a member
for so many years. I wish to thank all
members and the officers for the many
kindnesses and courtesies they have bestowed on me that have made my period
of service such a happy one. I have had
a long public career, apart from my
duties as a member of this House. I
have been Leader of the Labour party
in this Chamber; I have had the honour
of being a Minister of the Crown om three
occaEions; and for the last nine years I
haVe: ha(~ the most distin~uishcd honour
conferrel!l upon me of holding the
position of unofficial Leader by the
unanimous vote of the House. I am the
first member of the Labour party who
has ever held the position. Whatever
success, if any, 1 have made of the
position, has been due mainly to the
co-C'per[2tion, assistance and courtesy I
have received from every member and
the advice tendered to me by the officers.
It is now 38 years since I first
entered this Chamber, and, with a slight
tI'ecess, I have given 35 years of public
service. During that time I have seen
many changes in the composition and
constitution of the Legislative Council.
When I was first elected in 1914, three
parties were represented here-the
Labour party, which then had only four
members in the House, the Liberal party,
and the Conservative party.
The
Conservative party merged with the
Diberal party, and later a new party
came on the scene-the Country party.
The first member of the Country party
in this House was the late Sir John
Harris, 'although ,1 think the first
Country party member elected was the
late Sir George Goudie. We still have
with us one of the original Country
party members in the Honorable George
Tuckett.
In those days there was not much
competition 'f.or membership of this
House, because we served in an honorary
capacity. The Labour party had great
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difficulty in getting anyone to stand at
all, because not only had members to
devote their own time to public affairs
at their own e~ense, but they also haa
to pay all the costs of their election.
Without being disrespectful to present
members, may I say that in the old days
persons who sought election to the
Legislative Council did so for the purpoa;e of devoting some of theiT time to
public service; they wished to become
members not for w'll'at they could get
out of it, but for what they could put
into it. Now that membership of this
House is a well-paid office, there is much
competition among candidates. For a
number of years I was a member 0,£
the House lin an honorary capacity.
Members of the Legislative Council
,were granted the privilege of prefixing
th~ir names with the title "The Honorable", because they served their country
for their country's sake. Times have
changed since then.
I have ne regrets for the years I
have spent as a member of this House.
They have been the happiest period of
my life, and especially the last nine
years, during which I have been unofficial Leader. Of course, all things
come to an end, and, candidly, 1 have
given up my position somewhat reluctantly. I realize that, as a member of
a party, I must obey the rules of the
party, and I take no exception to that
fact. But it does seem passing strange
that in a democracy to-day a small
handful of persons can, in my case,
dictate to 80,000 electors regarding who
shall be their parliamentary representative for the next six years. You, Mr.
President, have had the same experience
as I have had, with the essential difference that I am debarred from again
seeking the suffrage of my constituents.
In your case, Mr. President, it is different,
and I venture to predict that, as an
unendorsed candidate, at the forthcoming
election you will prove that you have the
confidence of your electors by being
returned with a substantial majority.
I am like an actor on a political stage.
I have taken my last call, and the curtain is now going down finally for me.
All I can say is, " Good-bye," and I again
express my very grateful thanks for all
the kindnesses I have received.
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The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY. (Melbourne West Province).-Mr. President,
I also wiSh to thank you and the other
memibers of the House for tile
courtesies you and they have extended
to me during my term of fourteen
years as a member of this Chamber.
It is a short period when
compared with that of my colleague
and friend, Mr. Beckett. I entered the
Legislative Council with fixed convictiens, and I leave it with fixed convictions.
In debate I have crossed swords with
every member who has opposed me
politically. For that fact, I offer no
apology, but I feel that I leave the
House without any personal animosity
from any of the members who are not
of the same political faith as myself. To
the officers of the House, I also extend my
sincere thanks. Whether holding the
highest or the lowest office, they have
always shown me the utmost courtesy,
kindness and consideration. Last, but
not least, I thank my colleagues in the
Labour party sincerely for the help and
ce-operation they have tendered me
during the years when they honored me'
by electing me their Leader. I wish them
success, and I hope that their numbers
in the Heuse will increase. Although
I shall not be here, I sincerely trust that
one of them 'One day will lead the
numerically strongest party in the House.
I again express my thanks for all the
courtesies I have been accorded.
Sir WILLIAM ANGLISS (Southern
Province).-The time has come for me
to say geod-bye, Mr. President. I have
served as a member of the Legislative
Council for six full terms and 'One term
of four years. It is 40 years in June
since I was first elected. During that
time great changes have taken place.
There were no parties in the House in
1912, but three members belonged to the
Labour party-Mr. W. J. Evans, Mr.
Adam McLellan, and Mr. J. P. Jones. Of
t~e members of the House in that year,
there are only three of us alive to-day
-Mr. Russell Clarke, Mr. J. P. Jones and
myself. As far as I know, all the others
have passed away.
During the past four decades I have
had a very happy and successful time
as a member of the House, and it was
Session 1951-52.-[32]
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with a tinge of regret that I decided not
to nominate again. I have not the
slightest doubt that there is a general
feeling that when a man is nearly 90
years of age, he is getting a bit too
old, and I was 87 last January. Although
I might be too old for parliamentary
work, I intend to carryon my usual
business activities, and I am pleased
to say that my health is almost as good
as it was twenty years ago.
I should like te refer to some of my
friends here, and particularly to my
colleague, Mr. Chandler. He has made
the last few years very easy for memuch easier than they might have been
if he had not given so much time to the
electors as he has devoted. When I
first entered the House in 1912, little
was expected of members. About the
only events we attended were country
shows, and I was always present at them
no matter in which part of the electorate
they might have been held. The Southern
Province contains more electors than any
other country constituency, and the number is to be increased from 33,000 to
92,000. In the early days 'Of my parliamentary career there were only between
6,000 and 7,000 electors in that consti tuency.
We were then honorary
members-we received no payment.
Nowadays, with the substantial increase
in the number of electors and the payment of ll!embers, much more is expected
of a member of Parliament than formerly.
I do not think I can say more than
" Thank you," and take this opportunity
of wishing success to those members who
seek re-election. I hope that, like myself,
they will be long spared to represent their
constituents.
It is with a tinge of
regret that I bid farewell to officers of
the House, both high and low, who
have rendered me valuable assistance at
all times.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I do not think members
ought to disperse without expressing' their
views in this discussion.
I say sincerely that I and other members of the
party of which I am a member are most
regretful that our friends Mr. Kennelly
and Mr. Beckett are unable to seek
re-election to this House.
Although
we differ politically, we have become
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firm friends and I am sorry that circumstances practically compel them to
retire. Mr. Kennelly is a young man,
and possibly he may return to polit~s in
the Assembly or as a member of the
Federal Parliament.
We are sorry also that Sir William
Angliss and Mr. McDonald, both of whom
are members of the Liberal and Country
party, will not be present when the House
reassembles. Members of this Chamber
are a happy family, and although they
must adhere to their political convictions
they are good friends personally, and I
wish them all well.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) .-1 desire to say how
much I appreciate the sentiments expressed to-night by the unofficial Leader.
I, like every other member of this House,
will miss him; that is, if those of us who
have contests at the forthcoming elections have the good fortune to be
returned. Mr. Beckett has been a tower
of strength and he has been able to speak
either briefly or at length on any Bill at
short notice. He has earned the admiration and affection of every member.
I regret that my friend Mr. Kennelly
will be absent from this Chamber
temporarily. I share Sir James Kennedy's
view that it will be only a matter of time
before Mr. Kennelly's qualifications will
bring him back into the parliamentary
sphere. I desire to thank him personally
for the assistance he has rendered me
during the last two or three years.
The HOD. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province) .-So far the discussion has
been confined to leaders of the political
parties in this Chamber, but, on behalf
of myself and the constituents of the
province which I have the honour and
privilege to represent, I desire to say
to my retiring colleague, Sir William
Angliss, how much we regret that the
time has come for him to leave public
life. Sir William will retire from the
position of parliamentary representative
of the Southern Province enjoying the
respect and affection of all sections of the
community. Not many people know the
value of the work he has performed
behind the scenes in the interests of those
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who have been sick and who, on occasions,
have had to rely on assistance from
charitable institutions.' Hospitals, baby
health centres and such worth-while
institutions have received his wholehearted support, financially and otherwise, regardless of class or creed. At
Ferntree Gully, especially, we shall
ever be grateful for his assistance in
the establishment of a bush nursing
hospital and the construction of another
hospital which local residents have
named after him. That hospital will bear
his name for all time.
Every word I have uttered, Mr.
President, has been most sincere.
I
thank Sir William for his co-operation.
For 33 years, I think, he has been associated politically with either my late father
or myself, and I repeat that he will
leave political life enjoying the respect
and affection of all sections of the community, regardless of politics or religion.
At the same time, I express regret at
the departure from this Chamber of Mr.
Beckett, after 38 years of active
membership. I thank him personally
for the assistance which he rendered to
me as a junior Minister on the Government bench. I experienced difficulties
during the early stages of my political
career and was most grateful to Mr.
Beckett for his assistance. He helped
every other young Minister similarly.
I think every member will agree with
me that there has never been an occasion
in this House when Mr. Kennelly, after
having given his word, has ever broken
it.
It is unfortunate that through
circumstances over which we have no
control, Mr. Kennelly will not be a member of this House when it next meets.
Possibly he may be a constituent of mine,
in Ferntree Gully, and therefore I look
forward to many years of association
with hi.m as a very good friend.
It is a pity that, on account of illhealth, Mr. McDonald has decided not
,to seek re-election. It will be agreed by
. all members, I am sure, that his debating
abili ty will be misS'ed in this House.
He could always present a case clearly,
make a fighting speech if necessary, and
rise to any occasion. To other members
of this House who will be facing the
barrier, a'S it were, at the Council
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elections, I wish to say I hope that they
will all have their share of luck in the
campaign which lies ahead.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER, (Melbourne
North Province).-As two of the five
members of this House who will not be
contesting the forthcoming Legislative
Council elections are members of the
Labour party, and as in making their
valedictory speeches they were more or
less precluded from saying anything
about themselves, particularly concerning their relations with their
party colleagues in this Chamber,
it is only right that I should say
how much we will miss them when
this House again assembles.
Both
the members to whom I refer have
been 'a "tower of strength in the
Labour pJ.rty. The unofficial Leader
has ahvays put before members an
impartial view on any matter dealt
with by the Council, and Mr. Kennelly,
who is well versed in Labour principles,
has never run away from a fight. He
has always made sure that Labour's
point of view has been expressed forcibly
in this Chamber. We shall miss them
both.
The unofficial Leader is a walking
encyclopcedia.
The memher who in
future will occupy his office---if it is to
be retained-will have a hard task
to perform and a high standard to maintain. My coileagues and I pay tribute to
both those members.
I express the
hope that Mr. Kennelly may in some
way return to public life as a '
representative of Labour. I regret that
on account of ill health Mr. McDonald
has found it necessary to retire as a
member of this House and that Sir
William Angliss also has decided not to
seek re-election. To you, Mr. President,
I have no hesitation in saying that,
although we do not know what will
happen-and assuming that you will not
be opposed by a Labour nominee--we
Wish you the best of success and trust
tha t you win be returned as a member
of this House. As to all the other members who will be contesting elections. I
can only join with Mr. Chandler and wish
them lots of luck.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.55 p.m.
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ASSEMBLY.

Tuesday) July 1) 1952.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis)
took the chair at 4.7 p.m., and read the
prayer.
DEATH OF THE HONORABLE SIR
HARRY LAWSON.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-By leave, I moveThat this House expresses its sincere
sorrow at the death of the Honorable Sir
Harry Sutherland Wightman Lawson,
K.C.M.G., and places on record its acknowledgment of the valuable services rendered
by him to the State of Victoria as a member
of the Legislative Assembly from 1899 to
1928; Minister of the Crown from 1913 to
1917, and from 1918 to 1924; and Premier
from 1918 to 1924; and to the Commonwealth of Australia as a member of the
Senate from 1928 to 1934; and Minister of
the Crown from 1933 to 1934.

The late Sir Harry Lawson was a distinguished son of this State. He was a
big man in every way-in stature, in
vision, in thought, and in deed.
He
surveyed at all times a wide horizon,
which took in public life, home life, and
spiritual life. Sir Harry Lawson was an
outstanding example of what can be
achieved in t\;tis land of opportunity and
equality, for, except for a short period,
he filled almost every office in the State
Cabinet from 1913 to 1924. '
During this period of Ministerial service, at various times Sir Harry Lawson
was Premier, ,Attorney-General, SolicitorGeneral, President of the Board of Land
and Works, Minister of Public Instruction, Minister of Labour, Minister of
Agriculture, Minister of Water Supply,
Minister in charge of the Wheat Scheme,
Acting Treasurer, and Treasurer.
His
public service did not finish there. He
went on to the Federal Parliament,
where, as a Senator, he gave a further
six years of his talents to the people of
Australia.
In the Federal sphere he
became an Honorary Minister, Acting
Postmaster-General, and Minister in
charge of External Territories.
In his 29 years of service in the
Parliament of Victoria Sir Harry Lawson
was a forceful, amiable character. He
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was a man of firm conviction, of high Lawson, not only for what he did, for
ideals, but one who was always prepared the offices he accepted and carried so
to make allowance for the frailty of ably, as listed by the Premier, but for
human nature. He refused to deviate, the great example he set for those of
however, from what he deemed to be us who have the privilege of coming
right and in the best interests of the after him in this Parliament. I believe
State. Sir Harry Lawson won the esteem we parliamentarians owe him a great
of his electors of Castlemaine, of the debt of gratitude for his example of
members of this Parliament, and the citizenship and service, which we value
citizens of this State. He leaves behind very highly. Accordingly we join with
an inspiring record of achievement in the Premier not only in paying a tribute
the field of public service and, for many of respect to Sir Harry Lawson, but in
of the older members of this Parliament expressing our deep sympathy to the
who were associated with him, happy members of his sorrowing family.
memories of firm friendships. On behalf
Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Labour
of the Government and the members of
this House I extend to the relatives of party).-On behalf of my colleagues and
the late Sir Harry Lawson sincere myself, I desire to join with the Premier
sympathy in the great loss they have and the Leader of the Opposit~on in
" expressing regret at the passing of our
sustained.
old friend, Sir Harry Lawson." I had
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposi- the privilege, which the two previous
tion).-It is my honour to associate"the speakers did not have, of being a member
members of Her Majesty's Opposition of this H01:lse at the same time as Sir
with the motion which the Premier has Harry Lawson. I remember him as a
moved. I feel, Sir, that members of this Minister before he became Premier of
House like to think of Sir Harry as I do Victoria, an office which he held for six
-a complete citizen from every aspect. years. I saw him in action on many
He led an exemplary, balanced life, and occasions.
I suppose it is safe to say
I have been astonished at the extent of that we are all inclined to speak well of
his activities for the community.
His those who have passed on. I have often
family life was never sacrificed to other heard my colleagues on the Opposition
considerations.
His religious beliefs side of the Chamber refer to the old
pervaded every activity of his life, and Labourites of this. country as being good
he paid deep and consistent attention to fellows-after they had died. But Sir
his own Church. In sport he was recog- Harry Lawson, may I say, was one of
nized as a champion in his time, and I the extraordinary Liberal members of
am sure we can say of him something this House.
He held liberal views; he
that we would all like to have said about had convictions; he knew where he was
us, that he always played the game. He going; and he displayed great qualities
was chairman of trustees of the Mel- of leadership during the six years of his
bourne Cricket Ground.
His business Premiership.
life was" unblemished. I had the great
I think I can say of Sir Harry Lawson
privilege of lunching with him not very
that
I knew him in success and in defeat.
long before he passed away, and I was
astonished a t the list of responsible I saw him in this House as Premier of
directorates which he carried during the State for six years, and afterwards
I saw him defeated for the Speakership.
a most active life.
That was a testing time for a public man,
In public life, of course, Sir Harry who, for more than 25 years, had been
participated in every aspect of govern- a member-and an ornament-of this
ment as we know it.
The people of House.
I remember well some of his
Ca~, tlemaine have already expressed the
final orations when he occupied a seat
tremendous debt they owe to a great on the back bench on the Opposition side
citiz\m by erecting a fine memorial in of the Chamber, just before he resigned.
his honour at the right time-while he Nor can I forget the speech which he
was alive.
The citizens of this State made at the State dinner in Queen's
also are immensely indebted to Sir Harry Hall during the Centenary celebrations
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in November last-a fine contribution
for a man who had attained the age of
75 years. His mind was just as keen
and his outlook was just as broad as
they were many years previously.
Sir Harry Lawson had the privilege
of becoming a member of Parliament at
a very early age. Probably he was one
of the youngest men to enter Parliament
when he was first elected at the latter
end of last century.
During his
Parliamentary career, and afterwards in
his business life, his conduct was
exemplary. I have had the privilege of
being a trustee of the Melbourne Cricket
Ground, under his chairmanship, during
the last few years since he accepted that
position. He never changed. He always
had a balanced and well-meaning
approach to every problem he faced. I
agree with the Leader of the Opposition
that in his business life and in his
associations outside Parliament, as well
as in his public life, his conduct was an
example which many of us might well
emulate.
I have spoken on motions
similar to this one on many occasions,
but never before have I felt more justified
to express my views. Sir Harry Lawson
lived to a reasonable age, but he might
have lived much longer had he not
engaged in so many activities. On behalf
of the members of our party, I express
deep regret at his passing, because the
State can ill afford to lose men of his
qualities. I desire to express our sincere
sympathy with the sorrowing members
of his family.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands).-I cannot allow this opportunity to pass without paying a sincere
tribute to the late Sir Harry Lawson.
I entered this Parliament in 1920, when
our dear departed friend was in his
prime as Premier of Victoria. I assure
you, Sir, that as a very young man then
I had a full appreciation of the largeness
of his heart.
He took me under his
wing, as it were, and helped me along
the political road. Throughout his later
life he was one of my dearest friends.
He was always ready to :urge me on
with a word of encouragement.
I
looked upon Sir Harry as one of our
greatest citizens. He was one of the
greatest leaders I ever knew; he was
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able to bring people together and to
promote understanding between them, a
faculty which is inconspicuous to-day.
A picture of the late'Sir Harry Lawson
at present hangs in the room of the
Minister of Lands, and I assure you, Mr.
Speaker, that when I look at it I am
inspired.
Words cannot adequately
express my sorrow at the passing of S~r
Harry Lawson. There is much more I
should like to say, but I shall conclude
by expressing the hope that the members
of his family will be consoled by that
compensation for which we always look
to counter-balance trouble that comes
upon us. In that way, I trust that their
load of grief will be lightened.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Before putting the motion, I should
like to add to the eloquent tributes that
have been paid to the late Sir Harry
Lawson. I had the privilege, as the
representative of this House, of attending his funeral. From the way in which
he was spoken of, and by the large
assemblage of citizens from all walks
of life who were present, it was evident
that Sir Harry Lawson was held in the
highest respect in this community. He
was proud that he was a Victorian and
of having been a member of this House.
Members of this Assembly are equally
proud that he was one of us.' He was
a member of this House before many
of the present members entered Parliament.
All members who were present on the
night when Sir Harry addressed us at
the State dinner during the Centenary
celebrations, will agree that he was
fittingly chosen to propose the toast of
Parliament. His address left no doubt
in the minds of members as to his
qualities. It was a speech which will
linger long in the memory of all who
heard it. On behalf of members who
have not spoken' and myself, I join in
the tributes paid by the Premier, the
Leader of the Opposition, the Leader of
the Dabour party, and the Minister of
Lands to the memory of Sir Harry
Lawson.
The motion was agreed to in silence,
honorab1e members showing their unanimous agreement by stand:ng in their
places.
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat, as a further mark of respect to the
memory of the late Honorable Sir Harry
Sutherland Wightman Lawson, the House
do now adjourn until Seven o'clock this
-day.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 4.25 p.m.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis)
took the chair at 7.5 p.m.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Country Roads Board.

METROPOLITAN FAIR RENTS
BOARD.
REQUEST FOR FILES.

Mr. REID (Box
Attorney-General-

Hill)

asked

the

If he will lay on the table of the Library
the file or files containing the recommendations of the chairman of the Fair Rents
Board with regard to an increase of rents?

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-To date, the stipendiary magistrate
constituting the Metropolitan Fair Rents
Board-Mr. Stapleton-has not made
any recommendations to the Government
with regard to an increase of rents. I
am, therefore, unable to comply with the
honorable member's request.

PRESS STATEMENT.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-In view of a statement that
appeared in this morning's press, it is
imperative that I should be fair to
members and the people of Victoria by
informing them that I have made a
considered reply, which I shall read so
that it may be recorded in Hansard. I
do not propose to deal with the press
article other than to say that the caption, "More Money-Or State Election:
McDonald's Loan Threat" justifies the
following press statement in reply:An unqualified denial was given by the
Premier, Mr. McDonald, to-day to newspaper statements that he had informed
Cabinet he was prepared to hold an election
if refused more money at the Loan Council
meeting next week.
He declared that it was a deliberate
attempt to place him in an unfavourable
light with the Commonwealth.
It could
be interpreted only as a threat to the Loan
Council.
Nothing was further from his
mind.
"I have been pictured," he said, "as a
bombastic, threatening individual, whereas
I have made no such utterance. I have no
views on an election at the moment. Why
should we be concerning ourselves about
an election when we' are meeting the
House, when we have a job of work to do?
We can deal with such things as elections
when the time comes."
Mr. McDonald said he would not stand
for newspapers destroying Victoria in their
attempts to injure him.
The Victorian Government had not yet
decided on any additional money to be
sought from the Loan Council. Its request
was for a review of the previous decision,
to enable more of the works programme to
be completed.

DETERMINATION OF RENTS.

Mr. REID (Box
Attorney-General-

Hill)

asked

the

1. How many applications for determination of rents are waiting hearing by the
Fair Rents Board?
2. What is the average interval of time
between the lodging of an application with
the Board and the hearing of the application?

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-Generai).
-The answers are1. To date, 2,080 applications for the
determination of the fair rent of premises
are awaiting a hearing before the Metropolitan Fair Rents Board.
Of these, 680
have not been fully prepared by the applicants concerned and therefore cannot be
listed; 1,041 have been listed and will be
heard in the next six weeks.
2. If the application has been properly
prepared, the average time elapsing before
hearing is about four to five weeks.

COUNTRY ROADS BOARD.
RoAns TO KIEWA AND EILDON WEIR:
ALLOCATION OF COST OF CONSTRUCTION.

Mr. McDONALD (Dundas) asked the
M"inister of State Development, for the
Minister of Public Works1. To what extent (if any) the cost ;)f
construction of such roads as the one leading from Wodonga to Kiewa and similar
roads leading to Eildon weir has been-(a)
charged to the cost of the project; (b) met
by special gr:ant; or (c) charged to normal
Country Roads Board funds?
2. Whether special maintenance grants
have been made to the Board to pay for
extraordinary maintenance of these roads
due to concentration of construction traffic?

State Motor Car
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Mr. R. T. WHITE (Minister of State
Development).-The answers supplied
by the Minister of Public Works are1. Wodonga to Kiewa (Kiewa Valley)
road(a) S; (b) nil; (c) 3.
Roads leading to Eildon Weir(i) Upper Goulburn':'road(a) 45 per cent.; (b) nil; (c) 55
per cent.
Oi) Alexandra station to Upper Goulburn-road(a) 100 per cent.; (b) nil; (c) nil.
2. No.

STATE MOTOR CAR INSURANCE
OFFICE.
PREMIUM RATES: PREMIUM INCOME.

Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn) asked the
Chief Secretary1. Whether, in view of the continued
losses being sustained by the State Motor
Car Insurance Office, any steps are being
taken to ensure that this .activity will
cease to be a charge on the taxpayer?
2. Whether he or the Insurance Office is
contemplating a revision of the premium
rates being charged in order to "wi.pe off"
the accumulated deficit, which amounted to
£145,213 at the 30th of June, 1951?
3. What premium income was received
by the Insurance Office during the financial
year ended the 30t,h of June, 1951, from(a) Government 'lnd semi-Government Departments; (b) municipalities; and (c) other
insurers?
4. Whether, in view of the losses being
incurred, he or the Insurance Office is contemplating a revision of the policy of encouraging comprehensive motor vehicle
insurance by undercutting the private
insurance companies, as indicated in the
Insurance Commissioner's report for the
year ended the 30th of June, 1951, in the
following
words:-" For
comprehensive
motor vehicle business the rates charged
by this Office are substantially lower than
those generally current, and the volume of
business underwritten has appreciably increased during the year. The no-claim
bonus on this type of business has been
raised by 333 per cent. to encourage
accident-free motoring?"

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The answers are1. The subject-matter of paragraph (1)
of this question relates to Government
policy and it is not the practice of the
Government to disclose the reasons for its
policy in answer to questioIliS in the House.
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2. See reply to (1).
3. Premium income from comprehensive
business(a) Government
and
semiGovernment Departments £16,740
(b) Municipalities
2,031
(c) Other insurers
10,132
£28,903
Premium income from compulsory thirdparty insurance business: The law requires
that premiums shall differentiate between
different classes of motor cars having regard to the purposes for which they are
used and to the fact that such motor cars
are used or intended to be used mainly in
rural or urban areas.
Broadly, the
schedule of rates of premiums provides for
fifteen classes with a number of subcl8!sses. Consequently, it is necessary to
compile statistics in accordance with this
classification. To enable the information
sought to be given would require the
examination of 60,000 individual insurances,
a task beyond. the capacity of the Insurance
Office.
The total premium income in
respect of compulsory third-party insurance
business received from Government and
semi-Government Departments, municipalities, and other insurers amounted to
£156,723.
4. See reply to (1).

SOLDIER SETTLEMENT
COMMISSION.
TRADING ACTMTIES: PAYMENTS TO
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE.

Mr. FRASER (Grant) asked
Minister of Soldier Settlement-

the

What was the total amount paid into the
Consolidated Revenue by the Soldier
Settlement Commission during the last five
years as a result of its trading activities?

Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Soldier Settlement).-The answer isA total amount of £1,043,569 has been
paid to Consolidated Revenue by the
Soldi.er Settlement Commission as a result
of its trading activities after the payment
of running costs, including salaries .and
wages. A further sum of £126,212 3s. lld.
covering interest on capital involved and
agistment for all stock carried is chargeable against that amount, leaving a net
profit
to
Consolidated
Revenue
oj
£917,356 16s. 1d. to the 30th of June, 1952.

Soldier Settlement
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SETTLEMENT IN NERRIN NERRIN DISTRICT.
Mr.

FRASER

(Grant)

asked

the

Minister of Soldier Settlement1. What total area of land (if any) has
been acquired by the Soldier Settlement
Commission in the Nerrin Nerrin district,
showing-Cal from whom it was purchased;
(b) when it was purchased; and (c) the
price, or prices, paid for such land?
2. What area (if any) of such land has
been settled to date?

3. What amount (if any) has been spent
in destroying rabbits and other ~ermin on
the property?
4. Whether the purchase of such land
was recommended by any local advisory
committee?

Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Soldier Settlement).-The answers are-1. A total area of approximately 38,925
acres has been acquired by the Soldier
Settlement Commission in the Nerrin
Nerrin district.
The answers to questions (a) and (b) are
as under:-

Estate.

Pt. Nerrin Nerrin

Oommission.

Owner.

When Acquired.

Trawalla South

H. E. T. Richardson and M. A. Richard.
son
G. D. McKenzie

June, 1952

Pt. Mt. Hamilton

W. G. Bryant

June, 1949

T. T. Austin

June, 1948

Pt. Ennerdale

F. A. F. Wetherly

December, 1949

Pt. Blytheva.le

L. G. Wetherly

N ovem ber, 1946

Pt. Terrinallum

Terrinallum Pastoral Co.

June, 1950

Pt. Myuna.

..

June, 1951

(c) For various reasons the price 0r
prices paid for such land should not be
made public and, therefore, have not been
supplied.

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Minister of State
Development).-The Minister of Education has furnished the following reply-

2. Approximately 33,000 acres.
The
balance (one estate) is subject to a lease
to the vendor until the end of 1952 as a
condition of the contract.

Yes, ISO far as
concerned. As
ceeding for the
case of (d) will

files (a), (b), and (c) ,are
negotiations are still proacquisition, the file in the
not be made available.

3. Approximately £10,600.
4. No.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
RINGWOOD STATE SCHOOL: SITES FOR
SCHOOLS AT BLACKBURN AND MONT
ALBERT NORTH.
Mr. REID (Box Hill) asked the
Minister of State Development, for the
:Minister of EducationIf the Minister of Education will lay on
the table of the Library all files relating to
-(a) the provision of additional accommodation and a septic tank system at the
I1ingwood State school; (b) the proposed
removal of the Ringwood State school head
t.eacher's residence; (c) the acquisition of
n site for a school in Springfield-road,
Blackburn; and (d) the acquisition of a
site for a school at Mont Albert North?

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS.
ALLOTMENT OF STATE-OWNED MOTOR
CARS: CHARGES.
Mr. FRASER
Premier-

(Grant)

asked

the

1. How many motor cars are owned by
the State of Victoria?
'2. In respect of such cars how many are
-(a) allotted to each State Department;
(b) garaged overnight at places other than
State-owned garages; and (c) utilized for
transporting heads of Departments and/or
senior public servants from their homes to
their offices, each morning?
3. What charges were incurred during
the year ended 30th June, 1951, in respect
of-(a) depreciation; (b) repairs, &c.; and
(c) petrol?

{1
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Departments .

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The answers are1.632.

2.

Cars allotted
to each State
Department.

Department.

..

..
Chief Secretary
.."
..
..
Education . ,
..
..
..
..
Lands
..
Soldier Settlement Commission
..
..
..
Agriculture ..
.,
..
..
Public Works
..
..
..
..
Mines
..
..
Country Roads Board
.,
..
..
..
Labour
.,
.
..
..
Law
State Rivers and Water Supply Com..
..
mission . ,
.,
..
..
.."
Forests
.,
.,
..
Health
.."
Transport Regulation Board ..
.,
..
..
Treasury
"
..
..
..
Premier's .,

Cars utilized for
transporting heads
of Departments
and/or senior
public servants
from their homes
to their offices
each morning.

38
72
12
59
1
1

8
24
4
5
37
17
8
32
1
1

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

34
31
52
36
21
29

3
27
45
10
8
22

Nil
Nil
Nil

632

252

205
24
6

n

.

Cars garaged
overnight at places
other than
State-owned garages.

1

1
2
4

3.
Department.

..
..
..
Chief Secretary
..
..
..
Education . ,
..
.,
..
..
Lands
..
Soldier Settlement Commission
..
..
..
Agriculture ..
..
..
..
Public Works
..
..
..
..
Mines
..
..
Country Roads Board
..
..
..
..
Labour
..
..
..
..
Law
State Rivers and Water Supply Com..
..
mission ..
..
..
..
..
Forests
..
..
..
..
Health
..
Transport Regulation Board ..
..
..
..
..
Treasury
..
..
..
Premier'S ..
o

Charge for
Deprecla tlon.

Charge for
Repairs, &c.

Charge for
Petr.:>l.

£

£

£

44,624
Not charged
479
1,687
Not charged
Not charged
Not charged
2,147
200
Not charged

10,803
1,251
353
536
2,205
5,500
1,308
14,077
238
144

22,584
1,263
562
817
2,438
5,300
1,010
7,315
100
205

2,300
charged
charged
charged
charged
charged

3,036
4,235
1,600
4,310
1,348
4,056

2,424
2,568
1,789
3,909
1,259
4,524

55,000

58,067

•

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

51,437

These figures do not include the motor cars owned by semi-governmental authorities such as the State Electricity Commission and the Victorian Railway Department.
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EXPLOSION AT TOWN HALL HOTEL,
MELBOURNE.
COMPENSATION FOR DAMAGE.

Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn) asked the
Treasurer1. Whether any moneys have been made
available or paid by the Gas and Fuel
Corporation of Victoria, or by the Government, for the purpose of compromising
·claims against the Metropolitan Gas Company by certain persons or comp,anies who
'suffered damage as a result of the explosion
;which occurred at the Town Hall Hotel,
,l,J,elbourne, in June, 1950; if so, to what
,person or persons these sums have been
paid or made available?
2. Whether these payments or appropriations (if any) were made as the result of
legal advice; if so, from whom such advice
was received?
3. Whether, when the Bill establishing the
Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria was
introduced into Parliament, it was within
the knowledge of any member of the Government that substantial claims were pending
against the Metropolitan Gas Company?

l\fr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The answers are1. No moneys have been made available
or paid by the Gas and Fuel Corporation
or the Government for such purposes.
2. See answer to 1.
3. The Government was aware at that
time that writs had been issued against the
l,ietropolitan Gas Company in respect of
dama~e alleged to have been sustained in
tIle T()wn Hall Hotel in June, 1950. The
matter is still sub judice.

STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
ADVANCES BY CONSUMERS: INTEREST ON
LOANS

consumers advance half the capital cost of
the necessary extension was introduced in
October, 1951. No interest is paid on these
advances, but quarterly accounts for the
actual consumption of electricity are
charged against them and any surplus
remaining at the end of a five-year period.
will be refunded to the consumer.
The
only alternative would have been to curtail
severely the extension of electricity to
country areas.
2. Interest on all Commission loans is met
by the Commission from its own revenues;
therefore, no Budget provision is necessary.
While, during the year 1951-52, two of the
public loans floated by the Commission were
over-subscribed, it has not been possible to
raise loans to the full amount authorized
for that year.

PUBLIC EDUCATION.
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR

N ON -GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS.
Mr. REID
Treasurer-

(Box Hill)

asked

the

1. Whether he is cognizant of the proceedings of the Joint Committee of both
Houses of the Parliament of Tasmania
which inquired into the desirability of
providing financial assistance from Government funds for non-Government schools
and reported unanimously in favour of
such provision being made?
2. Whether he will move for the appointment of a Joint Committee of both Houses
of the Parliament of Victoria with terms
of reference similar to those of the Tasmanian committee?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The answers are1. Yes.
2. No.

"BRISTO PLASTICS."
INVESTIGATION OF AFFAIRS.

Mr. IRELAND (Mernda) asked the
Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings-

Mr. REID (Box
Attorney-General-

1. Whether the Government refused to
pay interest on advances made by consumers to obtain electrical installations; if
so why?
2. If no Budget provision was made for
the payment of such interest, under what
Budget provision (if any) interest on surplus subscriptions to State Electricity
Commission loans is paid?

1. Whether any investigation into the
organization known as "Bristo Plastics"
and its allied organizations was ordered by
him; if so, when?
2. Whether such investigation (if any)
has been completed?
3. If he will lay on the table of the
Library all reports and files relating to these
organizations?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Minister in .charge
of Electrical
Undertakings). - The
answers are1. As an emergency measure to offset to
some extent the crippling effects of the
drastic reduction in loan moneys available
for the Commission's rural developmental
J)ro~ramme, a scheme by which prospective

Hill)

asked

the

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-The answers are1. An investigation was made at the
instance of the Chief Commissioner of
Police in 1945. As the Companies (Special
Investigations) Act 1940 applies only to
registered companies and not business firms,
no investigation could be ordered by the
Attorney-General for the time being.
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2. A report dated the 15th of October,
1945, on the police ~nvestigations is filed at
the Crown Law Offices.
3. The Crown Law Department file in
regard to this business has been laid on the
table of the Library.

HANSARD STAFF.
RETIREMENT OF CLERK.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
- I desire to inform honorable members
that Mr. Arthur West, clerk to the
Hansard staff, retired yesterday when
his extended term of service expired.
Mr. West had just on 52 years' service
in the employment of the Government
of Victoria, and he served for the last
46 years with the Hansard staff. I am
sure honorable members have a high
appreciation of his faithful service, his
devotion to duty, and his courtesy to all
connected with this Parliamentary institution.
We all wish him well in his
retirement.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
THE FIRST MACE.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
- I desire to inform the House that the
wooden mace which was lent to the
Commonwealth Parliament has been
returned by the direction of the Speaker
of the House of Representatives, and a
suitable letter of thanks has been
received. This mace was used in the
. Legislative Assembly from 1857 until
1866 and again from 1891 until 1901.
The old wooden mace was lent to the
Commonwealth Parliament, and was
used in the House of Representatives
from its first sitting in 1901 until 1951,
when that House received the gift of a
mace from the Parliament of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northen
Ireland. In view of the historic value
of this wooden mace, I will, with the
approval of the House, hand it over to
the control of the Library Committee
with the view of having it placed in a
suitable position in the Parliamentary
Library.
LEA VE OF ABSENCE.
Mr. COCHRANE (Gippsland West).I moveThat leave of absence for one month, on
account of illness, be granted to William
Buckingham, Esq., the honorable member
for Wonthaggi.

The motion was agreed to.
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STATUTE LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE.
CROWN PROCEEDINGS BILL.

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General)
presented the report of the Statute Law
Revision Committee on the Crown
Proceedings Bill.
It was ordered that the report be laid
on t~e table and be printed.
PAPERS.
Papers, including copies of regula-tions, report of the Registrar of Cooperative Housing Societies for the year
1950-51, and the balance sheets and
profit and loss accounts of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation for the period from
the 6th of December, 1950, to the 30th
of June, 1951, were laid upon the table
by the Clerk, pursuant to the directions
of several Acts of Parliament.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-The question isThat the report of the Registrar of Cooperative Housing Societies for the year
1950-51 and the balance sheets and profit
and loss accounts of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation from the 6th of December, 1950,
to the 30th of June, 1951, be printed.

Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).In the list of papers as read by the
Clerk there is reference to the issue of
certain regulations under several Acts
of Parliament. One regulation in particular was issued by the Egg and Egg
Pulp Marketing Board. I have seen a
written brochure that was issued by the
Egg Board to primary producers under
its control who were given the right to
sell their own eggs other than through
the Board. I regarded that brochure as
an insult to the producers concerned
because of its tone. I have not had an
opportunity of reading some of the'
regulations which it is now proposed shaH
be ,laid on the table of the House and I
am not aware if other honorable members
have been similarly overlooked.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture)~
- I shall have investigated the statement of the honorable member relating
to the Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing
Board.
It was ordered that the report of the
Registrar of Co-operative Housing
Societies and the balance sheets and
profit and loss accounts of the Gas
and Fuel Corporation be printed.
p
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COAL MINE WORKERS PENSIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Mines) presented a message from His Excellency
the Governor recommending that an
appropriation be made from the Consolidated Revenue for the purposes of a
Bill to amend the Coal Mine Workers
Pensions Act 1942.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. MOSS (Minister
of Mines) the Bill was brought in and
read a first time.
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES FOR
1951-52.
. Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor transmitting
Supplementary Estimates of Expenditure for the year 1951-1952, and recommending an appropriation from the
Consolidated Revenue accordingly.
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT.
GOVERNMENT'S LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS:
FINANCIAL POSITION OF THE STATE.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-By leave, for the information
of honorable members I shall indicate
the Government's legislative proposals
for this sessional period and the position
of the State's finances. One of the
most important measures to be intro, duced is for the purpose of constituting
a Victorian Fuel Advisory Committee.
Other Bills to be dealt with relate toPrices
Regulation
(Butter
and
Cheese).
Lands (Charitable Trusts).
Employers and Employees (Attachment of Wages).
Registration of Births, Deaths and
Marriages.
Land Surveyors.
Evidence.
Justices.
Supreme Court Judges.
Teaching Service.
Public Service.
Police Offences.
Water.
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County Court.
Land (Development Leases).
Local Government.
Housing.
Country Roads.
Weights and Measures.
Coal Mine Workers Pensions.
Mines.
Forests (Exchange of Lands).
I shall now refer to the financial
position of Victoria as it affects the loan
works programme. The Government
has asked the Loan Council to reconsider
its previous decision and it is important that Parliament should know why
it was necessary for the Government
to take that action. I make it clear at
this stage that my statement is in no
way to be taken as an attack on the
Commonwealth Government or the
Loan Council. In the opinion of the
Government and myself, the financial
position confronting Victoria to-day is
so serious that it should not be dealt
with as a party political matter, or as
one Government attempting to dis- ,
advantage another Government, or anything of that kind.

The Government takes a most serious
view of what has happened, and that is
the reason why an appeal is again being
made for a review of the decision
reached at the last meeting of the Loan
Council. The total loan programme
submitted at the recent meeting of the
Loan Council by the Commonwealth and
the States for the financial year 195253 amounted to £351,000,000. Of this
sum the Commonwealth Government
included £41,468,000 for the purposes
of . the Commonwealth-State housing
agreement, Victoria's proportion being
£16,000,000.
Victoria's works programme amounted to £76,150,000, of
which-it is important that members
note this particular figure-£41,470,000
represented actual contractual commit..
ments. These commitments have been
defined as, first, works or services for
which a definite contract has been
accepted, and, secondly, firm orders
placed for purchases of all kinds. The
commitments do not include any of the
works undertaken by day labour by
large constructional authorities such as
the Country Roads Board, the Forests
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CommiSSIOn, the Railway Department,
and the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, except to the extent of
materials, plant, and so on, that may be
on order.
Of these commitments
£9,000,000 is in respect of oversea con~
tracts and orders, and the balance,
£32,470,000 is for expenditure in Australia. The Loan Council decided that
the total amount of the loan programme
for the financial year 1952-53, namely,
£351,000,000, could not be borrowed at
reasonable rates and conditions, and
further decided that the amount to be
borrowed for the year 1952-53 shall
be £247,500,000. The Commonwealth
dissented from this decision.
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financial year 1952-53. Strong repre.
sentations will be made for the purpose
of obtaining additional loan funds. The
transactions in respect of revenue and expenditure for the current financial year
will result in a deficit of approximately
£2,500,000. Full details of this deficiency
will be explained when I deal with the
Supplementary Estimates to-morrow.
Mr. Speaker, I felt it necessary to
make that particular statement, which
is strictly factual, and I propose to continue by elaborating what this could
mean with respect to the various Departments of the State.
There has been
some criticism on the question of
priority for une Department as compared
There seems to be some confusion in with another, and I propose to give the
regard to this matter. I have heard it House a brief resume of what the actual
said that two votes were recorded position will be if there is no change in
.against the decision. That is quite cor- the present loan allocations. The figures
rect because the Commonwealth has I shall cite are the loan allocations for
two votes and both were recorded. ] the year 1951-52, less the 30 per cent.
want to make it clear that the States reduction imposed by the Loan Council,
were unanimous in their. decision to the programme as requested by the
borrow £247,500,000. The Prime Minister respective Departments, and what might
said that the Commonwealth was pre~ be said at this stage to be the loan
pared to assist the States by arranging allocation tentatively approved by the
for special subscriptions to Common~ Government f'Or the Departments conwealth loans raised for Loan Council cerned.
In 1951-52 the Country R'oads Board
programmes up to a maximum of
.£125,000,000. The Commonwealth con- received an allocation of £1,050,000 .
sidered that the loan market would The 30 per cent. reduction would
The
yield
new
money
approximating reduce this sum to £735,000.
_£50,000,000, and domestic ralsmgs, Board has sought £2,158,000 for
£5,000,000. The sum total would then 1952-1953 and the allocation tentatively
be £180,000,000. On the basis of a . approved is £735,000. The roads of this
borrowing programme of £180,000,000, State are in such a deplorable condition
Victoria would receive approximately that there is no answer to that proposal.
£40,000,000. Of this amount £2,500,000 The loan al'l'Ocation to the State
would be required to finance the deficit Electricity Commission for 1951-52 was
for the year 1951-52, leaving a balance £9,000,000. This year, with the 30 per
·of £37,500,000 available for works. This cent. reduction, the allocation would be
The
Commission
has
sum would be insufficient to meet our £6,300,000.
-contractual commitments of £41,500,000. sought £16,110,000, whereas the most
we can see that it will receive is
The position is much worse than that £5,000,000. For the Forests Commission
as I shall disclose presently as! proceed the allocation last financial year was
with my remarks. Following rept~ £1,045,000. If the Forests Commission
sentations by the Government, a further had to suffer the 30 per cent. reducmeeting of the Loan Council will be held tion, the allocation would be £731,500.
in conjunction with the Premiers' con- The question of timber has loomed
ference to be held at Canberra on the largely, and its production has been
'7th and 8th of July next. At that meet.. nearly doubled during the last two years.
'ing, I propose to set out in detail the The sum sought by the Commission was
tragic effect of the reduced loan moneys £1,805,000 and the tentative allocation
-to be made available to this State for the is £800,000.
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Last financial year the Gas and Fuel
Corporation received an allocation of
£2,310,000. Allowing for the 30 per
cent. reduction, the Corporation would
receive £1,617,000, but tentative approval has been given for an allocation of £1,900,000 for 1952-53. The
allocation last financial year to the
Hospitals and Charities Commission
was £2,400,000. If the 30 per cent.
reduction were to be applied, the Commission would receive £1,680,000. The
loan programme of the Commission is
based on an allocation of £5,919,000 as
compared with the tentative allocation
of £2,500,000 which is almost £100,000
more than the sum actually received by
the Commission last year. I shall discuss that aspect later. The Railway
Department last financial year received
£10,500,000. The 30 per cent. reduction
would reduce this sum to £7,350,000.
The Railway Department sought an allocation for 1952-53 of £11,449,600, but
tentative approval has been given to an
allocation of £6,800,000 only. The Rural
Finance Oorporation r,eceived an allocation of £1,500,000 for the financial
year 1951-52. With t~le 30 per cent.
reduction the Corporation would have
received '£1,050,000. The Corporation
sought £2,000,000 t'O carry out the
full programme, but it will receive
£1,000,000.
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year would involve the expenditure of
£14,560,000. The tentative allocation to
the Commission is £6,800,000.
Last year a sum of £130,000 was
requested for the destruction of vermin
and noxious weeds.
When the reduction of 30 per cent. was applied, that
figure was reduced to £91,000.
For
the full programme for the 1952-53
financial year, a sum of £125,000 was
sought, but only £84,000 has been
approved. The financial requirements
of the Public Works Department last
year were estimated at £5,745,000, but
the allocation was reduced by 30 per
cent. to £4,021,500. The Department's
full programme for the current year has
been estimated to cost £8,068,000, whereas the allocation approved is £5,400,000.
For the importation of materials the
Treasury Department's loan allocation
for the year 1951-52 was £3,700,000, but
after reducing that sum by 30 per cent.,
the allocation was £2,590,000. It was
proposed to spend £2,6~8,500 .for the·
importation of materials durmg the
current financial year. Actually, the·
Treasury Department will receive practically the f.ul1 amount, £2,688,000, because most of that money will be recovered from other State Departments.
associated with the loan progamme.
Mr. CAIN.-It is time that the importation of goods and men-particularly men
A sum of £500,000 was required last -was discontinued.
year for slum reclamation, but the
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treaallocation for that purpose was £350,000 ..
The full programme of slum reclama- surer) .--;P~ovision was made ,in the
tion for the current year would involve programme for the year 1952-53 for
the expenditure of £600,000, but only the e~endtiture of £519,500 on "other"
£500 000 has been approved. During works, but the allocation for this:
the 1951-52 financial year the Soldier purpose has been reduced to £204,500.
Settlement Commission required a total The sum required by the Inland Meat
of £5,786,000. Under the reduced alloca- Authority was £250,000, but the·
Government is approving of an allocation, the Commission was allotted tion of £200,000.
£4,050,000. It is proposed by the ComIt will be noted from the figures I
mission to spend a total sum of
have
quoted that the total loan allocation
£7,025,000 to implement its full programme this year, but the Commission's for the 1951-52 year was £54,486,000,
but that sum was reduced this year by
allocation will be £4,050,000. For the 30 per cent. to £38,140,000. As I have
purposes of the State Rivers and Water already stated, the full programme for
Supply
Commission
a
sum
of the current year would have cost
£10,500,000 was required last year, but £76,150,600, but the -Government has
that figure had to be cut by 30 per cent., actually allocated £38,661,500 If to
reducing the total sum to £7,350,000. that amount the deficit of £2,500,000 is
The Commission's full programme this added, it will be seen that a sum of
Mr. McDonald.
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approximately £1,000,000 more than the
loan money available has been allocated,
but the Government is taking that risk
in the hope that the carry-over from
last year will be sufficient to offset that
additional £1,000,000.
The Government has not denied any
Department the allocation of the'
maximum amount of money available;
it has made its tentative allocations on
as high a basis as possible.
The
Government will be required to fund a
deficit of £2,500,000 on which it will
have to pay interest at the rate of 8 per
cent., which includes the penalty rate of
4 per cent. in addition to the ruling rate
of interest. Therefore, the net sum of
money available for loan works will be
reduced to £37,470,000.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Do those
figures include the railways finances?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-They do. The Government has
.contractual obligations amounting to
'£41,470,000, but, as I have pointed out,
it has only £37,470,000 with which to
meet its commitments.
However, the
financial position is much more serious
than that, because in the allocations for
the various Departments a sum of
:approximately £5,500,000 is required for
work which, although not actually contracted for, is vital and essential. For
.instance, the Country Roads Board re.quires a sum of £735,000 for which at
present contracts have not been entered
into. An additional sum of £800,000 is
required by the Forests Commission for
expenditure on the utilization of timber.
'The spending of that sum of money is
·essential if supplies of timber are to be
.maintained.
Similarly, if the Victorian Railways
:Service is to be maintained, the expenditure of an additional £950,000 will be
.essential. In the same way, a sum of
.£500,000 is involved for the purposes of
the Rural Finance G:orporation. It will
'be necessary also for the Soldier Settle.ment Commission and the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission to spend
approximately £500,000 on work, the
carrying out of which has not actually
"been contracted for but is essential. For
the reasons I have given it is important
that the Government should find at
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least £5,500,000 in addition to the sums
of money required to meet contractual
obligations. I trust that I have made
the position clear.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I cannot
understand how the extra money will
be provided.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-I have stated that the allocations approved by the Government for
the current year amount to £38,661,500.
More than that sum will be required to
meet the whole of the loan obligations
of this State, including the deficit. The
actual loan money available to the
Government is £39,970,000. If the deficit
of £2,500,000 is deducted, there remains
an effective sum of £37,470,000. The
whole of that sum has been allocated for
works. I pointed out that the Government had allocated the total sum of
£38,661,500, or £1,000,000 more than the
sum available, in the hope that the
carry-over from the 1951-52 year would
be sufficient to offset that additional
commitment.
The various Departments asked for a
total of £76,150,600, whereas the amount
of money available is £37,470,000. As
I said previously, I have taken the risk
in the allocations to the extent of
£1,000,000 in the hope that there will
be sufficient carry-over to equalize that
sum.
Approximately £5,500,000 not
contracted
for
is
included,
so
that the picture shows overseas
obligations amounting to £9,000,000
and Australian obligations totalling
£32,500,000 for actual contractual
commitments, making a total of
approximately £41,500,000. The loan
funds available for public works amount
to £37,500,000, and when we take into
account the £5,500,000 worth of noncontractual obligations-they are for
most essential works-only £32,000,000
will be available to meet contractual
commitments totalling £41,500,000. That
is the desperate situation facing the
State. It means that £9,000,000 worth
of contractual obligations must be
deferred or cancelled. If cancellation is
effected, the State will be forced to pay
large sums by way of compensation. I
have already had some frightening
examples of what might occur in that
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Lieut.-Colonel
DENNETT.-In
disway. If the State cannot proceed with
these contracts less work will be done cussing the Department of Health did
because compensation must be paid. If you include expenditure on mental
compensation follows court action or hygiene?
even agreement between the parties, it
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treamust be paid out of loan money. I am surer).-I did. Concern has been exgiving the position dispassionately and pressed about soldier settlement, and
accurately. For every £1 paid in the . cruel statements have been made as to
way of compensation there will be that the Government's action in this matter.
much less available for our public works Therefore I think it is only fair that I
programme.
should give the House the true story.
Mr. MACK.-YoU will be giving non- Victoria has no need to be ashamed of
contractual work higher priority than its record of soldier settlement. That
does not apply only to my Government,
the other work.
which did not inaugurate the soldier
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- settlement scheme, and so all parties
surer).-That is not so. I shall deal have reason to be proud of what this
with the question of priorities later. 1 State has done in the way of soldier
am giving the story in· sequence so that settlement. Victoria has settled more
members rp.ay understand the position soldiers than the other States combined.
exactly. As I have said, £9,000,000
It is not only wrong, but it is also
worth of contractual obligations will grossly unfair to attempt to belittle
have to be deferred or cancelled, and the work of the Soldier Settlement
any cancellation will obviously involve Commission. I propose to demonstrate
the payment of compensation. To that how this Parliament has played its
degree, there will be less money avail- part in increasing the amounts available for public works. I wish to be able to the Commission since its
careful in discussing this question inception.
In 1945-46, the amount
because I do not want to be misunderallocated was
£69,378;
in 1946stood, and I desire to· ensure that 47, £2,226,665; in 1947-48, £5,408,434;
accurate statements will be published.
in 1948-49, £4,181,682; in 1949-50,
In the public works programme, the
£4,844,148; in 1950-51, £6,095,841; and
only employment possible out of the
in 1951-52, £5,786,000; making a total
amount of £38,661,000 will be associated
of £28,612,148. In the two years that
with the sum of £5,500,000, for which
the present Government has been
there are no actual contractual obligain office the Commission has spent
tions, together with contracts for which
labour must be engaged. We will have £11,881,841, and in the two previous
In its two
no money in any Department to pay years it spent £~,025,830.
years
of
office,
the
present
Government
wages unless the employment is
associated with a contract. That is a increased by between 30 and 31 per cent.
most serious state of affairs.
I the amount spent by the Commission
emphasize that the only labour compared with the amount allocated in
associated with this public works the two previous years by the Governprogramme will be labour that will be ment in office at that time.
part and parcel of contractual obligaMr. CAIN.-The important point is
.tions-such as the building of the that increased costs. prevented your
tunnel at Kiewa, and work at Morwell. Government from obtaining as much for
its money in the past two years as was
Mr. CAIN.-What about the hospital
obtained in the two previous years.
position?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and TreaMr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I endorse that comment, but
surer).-I shall deal with that aspect
later. A small degree of labour will "be attempts have been made to show that
involved in the expenditure of the we have not tried to accelerate soldier
settlement.
£5,500,000 for which there are no contractual obligations.

Mr. CAIN.-I am not saying so.
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-No, but such statements have
been made.
It is only fair for me to
show that during the regime of the
present Government soldier settlement
has not been restricted, and the funds of
the Commission have been extended.
For 1951-52, the Commission requested
an allocation of £7,600,000, but owing
to the reduction in loan funds, the
amount was reduced to £5,786,000, a
reduction of 24 per cent.
It has been
stated that the Government gave other
authorities preferential treatment, but
I would point out that other Departments suffered greater reductions in
their allocations.
As the total amount of the loan funds
made available to the State for 1951-52
represented a reduction of 30 per cent.
in the works programme submitted to
the Loan Council, it is evident that the
Soldier Settlement Commission received
preferential treatment in the allocation
of loan funds for that year. For the
year 1952-53, for which only tentative
allocations have been made, in view of
the serious position, the Soldier Settlement Commission requested the sum of
£7,025,000. The total loan funds made
available for works at the recent meeting
of the Loan Council represented only.
one half of the total works programme
submitted.
The amount tentatively
allocated to
the
Commission
is
£4,050,000, a reduction of 42 per cent.
of the amount of £7,025,000 sought for
the year, and the whole programme was
cut by 50 per cent. This is further
evidence of preferential treatment to the
Commission for the financial year 195253. 1f additional loan funds are forthcoming, the Soldier Settlement Commission will be supported to a greater
extent than appears possible at present.
Representations were made to me by
the Returned Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's Imperial League of Australia, and
I was asked to write to the Prime
Minister and solicit further financial aid
for the Soldier Settlement Commission.
I replied that if additional funds were
obtained, I would most certainly make
them available to the Commission. On
the 19th of June, 1952, I wrote to Sir
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Arthur Fadden, Acting Prime Minister,
as follows:Dear Sir Arthur,
I am enclosing herewith for your information copy of correspondence received
from the State Secretary, Returned Sailors
Soldiers and Airmen's Imperial League of
Australia concerning soldier settlement in
this State. As you will observe, the League
is seriously perturbed because of the inability of the Victorian Government to
provide adequate finance for soldier settlement purposes during the financial year
1952-53. This, of course, is due to the
reduced loan moneys, which will be available to this State in 1952-53.
.
I am fully conscious of the effect which
these reduced loan funds will have in
relation to the question of land settlement
in this State, and more particularly in
regard to those returned soldiers who will
be unable to obtain settlement as a result
thereof. These men through their absence
on war service hl;l.ve lost a number of their
working years, and in ,addition have been
marking
time since,
awaiting
their
promised settlement on the land.
The provision of an additional sum of
£2,000,000 would enable the Victorian
Soldier Settlement Commission to proceed
with a restricted programme of settlement
that would satisfy immediate requirements.
It is not possible for the State from its
limited financial resources to provide this
amount, and in view of our oblig.ations to
returned soldiers, it is requested that your
Government might give consideration to
the question of providing special finance to
be used solely for soldier settlement
purposes.
Your early attention to this matter
would ,be appreciated.

I have not yet received a reply to that
letter, arid as the matter requires the
consideration of the Commonwealth
Government I did not expect to receive
one before now. Every Department is
taking exactly the same view on this
question. There is a big human problem
associated with men awaiting settlement, as their whole economic future is
affected, and meanwhile the best part
of their lives is drifting on. When I
have outlined one or two more of the
difficulties of the Departments, I think
honorable members will agree that a
solution to this problem is impossible of
achievement unless additional funds are
obtained. That statement is the essence
of the story.
I shall refer now to the Hospitals and
Charities Commission, which during last
financial year was allocated the sum of
£2,400,000. If its allocation had been
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cut this year, it would have amounted
to £1,680,000. Its works programme
amounted to £5,919,000, and according
to Mr. McViUy, chairman of the Commission, every penny of that sum was
needed to meet contractual obligations.
In no uncertain terms, he informed me
that the proposed allocation was unthinkable, as it would not even meet
compensation payments for contractual
obligations, without applying one penny
for hospitals. It is proposed to accord
hospitals preference over almost every
other body, since they will receive nearly
£100,000 more than the amount allotted
last year; thus, no question of a
cu t arises here. The position of the
Hospitals and Charities Commission is
so desperately serious that the Government considered it had to take the action
I have indicated. Much as it is desired
to help hospitals, there are limits to
what can be done when adequate funds
are not available.
I asked Mr. McVilly why commitments
amounted to £5,919,000, and he properly
pointed out that when the works in
hand were committed, their value was
approximately £2,500,000.
Since then,
however, costs of labour and materials
have increased, the 40-hour week was
introduced, and other factors have
arisen.
Mr. McVilly has advised me
that the hospitals being constructed
must be completed, and when the
original commitment of about £2,500,000
was entered into, it appeared easy of
fulfilment. I do not seek to avoid responsibility for my own Government, nor do
I blame previous Governments. The
simple fact is that the obligation of the
Hospitals and' Charities Commission is
as I have stated. I intend to relate these
facts in Canberra. I shall read the
following statement signed by Mr.
McVilly, chairman of the Hospitals and
Chari ties Commission:The amount required to continue construction at normal rate on the eighty-three
(83) works for which contracts were
current in 1951-1952 was £5,690,253.
Arising from the limitation in Loan
Funds (£2.500,000)12 (only) of the contracts will be
carried to completion in 1952-53;
4 of the contracts will continue
throughout 1952-53 but will not
reach completion;
Mr. McDonald.
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3 of the contracts will continue at slow
pace until funds allotted to them
are exhausted (about December,
1952) at which stage works must

be suspended unless additional
finance can be arranged;

17 contracts involving purchase of prefabricated
components
from
Britain will proceed, but it is not
possible to commence site works,
therefore, on delivery, the components must be stored until
additional funds are available;
4 (only) new and very urgent works
costing £56,000 will be commenced; ,3 of these will be
completed in 1952-53;
22 contracts, all major works, have
been suspended as from 30th
June, 1952; it is anticipated that
the cost of suspending these
works will amount to £400,000.
Arrangements may be .possible under
which25 contracts "Will continue, using funds
, (other than Loan Funds) at the
disposal of committees. When
those funds are exhausted, work
must be suspended.
New works in various stages of preparation number 64; despite the fact that the
completion of some of these is essential,
they cannot be authorized until the Loan
Fund situation improves.

I shall refer now to the activities of
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, and especially the work at
Eildon being undertaken by the Utah
Construction Company of America.
About three weeks ago Mr. Fogg, the
manager of the company, called on me
to teJil his story, and said that the
undertaking was financially embarrassed,
owing to the loan cuts, for the month
of July.
I should have explained earlier in my
statement that the method by which
money is advanced to the State from
Commonwealth loan funds means that
we are to get approximately one-twelfth
every month, and that keeps us to a parti,cu}ar ly short and strict regimen. In
such circumstdnces, there is not much
chance of the State spending, say,
£20,000,000 ahead and then lodgin a
complaint at the end of the finar.c:.::tl
year regarding its loan position. Unfortunately, the State is not having any
loan money made available to it in July,
and the proportion of one-twelfth will
be spread over other months. It is
almost impossible successfully to finance
the type of con tract in questiori because
('Y
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in certain months it is necessary to make
payment only i.n part, while in other
months we have to spend a little more
than the one-twelfth of the aggregate
amount we are to receive.
,Mr. Fogg's problem was that after the
utmost endeavours by himself and his
colleagues for the purpose of obtaining
American and Federal priori ties for
spare parts and for replacement of some
of the equipment, they were embarrassed
to the extent of more than £500,000 in
respect of the month of July. I should
mention here that the chairman of the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission w.as present at the last meeting of
the Loan Council at Canberra and understood the difficulties of1:he position. He
is used to Government methods, the allocation of finance, and so forth. Mr. Fogg
pleaded with me to find the sum of
£500,000, because some of the equipment
and spare parts were arriving. It was
made clear that if the commitments
could not be met, the completion of the
Eildon weir would take a very much
longer time than was formerly estimated. One consideration is that if it
became necessary to sell equipment, even
at a substantial profit, it would cost the
St'ate very much more eventually to
complete the work at the Eildon weir.
For these reasons those directly associated with the Utah Construction Company were greatly concerned. They made
a generous gesture to the Government,
by stating that they were prepared to
apply their profits for the year so that
to that extent the wage bill for the
month of July could be met, the a-mount
to be recovered later when funds became
aViailable.
~
I do not intend at this juncture to
discuss the employment figures in this
regard. When honorable members realize
that the St'ate Rivers and Water Supply
Commission originally sough t a loan
allocation amounting to £14,568,000 and
that it will receive only £6,800,000 of an
amended sum of £10,500,000, they will
understand what is likely to happen to
the work. The State is running the risk
of losing most valuable equipment, the
like of which can be obtained only because a concern such as the Utah Construction Company is able to act on
behalf of the State. The company, due
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to its contacts with the manufacturing
markets in America, was successful in
obtaining great preference for this particular work in Victoria.
It would be possible for me to repeat
the whole story. The Railway Department-to give only one example-is not
obtaining anything like sufficient for the
maintenance of its permanent ways, and
for the proper conduct of railway services generaUy. The Railways Commissioners have asked me to make provision
in the Budget for at least a further
£1,000,000, to be spent on preserving the
permanent ways.
I have outlined the facts, and those
facts must be faced by myself as Premier and my colleagues in the Governmen t, as they would by any other
Administra tion that might be in power
at present. I do wish to state, however,
that my explanation contains in no sense
a threat to the Commonwealth Governmen t or the Austr.alian Loan Council. If
sufficient loan funds -are not m'ade available, there can be a financial debacle in
this State.
I challenge members of this House or
of the public to disprove my statement.
The services of the appropri'ate departmental heads, such as the chairman of
the State Electricity Commission and
the chairman of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, are available
to any honorable member. I ask the
House, in the interests of the people of
Victoria, to m'ake a thorough examination of the situation before voicing condemnation, or blame. The position could
not be worse so far as Victoria is concerned. I only hope that when the Loan
Council moeets next week I shaH be ·able
to so impress the Commonwealth Government that, as a result, Victoria will
receive a greater loan allocation. Subsequently, I shall speak regarding the
Budget and the prospective revenue of
the State.
Briefly and quickly I have given the
House the story so far as I 'am able to
do so. It is not a good one, and I have
had no pleasure in imparting the information.
Nevertheless, I thought it
necessary that all honorable members
should be enabled to understand what is
occurring.
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The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Before I call on the Leader of the Opposition, I should like to point out to the
House that there is no motion before the
. Chair.
By leave, the Premier has
submitted a statement concerning the
financial position of Victoria and, in
accordance with the usual practice, I
propose to allow the Leader of the Opposition and the Leader of the Labour
party to speak to that statement. If,
subsequently, it is desired that there
should be a general debate, it will be
necessary to move that the statement be
printed.
Mr. CAIN.-That could be done now.
The SPEAKgR.-It could be done
now or at some later stage. Failing
that, I shall have to restrict the discussion to the remarks of the Leaders of
the two parties on whose behatlf no views
have yet been expressed.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition) .-It is not the desire of the Opposition to move at this stage that the
statement made by the Premier should be
printed.
We have two very good
reasons for taking that attitude. The
first is that we believe it would be quite
futile to discuss at great length a statement submitted without notice. That
statement could conceivably be altered
within a week from now, and the Opposition sees no particular point in debating
its details. Nevertheless I believe it is
incumbent upon the Opposition to offer
some comment in regard to the
Premier's approach to this problem. We
appreciate the manner in which the
honorable gentleman has presented his
facts to the House t<Q-night without any
attempt to place blame upon anyone, including the present Government or previous Governments. For the attitude
adopted by the Premier in that regard,
Opposition members are grateful. We
feel that the outline given by the honorable gentleman is sufficiently serious for
us to approach the problem as a whole
from the same angle. It is impossible for
any member of this H<Quse to deal
adequately with, or examine criti'cally, an
important st'atement presented without
any notice. What the Premier has
attempted to do is t<Q set out the situation
that would apply if present anticipations
became a fact.
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Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-Present decisions.
Mr. NORMAN.-Then I will say, "If
the present decisions of the Loan Council
are not amended or ,altered in any way."
The Premier intends to submit to the
meeting of the Loan Council next week
certain facts-I presume the facts he has
given the House to-night-with the request that the last decisions of that
Council should be reconsidered. I believe that the information which went
to make up his statement to-night had in
general already been presented in the
press and elsewhere, and I assume
tha t the Premier will submit all the
details at the proper place, namely,
the Loan CouncM meeting next week. I
have no doubt that as soon as possible
after his return from Canberra the
Premier will inform this House not only
of the latest decision of the Loan Council
but also of what is more particularly applicable to our consideraHons, namely,
the decisions which he as Treasurer of
the State and his Government as a whole
will have to reach after the Loan Council
meeting.
As to the statement made to the
House by the Premier to-night, I desire
to emphasize that any decision regarding the '~ncome of Victoria, whether
from loan sources or otherwise, :is the
prime ,responsibility of the honorable
gentleman in his capacity as Treasurer.
Opposition members are not prepared at
this stage to discuss the figures used by
the Premier to-night. In the fi.rst place,
we have not had adequate time to consider them carefully. In the second
place, we recall full wen that early
in September last, the Premier presented to us a somewhat similar type
of statement as to what would happen in
Victoria-in view of certain decisions of
the Loan Council-in relation to the
financial year 1951-52. At the time
the Premier said that he desired to
present a fair picture of the position. I
pointed out that the outlook would be
completely altered during the year when
financial aspects were reconsidered. I
am not criticizing the Premier, because
I realize that day-to-day decisions had
to be made. If the public, Parliament,
and the Loan Council are to accept each
of the items enumerated by the Premier
as suggested allocations to the various
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Departments, regard must be had to the
fact that many of the details of the
preliminary allocations as laid down in
September last were materially altered
as a result of circumstances which have
since arisen and which did not come to
the knowledge of the Treasurer until
after his statement had been made.
This evening the Premier referred to
soldier settlement, but as a further
opportunity will later be afforded
members to discuss this matter fully, I
shall confine my remarks to one aspect
. only. In September last the Premier
indicated the anticipa,ted allocation
from loan funds for soldier settlement
purposes. That was the best information available to Opposition members on
which to base a discussion of what has
eventuated. 'Tonight we learn for the
first time that a larger amount has been
allocated for soldier settlement purposes,
and Opposition members wish to look
into the matter further to ascertain
where that money has been used and
when the decision was made to increase
the allocation. I do not believe the
Premier desires us to discuss the
amounts to be allotted to the various
Departments at a time when we cannot
finally decide what Victoria's position
will be this financial year.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-Are you suggesting that the
amount of £54,000,000 odd that was
made ·available last year was subsequenilly increased, and because of that
fact the Government was able to enlarge
its allocations to some Departments?
Mr. NORMAN.-I am not suggesting
that the total amount was increased, but
the method of allocation departmentally
was varied. No one would criticize
those variations, the necessity for which
became apparent day by day or month
by month. I only suggest that the preliminary picture presented had, of
necessity, to be altered during the year.
I shall now refer to the important question of the State's contractual obligations. It is unthinkable that Victoria
should be permitted to default on its
contracts.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-You realize that the
Premier in September last year gave
only tentative estimates of loan allocations to the various Departments?
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Work in one Department possibly could
not proceed as rapidly as in another
Department.
Mr. NORMAN.-I thought I made it
clear that members appreciated that
factors arising from day to day would
change the picture. I do not suggest
that the Premier attempted to mislead
the House. Referring to contractual
obligations
tonight,
the
Premier
mentioned the amount of £41,470,000 as
representing the value of contractual
obligations already entered into by the
State, representing works and services
for which definite contracts had been
accepted or firm orders placed. Last
financial year Parliament was faced with
a serious position regarding commitments for contracts. In this House, it
was said that Victoria would be in a
fortunate position if it were able to
meet payments under those contracts
wi thin a year.
In his reference to hospitals the
Premier pointed out that contracts
amounting to £2,500,000 had been
entered into, based on the original
estimates of the costs of the various
buildings. He now suggests that the
State will be fortunate if that work is
completed at a cost of not less than
£6,000,000. Many of those contracts
for hospital buildings must be of long
standing.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Some of those contracts were entered into by the Hollway
Government.
Mr. NORMAN.-I accept that interjection, and add that probably some of
the contracts were entered into by the
Cain Government. Parliament must, and
will, be faced in one financial year with
the responsibi'lity of ensuring that the
State can meet its commitments on outstanding contracts and firm orders which
were placed by the present or by previous
Governments. I do not detract from the
seriousness of the position, but another
Loan Council meeting will be held next
week and, as the matter. can be considered as sub judice, it is difficult at
this stage for members to debate
effectively the financial position confronting Victoria. We believe the problem should be approached from the other
side, that consideration should be given
by all Parliaments in the Commonwealth
to the originating purpose for, and the
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functions of, the Loan Council. It is
all very well for the Premier to present
to the House a total contract account
amounting to £41,470,000 which the
State has to meet at some time in the
future. We all desire to see work proceed on the long list of undertakings to
which the Premier has referred, provided
it can be carried out efficiently and without waste. The ordinary housewife each
week, having decided what she would
like to purchase with the household
budget, is in the same position as a
businessman who periodically decides
the way in which he would like his
business to expand. Each has to discover at the outset how the necessary
finance is to be obtained.
If inform'ation I have received is
correct, one of the prime funcHons of
the Loan Council is to ascertain how
the money sought for loan works shall
be raised. That is probably a more
primary and fund amen tal decision made
by the Loan Council than the one to
which the Premier has continually
referred.
Mr. MeDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).--.At its last meeting, the Loan
Council agreed to a motion that an
amount of £247,500,000 should be raised
on loan for this financial year.
Mr. NORMAN.-I have the greatest
sympathy for the Premier, who has to
present the picture as he sees it in support of Victoria's demands for loan funds
to meet the needs of the State for the
ensuing twelve months. The Loan Council was raced with a request that a tota'l
amount of £351,000,000 should be raised.
Mr. MeDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) . -The State Premiers agreed that
a reasonable amount to be raised was
£247,500,000, but the Commonwealth
Governmen t dissented from that decision.
Mr. NORMAN.-I refrained from interjecting while the Premier was making
his statement, because he did not proceed in a provocative manner, and as I
am now endeavouring to follow the same
course I hope he will afford mea similar
courtesy. On behalf of the people of
Victoria, and not merely on behalf of
the Government, the Premier next week
is to attend another Loan Council meeting, at which he will ask ,that the
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previous decision of the Council be
reviewed. What was that previous decision? Having before it requests for
loan funds amounting to £351,000,000~
the Loan Council decided that the amount
that could be borrowed this financial year
would be £247,500,000. I assume that
every member accepts the fact that if
an amount of £247,500,000 should become available to the V1arious Governments-Commonwealth
and
State-during the current financial year, the
Premier would not appear half as worried
as he is in this Chamber to-night. One
of his main w~rries is that an amount
of only £180,000,000 is to be a¥ailable
to the vladous Governments, of which
Victoria's share will be approximately
£40,000,000. The Premier says that that
is £9,500,000 short of what he deems is
the minimum that Victoria should receive in loan funds.
Mr. MeDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-No, that is the lamount necessary to meet existing contractual
obligations.
Mr. NORMAN.-In that figure there
is an amount of £5,500,000 for works
not already contracted for, but we will
not quarrel about that. Members accept
the Treasurer's statement that he needs
approximately £41,500,000 to meet departmental obligations. The honorable
gentleman would like to see an additional £9,500,000 made avaUable to
Victoria by the Loan Council to meet
what he believes are th'e minimum requirements of the State for the financial
year, under contractual obligations, including £5,500,000 for vital works not
already contracted for but which he feels
must be proceeded with.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-We have not one penny for loan
works to combat flood damage.
,Mr. NORMAN.-The point I make is
that many of us wou~d like to know why
the Loan Council, having decided that
£247,,500,000 can be borrowed, has not
been able to state the basis on which that
deci'Sion was made. If we were satisfied
that the sum could be borrowed, we
would all agree that the minimum vital
contractual obligations should be met. I
emphasize that the Commonwealth has
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had to provide, as it did during the past
financial year, a substantial sum of
money from revenue, to guarantee, in
effect, the loan funds allocated to the
various States. The latest figures published this week by a leading Australian
bank reveal that the total of Government
and semi-Government loans raised
within the Commonwealth during the
past year is less than £100,000,000. To
the best of our ability to judge, that
figure may not be exceeded during the
current year.
It is all very well
for the Victorian Government to
contend that it needs £41,000,000 as
a minimum to meet its obligations,
but the task of the Loan Council
is to present to the people of
Australia, through their Governments, a
clear statement of the sum which it believes should be allocated to meet these
minimum obligations. The manner in
which this debate is being conducted indicates that all members realize their
responsibilities and the fact that the requirements of other States must be considered. Of prime importance is the defence of Australia. The Premier has con.sistently stated that many developmental
works in this State are material factors
of defence, but unfortunately there is no
evidence that all the Governments of
Australia have decided on the relative
importance of these defence works in
which they are, in fact, aH participating.
Until such a decision is made it is inevitable that every Parliament of Australia will debate its own needs within
its own territory, feeling that those
works are vital, as they no doubt are in
many respects, from the defence viewpoint.
It must be admitted that during the
last two years the defence horizon for
Australia has widened considerably.
Several attacks have been made on the
Menzies Government at Canberra but it
should be remembered that after that
Government took office certain happenings not far to the north of Australia
broadened the horizon of Australia
to a degree that we never previously thought possible.
To meet
the responsibility that is ours we
should go far beyond State and Federal
boundaries and far beyond political parties, particularly if we are to be successful as we were in war. We are, in fact,
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involved in war at this moment on two
fronts to the north of Austral,ia.
IMr. GALVIN.-You have not received
many battle scars.
Mr. NORMAN.-I might have a few
more than the honorable member for
Bendigo.
Mr. GALVIN.-You are running away
from your policy.
Mr. NORMAN.-I have never run
away from anything.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
- I request that the Leader of the Opposition be allowed to develop his
case without interruption.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Leader of the Opposition has said nothing yet.
The SPEAKER.-I ask the honorable
member for Bendigo to cease interjecting.
Mr. NORMAN.-The point I make is
that defence needs are paramount and
our responsibility goes far beyond the
consideration of State requirements. All
Governments must be constructive in
their proposals as to how works programmes within each State are to be
financed. Another' aspect which must
be considered at the Loan Council and
the Premiers' conference is inflation. In
that regard, it should be remembered
that a degree of inflation existed at the
time when the present Commonwealth
Government took office and, before
attempting to cast the blame on any
particular Government, it should be
borne in mind that the factors responsible for the inflationary trend in Australia have been outside the control of
any Government, except to the extent
of its own overhead expenditure. In
that regard, I believe all Governments
have been equally to blame. We know
that the two greatest fundamental
factors that create inflation are oversea costs, which are not fixed by some
price control Department in Australiaand we are dependent on vast importsand, secondly, wage costs and conditions
which are in the hands of the Arbitration Court, with which principle we all
agree.
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I mention these facts only because I State, and it should be sufficient for the
believe consideration should be given Leader· of each party in this House to
to them when considering whence loan speak on the subject. I am not agreefunds are to be obtained and when able to leave being granted for the statedeciding the priority of governmental ment to be printed, as that would be of
works.
no great value to the House. I am not
At times during the last year the speaking in disrespect of the Premier, but
Opposition has criticized the McDonald r contend that after members know the
Government because it believed that result of the meeting of the Loan Council
wrong priorities had been allotted to to be held next week, a full debate on the
certain works and that there had been financia'l position of the State should then
lack of proper attention to them, also be held.
that there had been inefficiency and
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I rise to a
waste, more particularly in regard to point of order. I assume that as the
works under capital contracts. On the f e1ader of the Opposition and his colquestion of allocations of loan funds to leagues have not the courage to defend
Departments, the Opposition accepts the the Menzies Government, other members
Premier's suggestion that it should who have not spoken will be denied an
attempt to be constructive. I do not opportunity to debate the Premier'S
suggest that the honorable gentleman statement. In view of the objection of
tonight has attempted to give members the Leader of the Opposition, I take it
the gloomiest picture possible, but it is that there wHI be no further discussion
futile for us to constructively examine after the. Leader of the Labour party has
and discuss these proposals until the concluded his remarks.
Premier ascertains the decision of the
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
Loan Council next week. For all we -That is so.
know, the picture may have altered
Mr. GALVIN.-In other words, the
materially since the Loan Council last I,eader of the Liberal party has appl,ied
met. I believe we should dispel from the gag.
our minds the picture of complete
The SPEAKER.-Order! The honordomination by one aspect. We should able member for Bendigo has made his
hope that new circumstances may have point.
arisen, as a result of which the Loan
Mr. CAIN (Northcote) .-Mr. Speaker,
Council will arrive at a unanimous
decision that will be attractive to his I wish to give notice that to-mor'row 1
Government and to the citizens of Vic- shall move that the Premier's statement
toria. Members will await with interest be printed. I think that course will overa factual statement from the Premier come the difficulty. I listened with
when he returns from Canberra but great interest to-night to the Premier
more particularly will they appreciate who delivered his statement in a quiet
hearing his decision as to the allocations m'anner. I do not think that on any prehe proposes to make to various Depart- vious occasion he has been more effective
ments for the coming financial year. In in making a statement concerning the
the light of thB;t statement the Opposi- finances of the State. His subdued tone
tion will be enabled to make constructive was more effective than if he had made
suggestions to the Government and, if his speech with much noise, because
necessary, to criticize the priorities noise is no argument. Members of the
allotted to various works, as has been . Opposition maintain that the present is
not the time or the place to talk about
the practice during the past year.
financial matters. I direct the attention
Mr. CAIN (Northcote) .-1 propose to of the Leader of the Opposition to the
move that the Premier's statement be motion which he moved in this House
printed.
on the 29th of April last. On that
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposi- occasion he saidI wish to move the adjournment of the
tion) .-1 rise to a point of order. The
inten·tion of the Premier in making his House for the purpose of discussing a
definite matter of urgent public importance,
statement was to present to members a namely, "The gross misuse of record funds
picture of the financial position of the available to the Government."
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After submitting the motion, he proceeded to give reasons for his action. I
contend that if the Government wa~
guilty of the misuse of public funds on
the 29th of April, 1952, it is equally
guilty of misusing public moneys on the
1st of July, 1952.
Mr. BOLTE.-The Premier's statement
related to the 1952-53 financial year.
Mr. CAl!N.-He also dealt with expenditure incurred last financial year,
including expenditure by the So~dier
Settlement Commission. I understand
that the Opposition proposes to-morrow
to move the adjournment of the House to
discuss the question of soldier settlement.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is so.
Mr. CAIN.-In that event, the Oppos'ition will be on a sticky wicket.
Mr. BOLTE.-The only persons who
'were on a sticky wicket last year were
the returned soldiers.
Mr. CAIN.-Their wicket is not nearly
as sticky as that on which the Opposition
now finds itself. I am satisfied that if
soldier settlers are on a sticky wicket,
they are in that position as a result of the
incompetence of the Commonwealth
Government, the members of which misled the peop'le a couple of years ago.
When the Leader of the Opposition spoke
in support of the motion which he moved
on the 29th of April last he said-With the limited time available for the
debate on this motion generalities will not
suffice, and the Opposition proposes to nail
this dubious Premier on three major
charges. Our first charge is that he and his
Government have shown utter inability to
administer the affairs of the State, due to
sheer neglect and a weakness to face up to
the responsibility . . . . .

He went on to sayThe second charge levelled by the Opposition is that with countless millions at the
Treasurer's disposal-I shall give the exact
figures later, and I am sure that they will
surprise members-he has ignored the
smaller, the more local, intimate p~oblems
of the State and, with his head in the
clouds, has set aside millions of pounds for
the implementation of major projects.
The third charge which the Opposition
specifically nails on the Tr·easurer is that in
the two years that he has ,occupied the position-in name, at any rate-he has committed the State far beyond any means at
its disposal to carry' out its obligations.
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I wish to say that the works position
of the State at the present time is not
the fault of anyone political party. In
1938, before the last war, Victoria had a
surplus of electrical power, the railways
were in a reasonable condition, and the
State was proceeding progressively with
public works, including the construction
of roads and the provision of water supply. However, after five and a half years
of war, the electricity supply, which
had been 20 per cent. in excess of requirements in 1938, had been reduced by
1945 to a point at which it was in arrears
of requirements. During the interval
the demand for electric power, which in
former years had risen annually by 5
per cent., increased further to approximately 17 or 18 per cent. a year. All
political parties then agreed that an
attempt should be made to bridge the
gap between supply and demand. A
similar policy was adopted with 'a view
to maintaining the standard of the Victorian railways.' Members of the
Opposition, when they comprised the
Government, contributed largely to that
policy. They were the Government for
two years, and they called tenders for
the construction of the Big Eildon weir.
It can be said that during the past five
or six years all political parties of this
State accepted some responsibility in endeavouring to step up the prosperity of
the State by implementing major
developmental projects, including the
provision of more electricity, improved
railways, additional water supply, also
more schools, hospitals, and other
amenities.
In 1948 the present member for Hampden was Minister of Water Supply in
the Hollway Government, and although
the State had been committed to an
expenditure of approximately £20,000,000
for the works at Yallourn and Kiewa,
another £10,000,000 in respect of railways, and a similar sum for water
supply, he called for tenders for the construction of the Big Eildon dam. He
received tenders from the Utah Construction Company amounting to approximately £12,000,000 for the completion of
the Eild-on project in about four years.
By the time his Government went out
of office, the tenders had not been finally
dealt with, but they were accepted after
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the present Government came into office.
Those commitments superimposed 'On the
man power and the financial resources of
the State the responsibility of carrying
out three or four major projects.
As a result, the State now finds itself
-in 1952-in some financial difficulty
in financing those works. I realize that,
in view of the results of the recent Legislative Council elections, it is not easy for
members of the Opposition to defend the
Prime Minister. I can understand their
desire to run away from him now.
During the recent election campaign the
4ader of the Opposition did not express
one word about State finances. He did
not discuss the priorities of public works,
but he talked about the Greater Melbourne Council proposal and the need to
obtain £50,000,000 from the State Savings Bank for home-building purposesMr. BOLTE.-You did not mention
those matters.
Mr. CAIN.-I presented the things that
mattered. This country has been brought
to the brink of ruin by the maladminis~
tration of the Menzies Government in the
Federal sphere. That was only to be
expected. That Government went into
office in 1949 after its members made
promises that they knew they could not
fulfil. They said that they would get
rid of all controls.
Probably, the
beginning of Mr. Menzies's downfall was
the day when he entered a Cabinet meeting and found that twelve out of
nineteen Ministers favoured his proposals for the revaluation of the £1. He
walked out, and would not go on with
the matter. He has been discredited
ever since. N ow we have reached the
stage in Australia that credit has bpr.ome
restricted and there is practically no control over prices and so on. The situation
is so bad that Mr. Menzies says that this
country cannot borrow £50,000,000 this
year.
Mr. WHATELy.--,Why did not the late
Mr. Chifley revalue the £1 at the right
time?
Mr. CAIN.-Never mind about that. It
is no wonder that money cannot be
borrowed. 'Quite recently the State Electricity Commission sought a loan ot
£3,500,000, and it was subscribed to the
extent of £2,250,000. No one knows
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how the Commission obtained that
amount, which was received from small
lenders-people who did not know the
value of their money. At that time, bonds
for which £100 had been paid and on
which the interest rate was 3! per cent.
or 3~ per cent. could be purchased at such
a reduced amount that buyers received a
return of 4~ per cent. One cannot borrow
money at an interest rate of £4 28. 6d.
per cent. when consolidated stock will
return £4 lOs. per cent. People have
lost confidence because the Federal
Government has restricted credit. At
the same time as workers are being dismissed from their employment, prices of
commodities are rising. Commencing
this week, the future price of butter is
to be 4s. l!d. a pound, the price of cream
has risen and also the price of tea. We
are faced with a crisis-prices are rising
and workers are losing their employment.
The outcome is that businessmen are
losing confidence. I put it to the Opposition that this is a most regrettable state
of affairs from the point of view of the:
public. I sense the feelings of Opposition
members towards the Premier to-night.
There has been no criticism or abuse.
There has been no attack on the honorable gentleman because he did not do
this or that, and no priority of public
works has been suggested.
Mr. NORMAN.-We are waiting for the
facts.
Mr. CAIN.-The Leader of the OpposiHon knew the facts when he addressed
the House in April last. When the
Prime Minister returns to Australia, I
fear that he will have no solution of our
difficulties to offer other th1an the fact
that he has entered into arrangements
to have certain items of our defence
requirements made abroad, which will
permit some Australian money to be
spent in other local avenues. Apart
from that, he will have no solution- of
Australia's problem. Members of the
Opposition should appreciate the fact
that their party has let down the
people of this country. The Premier
has outlined a programme of public
works. I believe the last Loan Council
meeting was most unfavourable from
Australia's point of view. In fact, it
was a most unsatisfactory meeting of
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the council, which authority was formed
to prevent competition in borrowing by
the different States. Until the inception of
the Loan Council, the States could borrow
where and when they liked, and pay
varying interest rates.
Then agreement was entered into so that the
borrowings of the Commonwealth and
the States should be determined by a
majority of members of. the Loan
Council.
At its last meeting, the
majority decided that an attempt should
be made to raise £247,500,000 by way of
loan funds. For the first time in the
history of the council a minority
determined what amount should be
raised; that decision was arrived at by
two members.
Mr. FRAsER.-What about the Com·
monwealth Government's guarantee?
Mr. CAIN.-That does not matter.
The Act provides that the decision shan
be made by a majority of members. I
repeat that in this instance the decision
was made by a minority. How can.onp.
expect to obtain loan money when
Commonwealth bonds are allowed to fall
so rapidly in value that interest rates
on present-day loans must be increased
to entice people to lend their money to
the Oommonwealth? The outcome of
all this has been lack of confidence on
the part of the people, who realize that
mismanagement at Canberra does not
justify their supporting loan appeals.
Mr. FRASER.-Are you suggesting
that money is available on the loan
market?
Mr. CAIN.-Of course I am doing so.
But it will not be available if building
and many other activities are discouraged. The honorable member knows
that people are holding on to their
money and are not investing it. I do
not say that people have no money.
Mr. TYAcK.-They are holding on to
what they have left after the Taxation
Commissioner has received his due.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
knows something about taxation, which
is a subject that I am not discussing at
present. Something serious must happen
before the confidence of the people is
restored. I fear a repetition of what we
experienced in 1930 and 1931.
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Mr. WHATELy.-Our economy now is
sound.
Mr. CAIN.-In 1928 and 1929 the
economy of the Commonwealth was
sound, but it became unsound so rapidly
that the Federal Government of the day
decided to end the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court system. Now employers have decided to seek a reduction
of £2 6s. a week in the basic wage and
to have the working week extended from
40 to 44 hours, notwithstanding the fact
that the Commonwealth Government Is
raIsmg the price of almost every
commodity. There cannot be any logical
reasoning in the employers' proposal.
I think I am familiar with some of the
problems that arise. In discussing loan
works, it must be remembered that in
February, 1950, the basic wage in Victoria was £6 14s., whereas now it is
£10 12s., and it is estimated that when
the next quarterly adjustment is made
it will be increased to £11. Similar circumstances to those which have now
arisen occurred in 1929.
Mr. WHATELY.-In 1929 the bottom
fell out of prices throughout the world.
Mr. CAIN.-The only reason why the
bottom does not fall out of the price
structure now is the existence of war and
the fear of war. If the fear of war
disappeared, prices would drop.
Mr. NORMAN.-I thought you said that
increased prices were caused by a
deliberate act of a Government.
Mr. CAIN.-That is so as far as butter
is concerned.
Mr. NORMAN.-Is war responsible for
it, or what is the cause?
Mr. CAIN.-Butter is only one item.
The Commonwealth Government is lifting the bounty at one end and putting it
on at the other end. The difference
between a bounty being paid by the taxpayers and by the consumers of butter
is the difference between direct taxation
and indirect taxation. It seems to me
.that the country is heading for bankruptcy. The only contrast that I can see
between conditions in 1928 and now is.
that at present colossal sums of money
are being spent on preparations for war,
whereas that was not being done a
If those activities
generation ago.
ceased, and if the Commonwealth
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Government did not spend the sum of
£180,000,000 on defence, the nation
would be in difficulties. State Governments are impotent at present. They are
not in the hands of the Australian Loan
Council any more, but are at the mercy
of the Commonwealth Government
which, although it is a minority in th~
Loan Council, decides the amount to be
raised by loans." The Commonwealth
Government also decides by how much
the States shall be reimbursed.
Mr. FRASER.-That factor is a result
of the introduction of the uniform Commonwealth taxation system.
. Mr:. CAIN.-This Government is fightmg for the abolition of that system. In
my opinion, the States will never come
into their own until their taxing powers
are restored. If I had to choose between
imposing taxation and raising funds to
meet the present financial crisis, I would
rather impose direct taxation, as it is
a fair method to adopt. Until the States
can levy their own taxation, or until the
loan programme is determined by a
majority vote at a meeting of the Loan
~ouncil, the States will be completely
Impotent.
Mr. WHATELY.-All the States have
made mistakes, too.
Mr. CAIN.-I have not attempted to
say anything to the contrary. Probably
the States have made serious mistakes'
the only persons wno do not make error~
are those like the honorable member for Camberwell, who does not do
anything. A regrettable mistake was
made when the Victorian Government
refused to agr'ee to the original proposal
of the Commonwealth Government that
the un'iiorm taxation system should
operate for the war years and one year
thereafter. That offer was rejected by
the Premier of the day, and later an
application to the High Court to have
the uniform taxation legislation declared
invalid was rejected. But for the selfishness of the States in past years, they
may have regained their taxing powers.
I realize that members of the Opposition are in a difficult position, and I
feel a bit sorry for them. I appreciate
how they feel at present, particularly
certain of them, as a result of the recent
elections for the Legislative Council.
One could hardly believe that a political
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party could change so quickly as the
Liberal party has changed in a fortnight.
Mr. NORMAN.-W~ have not changed.
Mr. CAIN.-A month ago the Leader
of the Opposition was a roaring lion, so
to speak; to-night he is like a sucking
dove. He has quietened; he has eased
off; he is no trouble at all now; and he
is prepared to allow the Premier to go
to Canberra and do what he likes there.
The only thing he does not want at
present is an election.
Mr. NORMAN.-The Labour party is
not in a hurry to have an election.
Mr. CAIN.-Members of the Liberal
party state that they are not interested
in the Country party, but everybody
knows that members of the Opposition
are now in a particularly difficult situation because of what has happened to
certain of their colleagues in another
place. All the kick and fight has been
knocked out of the Opposition, and if
the present Parliamentary session lasts
very long its members will all be
like the Leader of the Opposition;
they will be like sucking doves and we
shall not hear a word from them.
I submit that the House is entitled to
hold a discussion on the question of
finance before the next Loan Council
meeting. The Leader of the Opposition
has stated, in effect, "I do not wish to
say too much at this stage. I shall wait
until the Premier comes back from
Canberra." If he would lend his support to the Premier-Mr. NORMAN.-I did not detract from
the statement of the Premier. I supported his statement to-night.
Mr. CAIN.-The Leader of the Opposition supported with faint praise the
statem~nt
of the Premier.
If the
Leader of the Opposition pretended
to be a statesman he would have
said, "I am 100 per cent. behind
the Premier, because I consider
that he is fighting for the rights of the
State, in which I believe."
Mr. NORMAN.-You are bitterly disappointed that to-night I was not foolish
enough to attack the Premier's figures,
which are not final.
Mr. CAIN.-The Leader of the Opposition has not the courage to attack
them or to support them, but he sits on
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a rail. If he continues to sit on a rail
long enough he will remain there. The
Premier is justified in saying to the
Commonwealth Government, "We want
justice and fair play. We represent the
same people as you represent in Victoria, and we consider that we are entitled to receive justice. You have us
bound, body and soul, and we want some
relief." I have not previously seen the
Premier so placatory as he was
to-night; he spoke quietly, appealing to
the Opposition. In those circumstances
I would have expected the Leader of the
Opposition to say, in effect, "I am
behind the Premier 100 per cent."
Instead, he said, "I do not wish to discuss this subject to-night, but will defer
my remarks until next week or the
following week." The indecision of the
Leader of the Opposition will wreck
him. He has nearly wrecked himself
already, but he will completely wreck
himself soqner or later. Long may he
remain Leader of the Opposition.
I say to the Opposition and also to the
Government, that the Labour party is
interested in the people of this country,
in continuity' of employment, in reasonable conditions, better social services,
and the fairest distribution of the
national income that is humanly
possible; and to those ends we shall
work. Even if we have to work with
the Country party towards gammg
those objectives, we are prepared to do
so, and we consider that we are justified
in the circumstances. Members of the
Opposition should be prepared to discuss
the merits of this question and, if possible, assist the Government in its
mission to Canberra.
I consider that
the Leader of the Opposition should
have made an open declaration to-night
to the effect that" I am 100 per cent.
Mr. Menzies is
behind the Premier.
The
wrong, and I have' had' him."
party led by the Leader of the Opposition has been bashed right and left as
a result of the policy pursued by the
Menzies Government, and if he had said
to-night, " I have' had' him," the Prime
Minister, when he returns from his
world trip to-morrow, probably would
say, "If I do not do something about
the matter, even Mr. Norman, in Victoria, will leave me."
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ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow at half-past Three o'clock

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.24 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday} July 2} 1952.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis)
took the chair at 4.14 p.m., and read the
prayer.
TRANSPORT REGULATION BOARD.
FEES FOR SPECIAL PERMITS.
Mr. MORTON (Ripon) asked the
Minister of TransportWhat surplus funds (if any) are held by
the Transport Regulation Board from fees
received for special permits issued to
operators of road transport within this
State?

Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Minister
of Transport).-The answer isNo surplus funds of this kind are held by
the Transport Regulation Board as, in
accordance with the provisions of suosection (6) of section 34 of Act No. 4198,
as amended by section 7 of Act No. 5220,
any surplus in the Transport Regulation
Fund at the end of any financial year is
paid into the Consolidated Revenue.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES.
EXTENSIONS.
Mr. TURNBULL (Korong) asked the
Minister of AgricultureWhether the Government proposes extending the Government Cool Stores at
Dudley-street, West Melbourne; if so, what
is-(a) the estimated cost of such work;
and (b) the anticipated d.ate of completion?

Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
-The answer isYes, the preparation of plans and specifications is close to completion. It is not the
practice to publish departmental estimates
of costs of works for which tenders are to
be invited. It is anticipated that the proposed extensions will be completed within
eighteen months after tenders have been
accepted.
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RIVER IMPROVEMENT TRUSTS.
Mr. GUYE (Polwarth) asked the
Minister of Water Supply1. How many river improvement trusts
were constituted as at the 30th of June,
1952, giving the name of each such trust
and the date of its constitution?
2. How many river improvement trusts
are in course of constitution, giving the
name of each such trust?

Mr. BROSE (Minister of
Supply).-The answers are-

Water

1. Eight, as follows:-King river (on 20th
February, 1950); Tarwin (18th July, 1950);
Latrobe (28th July, 1950); Snowy (29th
March, 1951); Avon (22nd June, 1951);
Kiewa river
(26th
F,ebruary, 1952) ;
Bendigo Creek (converted from Bendigo
Creek Trust, 15th January, 1952); and
Yatchow Drainage Trust (converted from
Waterworks Trust, 1 July, 1951).
2. At the present moment no trusts are
actually in course of constitution, but it is
known that several more are proposed.
The Broadmeadows Shire Council has submitted an application for ,a trust on the
Merri Creek near WaBan; this is under
consideration. An application for a trust
on the Ovens is expected to be received
shortly. Applications by the local municipal
councils for trusts on the Mitchell, Powlett, Thomson-Macalister, Tambo, Fitzroy,
Mitta and Glenelg rivers, and Broken Creek,
are known to be in course of preparation,
and discussions have been held as to applications for trusts on the Cann, Bemm,
Campaspe, Barwon, Merri and other rivers.

LAND HOLDINGS.
FORM OF OWNERSHIP.

Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill) asked
the Minister of Lands1. What is the number and location of
each holding in Victoria of 1,000 acres or
more where the average rainfall exceeds
22 inches?
2. How many of such holdings are owned
by-(a) individuals; (b) companies; and
(c) partnerships?
3. Who are the respective owners of each
such holding?

Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister
Lands).-The answer is--

of

It is assumed that the information asked
for is meant to cover holdings under freehold title. In such circumstances, I am
unable to supply any figures on the question, as the Department of Crown Lands
and Survey is not in possession of records
as to land holdings other than tthose areas
in the course of alienation under one or
other of the leasehold tenures pursuant to
the provisions of the Land Acts or the
Closer Settlement Acts.

Railway Department.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
ELTHAM

TRAINS: ACCOMMODATION FOP
PRAMS.

Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill) asked
the Minister of TransportWhether, to facilitate the travel of
mothers with prams, he will confer with
the Victorian Railways Commissioners witb
a view to including one first and one second·
class carriage on trains travelling between
Prince's Bridge and Eltham stations?

Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Minister
of Transport).-During the periods in
which prams are permitted to be taken
on trains, the trains running between
Prince's Bridge and Eltham are composed of not less than two first and two
second-class carriages.
STATE SAVlNGS BANK.
EMPLOYMENT OF SURPLUS FUNDS.

Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn) asked the
Treasurer1. Whether the Commissioners of thl!
State Savings Bank of Victoria have entered
into any agreement or agreements with
any Government, banks, or institutions, for
the employment of surplus' State Savings
Bank funds; if so, how many of such agreements are current, a'nd what is the expiry
date in each case?
2. Whether such current agreements (if
any) are in writing, and binding on the
Commissioners for fixed periods in regard
to-(a) the principal sum or sums employed;
and (b) the rate or rates of interest to be
received by the State Savings Bank?
3. If he will lay on the table of the Library
all such current agreements (if any)?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-There are no such agreements.
Normal agreements are entered into fqr
the security of spedfic loans to private
individuals for housing or Credit Foncier
advances and purposes of that nature,
but there are no agreements of the type
suggested by the honorable member.
HOSPITALS AND OHARr:rIES
COM,MrSSION.
CONSTRUCTION

WORK

AT

INSTITUTIONS.

Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo) asked the
Minister of Heal th1. On whose instruction work at the
Bendigo Benevolent Home ,and on the joint
laundry and heating boiler for the home
and the Bendigo Hospital was discontinued?
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2. Whether this is t'he only institution
under the control of the Hospitals and
Charities Commission where this course has
been adopted; if not, what other institutions
are similarly affected?
3. At which institutions (if any) under
the control of the Commission, cO'nstruction
work is being continued, giving the location
of each such institution?

Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health).The. answers are1. The committee of management of the
Bendigo Benevolent Home. The instruction was given under advice from the Hospitals and Charities Commission.
2. The Hospitals and Charities Commission does not "control" any institutions.
The committees of management of the
following institutions have been advised by
the Commission to suspend construction unless they can make arrangements to meet,
from other than governmental funds, the
costs arising from contracts in the year
1952-53. These institutions are as follows:Alfred Hospital; Austin Hospital; Box
Hill and District Hospital; Preston and
Northcote Community Hospital; Gippsland
Hospital (Sale); Hamilton and District
Base Hospital; Maryborough and District
Hospital; West Gippsland Hospital (WarraguO;
Koroi t
and
District Memorial
Hospital; Gippsland Benevolent Home
(Bairnsdale); Daylesford District Hospital;
William Angliss Hospital (Upper Fern
Tree Gully); Warrnambool and District
Base Hospital; St. Arnaud District Hospital;
Yarram and District Hospital; Children's
Hospital; Women's Hospital; Bendigo and
Northern District Base Hospital; Mildura
Base Hospital; Colac District Hospital;
Warracknabeal District Hospital; District
Hospital, Leongatha; Castlemaine Home
and Hospital for the Aged; Geelong Old
Folks' Home; Geelong and District Ambulance Service; Apollo Bay Hospital.
3. Construction will continue in 1952-53
at the institutions named hereunder, all
of which are registered under the provisions of the Hospitals and Oharities ActFootscray
and
District
Hospital;
Royal
Melbourne
Hospital;
Latrobe
Valley Community Hospital (Yallourn) ;
Mordialloc-Cheltenham Community Hospital;
Mooroopna and District Base
Hospital; Warrnambool and District Base
Hospital-work to Home for the Aged;
Traralgon and District Hospital; Corryong
District Hospital; Donald District Hospital;
Elmore District Hospital; PorNand and
District Hospital; South Gippsland Hospital
(Foster); Springvale and District Community Hospital; Yarrawonga District
Hospital; Melbourne Home and Hospital
for the Aged; Geelong and District Hospital; Kerang and District Hospital; Prince
Henry's Hospital.
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LANDS DEPARTMENT.
NORTH-WEST MALLEE SETTLEMENT
AREAS ACT: ADMINISTRATION.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH
(Swan
Hill) asked the Minister of LandsWhether, in view of the substantial increase in value of areas of land taken
from settlers under the provisions of the
North-West Mallee Settlement Areas Act
1948, he will increase the maximum amount
of compensation payable to such displaced
settlers to £2,000, retrospective to the commencement of the Act?

Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands).-A Cabinet sub-committee consisting of the Chief Secretary, the Minister of Public Works and myself has been
set up by the Government and has at present under consideration a number of
matters relating to the administration
of the North-West Mallee Settlement
Areas Act 1948.

MATERIALS PROCUREMENT
DIRECTORATE.
IMPORTATIONS OF LIGHT-GAUGE STEEL:
CEMENT PRODUCTION.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of State Development, for the Minister of Housing1. What qu.antity of cement was produced
in Victoria during each month from the 1st
of November, 1951?
2. What quantity of light-gauge steel was
imported into Victoria during each month
from the 1st of November, 1951?

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Minister of State
Development).-The answers supplied
by the Minister of Housing areMonth.

1951November
December
1952January
February
March
April

May

Galvanized
Iron.

Cement.

Tons.

Tons.

1,082
653

24,375
12,025

1,160
1,384
976
1,270
2,288

7,050
15,675
20,550
14,900
21,325
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POLICE FORCE.
RECRUITMENT AND DISCIPLINE.

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Chief Secretary1. Whether his attention has been drawn
to the number of cases reported in the press
where members of the Police Force were
charged and convicted with various offences
against citizens?
2. Whether he is aware of the great concern which these reports have occasioned
the ,public?
3. Whether the Government contemplates
taking any steps with regard to recruitment of police and discipline in the Police
Force, in order to allay that alarm?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The answers are1. I have noted the press reports in this
matter.
2. Yes.
3. I am satisfied that every reasonable
inquiry is made to ensure that all applicants have been of previous good character
before they ,are accepted as recruits. The
question of whether any changes are necessary to maintain proper discipline within
the Force is having attention at the
present time.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION.
VACANT ROOMS: SURVEY.

Mr. RYLAH (Kew) asked the Chief
Secretary1. Whether licensing inspectors have
recen tly surveyed or taken a census of
hotel accommodation available in this
State, as was done in August and September,
1951; if so, whether he will make available
the results of 'such surveyor census?
2. If no such survey has been made or
census taken, whether he will arrange for
an investigation to be made to ascertain
the number of hotel rooms and beds vacant,
and the reasons for such vacancies?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The answers are1. No further survey has been taken, as
such does not necessarily give any proper
assessment of accommodation available. A
survey taken in winter months would disclose an entirely different position from
that existing in the summer months, particularly at holiday and seaside resorts,
whilst the demands throughout the State
vary considerably according to local
interests.
2. I have recently suggested to the
Licensing Court that it consider the
desirability of appointing its own inspectorial staff to advise both the court and
licensees from the aspect of provision and
maintenance of proper amenities for the

Flood Relief.

travelling public. Police officers have their
own departmental work to perform in
addition to their duties as licensing inspectors, .and in this latter office are mainly
concerned with breaches of the law in
respect of the liquor trade.

FLOOD RELIEF.
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE BY
COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT.

Mr. GUYE (Polwarth) .-By leave, I
desire to ask the Premier a question
without notice. It refers to the recent
disastrous floods experienced not only in
my electorate but also in other parts of
the State. I know that it is unnecessary
to remind the honorable gentleman that
many of these districts have suffered
from floods twice within the last twelve
months, and I am prompted to urge the
honorable gentleman, when he visits
Canberra next week, to make the
strongest representations possible to the
Commonwealth authorities for finance to
assist victims of the floods.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-The honorable member is making
representations instead of asking a
question.
Mr. GUYE.-My question is prompted
by an article that appeared in the
Geelong Advertiser on the 20th of June
last. It statedLast night Mr. H. F. Opperman, M.H.R.,
received a reply to a telegram to Sir Arthur
Fadden asking for ·an indication of the
possibility of flood relief by the Government. Sir Arthur Fadden replied that
flood relief was primarily a matter for
State Governments. No approach had yet
been made to the Commonwealth by the
Victorian Government for financial assistance towards the cost of immediate relief.
If the State requested assistance the
matter would be considered sympathetically.

I ask the Premier to make the strongest
representations to the Commonwealth
Government to secure financial relief for
flood victims.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The position is that the floods
are still with us and it is impossible to
obtain an accurate estimate of the
damage that has been done. The emergency measures that have been taken to
meet the immediate needs of victims of
the floods have been successful because
not one complaint has been received in
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this cormection. That is a tribute to
those who are associated with this work,
such as the State Relief Committee, the
Australian Red Cross Society, and the
Flood Relief Committee that Cabinet
appointed. I repeat that the Government has done everything possible to
ensure that those persons who have
suffered
loss
are
provided
with
immediate necessaries.
The financial position of the State·
makes it imperative that the Commonwealth should be asked for the money
necessary to repair flood damage. In
some places, preliminary estimates disclose that sums ranging up to
£1,500,000 will be needed for the
repair of roads, bridges, and other
structures, quite apart from the financial
assistance that will be essential to
restore properties to their former productive level. The Government will do
all that it can in this matter, and I will
make urgent representations to the
Commonwealth Government for financial
assistance.
SOLDIER SETTLEMENT
COMMISSION.
PROVISION OF LOAN FuNDS.
l\1r. BOLTE (Hampden) .-1 wish to
move the adjournment of the House for
the purpose of discussing a definite
matter of urgent public importance,
namely, "the failure of the Government
to allocate to the Soldier Settlement
Commission an adequate proportion of
the loan money available to it for the
year 1951-52."
Approval of the proposed discussion
was indicated by the required number
of members rising in their places, as
specified in the Standing Order.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden) .-1 submit
this motion without heat or personal
animosity, not only on behalf of the
Opposition but also on behalf of the 430
sub-branches of the Returned Sailors
Soldiers and Airmen's Imperial League
of Australia in the State and, I contend,
the great majority of their 80,000 members. The State executive of the League,
and particularly its soldier settlement
committee, have thoroughly investigated
the loan finances of the State for the
last year and are positive that it was
8ession 1951-52.-[33]
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the prerogative of the Treasurer to allocate the loan moneys received by Victoria. They have, in fact, accused the
Government parties of not according to
the Soldier Settlement Commission a
sufi1ciently high priority in comparison
with other bodies. That is the charge
that I make against the Government
parties.
Before I address myself to the question of priorities, however, it is necessary to examine the general picture of
soldier settlement. The Commission has
been functioning for six or seven years,
and a total of 16,116 men have applied
for blocks, of whom only 10,682 were
approved as suitable. But that is not
the figure which must be considered.
Of those persons, only 5,146 have
actually applied for blocks as they have
become available. Even that number
is not the figure with which I am now
concerned, since 2,100 have already
been settled on blocks-1,885 under the
general settlement scheme and 215 on
single-unit farms.
Thus, a total 'of 3,046 men who have
been classified as suitable for settlement
and have signified their willingness to
go on ·the land are 'Still waiting for
blocks. I contend that these are the
men with whom the Returned Sailors
Soldiers and Airmen's Imperial League
of Australia in partkular, and also the
Soldier Settlement Commission, are most
concerned. I admit that a few more
could be added to the number I have
stat€'<i, for there are still men doing
their training work with approved
farmers or graziers, and after their term
of apprenticeship has ended they will be
el'igdble to apply for blocks.
Mr. HOLT.-Have you wiped" the
other 5,000 applicants?
Mr. BOL'I'E.-I have not; they have
yet t'O apply for blocks. I admit that
they are still eligible. For practical
purposes, the last figure I have mentioned is ·the one which must now be
considered. That number is large enough
for the Commission to settle without
anybody trying to increase it. Therefore, I sliall leave it at 3,046.
The Soldier Settlement Commission
has been functioning for six or seven
years. Last year its officers hoped that
II
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it would settle between 600 and 700 men
under the general settlement scheme, but
many fewer were actually allocated
blocks. They also hoped that in three
or four years' time the scheme would be
completed. The Commission has been
geared up to its present efficiency and
has laid its plans well. A proficient
and intelligent staff has been appointed;
I know many of them, and I pay
tribute to their efficiency.
Wha!
should have been a short-term programme lasting for three or four years
has gone by the board. In discussing
this question, it must be remembered
that the Cain Government, the HollwayMcDonald Ministry, the Hollway Government, and the present Government have
been concerned.
Under the general
settlement scheme, 1,885 men have been.
settled, and 2,294 have been settled
under the single-unit farm scheme, a
total of 4,179 in about six years. Allowance must be made for the inevitable
slowness of the scheme at its inception,
but an average of 700 men have actually
been established on the land each year.
I desire to refer now to the activities of
the Commission in the last twelve
months. In the financial year 1951-52
it has been enabled to settle only 261 .
men under the general settlement scheme
and 159 under the single-unit plan, a
total of 420.
Mr. CAIN.----How much money was
spent in settling those 420 men? Did it
amount to £6,000,000?
'Mr. BOLTE.-The Leader of the
Labour party will have an opportunity
to address the House later. I am submitting the case as I have prepared it
and as I believe the Returned Sailors
Soldiers and Airmen's Imperial League
of Australia desire me to put it. I contend that the figure of 420 persons
settled last year is much below the
average for all the years of operation
of the Commission. Therefore, one must
look for a reason. It is admitted that
the Commission is efficient. Whenever
a property is advertis'ed fur allotment,
scores of applicants signify their desire
to go on the land, so there is no hold-up
in that respect. The hold-up in the last
twelve months has been caused by the
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fact that the Soldier Settlement Commission has received insufficient funds to
enable it to carryon normally.
I shall be perfectly fair and shal~ cite
the figures of money that has been
actually spent by the Commission during
the last three financial years. In the
financial year 1949~50, the Soldier Settlement Commission spent a total of
£5,980,000. In 1950-51 the sum of
'£5,900,000 was allocated f.or soldier
settlement, and in 1951-52 the amount
was £5,786,000. There is an anomaly in
these figures. In the year 1950-51,
although only £5,900,000 was anocated, the Commission actually spent
£6,095,000, or £200,000, in round figures,
in excess of the allocation.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-You hav·e not correctly stated
the figures for 1949-50.
Mr. BOLTE.-The sum of £6,095,000
was spent by the Commission in 1950-51;
therefore, the amount of £200,000 must
be deducted from the figure for the
following financial year, reducing it to
£5,586,000. This is the charge that the
Opposition makes aga.inst the Government parties in respect of the activities
of the Soldier Settlement Commission
for the financia'l year just ended. In the
year 1950-51 the Premier had at his
disposal loan moneys amounting to
approximately £37,000,000 to distribute
among State ·instrumen tali ties, and he
permitted the Soldier Settlement Commission to spend £6,095,000. In 1951-52,
the Premier received approximately
£56,000,000 in loan funds, an increase of
£19,000,000 over the previous year, but
he then allowed the Soldier Settlement
Commission to spend about £500,000 less
than in the previous year.
If the Premier claims that he is not
giving priority to certain instrumentalities, how can he explain the increase in
the allocation of loan moneys to the
State Electricity Commission from
£30,000,000 in 1950-51 to £39,500,000 in
1951-52-an increase of approximately
33 per cent.-and to the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission an increase of 50 per cent.-from £7,000,000
to £10,500,000? If those figures are
correct, how can the Premier substantiate a denial that the Soldier
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Settlement Commission was given, in
loan allocations, the lowest priority of
any State Department or instrumentality? The Commission is the only
body that received less money in the
financial year 1951-52 than it actually
spent in 1950-5l.
I am not making wild statements, because the figures have been supplied by
the Treasurer and have been checked.
Loan money has been made available
for other State developmental works and
surely soldier settlement can be considered a major developmental work?
If increased financial provision to all
other Departments and instrumentalities
can be justified, how can the Premier
support his claim that the Soldier
Settlement Commission has not suffered
as a result of the decreased allocations
to which it has been subjected? The
facts prove my claim that soldier settlement has been given the lowest priority
in the allocation of available loan
moneys.
The Commission now finds itself in
the position that it has purchased land
to the value of £580,000 for soldier
settlement purposes but has not paid for
it. It is waiting for provision to be
made in the current financial year to
meet its obligations. The minimum
amount necessary annually for the
Commission to continue functioning
normally, to establish the settlers
already placed on the land and to bring
their properties to the existing target
production level,' is £3,500,000. That
expenditure includes provision for
homes, subdivisional fences and other
improv~ments on blocks already settled.
When we add to that amount the sum of
£580,000 required in the current financial
year to pay for additional land that has
been acquired, it brings the total necessary for normal proceedings of the
Commission to more than £4,000,000. To
that sum must be added a further
burden, namely, the cost of providing
road access on established estates. In
every State except Victoria the appropriate soldier settling authority is not
obliged to meet road construction costs.
Last year the Soldier Settlement Commission had' to find an amount of
£131,000 for that purpose, and it is
(J
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estimated that in the current financial
year an additional £250,000 :must be
obtained to meet road construction costs.
That expenditure increases the minimum
required for soldier settlement purposes
to £4,400,000. If any amount less than
that sum is provided it will mean that
the only applicants for soldier settlement blocks who can be established on
the land this year will be those who
obtain blocks on the areas already
acquired but for which payment has not
been made. The Commission is saddled
with certain charges that must be met
annually until existing soldier settlers
become fully established.
I now come to the disposal of profits
made by the Soldier Settlement Commission through its trading account in
the last financial year, estimated at
approximately £1,000,000. I appreciate
that until the Soldier Settlement Act is
amended that money cannot be paid into
soldier settlement funds. The Opposition is prepared to support an amendment of the Act to permit profits from
trading by the Commission to be
retained in the Commission's trading
account and to be used as the administrators of the day think fit. Probably
it will be claimed that former Governments should have taken action along
those lines. In previous years, however,
the problem of the Commission not
having sufficient funds at its disposal
did not arise. Each year more money
was allocated for its purposes than the
Commission was able to spend.
Similar conditions applied in practically every State Department, and at
that juncture it was not necessary to
provide that profits from Soldier
Settlement Commission trading activities
should be retained by the Commission
instead of being paid into Consolidated
Revenue. Times have since changed,
and the present offers an appropriate
opportunity for the Government to propose the amendment I have suggested.
Stock at present held has been written
off in the Commission's books; therefore, any return from stock sales will
be clear profit. The Opposition considers that the profits should be retained
in the trading account of the Commission.
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Mr. BROSE.-Did the Soldier Settlement Commission originally obtain that
stock free of cost?
Mr. BOLTE.-It did not, but through
its profits in the trading account it has
paid for all stock purchased and still on
hand. Consequently, any receipts from
the sale of that stock must be profit. I
might be wrong in that statement. I
join the Labour party with the Government in the next charge I shall make.
The Labour party cannot say that it
supports the Government only on its
legislative programme; it must also support the Government in acts of
administration.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-You repeated that
story on numerous occasions. during the
recent Legislative Council election
campaign, and you should not attempt
to put it over here.
Mr. BOLTE.-I make this charge,
that in the Heytesbury area a certain
scheme has been under consideration for
a number of years. It was investigated
thoroughly by the Soldier Settlement
Commission. Even the aid of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization was enlisted. I
believe that those concerned even went
to the extent O'f fattening bullocks in
the middle of the area where the scheme
was to be implemented and should be. I
understand that the Commission has
,approved of the scheme and has sought
the official sanction of the Government
to proceed with it. As yet, however, it
has not received that official permission.
Those concerned want to go on with it.
They are anxious to do so, and in the
scheme I see vast possibilities.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-Who said- the
Government has not given the permission?
Mr. BOLTE.-I make that charge.
Sir ALBERT
correct.

~ND.-Then

it is not

Mr. BOLTE.-I assert that the Commission approved of this proposition.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-So did I.
Mr. BOLTE.-And the Commission
asked the responsible M'inister to put his
name on the dotted line.
'
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Sir ALBERT LIND.-The Commission
got the" O.K." from me long ago.
Mr. BOLTE.-It could only have been
in the last two days.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-The Commission
has had it for a year. This statement
is on a par with those that you made
in the Western District.
Mr. BOLTE.-The returned soldiers'
league and its sub-branches have a
wa tertigh t case and they are asking for
answers to their questions. We all expect answers' to those questions. The
Heytesbury scheme is one in which nonproductive land could be brought up to
a high degree of production. It coulti
create new production. I admit, however, that there is one snag, and that
is the time element. The Heytesbury
proposition could be carried out in such
a way as to settle the same number of
soldier settlers as was possible in any
other area in the earlier stages. What
I have in mind is that there would not
be required a huge amount of money
such as woUld be the case with any other
area.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition is endeavouring to address
the House against a running fire of interjection. The honorable member has only
five minutes in which to complete his
case. Other members wIU have their
opportunities O'f refuting his statements
if they so desire. Therefore, I ask that
he be given a full and fair opportunity
of putting his case without interruption.
Mr. BOLTE.-The soldier settlement
scheme has proved successful. If proof
is desired of that fact I would remind
the House of the amending Bill which
was passed last year and as to which I
was glad to support the Minister who
had charge of it. By that measure
settlers were permitted to pay money
to their credit account, and already a
substantial sum has been paid in by
settlers. That is proof that those men
who were established early are doing
exceptionally well.
However,
the
Government must do something quickly.
I hear the honorable member for
Bendigo interjecting. He knows full
well th'at when the Soldier Settlement
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Commission was established. it was with
the one idea of getting the job done
quickly, of settling all the men it was
possible to settle as soon as they possibly
could be settled, and then the Commission was to disband, more or less, remaining with only a skeleton staff to
carryon the routine requirements of the
scheme. Sure~y then soldier settlement
must have a high priority. In fact it
has a high priori ty-a higher priority
than some of these long-range projects
about which we have been hearing so
much. It has a higher priority than gas
na tionaliza tion.
Mr. GALVIN.-What about Eildon?
Mr. BOLTE.-:-And possibly higher
than Eildon, too. Concluding my case, I
ask the Premier va answer four specific
questions which I shall put to him. The
first is this: Why did the Government
parties give soldier settlement ·the lowest
priority of any Department?
Mr. McDoNALD (,Premier and Treasurer).-That is a lie, of course.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
- I ask the Premier to withdraw that
unparliamentary remark.
Mr. MoDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I withdraw the word" lie," but
I say that it is an untrue statement.
Mr. BOLTE.-My next question is
this: With £56,000,000 to allocate, why
did the Government give the Soldier
Settlement Commission less than it
spent when the. Premier had only
£37,000,000 to allocate? My third question is: Why has the Government
deliberately held up the Heytesbury
scheme when the Soldier Settlement
Commission is anxious to go on with it?
I make that charge. I charge the
Premier in these words, "Why have
you deliberately held up the Heytesbury
scheme when the Commission is anxious
to go ahead with it T' My fourth question-and I address it to the Premieris, "Are you going to continue the
present low priority for the Soldier
Settlement Commission?"
Whoever
answers my question, whether from the
Government point of view or from the
Labour party angle, I do not want to
hear anything about loan cuts, the Loan
Council, Mr. Menzies, Sir Arthur Fadden
or any of that sort of talk.
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We do not want side issues to be
raised. We want an answer to our
straightforward questions, and I suggest
that 430 sub-branches of the returned
soldiers' league are waiting for the
answers. Previously, the Premier has
given soldier settlement high priority.
Here is his opportunity to disprove these
statements, which have been made not
solely by myself. I have here press
cuttings under the names of Mr. Norman
Wilson, the State President of the
returned soldiers' league, and of Mr.
McKay, the country vice-president;
they have satisfied themselves that out
of the amount of £56,000,000, the'
Soldier Settlement Commission received
approximately £500,000 less to spend
last financial year than it received out
of the amount of £37,000,000 in 1950-51.
That is the charge, and I trust that
when the Premier replies he will give a
complete answer.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I am very pleased to be asked
to answer the so-called charges that
have been made by the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition. I am glad to be able
to say to him quite frankly that this
motion is an opportunity which he
thinks will be of benefit to his political
party. That is all that is in it. The
honorable member thinks, because there
is some feeling among returned soldierc.;
and because the branches of their
league have been organized to create·
that particular feeling, that by these'
pressure tactics they will be able to get
the Government to do something it possibly should not do. This Government
has always given the greatest possible
consideration to the returned soldiers
in every walk of life, particularly
those on the land and those seeking to
become settlers. There has never been
any doubt about that. In the record
of my party we have been prominent,
if not actually in the lead, in supporting
the proper principles of preference to
returned soldiers and their settlement on
the land.
It was a Country party Government
under the late Sir Albert Dunstan which
finally had to clean up the whole mess of
maladministration in regard to soldier
settlement. It was our party which took
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the proper steps to place soldier settlement on a sound and successful footing,
and it was the Labour party which was
responsible for the passing of legislation setting up the Soldier Settlement
Commission. I resent the statements
and imputations that were made, particularly during the recent Legislative
Council election campaign, when all
kinds of untruths were levelled at this
Government. The statements of the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition to-day
simply cannot be supported on any
terms of proper economy or administration or on the basis of the finances
available. The honorable member has
proceeded with the usual Liberal party
tactics of distorting the position of the
Government and, incidentally, of the
State Electricity Commission.
He
forgot to tell the House of the
tremendous increase in the financial
needs of that body, including what
was obtained by semi-governmental
borrowing-money which this Government does not provide for under the
heading of loans for its own particular
purposes. He forgot to define clearly
the sums he mentioned. That was a
clever trick, as a result of which the
returned soldiers have not been informed
One point, however, that
properly.
aught to' be settled quite clearly is, whO'
is responsible for the present situation?
The returned soldiers were servants of
the Commanwealth, and fur that reason
all Par liamen ts pledged themselves to'
work for the speedy and complete rehabilitation af ex-servicemen. That is
the principle by which we, as parliamentarians, are suppased to be actuated.
Returned soldiers have called on me
fram time t'O time, and some of them
are now seated in the public gallery. I
revealed to a number of them the financial position af the State, and they informed me that they had been t'Old that
I had refused to' accept an offer af
priari ty made by the Prime Minister;
they were canfident that if I had accepted
that offer mare money wou'ld have been
made available by the CommO'nwealth
Gavernment. I understand that a certain Minister in the Cammonweal th
Government had communicated on the
subject with the returned soldiers. I
made it quite clear to them that never
Mr. McDonald.
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at any time, had the Prime Minister discussed with me pri'Orities for Victorian
public works other than shortly after my
party became the Government O'f this
State. At that time the Prime Minister
wanted to set up a national resources
Board so that priarities could be allotted
to certain materials. I supported'him at
that time, but other States disagreed.
Again, when the Prime Minister wanted
to' appoint a steering committee to make
recammendations to the States and the
Commanwealth for the setting up of expert comm-i ttees assacia ted with public
warks, to ascertain whether progress
could be made with a plan of general
priorities, I supparted the proposal. New
Sauth Wales dissented for some cO'nsiderable time, but eventually came in on the
electricity inquiry in particular.
Mr. Speaker, thase are the only communicatians or discussions I have had
with the Prime Minister on the subject.
There has been nO' discussion with a
member of the Commonwealth Government by myself or any of my Ministers
concerning a separate priority for the
settlement of returned soldiers. Such a
discussicn has never been suggested.
At the last meeting 'Of the Laan Council
the Prime Minister made it clear that the
Commonwealth would not at any stage
suggest to the States priorities for any
particular works, nar would there be
any interference with the allacation by
the States 'Of money made available to
them by the Loan Council. The Commonwealth Gavernment realizes that the
individual States must accept responsibility for allocating the maney they receive as they think fit, and I believe
that prinCiple is proper.
I think it is a fair sta temen t to make
that soldier settlement is the joint
responsibility of the Cammonwealth and
the States. Victarla, as a "principal"
State, has to rely on laan money which
is made available by the Loan Council.
In the case af "'agent" States, money is
made available by the Cammon wealth
far the speci'fic purpase of soldier settlement. I have been informed that there
is no shortage af money far "agent"
States, but I have not inquired as to
the accuracy of that assertion. There
can be no dispute, however, about the
fact that Victaria is entirely at the
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mercy of the Commonwealth, which, by
its vote, has compelled this State to
accept the cuts that have been made
in loan funds. There can be no doubt
that the Commonwealth disagreed with
the Premiers' decision at the last meeting of the Loan Council. Although it
was known that a responsibility existed
to settle soldiers on the land, the Commonwealth imposed a vicious cut of 30
per cent. in the loan allocation, which
actual<ly amounted to 35 per cent.
because, prior to receiving the allocation, Victoria had been spending at a
higher rate and had to recover the
situation during the last nine months of
the financial year just ended. The reduction in loan funds for the current
financial year will be additional to the
cut which was imposed during last
financial year.
The Commonwealth
knew that soldier settlement in Victoria
must be seriously affected as a result
of those cuts. The State Government
realized it, as did every returned soldier.
Not one word, however, was uttered
either by the Prime Minister or the
Federal Treasurer in support of the casp.
that I submitted to the Loan Council.
The representatives of the Commonwealth Government could not say what
would be the position in relation to
soldier settlement under the loan allocation that was decided upon, although I
tried to outline the position. Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, I say first and foremost that we must determine exactly
where the blame lies and whose is the
responsibility. I am willing to share in
the joint responsibility for soldier
settlement and I will do all in my power
to expedite the rehabilitation of exservicemen. That does not, however,
relieve the Commonwealth Government
of its responsibility to ensure that
soldier settlement in Victoria will proceed at a satisfactory speed.

It has been suggested to me that
members of the soldier settlement committee of the returned soldiers' league
had some prior knowledge of the proposed cuts and had been informed that
if I applied for an additional sum of
money there was a good chance of my
getting it. When making an announcement in this Chamber last night in
regard to thp financial position l){ the
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State, I read a letter which I addressed
to Sir Arthur Fadden, Acting Prime
Minister, on the 19th of June, 1952, in
the hope that the intuition of the
returned soldiers' league might be correct. I will not say that the representatives of the league insulted the
Government when they asked that if
the money were made available I would
give my word of honour that it would
be used for soldier settlement. I was
only too happy to acquiesce. If the
Commonwealth Government will make
available a sum of money for a specific
purpose, I am prepared to give my word
that it will be used accordingly.
I have listened carefully to the sta tement by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition and I must say that there
has not been heard either from the
Liberal party or from the returned
soldiers' league, any word in defence of
the thousands of men-many hundreds
of them returned soldiers-who will be
losing their jobs as a result of the
economic policy being pursued by the
Commonwealth Government. In fairness to all concerned, I want to say that
returned soldiers who have not yet been
settled on the land are disappointed at
the delay. Most of them are now in
employment, but hundreds will soon be
unemployed unless a different attitude
is displayed at the meeting of the Loan
Council next week. These are important factors that ought to be borne in
mind. I now come to the actual position
of soldier settlement, but before doing
so I propose to repeat a little of the information which I gave to members last
night.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order!
The time allotted to the
Premier will expire in two minutes. The
present might be an appropriate opportunity for some member to move that 'an
extension be granted, if one is desired.
On the motion of Mr. BOLTE
(Hampden), the Standing Orders were
suspended to enable the Premier to
continue his speech for fifteen minutes.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I thank the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition and honorable members
Jor their indulgence. Assertions may be
made in a few seconds, .and it may be
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difficult 10 deal with them except by
making replies which might occupy a
much longer time than the period
allotted to me would permit. Many
a.ssertions have been made during this
debate, and in fairnes.s to the House and
to returned soldiers the truth ought to
be told-and I am telling it. During the
financial year 1945-46 the Soldier Settlement Commi'ssion spent £69,378.
In the year 1946-47 the sum expended
was £2,226,665. In the following year,
1947-48, the outlay by the Commission
was £5,408,434, and next year, 1948-49,
the Commission's expenditure amounted
to £4,181,682. During the financial year
1949-50 the Commission's expenditure
was £4,844,148. During the next twelve
months, 1950-51, the Commission spent
the sum o'f £6,09'5,841. As was mentioned by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition, that sum was approximately
£200,000 in excess of the Ivan allocation
for that year, which was £5,900,000. It
is true that I gave the Soldier Settlement Commission some degree of
preference during the twelve months
ended the 30th of June, 1951, by making
available the additional £200,000.
Mr. BOLTE.-I did not acc;:use you of
anything.
·Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer}.-That may be so, but the honorable member did not tell the House or
the returned s·oldiers that no loan cuts
were made during the financial year
1950-51. In providing that additional
sum of money, nothing gave me greater
pleasure than t'o know that the Soldier
Settlement Commission was making sufficient progress -to justify it in asking for
additional ·finance. My action in providing that extra money proves my bona
fides towards the returned soldiers. Last
fin.ancial year, 1951-52, the Commission
spent £5,786,000, which was the actual
.amount of the loan allocation for the
Commission. It was during the 1951-52
financial year that the loan allocations
were savagely cut. In respect of the
two years, 1950-51 and 1951-52, the Commission's total expenditure was only
£200,000 or £300,000 less than the full
al10cations.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
did not make it clear that his Government and past Administrations were
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responsible for entering into increased
legal contractual commitments which
my Government is now compelled to
honour. That is the position. During
the two years in which my Ministry has
been in office jot has made available a
total of £11,881,841 for use by the Soldier
Settlemen t Commission. During the two
previous years-when I was Minister of
Soldier Settlemen t in the Hollway
Government-I had to fight the Oppositi'0n's own party in respect of soldier
settlement.
At
that
time
the
Honorable A. G. Warner was Minister in Charge of Materials.
I
had to plead and foOrce the issue in
Cabinet to get en'0ugh houses and
m·aterials toO enable the Commission t'0
settle soldiers on the land.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Is that a
proper disclosure toO make toO this House?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and TreasureI' ) . -It is. When I tell the truth the
Opposition does not like it. When the
sincerity of the Government in relation
to soldier settlement is questioned, it is
time to tell the truth. I am being
attacked by members of the Opposition
on account of the number of soldiers
settled on the aand this year, but I point
out that as Premier and Treasurer I
have never directed the policy of the
Soldier Settlement Commission. I have
endeavoured to make available every
penny that I could find for soldier
settlement purpoOses. It is strange that
during the two years in which my
Government has ,spent £111,g81,841, as
against £9,000,000 expended in the two
preceding years, fewer soldiers were
settled than in the period when the lesser
sum of money was spent, that being due
to the decreased value of the £1.
I have a lengthy explanation which
has been supplied by the Soldier Settlement Commission regarding soldier
settlement.
I remind the Deputy
Leader of tne Liberal party that it was
his Government which 'lifted the control
on 'land sales. The informati'0n supplied
by the Commission clearly ·shows how
costs 'associated with its settlement
activities increased as a Tesult of the
lifting of that control. Prior to June
1949 the average price paid by the
Commission for land was £9 3s.
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an acre. The pegging of land values
was lifted on the 6th of September,
1949, and operated for about two
months of the 1949-50 financial year.,
During that year the cost of land increased to an average of £14 14s. an acre
and during the financial year ended the
30th of June, 1951, the average cost had
risen to £23 lOs. 2-d. an acre. I do not
know what the ·average cost for the year
ended the 30th of June, 1952, will be.
However, the figures I have given are
sufficient to indicate the tremendous rise
in the cost of land purchased by the
Commission-it has nearly doubled since
1949. I presume that the cost of
materials also has increased correspondjngly. Therefore, when the Opposition
a ttacks my Government and myself in
respect to soldier settlement, they should
bear in mind the facts which I have outlined. I point out that I do not control
the economy of this country.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I suppose
you will say that Mr. Menzies does.
·Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-That is so. He controls the
monetary policy and the economic structure of this country. The responsibility
for what is happening at the present
time and for the increase in costs cannot
be laid at the door of this Government.
I do not accuse the Soldier Settlement
Commission of inefficiency because, as a
result of the factors to which I have referred, it is not possible to settle soldiers
on the land at an increased rate. In view
of the financial position with which I am
faced, -my Government can do 'no more
than it has done in respect of soldier
settlement. Many branches of the returned soldiers' league are very concerned at the existing conditions.
Several branches including my own,
m'ade representations to me that it was
urgent and vital that the Big Eildon
weir be completed as early as possible.
They also made representations to the
Hallway Government and they were
promised that in the interests of soldier
settlement the Eildon project would be
undertaken with all possible" expedition., That fact is borne out by press
cuttings which I have in my office. The
Deputy Leader of the Opopsition knows
that my statement is correct.
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Members of his party have been listening to sta temen ts from the returned
soldiers who desire irrigation works to
proceed, knowing that large numbers of
s.oldiers can be settled within the Goulburn Valley system if the Big EHdon
weir is completed. They have also listened to propaganda stories told against
the Government. In deciding their attitude on this problem they have been.
torn between the information received
from those two sources and their own
knowledge of the situation. If it is possible to complete the Big Eildon project
many more soldiers could be settled on
the land. However, returned soldiers
recognize the position which has been
brought about by the lack of finance and
the reduced loan allocation available to
the Soldier Settlement Commission. They
also appreciate that further difficulties
have arisen on account of the disastrous
cut in the allocation of loan funds to the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. I made an allocation which meant
a cut of 24 per cent. in the amount
available to the Soldier Settlement Commission but other Departments suffered
reductions of up to 40 per cent.
Mr. BOLTE.-Now you are speaking of
the allocation, not the amount spent in
the previous year.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-In the comment is an imputation that is clever because it bears no
relation to what the honorable member
did as a member of the Government
that accepted contracts committing the
State to expenditure which my Government has had to meet. That is the real
story. If the previous Government had
not committed the State in the way that
it did, it might have been possible to
put more soldiers upon the land. This
year, the State was placed in the unfortunate position that it was allotted
30 per cent. less than the sum received
last year. No matter how loyal any
thoughtful citizen is to a particular"
cause, will he suggest that the Treasurer
of the State can contrive with
£37,000,000 to finance a public works
programme for which £76,000,000 is'
needed? It is known that every Department must face an increase of' at least
10 per cent. in its costs this ye"ar. The
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Commonwealth Government is not con~
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treatrolling inflation because costs are still surer).-That is true. I would have been
rising, and will not decrease for a long accused Df not allocating to every Detime to come. That must lead to loss of partment the sum necessary for the
confidence among the public, and I do prO' per develDpment of the State. I have
not wish to be a party to any worsening not the time in which to submit a deof the present economic situation. tailed case in defence Df the Soldier
Again I ask: How can I be expected to Settlement CommissiDn, but I trust that
perform the financial miracle of making the Minister of SDldier Settlement will
£37,000,000 meet the cost of public works have an oppDrtunity to dD S'0. The
for which £76,600,000 was needed pre- Deputy Leader of the Opposition has
viously, and for which the expenditure pDinted out that insufficient money has
would be £76,000,000 to-day?
been provided for the CDmmissiDn and
In the course of the debate last everyone knows that that is true. As
evening, I informed honorable members I have already explained, I will have
of the State's financial position and I only £37,000,000 available to' cover a
am amazed at the Deputy Leader of public wDrks programme that requires
the Opposition having the effrontery to £76,000,000. That aspect was not conmake the charge that he has made to-day sidered by the Loan CDuncil and the
because he knows that I, as Treasurer, cut was based Dn the amDunt made availwill have to defer or cancel at least able last year. Is that financiral policy
£9,000,000 worth of contracts in order to' continue indefinitely?
to provide money for the essential work
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
of various Departments. The State will -The extended time gran ted the Prenot obtain sufficient money to pay for mier has expired.
its contractual commitments. I am not
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treaprepared· to take the risk of the State
being branded as a "repudiationist," surer).-I wish to rDund off my
nor will I take the risk of overspending remarks.
in one Department to the detriment of
The SPEAKER.-With the approval
another.
Do
honorable
members of the House, the Premier may rDund
believe the Government can afford to off his remarks.
pay 8 per cent. for its soldier settlement
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treascheme by adding to the revenue deficit?
surer).-I thank hDnorable members fDr
The Deputy Leader of the OppDsitiDn
referred to the profits made by the their indulgence. If the State receives
. a cut of 30 per cent. at the Loan CDuncil
SDldier Settlement Commission frDm
the sale of wool, agistment charges, and meeting to' be held next year, will any
so on, but I would remind Opposition member suggest that the Government
members that they must shoulder their will be able tD make available to Deshare of responsibility for the present partments the moOney that they require?
position .. When my Government assumed If, in the year following, the amount
office, the Treasury was empty. We that the GDvernment requests is again tD
faced a deficit left by the Liberal suffer a similar reduction, hDW will the
Government, and there has been a State be able to' prDceed with its soldier
drastic change in the financial situation. settlement scheme, the building of hosI confess that in one or two instances I pi taIs and SChODls, Dr any other public
have been compelled to give certain works? I propose to ask the Loan
Departments greater sums this year than Council if it will prepare a three-year
they received last year. As an example, pl'an so that the State may recast its
public works programme.
I mention the Hospitals and Charities
Mr. CAIN.-At present, the Loan
Commission. Will any member deny
the urgent need for what I did in that CDuncil cDuld not envisage a· threemonths' plan.
case?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and TreaMr. MERRIFIELD.-If the Opposition
had been honest, it would have included surer).-Possibly, there is much truth
every Department in its motion.
in that comment. The Deputy Leader
iv. [ r. M cDon(tZd.
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of the Opposition referred to the cost of
road construction. That is the responsibili ty of the Government that placed that
task upon the Commission. All municipalities are indulging in pUblicity
against the Government in the matter
of road construction. They are developing power politics in an effort to force
the Government to provide money that
is not available.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-I think the Premier has had time in
which to round off his remarks.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I welcome
this opportunity of discussing the subject of soldier settlement, which is of
vital interest to the State. The debate
will permit members to reflect upon the
promises which were made not only by
the Government with which I was associated but also by the House, to pl'ace
returned soldiers upon the land. In the
course of this debate there have been
one or two misunderstandings, but one
could not expect all members to be
thoroughly conversant with the Act. The
Premier stated that it made the Soldier
Settlement Commission responsible for
the construction of roads. That provision
was contained in an amendment of the
principal Act and it was passed after
the Labour Government went out of
office. The amending Act was passed
when the present Opposition constituted
the Government, and it placed tile onus
on the Soldier Settlement Commission.

When the Labour Government led by
the honorable member for N orthcote
met the House for the first time on the
28th of November, 1945, not '1 square
inch of land had been purchased for
soldier settlement purposes, and it was
learned that the Land SetHement Agreement with the Commonwealth Government had not been (ratified. On the first
day on which the Cain Government met
the House, on behalf of the Government
I gave notice of a Bill to ratify that
agreement. My second-reading speech
on the Hill was delivered on the 4th of
December, 1945, and on 'the 12th of
December, 1945, the Bill was passed.
The Government received the co-operation of many honorable 'members, although there was oriticism by others.
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It is interesting to learn· what has 'been
the fate of some of the predictions made'
regarding soldier settlement. In some in··
stances, promises made to ex-servicemen:
have not been honoured. Honorable'
members ~should appreciate that the Bill
to which I have referred. ratified the.
Land Settlement Agreement with the
Commonwealth Government and empowered the Government of Victoria to
establish the Soldier Settlement Commission and appoint staff. The Act which
made it possible for soldiers to be settled
was passed by the House in October,
1946, and it is interesting to see what
occ';!rred in a short period. I emphasize
tha t no land had been purchased for
soldier settlement at that time. The
Cain Government was in office for only
two years, and I shall compare the figures
of land purchased during its term of
office and those of land purchased by the
Liberal Government.
The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition did not give 'the
House information for the period before
1949 ; apparently, he did not wish to
mention the achievements of the Labour
Government.
He would not give us
credit for anything; it i's not the policy
of the Opposition to do so.
Mr. BOLTE.~I gave you full credit.

IMr. GALVIN.-The honorable member
for Hampden did not quote one figure relating to land purchased before 1949. I
shall furnish that infoJ:1mation for the
benefit of honorable members. Land
purchased or in proces'S of 'acquisition
before then totalled 545,,592 acres, to the
value of £4,946,730. I shall 'refer now
to the record of the Hallway Administration in land acquisition. I'll the next
two years only 186,560 acres of 'land was
purchased at a cost of £2,197,710, despite the fact that in that period land
values had increased because of the
action of the Ministry in lifting controls
on 1and. Let us see how sympathetic
that Administration was towards soldier
settlement. I have not included in the
figures I have furnished the Crown lands
that were developed. One of the first
measures taken by the Cain Government was to place a blanket over an
area of land of 1 square mile in Robinvale. It was proposed not only to settle
soldiers on land in that district but also
to rehabilitate other former servicemen
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grocery, boot, chemist, and butchery
.businesses, land plans were made to
est~blish 'a good township for them.
Everybody supported this objective, except the vested interests which owned
the land. The plan to which I have referred remains in 1ile office of the Soldier
Settllement Commission. However, three
days after the Hollway Government assumed office Mr. WaJI'ner, M.L.C., who
was then Minister of Housing, lifted the
blanket on Robinvale. Consequently, a
higgledy-piggledy township has been
formed, and ex-servicemen there have no
hope of establishing themselves in
business or industry because of the high
price of land. That was the policy of
the Liberal party Government on that
occasion.
What did the honorable member for
Hampden propose regarding the Heytesbury district? When I was Minister of
Lands, the Soldier Settlement Commission established an experimental plot in
that locality, to ascertain what could
be done under natural conditions, and
only this year the results have been
approved
by
the
Commonwealth
Research
Scientific and Industrial
Organization. Of course, the honorable
member for Hampden, who has left the
Chamber, desires to have Crown land
developed. His policy in the Western
District, to benefit his friends-the
squatters and the "grazeopolists "-is
that the Government should keep its
hands off private property, especially the
big holdings owned by such families as
the Kellys and the Robinsons, and to
develop the inferior Crown land. If the
Labour party is returned to office again,
we shall not worry about the feelings of
the "grazeopolists." We shall remind
them of their promises made in 1942 and
1943 to do all they could for the
members of the defence forces. When
the Japanese were knocking at the door
of Australia, so to speak, those landowners would promise anything if it
could be guaranteed that by 1952 they
could haggle over the price of land.
As the Japanese receded from our
shores, so the enthusiasm of the big land
owners to settle the boys on the land
diminished.
On the one hand there is a cry for the
development of Crown lands; it is the
Mr. Galvin.
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voice of .the friend of the squatters:.the Manifolds and others in the electorate of the honorable member for
Hampden-to whom that member
must "play up." Mr. Guthrie, when
Minister of Lands, was naturally
favourably disposed towards graziers in
the Skipton district. I shall refer to a
promise made on behalf of the Cain
Government to prospective settlers. In
my second-reading speech on the Soldier
Settlement Bill (No.2) on the 15th of
October, 1946, I saidThe preliminary, or first, valuatiOn, which
is referred to in the Bill as the" settlement
value" will be made at the time a settler
goes into occupation and will include the
improvements effected at that stage. The
difference between that valuation and the
cost of acquiring, developing, and improving the holding will be written off and the
excess
equally
shared
between
the
Commonwealth and State Governments.
The final or revised valuation will take
place later, as I shall shortly explain.

I went on to point out that the property would be assessed at its total
valuation, and I said that an examination would be made of its productive
value and a determination arrived at of
what would be a fair and reasonable
amount for a soldier settler to repay the
State.
The difference between the
nominal ami' the productive v,alue of the
property would be borne by the State
and. Commonwealth Governm·ents in
equal proportions, and the settler would
buy at the productive value. Here we are
in 1952 and not one soldier settler has
received his purchase lease because the
Commonwealth Government was not
prepared to stand up to the promises
made to intending settlers in 1946.
I cannot understand why 'Soldier
settlement finance is grouped with Loan
Council allocations. Under the Commonw~alth and States soldier settlement
agreement it is provided that loan money
for the purpose of soldier settlement
shall not be made available through the
Loan Council. While that agreement is
in existence the Treasurer should not
have to haggle with the Loan CouncH
over what money should be made available for that purpose. The Commonwealth Minister for the Interior, the
Honorable W. S. Kent Hughes, M.H.R.,
and the Minister of Lands should meet
each year and discuss what loan money
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should be made available for the settling
of ex-servicemen on the land. The
Soldier Settlement Commission should
not be grouped with the State Electricity Commission, the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, or the Railway Department on loan matters.
Recen tly a Bill to amend the States
Grant (War Service Land Settlement)
Act was introduced in the Commonwealth Parliament.
In his secondreading speech on that Bill, the Minister
for the Interior saidIt is proposed by this Bill to authorize
the Minister to make payments to the
States of the moneys voted by this Parliament for war service land settlement in
such amounts and subject to such conditions
as he determines.

The Minister did not say that the Loan
Council should allocate money for soldier
settlement purposes; the appropriate
Minister was authorized by the Commonwealth Parliament to make available to
State soldier settlement authorities the
amount to be used for war service land
settlement under such conditions as he,
the Minister, determined. Opposition
members should make themselves au jait
with the true posHion. Why should not
the Victorian Government fight for the
implementation of the principles emt>odied in the Commonwealth-State war
service land settlement agreement?
Tha t would be the correct method of
approach to this problem.
I welcome the tribute paid by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition to the
Soldier Settlement Commission, which
was originally appointed by the Cain
Like all appointments
Go'Jernment.
made by that Administration, the Commission has proved a success and is not
an exception to the rule. The honorable
member for Hampden referred to the
profits made by the Soldier Settlement
Commission in its trading activities. It
is a pity that he was not a member of
this House in 1946 and did not hear what
members of his party said at that time
abol!t the Soldier Settlement Commission
entering into trading activities. It was
claimed that the Commission would buy
sheep or young heifers to .rear, and that
the soldier settlers would be exploited
to meet the losses that they envisaged
would occur as a result of the Commission's operations. The Commission
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mad.e a success of its trading activities
because -it purchased on a walk-in walkout basis, which was favourable to the
settlers and obviated taxation difficulties.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-The time allowed the honorable member has expired.
On the motion of Mr. CAIN (Northco te) , the Standing Orders were suspended to enable the honorable member
for Bendigo to continue his speec~ for
ten minutes.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I thank
honorable members for their indulgence.
The Commonwealth Government has
not met its responsibilities to exservicemen who desire to go on the land.
When we consider how prices generally
have risen under the administration of
the present CommonweaHh Government
<::.nd how land values and fat stock prices
have increased, we can understand the
trading successes of the Soldier Settlement Commission. Sheep were bought
for as low as 32s. a head on the walk-in
vlalk-out basis and were sold to soldier
settlers at little more than one-half 0:
their market price. The Commission has
been able to make a profit in its trading
account because its activities have beell
wisely administered.
The provision in the CommonV\TealthState agreement under which the Commission is to be f..nanced out o.~ loan
funds was acquiesced in by the Commission, because it did not wish to DecoLle
a political plaything, dependent on
Government votes for allocations of
necessary ftnance to continue its activitjes. The Commission approved Of 1:1-1"
principle of money being made av::ti:able
by loan and of the payment of any returns into Consolidated Revenue. Ol.!t
of Consolidated Revenue there cO!;'1('
bade to the Commission sums to pay
wages, salarj~s. and administration
costs. Examination of the Budget papers
would disclose that the profits from the
Commission's activities would approximately equate those costs.
I warn
members to wa lk warily when consiflp'ring a suggestion published in the newspapers recently that the Soldier Settlement Act shouJ.d be amended to enable
the Commission to utilize revenue
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received and to rely on the Government
for financial votes to meet administrative
and other costs.
My advice is that the Commis1sion
should be aHowed to continue to operate
on loan moneys, because we shall not
always have a Com1monwealth Government that is financially sadistic. Instead of the Liberal and Country party
attacking the Government on this question, it should give assistance in opposing
the financial policy adapted by its party
calleagues in Canberra, a palicy that has
been respansible far hundreds af returned serv·icemen being thrawn out af
wark in this State. I invite Oppasitian
members to' came in to' my district and
see the ex-servicemen whO' aJre daily losing their ·emplayment because af the
Cammanwealth Gavernment's restrictive
financial palicy. That is why I used the
term "sadistic." When I was Minister
af Lands I canfirmed my view that returned servicemen are reasanable men;
they will nat appreciate the effarts af the
Oppasitian to' wO'o thei~ votes by adapting the caurse that has been taken ta-day.
Last night Oppasitian members held
out the alive branch to' the Gavernment.
I thaught that the Liberal and Cauntry
party canference at Olinda had done
same gaad-that its members had
reasaned with ane anather and were prapasing to' give the Gavernment a hand in
its effarts to' induce the Cammonwealth
Gavernment to' laasen the purse strings.
I thaught that the Oppasitian wauld
naw be prepared to' take advantage af
the Premier's affer to' appaint an allparty committee to examine the State's
finances. The anly pa1rty that took advantage af that affer was the Labaur
party, which sent its representatives to'
the Treasury to laak intO' the matter.
Surely honarable members appasite are
nat gaing to try to' make palitical capital
out af a matter such as this. I ask
them, why nat have an all-party committee? Let us be hanest and see where
to' allocate the money available. I know
the way in which the Liberal party
handled maney when its members farmed
the Gavernment of the day. I know
where they put the houses and the hospitals and I know why they did not buy
all the land that was available in various
Mr. Galvin.
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areas, the reason being that they did
not want to hurt their friends and supporters.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is wrong.
Mr. GALVIN.-It was the Government of which the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition was a member that was
responsible.
Mr. BOLTE.-It is the Commission
that you are speaking of.
Mr. GALVIN.-If that was the position, I ask the honorable member why
he did not move his adjournment motion
against the Soldier Settlement Commission instead of against the Government. The only way by which we will
be honouring the promises we made and
will be standing up to the agreements
with the Federal Government must be
to get back to what was originally intended; that was that each year, when
allocations were made for works, there
should be a specific allocation for
soldier settlement. Do not let us continue to have these allocations grouped
under Loan Council works. That was
never intended. The responsible Minister in Canberra and the Minister
controlling soldier settlement in this
State were to get together and come to
some agreement in respect of loan
money, to be decided this year.
The Canberra Minister has the same
power as the Prime Minister possesses
at the Loan Council, namely, the power
of veto. The matter is not to be decided
as the Prime Minister determines, but
as the responsible Minister, the Honorable W. S. Kent Hughes, determines.
Let the principle be established in a Bill
and so let us arrive at a decision as to
the amount of money to be made available. Then let the Federal Minister
stand up to the promises that have been
made. I am sorry when I read in
Hansard the promises that we made in
regard to soldier settlement. The matter
is not one for anybody else but Mr. Kent
Hughes, in conjunction with the State
Minister of ~ands. I suggest to the
honorable member for Hampden that he
obtain and read a copy of the Act and
the agreement. He will then see where
the responsible Minister himself in
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Canberra has said that he must have
the power to distribute the money and
that it is to be used as he determines.
The sitting was suspended at 5.53 p.m.
until 7.7 p.m.
Mr. MACK (\Varrnambool). - Mr.
Speaker, I understand that a motion for

the adjournment of the House, such as
was moved this afternoon by the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition, can be submitted only if the matter for discussion
is one of urgent public importance. I
desire to deal briefly in the first place
with the urgency of this matter because
I believe every member is concerned
about the d~lay that has taken place in
respect of soldier settlement. There has
been a lapse of seven years since the
war ended in 1945, and there has also
been a lapse since the time when about
10,000 ex-servicemen were classified as
,suitable for soldier settlement.
The question of the age of applicants
lor soldier settlement has been raised in
this Chamber previously, and I wish to
repeat that the applicants are now at
least ,seven years older than they were
when the war finished. Another aspect
that is worth bearing in mind is that
as they become older they are faced with
the realization that they are reaching a
stage in Hfe when they do not want to
be chopping and changing around in
their jobs; they have to decide either
to stay in the particular jobs that they
have, or await a soldier settlement block
which they hope to receive at some
.future time. Accordingly, it is extremely
im portan t that they should learn in the
very near future what are their prospects of being settled. If there is no
immediate prospect of settlement becom.ing a reality they will have to m'ake up
their minds to find a niche in some other
'walk of life.
Let us consider the position in V.ictoda. The Premier, in his statement to
the House last night, made it clear-and
no one denies that he was correctthat Victoria had, in fact, done more in
the way of soldier settlement than had
any other State in the Commonwealth.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT. - V,ictoria
has done more than all the other States.
Mr. MACK.-That is true. If other
:States have not made any real progress,
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that i,s no excuse for Victoria not making the utmost progress of which it is
capable. I am sure that no member of
this House would wish to hide behind
the excuse that Victoria has done more
than any other Sta ie. I suggest that
our ambition must be to ensure that the
absolute maximum is attained in the
direction of settling soldiers on the land.
Tha t ha,s been adopted as a policy by
the State of Victoria, but the only way
it can be implemented satisfactorily is
to ensure that every ex-serviceman who
is classified as suitable is settled as soon
as possible.
Mr. GALVIN.-You .ought to go to
Canberra and make that statement to
the Prime Minister.
Mr. MACK.-The progress that has
already been made is due largely to the
encouragement that has been given by
previous Administrations 'as well as by
the pres en t Government.
The Cain
Government d1d much towards the settlement of those ex-servicemen who are
already on the land, as also did the
Hollway Administration that followed
it and, to a certain extent, the present
Government. However, the fact that
V.ictoria has done more than other States
in the Commonwealth is not lSufficient.
We in this State should not sit back and
say we have done a good job as compared with all' the other States. The
acid test is, have we done the best
possible job for Victoria?
What is the correct approach to the
whole question of soldier settlement?
Surely it is that, first of all, we should
endeavour to ,settle on the land at the
earliest opportunity those men who
are suitable. Furthermore, the Soldier
Settlement Commission, as it is to-day,
should cease to exist as early as possible.
Obviously, it will have to function for
a long time because some period must
necessarily elapse before all of the
settlers' commitments to the Commissionare fulfilled. I am sure that every
member will agree with my contention
that the stage will soon be reached
when settlement, as it has proceeded
during the last two or three years, will
come to an end. As was pointed out by
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, the
responsibility of this State relates to
something like 5,000 men, which number
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has been reduced to a'pproximately 3,000.
I suggest that 3,000 is the figure upon
which we should now work because it
represents the number of men who have
been classified as suitable for settlement
and who have evinced their desire for
settlement by applying for blocks. Of
the total of 5,000 men, 1,830 have been
settled under the general settlement
scheme, while 270 have been settled on
single-unit farms.
That leaves just
over 3,000 men, and we ought to be
making every effort to have them settled.
From the evidence that is available at
present, I should say that when those
3,000 men are placed on the land, soldier
settlement in respect of the 1939-45 war
will be complete.
The question with which we are concerned is the action that has been taken
to meet this State's commitments in respect of the settlement of returned soldiel"s on the land. I shall quote the
figures which I have, and I trust that
I shall not make any misstatements. If I
a.m wrong in the deductions I shall draw
from my data, a member of the Government can correct me. During the financia'l year 1949-50 the loan allocation to
the Soldier Settlement Commission was
£5,980,000. In 1950-51 the allocation
was reduced to £5,900,000, and next year,
1951-52, it was further ifeduced to
£5,786,000. I imagine that a Department plans its expenditure and activities
according to the 'loan allocation which it
expects to receive during a particular
year.
When the allocations of loan funds to
the Soldier Settlement Commission during the years I have mentioned are compared with the allocations made to other
Departments, it wiH. be seen that there
Is a very wide diversity in their bases.
I have in mind, for instance, the allotments approved for the Rural Finance
Corporation and the Department of
Health.. I shall not say that the allocation of loan moneys to those Departments was not warranted. Many members have at times made requests to the
Government fQ!r financial assi'stance for
various projects and probably they have
not at all Urnes been satisfied.
In
1949-50 no loan funds were allocated to
the Rural Finance Corporation, but in
the year 1950-51 it received £1,500,000
Mr. Mack..

and its allocation in the year 1951-52 was
£1,400,000. During the financial year
1949-50 the loan moneys allotted to the
Department of Health totalled £800,000;
in 1950-51 the allocation was £2,000,000,
and in the next year, 1951-52, the sum
Wa!S raised to £2,450,000. Therefore, the
Department of Health was granted an
increase each year. In contrast, the
Soldier Settlement Commission sustained
an annual decrease.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-You must not overlook the fact that the Rural Finance
Corporation is doing a good job in helping ex-servicemen.
Mr. l\1:ACK.-I am not suggesting that
the Department of Health also is not
capably using the moneys allotted to it,
but I suggest that soldier settlement is
not a long-range scheme. It is a probJe-m to be dealt with now.
Mr. GALVIN.-Neither is health a longrange scheme.
Mr. MACK.-The honorable member
may be right. I am not suggesting that
adequate allocations to the. Departments
I have mentioned are not necessary, but
I emphasize that the loan al'location to
the Soldier Settlement Commission has
declined each year, whereas the amount
of money made available to the other
Departments has progressively increased.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! There is far too much conversation in the Chamber, which makf!iS it
difficult for the honorable member to be
heard and for the Hansard reporter to
record the speech.
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool) .-For the
year 1949-50 the total allocation of loan
funds to Victoria was £22,300,000. Out
of that sum, £5,980,000 was aUotted to
the Soldier Settlement Commission.
Next year, 1950-51, the total Victorian
allocation was increased to £37,335,000.
and forom that sum an allotment of
£5,900,000 was made to the Commission.
For the financial year 11951-52 the toan
al10tment to Victoria was £55,700,000,
and the sum placed at the disposal of the
Commission was £5,786,000. The translation of those figures to percentages is
an interesting calculation, and it reveals
some extraordinary results.
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Comparing the year 1949-50 with
1950-51 there was a reduction in
the loan funds made available to
the Commission of 1.35 per cent.
despite the fact that there was an
over-all increase of 14.3 per cent.
of loan money made available to
the State. In the next year, there
was a reduction to the Commission of 2 per cent. although the total
of the State's loan funds increased by
49.1 per cent. The Opposition desires
the Government to explain that discrepancy. It is not realistic to compare
amounts applied for with amounts
eventually allocated. As I understand
it, the Premier said that he was forced
to make a cut in the loan allocation to
Departments because he did not receive
the amounts applied for by each Department, and so a cut of 30 per cent.
became necessary. The Premier said
also " I reduced the Commission's
allocation by 24 per cent. only." I have
no reason to doubt the figures quoted
by the honorable gentleman but that
does not get away from the fact that
the total sum made available to the
Commission has been progressively less
over the last three years. Probably the
mistake the Commission made was that
it did not double the amount it sought.
If it had done so, it might have received
something nearer the sum that it
needed.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-The time allowed the honorable
member has expired.
On the motion of Mr. NORMAN
(Leader of the Opposition), the Standing Orders were suspended to enable
the honorable member for Warrnambool
to continue his speech for five minutes.
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool).-I thank
honorable members for their indulgence.
I have pointed out that during the last
three years, decreased amounts have
been made available to the Commission.
In 1951-52 it asked for £7,600,000,
representing an increase of £2,700,000
over its allocation for the previous year;
in effect, that was an increase of 45.8
per cent. Seeing that the total of loan
funds available to the State in that year
was 49.1 per cent. greater than in the
previous year, it appears as if the
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Commission was not speaking out of its
turn in seeking an increase of 45.8 per
cent. It is beyond argument that in
each of the last three years, ,the Commission has received less money.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Costs have been
increasing all the time.
Mr. MACK.-Yes, and the Govern·
ment has had more money available to
it in each of the last three years. Tha t
is where one finds a wide divergence--an increase in over-all loan moneys
available to the State, with a decrease in
the allocation to the Soldier Settlement
Commission. I am satisfied that the
Commission has the goodwill of every
man who has been placed upon the land.
Although Parliament considered that
under the Act the greatest number of
returned men would come under the
general terms of settlement, many have
been placed on single-unit farms.
Mr. GALVIN.-YOU· said that only 270
had been placed on single-unit farms.
Mr. 'MACK.-I said that 270 of those
who had applied for general settlement
had obtained single-unit farm loans subsequently. The total number who have
obtained single-unit farm loans exceeds
2,290. I understand that none will be
placed on single-unit farms in the forthcoming year.
Mr. GALVIN.-Your party opposed the
principle of placing men on single-unit
farms.
Mr. MACK.-I am not as much concerned with that aspect as with the problem that faces us to-day, of placing
3,000 men on the land as quickly as
possible. If they are not to be placed
on the land they should be informed to
that effect. The Commission should be
given every facility to complete its operations at the earliest possible moment.
On the figures I have quoted, I contend
that the Commission has not been given
an opportunity to function as it should.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Soldier Settlement) .-1 rise more in
sorrow than in anger to discuss this
motion.
I deeply regret that an~f
member should have been guilty of
dragging the Returned Sailors, Soldiers,
and Airmen's Imperial League of Australia around the country in the way
that happened during the recent
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campaign for the Legislative Council
triennial elections. I feel that, particularly in the part of the State from
whence the mover of the motion comes,
injustice has been done to the returned
soldiers' league.
Certain newspapers in the Western
District published a statement to the
effect that I and other members of the
Government should bow our heads in
shame because of the treatment we had
meted out to returned soldier settlers.
False statements of that nature are unfair to a great institution.
Some
members of the House are newcomers
and are in the kindergarten stage, so to
speak. Before they were elected to
Parliament the party to which I have
the honour to belong was responsible
for doing a job which no other party
had the courage to attempt in the twenty
previous years. During that period, exservicemen of the first world war, of
whom there are some in this House, who
realize that my statement is correct.
carried an undue burden. No Government relieved them of it until the late
Sir Albert Dunstan, when Minister of
Lands in the composite Argyle-Allan
Government, established a Commission
to examine the affairs of the soldier
settlers.
Later I had the pleasure and honour,
as a member of the Dunstan Government, to bring in a Bill which was
passed by both Houses and which had
the effect of relieving the settlers of
their encumbrance to the extent of
£22,500,000. From that time onwards
they did not look back. The person who
made the statement referred to, which
was published in Western District newspapers, was one of those who profited
by that legislation; he should have been
one of the last persons to make such a
statement. In this House in 1943 I
introduced a land acquisition Bill on
behalf of the Dunstan Government, and
we worked on that legislation until 1945,
when we left office.
Brigadier TovELL.-Where were some
of us in 1943, when you introduced that
Bill ?
Sir ALBERT LIND.-I am not questioning the fact implied by the honorable member for Brighton. I shall read
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to honorable members details of a
number of properties " reported on " for
soldier settlement purposes, and I should
like the Deputy Leader of the Opposition particularly to listen, since some of
the land is close to his home. After the
passing of the legislation to which I
hRve referred, and in which there was
provision for compulsory acquisition, I
informed the House that the spirit of
negotiation was not dead-in me, anyhow.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-YOU would
not make that statement to-day.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-It is still not
dead. Without further delay, I wish to
give details of properties which were
inspected so as to ascertain their
suitability for purchase.
They are
in a part of the State near the home
of the honorable member for Hampden.
The properties included Barrambool, of
approximately 12,400 acres, 34 miles
from Ararat; Bannongill, of 14,200
acres, 9 miles from Lismore; Charmallac, of 5,676 acres, 8 miles from
M9rtlake; Dandite, of 6,900 acres, 10
miles from Camperdown; and Domaschenz, of 5,000 acres, 12 miles from
Horsham.
Brigadier TovELL.-To which year
are you referring?
Sir ALBERT LIND.-It was after the
passing of the 1943 Act. Reports were
obtained on these properties in order that
the task might be proceeded with when
agreement with the Commonwealth
Government was reached. Another of
the properties was Ettrick, of 10,000
acres, 14 miles from Camperdown. The
honorable member representing that
part of the Western District does not
appear to be interested in my speech.
Mr. BOLTE.-I am interested in it. I
know every settler on that estate.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-Other properties 'affected were Fulham, Larra,
Mondillibi,
Malangil,
Narrapumelap,
Purrumbete, Strathvean, Stonchenge,
The Meadows, Thornleigh, Woolbrook,
Warrambeem,
Warrook,
Yarraberb,
Borhoneyghurk,
Blackwood,
Brung
Brungle, Burnewang, Bassett, Crawford,
Caramballac,
Clark's,
Ellengerrin,
Edgarly and Eastleigh, Golf Hill, Lake
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Wallace, Nareeb Nareeb, Oakbank,
Pleasant Hills, Wittaker's, Widdis',
Yalla-Y-Poora and Yooranlee.
On the list from which I have quoted
there are twenty properties in one group
totalling 178,000 acres, and another
batch of nineteen properties representing 164,000 acres. I shall not enumerate
all the names of properties on this list;
it is avaHable to any honorable member
who wishes rto examine it. The next
group includes 52 properties, representing 472,600 acres, and the following one
consists ,of 24 properties totalling 85,000
acres.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Are you still referring to what occurred in 1943?
Sir ALBERT LIND.-Between 1943
and 1945.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-That was before the war had finished.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-That is so; the
Government did not wailt until the war
had ceased. AI'so on this list is a group
of nine ,properties, representing 60,000
acres, and 25 other properties totalling
290,000 acres. While the war was stiU in
progress a total of 1,249,600 acres were
inspected with a view to acquisition. The
Government endeavoured for a year to
reach an agreement with thE.' Commonwealth Government regarding soldier
settlement and during that period three
Loan Council meetings were held.
It
appeared that the matter was being
shelved at Canberra, as it was referred
to an officers' conference. I attended that
conference, and the ques.tion was discussed for a day and a night. Ultimately
agreement was reached, and the matter
was re-subm'iUed to the Premiers' conference.
Lieut.-Colonel
that occur?

LEGGATT.-When

did

Sir ALBEItI' LIND.-In 1945. I'll
August of that year I introduced in this
House a Bill which, when it was passed,
ensured that Victor-ia was prepared to
take whatever a'ction was necessary
when the agreement between the Commonwealth and the States was signed.
That measure provided for something
different from the existing legislation.
My friend, the honorable member for
Bendigo--
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Brigadier TOVELL.-He will not be a
friend of yours for long.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! I ask honorable members on
the front Opposirion bench to remember
where they are.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) .-On a point of order, I direct
attention to the fact that the Minister
has been given some latitude, but his
speech in the main has had no ~pplica
tion to the motion.
The SPEAKER.-The Minister of
Soldier Settlement has been permitted
to make his speech in his own way. If
he desires to deal with the history of
soldier settlement with a view to comparing what has happened with what is
happening now, that is his privilege.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Soldier Settlement).-The 1945 legislation provided for valuation at the ingoing of the settler and for him to
receive some equity in his property.
Subsequently, the Cain Government introduced legislation under which the
Soldier Settlement Commission has since
been operating effiCiently. The settlers
·have not yet received their purchase
leases, and before I became Minister of
Soldier Settlement in the present Government only one or two settlers had
received interim leases. They were living
in a state of uncertainty, and but for the
intervention of the present Government
they might have continued living under
those conditions for many years. When
I became the Minister, I discussed this
question with the ·Commission, and many
interim leases were issued to the settlers.
Mr. HOLTE.-The settlers are still in a
sta te of uncertain ty.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-Does the honorable member for Hampden know why
that state of uncertainty exists to-day?
Bri["adier TOVELL.-Yes, because you
are the Minister.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-The time allowed the Minister of
Soldier Settlement has expired, and I
would point out that the time permitted
under the Standing Orders for the discussion on this motion will expire in one
minute.
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Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I propose to move, by leave-That Standing Order No. 8 (b) be suspended so far as to allow the discussion to
proceed for 60 minutes beyond the expirationof the two hours permitted by that
Standing Order, and that the Standing
Orders be suspended to enable the Minister
of Soldier Settlement to continue his speech
for fifteen minutes.

Mr. BOLTE (Hampden) .-Leave refused.
The SPEAKER.-The time allowed
under Standing Order :8 (b) for the discussion of the motion has expired.
The House divided on the motion for
the adjomnment of the House (Sir
Archie Michaelis in the chair)Ayes
21
Noes
33
Majority
motion

against

the
12

AYES.

Mr. Block

I

Mr. Bolte
Lieut.-Col. Dennett
:'11:1'. Don
YIr. FTaser
Mr. Guye
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
:'vIr. Ireland
1\Jr. Leckie
~:lr. McDonald
(Dundas)
:'11'.

lVIr. Norman

Mr. Oldham
lVII'. Reynolds
~/Ir. Rylah
Brigadier Tovell
M'l'. Turnbull
Mr. Tvack
Ylr. Vihately.
TeZleTS:
Mr. Dawnay-Mould

Mr. Mack.

Mibus

NOES.

:\'11'. Barry

Brose
Cain
Mr. Cochrane
?vIr. Cook
Mr. Corrigan
;'>:tr. Dodgshun
:VII'. Doube,
Nfl'. Dunn
),,1.1'. Fewster
Mr. Fulton
)Tr. Galvin
:vtI'. Hayes
:.rr. Holland
:\11'. Holt
Si l' Herbert Hyland
Sir Albert Lind
Mr. McDonald
~rl'.
~1:r.

Mr. Merrifield
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Morton

Mr. Moss
Mr. :Mutton
Ml'. O'Carroll

Mr.
MT.
Mr.
Mr.
::Vir.

Pettiona
Randles
Smith
Stoneham
Towers
!,'Ir. \Vhite
( Allendale)
'Tr.

'White
(Mentone).

Tellers:
Mr. Barclay
(Shepparton} Mr. Ruthven.
PAIRS.

?\'lr. Hollway
Sir George Knox

Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. Reid

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Sutton
Lemmon
Buckingham
Scully
Shepherd.

Commission.

PRroES REGULATION (BUTI'ER
AND CHEESE) BIT..L.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Minister
in Charge of Prices) moved for leave to
bring in a Bill relating to the regulation
of ,the price of bUltter and cheese.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS DEATHS
AND MARRIAGES BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend the Registration of Births Deaths
and Marriages Acts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL.
Mr. R. T. WIIITE (Minister of State
Development) moved for leave .to bring
in a Bill to amend the Local Government
Acts, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in ,and read a
first time.
(DEVELOPMENT LEASES)
BILL.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend section 3 of the Land (Development Leases) Act 19·51.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought jn and read a
first time.
LAND

MINES (AMENDMENT) BILL.
~Ir.
l\'IOSS (Minister of Mines)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend the Mines Acts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought jn 'and read a
first time.
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES (AMENDMENT) BILL.
MI'. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend the Weights and Measures Acts.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
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LAND SURVEYORS BILL.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the law relating to surveyors.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
-COUNTY

COURT
(AMENDMENT)
BILL.

l\1r. MITCIIELL

(Attorney-General)
moved for leave to 'bring in a Bill to
extend the jurisdiction of County Courts,
to amend the County Court Acts, and for
other .purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
~:rvIPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES
(ATTACHMENT OF WAGES) BILL.

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Minister of State
Development) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend Part VII. of the
Employers and Employees Act 1928.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
FORESTS (EXCHANGE OF LANDS)
BILL.
ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the Forests (Exchange of
Lands) Act 1943.
t<Jir-

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
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COUNTRY ROADS (AMENDMENT)
BILL.

Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the Coun try Roads Act
1928.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
PUBLIC SERVICE (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend sections 62 and 74 and repeal
section 63 of the Public Service Act 1946.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
EVIDENCE BILL.
~Zr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill relating to evidence as to marital access and
adultery.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
TEACHING SERVICE
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend sections 60 and 61 of the
Teaching Service Act 1946.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

JUSTICES (AMENDMENT) BILL.

LANDS (CHARITABLE TRUSTS)
BILL (No.2).

Mr. Ml'.fCBELL (Attorney-General)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend the Justices Act 1928 and for
other purposes.

lUre MITCHELL (Attorney-General)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill relating to certain land held on trust for
charitable purposes.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
.first time.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time .
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(JUDGES' COST

LIVING)

BILL.

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
further amend section 12 of the Supreme
Court Act 1928.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
SUPPLBMENTARY ESTIMATES FOR
1951-52.
The House went into Committee of
Supply.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I move-That a sum not exceeding £4,130,962 be
granted to Her Majesty on account for or
towards defraying expenses for the year
1951-52, as printed in. the Supplementary
Estimates.

The purpose of these Estimates is to
obtain parlia-mentary authority under
the appropriate divisions for certain
expenditure which has been incurred in
excess of that already authorized by the
Appropriation Act. Although the financial year has just closed, I am introducing these Supplementary Estimates
in order that parliamentary authority
may be obtained at the earliest possible
moment for all additional expenditure
incurred.
Before dealing in detail with the
Supplementary Estimates, I propose to
refer to the financial operations of the
Sta-te for the last financial year, allowance having been made for the expenditure included therein, namely, £4,130,962.
It should be unrder,stood, however, that
the figures I am about to give are
approximate only, as the final result for
the year cannot be ascertained until
entries in respect of inter-departmental
transactions have been completed and
adjustments effected to meet all audit
requirements.
When the Budget was prepared it was
estimated that there would be a deficit
of £3,845,000 on the railway.s, £164,000
on the State Coal Mine, and a surplus
of £3,525,000 on general account, leaving a deficit overall of £484,000. It is
now estimated tha t there will be a
deficit of £5,685,000 in the Railway Department, £147,000 on account of the

for
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State Coal Mine, and a surplus of
£3,332,000 in general account,. leaving
an estimated deficit of £2,500,000 for
the financial year 1951-52. This increase in the estim'ated deficit f.rom
£484,000 to £2,500,000 -is due mainly to
the increased expenditure -in the Railway Department to. which further
reference will be made.
Although there have been very
many variations both in revenue and expenditure, the surplus on general account
is only £193,000 less than was anticipated, whereas the deficit on the railways is £1,840,000 in excess of the
original estimate.
I shall now deal with the m·ajor items
included in these Estimates. The additional provision for the Railway Department is £1,857,000. The principal items
included in this amount are:- increased
costs of materials including coal, oil and
power, £1,082,000; salary and wage
increases under awards in addition to
basic wage increa,ses for which provision
was made in the Budget, £240,000; additional staff, £143,000; additional contributions to the RaHway Accident and
Fire Insurance Fund. as a result of the
claims ariSing out of the destruction of
the Geelong goods shed and contents by
fire, £135,000; adjustments on account
of employees transferred to the State
Electricity Commission when it took
over the Newport power station, pay-roll
tax and long-service leave payments
account for the balance of £257,000.
Hospital maintenance costs increased
materially during the year, mainly as
a result of wage awards, cost-of-living
adjustments and the higher cost of provisions and materials, and it was found
neces,sary to provide substantial additional -funds to enable hospital committees to carryon. Provision has
therefore been made in these Estimates
. for a further grant of £500,000 to the
Hospitals and Charities Fund. I shall
now indicate the other main items under
which additional provision is -Tequired.
An amount of £75,000 was required to
meet contingent expenditure relating to
penal ·establishments and gaoLs. Acute
shortage of staff necessitated the working of a considerable amount of overtime. Heavy increases in the cost of
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provisions and other commodities and
raw materials for the manufacturing
industries at Her Majesty's gaol, Pentridge, caused much greater expenditure
than expected.
In connection with contingencies in
the Police Department, the sum specified in these Supplementary Estimates
is £61,875. Provision is made under
this item f.or travelling expenses, postage and telegrams, printing, stores, incidentals, &c.; and increased. provision
was necessary to cover the cost of these
It was necessary also to
services.
work a considerable amount of overtime
at the Motor Registration Branch, involving additional expenditure.
Miscellaneous payments amounting to £23,500
were incurred in the provision of fuel,
light, water, and allowances in lieu
thereof and of quarters and allowances
for uniforms. The additional provision is
required on account of the general increase in costs and particularly the substantial increase in the allowances for
uniforms, which was granted from last
November.
For the payment of salaries in the
Education Department, an additional expenditure amounting to £134,250 was
necessary, mainly on account of the increase in the personnel of the Teaching
Service during the year. In addition an
extra sum of £76,060 was absorbed by
contingencies. Provision is made under
this item for school equipment and school
requisites and increased provision was
necessary on account of the opening of
new primary and new consolidated
f.chools and also extensions to existing
schools. The all-round increase in the
cost of goods and services also necessitated greater expenditure.
Allowances to school cleaners, groundsmen, and boilermen account for £52,500.
The award rates payable to school
cleaners and groundsmen were substantially increc;lsed during the year. Provision of bus services and pupils' travelling allowances required additional provision of £79,000, due to the continuous
expansion of bus services in country districts, also the adjustment of contract
rates to meet operating costs. During
the year five new hostels attached to
teachers' colleges were opened, involving
heavier running costs, and this accounts
for an increased expenditure of £25,000.
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During the year an extra amount of
£41,000 was required for endowments
and grants to technical schools for
maintenance.
Cost-of-living adjustments, and increases in part-time salary
payments, in accordance with determinations of the Tea·chers Tribunal, were the
cause of the additional provision for
grants to technical schools.
The purchase of paper and material
for the Government Printer accounted
for the expenditure of £70,500. The cost
of paper and materials increased during
the year. In addition, deliveries were
greater than anticipated when the Estimates were prepared. An amount of
£154,000 was provided in the Estimates
to meet expenditure by the Public Works
Department in respect of travelling expEnses, postage and telegrams, stores
and incidentals, sanitary charge's, lighting, fuel, printing, overtime, &c. Increased
expenditure
amounting to
£56,000 was incurred under these items
owing to rising costs.
Additional outlay was required during
the year in carrying out works at
mental institutions throughout the State,
and this accnunted for the extra' sum of
£50,000. In connpction with the work
::lssociated with ports and harbors.
dredging operations absorbed an extra
£30,000. In addition to rising costs it
was necessary for the dredge" Matthew
Flinders" to be dry docked.
The Forests Commission incurred
a ddi tional miscellaneous expendi ture
amounting to £43.000, in the utilization
of forest produce. Provision is made
under this item for expenditure incidentaJ to the production of poles, piles,
beams. and special timbers for various
Commonwealth and State Departments.
As the demand for these items has been
greater than anticipated, the increased
provision was necessary. The additional
expenditure will be more than offset by
the revenue received from sales. An
amount of £250,000 was provided in the
Estima tes to cover the cost of the supply
of firewood, but this sum has proved to
be inadequate to meet expenditure for
the year, in respect of the cutting, milling and transport of the. firewood required for the present winter. A further
sum of £58,600 was required for this
purpose.
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The State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission was involved in additional
expenditure amounting to £20,000 in connection with irrigation, water supply and
drainage districts. This was due largely
to special repairs on account of the
breakdown o.f an important syphon and
aqueduct at M-affra. Further funds were
required to meet higher costs of fuel for
pumping and increased maintenance costs
arising from ba'Sic wage adjustments.
Additional provision to the extent of
£50,000 is required for increased travelling expenses, commuted allowances and
workers' compensa tion insurance premiums.
In the Mental Hygiene Branch, unforseen contingencies -amounted to £163,000.
The additional provision was required to
meet the rising costs of provisions, clothing, bedding, stores, &c., and other maintenance items at 'mental institutions.
E::q>lanations have now been furnished
in respect of ,the more important items
included in the Supplementary Estimates.
Most of the remaining items will be
found to be self-explanatory, and I hope
the Committee will deal expeditiously
with them.
Progress was reported.
COAL MINE WORKERS PENSIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
1\lr. MOSS (Minister of Mines).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of ,this measure is to
amend the Co.al Mine Workers Pensions
Act to provide for the payment of increased pensions. The Act provides £oor
the compulsory retirement of coal mine
workers at 60 years of age and for the
payment of pensions on retirement. It
provides also for the payment of pensions in certain cases of 'permanent disablemem. The present weekly pension
rates are-miner, £3 7'8. 6d. ; miner's
wife. £2 12s. 6d.; widQw, £2 12s. 6d.; and
children, 8s. 6d. each. These pension
rates are, however, subject to deduction
on account of Commonwealth pensions,
as -and when !a pensioner or his wife becomes eligible for such Commonwealth
benefits.
The State Government, the mine
owners and the coal mine workers an
contribute towards the cast of the
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scheme. The present basis of contribution provided in the Act is-State
Government, 3/7ths of total coS'1:; coal
mine owners, 3/7ths of total cost; coal
mine workers, 1/7th of total cost.
Coal mine workers at present pay 4s.
6d. per week each into the Coal Mine
Workers Pension Fund. This fund is
administered bya tribunal consisting of
two nominees of the miners, two
nominees of the owners, and a chairman
nominated by the Government.
The
assets of the fund now amount to
£186,000. In November last the Commonwealth Government increa'sed invalid
and old-age pensions by lOs. a week~
and as Commonwealth pensions are deducted from the miners' pensions, mine
pensioners who are also receiving Commonwealth pensjons wjll not receive the
advantage of the increased Commo.nwealth pensions unless their rates are
increased by a like amount.
In New South Wales and Queensland,
where similar penston schemes are in
operation, legislation has been passed
authorizing the increase of lOs. per week
in mine workers' pensions as from the
date of the increased Commonwealth
pensions, viz., November, 1951.' As
pensions under Victorian legisla.tion have
always been kept at approxima'tely the
same rate as New South W'ales pensions,
the Bill now hefore the House provides
for increases in coal mine wo.rkers' pensions to bring the Victorian rates into
line with the increased rates operating
in New South Wales. It is proposed that
the increased rates shall operate as from
the 2nd of November last. This will
mean that the weekly pension rates for
a miner will be increased from £3 7s. 6d.
to £3 17s. 6d. and the payment for a
miner's wife Dr widow from £2 12s. 6d.
to £3 2s. 6d. Clause 3 of the Bill dealli)
with this amendment.
Now, going hack to clause 2 of the
Bill, we deal with a minor amendment to
section 3 of the Act which rei a tes to the
calculation of the period of employment
of a mine worker. Sub-section (2) of
this section provides that II any mine
worker who is lawfully absent fro.m
work on an award holiday o.r thro.ugh
sickness or accident not due to. his o.wn
fault shall be deemed to have actually
worked as a mine worker during the
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period of such absence." It is proposed
to amend this sub-section to provide
that annual leave and long-service leave
shall also be regarded as time worked.
In the case of the privately-owned coal
mineS' in Victoria, long-service leave is
provided for in the coal mining industry
award, and it is therefore regarded as
time worked. At the State Coal Mine,
however, long-service leave is authorized
by the Railways (Long Service) Act and
it does not come within the scope of
sub-section (2) of section 3. This places
the miners at the State Coal Mine at a
disadvantage compared with employees
at the privately-owned mines, and if section 6 of the pensions Act was strictly
enforced, any mine worker at the State
Coal Mine who happened to be 'On longservice leave at the date ,of his retirement would not he eligible to receive a
pension under the Act. This was never
intended, and advantage is being taken of
this amending BHl to correct this
anomaly.
The amendment provided for in clause
4 of the Bill is t'O rectify another anomalous position. This relates to the period
of disqualification from receiving a
miner's pension, which operates when a
miner who is permanently incapacitated
receives a lump sum 'Of workers compensa'tion in lieu of weekly payments. This
period of disqualification was originally
determined by dividing the total compensation received by the rate 0'£ miner's
pension. This method was quite acceptable at that time because the pensioo rate
was then higher than the oompensation
rate.
When, however, the workers
compensation rate was increased bey'Ond
the pension rate, the miner who received
a lump sum of compensation was prevented from receiving a pension for a
much longer period ;than a miner who
drew compens'ation on a weekly basis.
To correct this positi'On, the Act wa's
amended in 1948 to provide that instead
of dividing the [otai compensation by the
pension rate, the compensation was to be
divided by a fixed amount of £5 a week
in the case of a married man and £4 for
a single man. These rates corresponded
with the workers compensation rates at
that time. Since 1948, the workers
compensation rate for a married m'an
has increased to £7 a week and the fixed
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divisor of £5 is now too low. In order to
overcome the necessity for legislative
amendments each time the w"Orkers compensation rate is varied, it is proposed to
amend the Act to prDvide that the period
of disqualification from receiving a
pension shall be ascertained by dividing
the total compensation received by such
rate or rates as the Governor in Council
may from time to time determine. It
will then be a simple matter, whenever
the rate of workers compensati'On is
altered, to fix by Order in Council the
rate applicable ito the miners pension Act.
-The amendment covered by olause
5 of the Bill is more or less cO'l1sequential.
The underlying principle in the Act in
relation to weekly payments of workers
compensation is that no mine worker
shaH be entitled to either a " disablement
pension" or a "retiring pension" as
well as workers compensation. In subsection (4) of section 13, however, this
provision is slightly modified to the extent
that, where a mine worker is entitled to a
" retiring" pension of an amount in
exce~'S of his weekly payment of workers
comp2nsation, he may be paid the difference by way of pension. Lt is now considered to be reasonable that the same
pr'Ovision should apply also where a man
is eligible for a " disablement" pension.
The finta[ amendment dealt with in the
Bill reLates to the periods during which
mine workers are exempt from paying
contributions.
Paragraph
(b)
of
SUb-section (5), of section 23 at
present provides that the weeldy
contribution by mine workers shall
not be payable "in respect of any
period during which he is absent from
employment on war service as defined in
the Oommonwealth Act known as the
Defence Act 1903-41 as amended by
subsequent Acts." It is proposed to
amend this sub-section t'O provide that
contributions -shall also be waived during
periods of 'absence on compulsory naval,
military OT air force training.
I think all honorable members will
agree that the amendments which I have
outlined are reasonable and worthy of
their support. I accordingly commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. NORMAN
(Leader of the Opposition), the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday, July 8.
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However, there is no accurate knowledge of how many babies die towards
the termination of foetal life-in other
words, the number of still-births-and
this information is required so that the
causes can be investigated and steps
t'aken to eliminate those causes. Such
inform'ation would enable Victoria to
establish its rightful place as a leader in
the field of infant welfare.
Turning to the amendments proposed
relating to the medical cer·tificate of
death, I point out that the alterations are
wholly in the interests of accurate statistics. The World Health Organization at
Geneva, which is a specialized agency of
the United Nations, has drawn up an International Form of Medical Certificate
of Cause of Death. This certificate is
designed to elicit precise information
with regard to the underlying cause of
death, in order that the mortality statistics of the community may be truly
represented.
The World Health Organization has
requested that all countries adopt, as far
as .possible, the International Form of
Medical Certificate of Cause of Death.
The proposed death certificate complies
with the request of the World Health
Organization, and 1ts adoption will result
in mortality stati'Stics for Victoria being
on a comparable basis with many
countries.
I shall briefly explain the clauses of
the Bill. Clause 1 is the short title.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 2 provides that
the Act will be brought into operation
by proclamation. It will enable necessary administrative arrangements to be
made, such as the pre'scribing by the
Governor in Council of forms, the printing of forms and registers, and so that
warning can be given '10 medical practitioners, hospitals, and so on, of ,the
change in the legislation.
'Clause 2 contains the definitions.
" Birth" means 'birth of a child which
brea thed or showed any other sign of
life after being born. The term i'S not
defined in existing legislation, but definition now becomes necessary to distinguish between" -live births" and" stillbirths."
., Prescribed" means prescribed by the Governor in Council. The
definition of " still-born child" has been
drawn carefully on medical advice.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
The Bill has a three-fold purpose--

first, to provide fnr the registration of
sti1l-bi~ths, for which the existing law
m!akes no p'I'Ovision. The Department of
Health desires to obtain statistics on this
subject to aid its work in the field of
materna'l hygiene. The most convenient
way of obtaining reliable information is
by the registration of still-births and
t'abulation of the statistics by the Government Statist. The other States register
still-births.
Secondly, information obtained from
the records relating to causes of death
is now being compiled in accordance with
an inteI'lnational list of causes of death.
This makes it necessary to alter two
forms relating to certificates of death
set out in the First and Second Schedules
to the Regi·stration of Births Dea'ths and
Marri-ages Act 1938. As the international USit will be altered from time to
time, power is beLng taken in the Bill for
the Governor in Council 11:0 prescribe these
fo~s, instead of their being set out in
the Act.
Thirdly, there is no provision in the
existing 1aw for the remission of fees
payable for certificates in cases of hardship.
Such remissions have, in fact,
been given in the palst with the :approval
of the Minister, but have been challenged
by the Auditor-General as illegal. Power
is given in ,the Bill for the remission of
fees payable for certificate,s where payment would entail serious hardship.
Dealing with. the question of the
registration of still-births, I should like
to say that this legislation arises out of
a recommendation of the National Health
and Medic-al Research Council, which
recommended that the registration of
still-births
should
be
compulsory
throughout Australia and suggested a
defini tion of the term for uniform adoption. The adoption of the principles contained in the Bill will have an important
effect on the assessment of accurate
statistics of infant mortality in Victoria.
From the figures of live births, as at
present registered, the infant mortality
rate in Victoria appears to be as good as
any in the wprld. In fact, I understand it
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Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-What is, the
source of that medical advice?
Mr.
DODGSHUN.-The
definition
adopted was recommended by the British
Medical Association, officers of the DepaIitment of Health and members of the
medical profession generally.
Clause 3 directs the keeping of registers of still-births and makes a number of
consequential amendments to sundry
section's of the principal Act, mainly by
introducing the words "still-birth" or
" still-horn" into those sections. Subparagraph (i) of paragraph (a) of subclause (2) of dause 3 relates to section
8 of the principal Act, which deals with
the duties of the Registrar in relation to
the registration of births. The amendment imposes upon him like duties 'in
relation to still-births. There are a number O'f other sub-clauses of clause 3, all
of which 'are consequenUal.
Concerning clause 4, I point out that
section 3 of the Registration of Births
Deaths and Marriages Act 1938 provides
for the issue by medical practi'tioners of
certificates of death. The medical practitioner is required to do two things,
namely, forward to the Registrar a certifica te ,of death in the form of the First
Schedule, and deliver 10 the person required to register the death a notice in
the form of the Second Schedule Ithat he
has signed a certificate of death.
As explained in my introductory rem'arks, the amendment will permit of the
forms being prescribed by the Governor
in Council so that vari'a tions may be
made when necessary to enable informative statistics ,to be compiled. The
effect of sub-clause (1) of clause 4 is to
substitute "prescribed f.orm" for the
First and Second Schedules. Sub-clause
(2) of clause 4 contains a consequential
amendment of the Cemeteries Act 1944
where reference is made to the Second
Schedule to the Registration of Births,
Deaths and Marriages Act 1938.
Sub-section (2) of section 41 of the
principal Act empowers the making of
regulations. The effect of the amendment which is contained in clause 5 is
.to authorize the Governor in Council
to prescribe the fO'rms of a certificate
of death. Section 42 of the principal Act
empowers the Governor in Council to
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prescribe fees for performing the duties
under the Act. Ordinary registrations
are free but fees are charged for corrections and late registrations; also for extracts and certificates supplied from the
records. On occasions, applicants are unable to pay, or have difficulty in paying
the prescribed fee. It is proposed in clause
6 tltat the Government Statist shall be
em powered to remi t the whole or any
part of a fee if in his opinion serious
hardship in entailed to the applicant.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Lieut-Colonel
LEGGATT, (Mornington) .the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday, July 8.
LAND SURVEYORS BILL.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister
Lands).-I move--

of

That this Bill be now read a second time.

Under the Land Surveyors Act 1942,
referred to in the Bill as the, principal
Act, the Surveyors Board is constituted
and given the powers' and functions to
prescribe a course of training and examination in land surveying, to issue
certificates O'f competency, to grant
licences to practise as surveyors, to issue
regulations for the making of surveys,
and to undertake other matters authorized or necessary to carry out the
purposes of the Act. The Board's powers
and functions are limited to matters
affecting the survey of land for purposes
of title.
Land surveying is the only branch of'
surveying for which a qualification is
issued by the Surveyors Board. In view,
however, of the extens'ive developmental
projects now being undertaken by the
State, and the Australia-wide programme
of aerial photographic survey for mapping purposes, a defin'ite requirement
has arisen for the services of persons
trained and qualified in other branches
of surveying, such as engineering, topography, and mining surveying, and so
on, referred to in the Bill as special
branches of surveying.
The basic principles of these special
branches are identical with land surveying and the course of training and
examination, as prescribed by the
Board for th.e land surveyor, could
readily be adapted to provide for an
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equivalent standard in any other branch
of surveying. In this Bill, therefore
it is proposed to extend the powers and
functions of the Board to enable it to
provide courses of training and examination in any special branch for which it is
satisfied a requirement exists and to,
issue a certificate of competency to
persons who qualify.
There is nothing in the measure to
restrict practice in any of the special
branches to holders of certificates. Surveyors at pres~nt in practice will not be
interfered with, nor will others who may
propose to practise in any of the special
branches. The particular value and significance of the certificate will be in the
assurance it gives that the holder has
qualified by a de,fin'ite course of training
and examination, which is of the same
high standard as that prescribed by the
Board for the cer~ificate of competency
in land surveying.
The State Rivers and W-ater Supply
Commission and the State Electricity
Commission, both of which are engaged
in e~tensive engineering projects for
development, have urged the Board to
issue certificates of competency in
engineering surveying as they have a
definite requirement f.or experienced
qualified persons in this branch of surveying. The possession of a certificate
would give the holder a recognized
professional status, enabling him to be
suitably employed and remunerated.
The Board is prepared, if authorized, to
. undertake the additional responsibilities
proposed in the Bill and with its experience, extending over half a century in the
training of surveyors in land surveying,
it is the most suitable authority to do so.
Any necessary expense would be met by
the Board fI'om revenue derived from
fees for registrations and examinations
authorized in the Bill.
It should be emphasized that the speciai
branches of surveying referred to in the
Bill. are not new. There always have
been engineering, topographic, mining
and geodetic surveyors, but never before
has ,there been a statut,ory recognition of
them as such, as is now proposed. These
branches will. be given definite status
as distinct professions and should offer
interesting and suitable careers for
persons with an aptitude for outdoor life.
Sir Albert Lind.

Bill.

In addition, the Bill makes provISIOn
f.or the preparation and publication by
the Surveyors Board of a handbook to
contain information of value to surveyors,
which is not available in any easily
accessible form. The proposals contained
in the BiH were appr.oved at a special
meeting of the Victorian Institute of
Surveyors held on ,the 14th of September,
1951.
The Bill contains the usual preamble
and three clauses. Sub-clause (1) of
clause 1 cites ,the Act as the Land
Surveyors Act 1952 to be read and
construed as one with the Land Surveyors
Act 1942-the principal Act-and the
Act amending i.t. Sub-clause (2) provides
for .the Act to come int'O operation on a
day to be fixed by proclamation 'Of the
Governor in Council and published in the

Government Gazette.
Under sub-clause (1) of clause 2 the
powers of the Board under the principal
Act 'are extended to enable it ,to prescribe
or approve of oourses of training and
examination in any of the special
branches 'Of surveying referred to. The
approved courses and examinations refer
to those prescribed by a Surveyors
Board or authority elsewhere the standa~d of which, in the opinion of the
Board, is equivalent to the courses and
examinations which it itself has
prescribed.
Sub-clause (2) of claU'se 2 provides for
the appointment of the examiners and
for their remuneration in connection with
the prescribed examinations. The remuneration of the examiners to be determined by the Board and approved by the
Governor in Council will be a charge
upon the revenues of the Board which
are derived from fees prescribed for
registrations of indentures of candidates
and for examinations. Under sub-clause
(3) certificates of competence are to be
granted by the Board in any special
branch of surveying upon application by
a person who ha's completed to the satisfaction of the Board the prescribed or
approved course of training and passed
the prescribed or approved, examination
and has paid the prescribed fees. As
previously stated, the certificate will be,
an assurance that the holder has qualified in a course of training and examination of a standard equal to those
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prescribed for the licen'Sed surveyor, that
the Board is satisfied of his competence
and that he could be confidently appointed to any position appropriate to his
qualifications.
Under section 15 of the principal Act
the Board is empowered to make regulations for certain specific purposes in
relation to land surveying. Under paragraph (e) of sub-clause (4) of clause 2
of the Bill, these powers are extended
to apply to the making !)f regulations
for certain specific purposes in relation
to special branches of surveying as set
out in the paragraphs numbered 1. to
VIII.
Paragraph I. empowers the
Board to prescribe a standard of education that must be attained by any person
proposing to enter the course of training
in any of the special branches of surveying, and 'also to prescribe the conditions to be observed during the course of
training, such as the length of the course,
the e~erience to be gained and such
other particulars as are considered
necessary. Paragraph II. empowers the
Board to fix the times and places and
manner of conducting the examinations
and al'So the details of the subjects in
which candidates will be examined and
the fees to 'be paid by candidates for
examinations.
Paragraph III. makes provision for
reciprocal arrangements between the
Surveyors Boarod and the Surveyors
Board or Survey Authority elsewhere in
Her M'ajesty's dominions for the purpose
of securing uniformity in courses of
training and examinations in the special
branches and for the issue of a certificate of competence, the standard of
which would be mutually acceptable and
of equivalent value.
Paragraph IV.
makes provision for the training of persons in any of the special branches to be
under indentures of apprenticeship, for
the registration of such indentures and
the payment of a fee for registrati~n.
Training under indentures properly
drawn up and 'registered gives the Board
reasonable control over the pupil's training and ·an assurance th'a t the prescribed
training will be satisfactorily enforced.
Paragraph V. provides for a record to
be kept of the certificates granted by the

Board.

Paragraph VI. makes provision
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for a regulation prescribing the circumstances in which the Board may
take action to cancel or suspend a
certificate and for the holding of a proper
inqui'ry into such circumstances before
any such cancel1ation or suspension is
made.
Paragraph VEL enables the
Ho!ard to make regulations presoribing
the method of making surveys and the
SltandCllrd of accuracy to be obS€rved by
holdeI"s of certifioates in any special
branch of surveying.
At the present
time, there are no uniform TeguLations
governing sLlTveys in these special
branches, and it is desirable that the
methods of making surveY's therein and
reasonable standards of accuracy should
be prescribed. Paragraph VlTI. enables
the Board to prescribe suC'h act, matter
or thjng authorized or necessary to be
prescribed for the purpose of caTrymg
this section into effect.
Under paragraph (b) of sub-clause
(4), the provisions of section 15 of the
principal Act shall apply to such regulations when made.
Sub-clause (5) deals with section
13 of
the
principal Act which
authorizes a licensed surveyor or
his assistant to enter upon any
lands for the purpose of making a
survey without liability for trespass and
under this sub-clause the provisions of
section 13 are to apply to any holder of
a certificate in a special branch of surveying.
Under olause 3 the Board is authorized
to prepare and publish a handbook which
will contain information of value to surveyors not readily available to them,
such ,B.!S exuraobs from Acts of Parliament,
many of which contain sections either
directly or 'indirect:ly affecting the work
of t1:he 'surveyor.
Commending the Bill to 1fue House, I
may state tllat it has the full support of
the Surveyors Board. Every member
must appreci.ate the magnitude of the
work being performed by surveyors
throughout the State and is probably
aware of the shortage of qualified men.
Those who aTe engaged :i!l1 the work
to-day are numerically inadequate to
carry out much of the engineering type
of survey, particularly, which is so
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urgently required tD be dDne. I trust,
therefDre, that the Bill will be speedily
passed.
Lieut.-Colonel :t;lENNETT (Caulfield).
-This Bill at first glance appears tD be
'One that W'Ould commend itself to the
whDle HDuse, but I think it gives rise to
a f.ew technical a'S well as legal problems
which we on this side would like to survey with great care. I therefore appeal
tD the Minister for a reasonable adj'Ournment of the debate.
.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-I should like an
adjournment of a week, but I will undertake nO't to have the measure brought
f.orward again until the honorable member, on behalf of the Opposition, is ready
for its discussion.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-That undertaking will satisfy me.
On the mDtiDn of Lieut.-CD1Dnel
DENNETT (Caulfield), the debate was
adjourned until Wednesday, July 9.
COUNTY COURT (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
The principal change sought to be
effected by this Bill is an extension of
the jurisdiction of County Courts. The
County Court 'is 'a statutDry tribunal
having jurisdictiDn thrDughDut Victoria.
It derive's 'its powers from the County
Court Act 1928. So far as civH claims
are concerned, County Courts stand, in
the hierarchy of our courts, between the
Supreme Court 'On the 'One hand and
CDUr,tS of petty sessions 'On the other.
In other words, they 'are an important
part of the concatenation of 'Our law
courts as we know them to-day. Whilst
they have 'a much wider jurisdiction than
courts of petty sessions, as to the amDunt
which can be claimed, the nature of the
actions which they can hear and the
remedies which they can give, yet their
powers and jurisdiction fall short of
those of the Supreme Court. They fulfil
a very important function in the life of
the cDmmunity, hDwever, in that they
provide a methDd 'Of administration of
justice which, although it is not as wideembracing as that of the Supreme Court,
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yet by reason of 'its less complex prDcedure and lDwer scale 'Of CDstS, it is
cheaper and more expedi tiDUS than that
of the Supreme Court. Furthermore, as
the court sits in many more country
centres than dDes the Supreme CDurt, it
is mDre accessible tD cDuntry litigants.
County Courts were first established
in Victoria in 1852. At first, jurisdiction was limited to claims 'Of nDt more
than £50, but the maximum amount
which could be claimed was successively
increased by later legislation until, in
1887, it was raised to £500. At the
present time, CDunty Courts have jurisdiction in the following matters:COMMON LAW JURISDICTION.
1. All persDna1 actiDns where the
amount claimed is not more than £500.
2. All personal actions where the
amDunt exceeds £500 if bDth parties consent (1 and 2 in substance cover 'all
actions in con tract and tDrt and most
of the actions brought in County Courts
come under these heads).
3. All actions in respect of which jurisdiction is given to a County Court by
any Act; an example is section 234 of
the Property Law Act under which
County Courts have jurisdiction in partition actiDns where the value of the
property concerned does not exceed
£500.
4. All acti'Ons of replevin where the
goods in respect of which the action is
brought do not exceed £500 in value; a
replevin actiDn is 'One tD obtain restitution of goods taken out of the plaintiff's
possession.
5. Actions 'Of ejectment to recover
possession of land where the 'annual value
or annual rent does not exceed £50.
EQUITABLE JURISDICTION.
6. CDunty CDurts may exercise all the

powers and authority 'Of the Supreme
Court in equitable matters or actions
where, broadly speaking, the amount
claimed or the fund involved does not
exceed £500 in value.
REMITTED CASES.
7. A County Court has jurisdictiDn to
hear all cases remitted tD it for hearing
by the Supreme Court. Cases may be
so remitted where, in an action of tort

County Court
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or contract, the claim does not exceed
£500 or has been reduced to £500 or less
or where, in like actions, the plaintiff is
unable to give security for costs, even
although the amount claimed exceeds
£500.
When I tell honorable members that,
as early as 1890, County Courts exercised substantially the same jurisdiction
as they do to-day, it will be obvious that
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the jurisdiction of those courts has not
been enlarged to keep pace with the
increase in the general wealth of the
community over the last 60 years or
with the fall in the value of money
which has taken place over the same
period. If any statistics need be cited
to support my statement about the
increase in wealth, the following will
suffice:f1901-1,210,000.
Popula tion of Victoria ..
. '(1948-2,106,000.
Total value of estates in respectt
of which probate or letters of 1901-£6,500,000.
administration
have
been 1948-£36,614,000.
granted.
J
f1901-1902-£93,000,000.
Exports from Australia ..
. '11948-1949-£961,000,000.
Savings bank deposits per head 11900-1901-£8 Os. 6d.
of population in Victoria.
}1949-£111 16s. 10d.
Motor vehicles registered in Vic-1 the 31st of December, 1921-16.
toria per 1,000 of the population.} the 30th of June, 1948-140.
The faU in money values is so obvious to Courts and for restoring them to the
all that no statistics need be quoted con- place in our legal system which formerly
they occupied. Clause 2 of the Bill seeks
cerning it.
The County Court has always been to do this. By sub-clause (1), the jurisregarded as the "poor man's" court diction will be enlarged as follows:because of its simpler, quicker and
(a) Common law actions-up to £2.500
cheaper procedure. It is obvious, howmay be claimed in any action
ever, that its present £500 limit of
arising out of any accident in
jurisdiction prevents it from fulfilling the
which any v,ehicle is involved
function which formerly it did.
A
and up to £1,000 in any other
striking illustration of this is to be found
case;
in common law actions for damages
(b) actions of replevin-the value of
arising out of motor accidents. Until
the goods in respect of which
1939, many of these were brought in the
action may be taken is raised to
County Court. Nowadays most of them
£1,000;
must be brought in the Supreme Court
(c) actions for ejectment-the annual
because the sum claimed exceeds £500.
'value or annual rent of the
In fact, motor collision cases form the
premises in respect of which the
bulk of the Supreme Court jury lists.
action
may be brought is raised
So, in 1939 the number of jury cases set
to £250;
down for hearing in the Supreme Court
Cd) Equitable actions-the amount
at Melbourne was 61, whereas in 1951 it
claimed or the value of the
was 570. Not all of these cases would be
estate concerned is raised to
motor collision cases, of course, but the
£1,000;
figures show what a big increase in the
( e ) payment of moneys or transfer of
number of cases in the Supreme Court
stock into court by trustees.
there has been in twelve years. As to
its equitable jurisdiction, the present
Trustees having doubt as to the
persons ,entitled to trust funds
£500 limit on the jurisdiction of County
may pay them into court to
Courts means that, in all but the smallest
abide the orders of the court.
estates, questions of administration must
be taken to the Supreme Court.
The amendmen t enlarges the
jurisdicUon of County Courts in
It is clear then that the time is ripe for
enlarging the jurisdiction of County
such cases from £500 to £1,000.
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Paragraphs (f), (g), and (h) of subclause (1) are consequential amendments
of sections dealing with the Suprem~
Court's powers in relation to County
Courts. By paragraph (f), the power of
the Supreme Court to remit actions to
the County Court for hearing is enlarged
to include vehicular accident cases where
the amount claimed does not exceed
£2,500 and all other common law actions
where the amount claimed does not
exceed £1,000.
Concerning paragraph (g), section 61
empowers a Supreme Court Judge
in any action where the amount clai·med
exceeds £50 to order that the action be
tried in the Supreme Court. This would
be done only where such special circumstances exist as make it desirable, in the
in terests of justice, that the Supreme
Court should try the action. The amendment restricts the power of the Supreme
Court in this regard to actions where the
amount claimed exceeds £100.
In reference to paragraph (h), section
62 empowers a defendant in an action
for ejectment or in an action for damages
for injury to realty to apply to the
Supreme Court for an order that the
action be tried in the Supreme Court on
the ground that title to land of a greater
annual value than £50 would be affected
by the decision. The amendment effected
by paragraph (h) restricts the power of
the Supreme Court to cases where the
annual value exceeds £250.
Regarding sub-clauses (2), (3), (4),
(5) and (6), I have referred earlier to
the County Courts, in addition to the
jurisdiction conferred upon them by the
County Courts Acts, having such jurisdiction as is conferred upon them by
other Acts. There are some forty or
more other Acts under which powers in
some form or another are conferred
upon County Courts or the Judges thereof. To quote one example, the Adoption
of Children Act 1928 empowers a County
Court to make an adoption order. It
is obvious that the power there conferred, not being dependent for its
exercise by reference to any monetary standard, needs no enlargement,
and the same observation applies to the
majority of the other Acts conferring
jurisdiction.
Mr. Mitchen.
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There are, however, five Acts in which
the power is conferred by reference to
a standard of values, and it is consistent
with the amendments made by the earlier
parts of the clauses that the values
referred to in these five Acts should
be
correspondingly increased.
The
amendments . made in these sub-clauses
seek to achieve this aim.
As to clause 3, section 74 of the County
Court Act 1928 confers upon parties to
an action or matter in the County Court
a right of appeal to the Supreme Court
from the judgment or order made. Subsection (2) O'f the section requires the
party appealing to give notice of the
appeal, together with the grounds of the
appeal, to the other party.
In a recent decision of the Full Court
of Victoria in Brady v. Wilcock) reported
in 1952 Victorian Law Reports} at page
117, it was decided that in any appeal
under section 74 there was no power
to amend the grounds of appeal so as
to add a new ground which is entirely
different from any ground stated in the
notice of appeal. In his judgment in
the case, Mr. Justice Sholl pointed out
that the absence of any power in the
Supreme Court to allow an amendment
of the notice of appeal might well work
injustice, and he went on to say that the
legislature might desire to consider
whether the Act should not be amended
accordingly. The amendment sought to
be effected. by this clause confers upon
,the Supreme Cour·t a power to amend
a notice of appeal.
Already the Supreme Court has power
to amend a notice of appeal from the
judgment of a single Judge of the
Supreme Court, and the High Court may
amend a notice of appeal from the
judgment either of a single Justice of
that court or of a State Supreme Court.
The amendment see~s to remove an
anomaly which at present e)Cists in the
procedure on appeals from County Courts
and is in 1:Ihe interests of justice. I
commend the Bill to the House.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.
I ISUJggeSlt rthat the Attorney-General
agree to an adjournment of the debate
until the 16th of July.
Although he
explained the Bill lucidly, making it
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appear to be a simple measure, there are
at least five Acts which he did not mention and which will require to be
amended. A considerable amount of
research will be involved to ascertain
what will be the effect of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
- I think that an adjournment until
Tuesday next will be sufficient and 1
moveThat the debate be adjourned until Tuesday next.

Mr. RYLAH (Kew) .-1 strongly
oppose the proposal of the AttorneyGeneral, and 1 ask that the debate
be adjourned for a fortnight.
1
have already pointed out that the
Bill will
involve a
number
of
alterations to the Couility Oourt Act
itself and laiso to five other Acts which the
Attorney-General d1d not mention. It
is reasonable that, at this early stage of
the session, members should be given a
longer time in which to examine a
technical Bill of this nature.
Many
perSions outstde this Parliament are particularly interested in the effects of Isuch
legislation. 1 a·sk the Attorney-General
to reconsider his proposal.
.
Mr. REYNOLDS (Toorak) .-1 support the request of the honorable member for Kew. It is quite clear to any
person of experience in the County
Court that i,t has jurisdictions which are
confeI'lred upon it by Acts other than the
County Act 1928 and in a great number
of references, apart from Acts conferring
jurisdiction, the County Court i-s included
in relation 100 particular matters which
are assigned to the court. Again, its
relationship has to be considered to
certain statutory limitations. One particular limitation which 1 have in mind
is the limitation in regard to the recovery
of claims against the Railways CommiSlsioner.s, of which the legal members
of this House are well aware. 1 suggest
that a Te'a:sonable ,time should be granted
for the consideration of the Bill. If the
Bill is passed, the legislation to be
placed on the statute-book will endure
and have effect for dec.ades. Therefore,
this House cannot be too careful in considering a BiU of this type which affects
the jqri-sdiction of a widespread tlribunal,
like the County Court of Victoria ..
Session 1951-52.-[34]
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Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-:-1 Jom
with my colleagues 'in asking that an adjournment of the debate for a fortnight
should .be granted. It is an entirely
reasonable request.
A far-reaching
legal reform is envisaged in the Bill, and
it is imposible in a few days to canvass
its effect. In recent hmes Bins have been
passed hastily in this ParUamelllt, with
the result that amending legislation
had toO be enacted subsequently.
I
suggest that the Attorney-General,
ha ving heard the opinions of a wide cross
section of members of the Opposition,
should agree to the suggested adjournment.
Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn) .-1 do not
know why the Attorney-General is not
agreeable to an adjournment of the
debate for a longer period than one week.
The Bill will alter the jurisdiction of the
Oounty CoOurt. Member-s of the legal
profession know that in relation to courts
of limited jurisdiction, the definition of
such juri'sdiction is a tricky problem. It
ils clea~ from clause 2 of the Bill that it
is not proposed merely to alter the
limitation of claims from £500 to £1,000
or a higher figure, but that section 37 of
the principal Act, which defines the
jurisdiction of the court, shall be recast.
Considerable research will have to be
undertaken so that members will
appreciate !the implications of this Bill.
There appears to be no desperate urgency
requiring its discussion next week instead
of a week later. The Bill also provides for
the enlargement of the equity jurisdiction
of !the County Court. The effects of that
amendment will be far-reaching. All
these matters will need to be discussed
with m,embers of the legal profession so
that proper consideration can be given to
these proposals.
I trust that the
Attorney-General wiU give reasons why
it will be necessary to continue the
second-reading debate next week.
Mr. NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition).-The Minister has not given
reasons for refusing the reasonable
request of legal members of the Opposition to have the second-reading debate
of this measure adjourned for a fortnight.
Apart from this Bill, ,the House will have
a large amount of business to attend to
next week, including the Supplementary
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Estimates and the second-reading debates
of other Bills. Members will require
longer than a week to investigate the
effects of thls important measure, and so
I trust that the Attorney-General will
agree to an adjournment of the discussion
for at least a fortnight. The debate on
the Supplementary Estimates will involve
all angles of' Government finance and
administration, and so I do not think the
Government will be prejudiced owing .to
lack of business. The Opposition has
been reasonable in its attitude towards
other Bills, as to which it has agreed to
short adjournments of their secondreading debates, but in this instance it is
felt that an adjournment of at least a
fortnight should be granted.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The Leader of the Opposition says that
there will be sufficient business available
for the House next week, but that will
depend upon the leng.th of the various
debates. EarHer in this sitting, I moved
that the s.econd-reading debate of a Bill
should be adjourned until next week, but
as I shall be 'Officially engaged elsewhere
that measure will not be discussed in my
absence. This is an important Bill and
there is need for its speedy passage.
However, the Government does not wish
to hurry debates on legal measures, as it
desires to ensure that all Bills are correct
in every particular and that members
understand their implications. If the
Leader of the Opposition will agree to
the second-reading debates of other Bills
being adJourned until next week, we will
agree to the adjournment 'Of this debate
for a fortnight.
lUre NORMAN (Leader of the Opposition) (By Zeave).-If an adjournment of
th~s debate for a fortnight is agreed to,
the Opposition will do all that it can to
en.sure that there as 'sufficien.t business to
occupy the House next week.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-As I have been impressed by the arguments submitted by legal members of
the Opposition, I am prepared to agree
to the adjournment of the second-reading
deba te of this Bill until next Tuesday
week.
By leave Mr. Mitchell's motion was
withdrawn.

(Amendment) Bill.

l\fr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-1 now move--

That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday, July 15.

The motion was agreed to, and the
debate was adjourned until Tuesday, July
15.
JUSTICES (AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
- I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.
In the nomenclature of our jurisdictions the term "petty sessions" is
probably misleading. It deriv:es from the
French, meaning "small." There is a
tendency to think of a court of petty
sessions as trivial, but it is far from that.
since it deals with those matters ·and
affairs closest to the ordinary man and
woman in the street. It affects every
facet of his or her daily life, and theref·ore in a democracy which has always
based its quintessence on the fact that the
individual person is the measure of all
things, it is essential to preserve a court
which deals particularly with the affairs
of individual persons in the community.
The term II people's court" has been
rather abused, but the court of petty
sessions is probably the only true people's
court in the world, and sh'Ould, therefore,
be safeguarded sedulously.
In order that the court of petty sessions
shall continue to afford 'Ordinary men and
women ·the service that they always have
received, sundry legisla tiveadjustments
are necessary. In planning the amendments contained in the Bill, .the Government has been careful to ensure that
nothing has been done to place citizens
who approach courts of petty sessions in
a worse position than hitherto regarding
their legal rights. The Justices Act 1928
is the enactment under which justices of
the peace and courts of petty sessions
derive most of their powers and functions.
The Bin contains seven unrelated but
nevertheless important amendments to
the Justices Act 1928. I shall outline
them briefly and afterwards go through
them in more detail. The various clauses
relate to recognizances of bail, warrants
of commitment, endorsement of warrants
of commitment or of remand and the
question of money. This Bill is somewhat
similar to the previous Bill explained in
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the House. The questions of appeals and bai,led to appear before a court of petty
of intention to abscond are also dealt sessions or before justices the same
position as has alTeady been brought
with.
The Bill is highly specific and there is about by !the 1944 amendments in relation
no need for me to go further into matters to the baH bonds of persons committed for
of generic principle connected with it. trial. It wHl be seen that provision is
Probably by far the most felicitous made to meet the case of a surety who
method of dealing with it is to take it is unwilling to accept the burden of
clause by clause. Each clause deals with ensuring the accused's presence on more
an amendment that is unrelated to the . than the one occasion. In that case, if
others. Clause 2, which deals with the accused is not finally dealt with when
recognizances of bail, is an amendment to he ,surrenders to h~s bail, he must enter
section 29 of the Act, which section, in t~ a fresh bond with a fresh surety.
among other things, empowers a justice
In the main, however, the amendment
of the peace to admit an accused person will obviate much clerical work and will
to bail. A recognizance of bail is a docu- save the attendance at court of the
ment by which a justice of the peace may sureties where an adjournment is necesrelease a person on an agreement .that ~,ry. The 'System has worked well in
that person and his surety or sureties, if courts of general sessions and in the
the accused person fails to attend at a Supreme Court, and there ds no reason
named court on a named day and there to think that it will not work equally
submit himself to the jurisdiction of the well in ·the lower jurisdictions.
court, shall forfeit to the Crown an
Clause 3 is the second unconnected
agreed sum of money.
Honorable members will readily appre- amendment and relates to warrants of
This amendment is also
ciate that it is not always possible f.or a oommitment.
case to be heard on the appointed day. designed to effect a saving in clerical
A case may be set down for a particular work on the part of officem of the court
day, but there may be a witness absent and of accused persons and their sureties.
or the accused person may want more It frequently happens that an accused
time to prepare his case, or the case may person is committed f.or trial on a numnot be finished in one day. There may ber of charges of a like kind before the
be an adjournment. If a person is same court and at rthe same time and
released on a bond to attend a certain place. Cases have ,occurred, for example,
court at a stipulated time, the bond is where an accUised person has been comsilent on the question of an adjournment, mitted for trial on some thirty or
and. a fresh baH bond is required upon more housebreaking charges. Under the
the case being adjourned. He is released law in its present form a separate
on the bond, and if the case i-s adjourned warrant of commitment or a se"parate bail
he and his sureties and the various bond is required for each charge. Under
clerical officials must go through all the amendment, one warrant!: or one bail
the work of dr-awing up a fresh bail bond would suffice for all such charges.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 3 deals with
bond.
A similar position as to adjournments the case of a peI1son who, at the preliminarises in courts of general sessions and ary hearing before the justice or justices,
sittings of the Supreme Court in its pleads" not guilty" to the cha!rges and
criminal jurisdiction.
In 1944 the sub-clause (2) effects the same result
necessity for obtaining fresh bail bonds in the oase of a peIiSon who alt such "
on adjournments was obviated, so far preliminary hearing pleads "guilty."
a's the Supreme Court and courts of
Clause 4 effects a minor amendment
general sessions were concerned, by an to section 58, which establishes the rules
amendment to section 58 of the Act, that relating to the admission to bail of
being the section dealing with the bail of persons charged wi th indictable offences.
persons committed for trial.
Under sub-secthm (3) of that section,
The amendments contained in clause the committing justice of the peace is
2 of the Bill seek to bring about in required to certify, on the back of the
relation to the bail bonds of persons warrant of commitment or of remand,
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his consent to the accused being bailed
and the amount of bail he thinks is
required. The present form of certificate has been f.ound. inconvenient, and
the amendment legalizes what has been
the unDfficial practice.
Courts of petty sessi'Ons are courts
of limited jurisdiction. S.o far as civil
claims are concerned they have tWD
jurisdictions - ordinary and special. .
Under the ordinary jurisdiction, the
highest amount of civil debts and the
like recoverable summarily, is £50,
which limitation was fixed in 1885 and
has remained unaltered. The special
jurisdiction relates to claims arising
!Jut of contract Dr in tort, and the highest
imount recDverable has remained at
t50 since the jurisdiction was first con'erred in 1928.
In view of the decrease in mDney
values since those maxima were fixed it
is obvious that the time is ripe fDr
raising them. I do not propose to enter
intD a discussion on whether the present
degree of inflation is transitory. It is
improbable that the value of money will
return to 1939 or even 1928 values. The
decrease in the value O'f mDney since
the principal Act was passed justifies
the raising of the amount which may be
recovered in a court .of petty sessions
from £50 to £100.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 5 effects this
amendment so far as the ordinary jurisdiction is concerned, while sub-clause (2)
extends the principle to cases heard
under the 'special jurisdiction.
Advantage is also taken in sub-clause
(3) to increase the amount which, under
section 44 of the Employers and
Employees Act 1928, may be recovered
in courts of petty sessions in disputes between an employer and an employee. The
increase is justified by the rises in values
and wages which have occurred over the
years. Sub-clause (4) specifies that
none of the amendments effected by
~lause 3 are to apply to proceedings
:ommenced before the operation of this
measure, which is to come into force on a
day to be proclaimed.
Clause 6 effects amendments to section
99 of the Justices Act 1928, which relates
to default summonses. That type of summons provides a speedy and summary
M'f. Mitchell.

Bill.

way of recovering the classification of
civil debts set out in sub-section (4) of
section 64, other than for damages fDr
trespass by cattle. I shall indicate the
procedure in those cases. Instead of a
summons in the ordinary form a default
summons is issued. It sets out the cause
of action and the amount claimed, with
an attachment of two notices of intention
to defend the action. If the defendant or
his solicitor does not, within at least 48
hours of the return date of the summons,
give notice tv the complainant 'and the
clerk of petty sessions of his intention to
defend the action by returning the noti'ces
t'O the clerk of petty sessions 'and the
complainant, the latter is not required
t·o attend c.ourt to prove his -claim and the
court or the clerk of petty sessions m,ay
make an order, including an order for
costs, in the complainant'.s flavour.
A defendant can always have a c.ourt
order made in his absence set aside if he
can show the ·c.ourt that he has a good
defence. Thus, to those who have a
defence t'O the claim, default summonses
oannot in themselves. give rise to any
injustice.
It will
be seen that
default
summonses
effect
a
big
saving in time and expense where
defendants have no defence to the
claim. To a certain extent a like procedure i's available in County Courts
relating to special summonses, and in
the Supreme Court where specially
endorsed writs are being dealt with.
Because of apparent difficulties in
. effecting personal service of default
summonses, as the law now requires, the
practice is to issue ordinary summonses,
where pe~sonal service is not required.
In this way the court lists become
congested with cases that must be
proved by the complainant in court,
whether the defendant does or does not
appear.
Paragraph (a) of clause 6 raises the
amount that can be recovered on a default
summons from £50 to £100 and thus
brings def,ault summonses in to line with
ordinary summonses. At present, default
summonses must be served personally on
the defendant, which is more costly
and difficult on a defendant than it is
to serve him, as may be d'One with an
ordinary 'summons, by leaving it for him
a1: his place of abode or place of business.
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Since 1930, it has not been necessary
tha t special summon.ses issued in the
County Court should be served personally,
the method of 'service relating to ordinary
summonses sufficing. The amendment
incorporated in paragraph (b) brings
the m'anner of service of default summonses into -line with the procedure in
force in courts of petty sessions relating
to ordinary 'summonses.
A defend an t
to whose notice the summons did not
come will be able to have set aside any
order made against him if he can show
that he has a good defence to the compla'int. I direct 'attention of members to
section 66 of the Justices Act 1928 on
this matter.
Paragraph (c) contains a consequential amendment in relation to service.
At present, sub-section (9) of section
99 provides that def'ault summonses
issued agadnst partners must be served
peI'lsonally upon one of the partners. The
amendment to be effected under paragraph (d) brings the mode of service into
line wi1:'h that in force in rel'ation to
ordinary summonses and abolishes the
need for personal ,serV:ice. Aga~n, a
person to whose notice the summons did
not come will be given leave to defend,
provided that he can show that he has
a good defence.
Section 137 of the Justices Act 1928
sets out the procedure to be adopted when
a person convicted before a court of
petty sessions desires to appeal from that
conviction to a court of general sessions.
Generally speaking,an ,appeal lies where
the defendant is fined more ,than £5 or is
awarded a term of imprisonment.
The amendments included in clause 7,
like those in clause 1 of the Bill, seek to
bring ,about in relation to the bail bonds
of appellants the same position as already exists in relation to the bail bonds
of persons committed for trial.
T.he wOl'ds inserted by the amendment
in paragraph (a) bind the appellant to
return to the court after his case has
started, notwithstanding that he may
have been given leave to depart tempora,rHy, -as for example on the luncheon adjournment or, where the case has not
been finished on the day on which it was
commenced, until the next day of sitting,
which situations are not at pres en t
provided for in the Act.
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The first of the new paragraphs to be
inserted after sub-section (6) of section
137 is contained in paragraph (b) of
clause 7. The amendment enables bail
bonds to be in such a form that the
appellant and his sureties are bound, notwithstanding any postponement or adjournment of the appeal. The second
paragraph inserted enables the court,
upon a postponement of the case, to
respite the recognizance of the appellant
and his sureties and obviates the neCessity for the entering into of a fresh
recognizance. In addition, where the
recognizance is in the form authorized
by the preceding paragraph of the section, the presence of the sureties to consent-as at present required by lawbecomes unnecessary. Paragraph (c)
embodies an amendment which enlarges
the powers of a court of general 'Sessions
as to the adjournmen.t of appeals. It
enables a court to postpone or adjourn
the hearing to a later date or to a later
sitting or to another division of the court
sitting at the same or any other place
in ,the same bailiwick. Thus, an appeal
to the Court -of General Sessions at Melbourne may 'be adjourned to the division
of the court sitting at Hawthorn. The
court to which the hearing is adjourned
must, however, be within the same bailiwick a'S is the court to which the appeal
was made.
Clause 8 is an amendment which seeks to hring into uniformity a number of
sections of the Justices Act 1928 relating
to the procedure to be adopted where a
person on bail is suspected of 'an intention to abscond from his bail. At present,
the m'atter is dealt with in the sections
repealed by sub-clause (2). Sub-section
(2) of section 29 deals with the cases of
persons charged with an offence punishable summarHy; sub-section (8) of section 58, with persons committed for trial
for an indictable offence; section 141,
with appellants to general sessions; and
section 148, with the cases of appellants
to general sessions where a case for the
opinion of the Supreme Court is stated.
As there are a number of minor differences in the provisions, it is considered
desirable to have one uniform provision
dealing with all cases.
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Under the new provision, if the justice
or the court is satisfied that the accused
will answer to his bail he or it may
release the accused without requiring
a fresh bond 'and sureties. If, however, it is believed the accused was intending .to 'abscond, the accused may be committed to gaol or required to find additional security for his attendance. It
will be seen that the majority of these
amendments deal with procedure and
jurisdictional matters that tend to help
the individual who has recourse to 'Or is
brought before our courts and, in the
confidence that they will aid and not
hamper the ··administration of justice, I
ask for the co-operation of honorable
members and a speedy passage of this
Bill.
Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-Like the
previous Bill, this measure seeks to alter
the jurisdiction of our courts of petty
sessions in quite a number of particulars,
and also to make to the provisions for
recognizances amendments which may
well have some bearing on the liberty of
the subject. I therefore moveThat the debate be now adjourned.
The ·motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday, July 15.
EVIDENCE BILL.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
- I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
This is a short Bill to amend the law
relating to evidence.
The principal
amendment effected by the Bill is that
contained in clause 2, by which the rule
of evidence commonly known as the
rule in Russell v. Russell is abolished.
This rule grew up over ·a number of years
in the English c~)Urts and was finally
established in its ,present form by 'a decision of the House of Lords in the case
of Russell v. Russell) reported in Law
Reports 1924, Appeal Cases, at page 687.
The effect of the rule is that neither the
testimony nor the statements out of
court of parties to ·a marriage are admissible to prove their access or non-access
to each other during marriage with the
object or possible result of showing that
a child born during wedlock was
illegi tima teo

Bill.

The facts in this case were that on the
17th of November, 1921, the Honorable
John Hugo Russell petitioned for a
divorce from his wife on the ground of
her adultery with a man unknown, in
consequence of which she gave birth to a
male child ·of which the petitioner was
not the father. At the divorce proceedings Mr. Russell stated that although he
had occupied the same bed as his wife on
the 18th and 19th of December, 1920,
there had been no intercourse and, therefore, he could not have been the father of
the child. The wife's counsel objected
that evidence by the husband in the circumstances was inadmissible.
After
some discussion it was held that Mr.
Russell could give this evidence. He
proceeded to do so, and a decree nisi was
granted. The Court of Appeal thereafter
upheld thf' verdict and the decree, and
Subsequently,
dismissed the appeal.
however, the wife appealed to the House
of Lords and the verdict was upset by the
narrow decision 'Of three Law Lords to
two. Ever since, the decision has been
subjected to much criticism both in the
courts and by legal writers of eminence.
Furthermore, the courts have recognized
many exceptions to the rule, perhaps in an
attempt to mitigate the unreasonableness
of it. It is not just a matter of f'Orensic
debate. It is felt that this is not right
and has not worked properly.
The basis of the rule was that the
sanctity of the marriage relation was
such that it was against public policy
tha t any court of law should be permitted to inquire into it. "It is a rule"
it was said, "founded on decency,
morality and policy, that they (the
spouses) shall not be permitted to say
after marriage that they had had no
connection and therefore that the offspring is spurious." It must be remembered that the decisions upon which the
rule was f·ounded were made at a time
when the parties to litigation were
excluded from giving evidence on the
ground that, being interested, their
evidence was to be distrusted. It is not
surprising, in those circumstances, to find
that the evidence of husbands and wives
on a matter so closely touching them,
namely, the legitimacy of their offspring,
was considered too suspect to be received.
However, it is now over one hundred
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years since the disabilities on interested
parties from giving evidence have been
removed and, consequently, any support
for !the rule on that ground has long since
disappeared.
.
As to the statement that considerations
of decency require such a rule then, as it
is of daily occurrence that husbands and
wives, in cases where no question of
bastardizing the issue arises, give
evidence as to the -occurrence or absence
of intercourse, is it not illogical to ban
evidence out of respect for decency in
one class of case and to admit the same
evidence without cavil in another class of
case? The following are examples of the
classes of case referred to here: - (a)
Nullity suits, where the very nature of
the case requires the most painful dis·
closures by husband and wife; (b)
divorce suits on the ground of, cruelty
or desertion where the cruelty alleged or
the cause of the desertion is the spouse's
sexual conduct; (c) maintenance proceedings where the wife alleges that the
husband's sexual conduct forced her to
leave him.
In th-ose cases the parties were allowed
t'O give evidence, but n'Ot in this particular
case to which I have referred. That is
why it is felt that the time is ripe for
amendment. Husband and wife cannot
give evidence on this point, yet the court
can get evidence from a bellboy who has
been looking through a keyhole or by
means of a periscope over the fanlight.
Whilst the rule rejects the evidence of
the spouse on the matter, it does not
prohibit evidence on it from other sources
being given. It is an illogical rule which
reject.s the best evidence, namely, that
of the parties themselves but accepts the
inferior evidence from other sources.
How can it be said, then, that the rule is
founded on morality when it might have
the result of foisting on a man a child of
which he was not the father, or how can
it be sajd to be founded on policy when
it rejects the best evidence avaHable?
The rule was severely criticised by the
High Court in Piggott v. Piggott, reported
in 61 Commonwealth Law Reports at
page 378. At page 399 vf that report
Latham, Chief Justice, said the rule
belonged to a past age, and at page 395
he pointed out that, in a criminal charge
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of incest, it was possible that an innocent
man might be convicted because of his
inability to lead evidence that a child of
which he was alleged to be the father was
not in fact his. The wife of a married
man might have given birth to a female
child by another man. Subsequently,
that married man might have had intercourse with this child, who would not be
his daughter or his stepdaughter. Yet,
because of the law as it stands in Rus8ell
v. Russell) the husband in this instance
would be unable to tender evidence that
would free him from the very serious
charge of incest.
Mr. Justice Sholl, of our Supreme
Court, said of the rule that "it represents a doctrine -of curial obscurantism,
preventing, where it applies, the full
exercise of their functions by courts
whose business it is and ought to be to
act on truly ascertained facts." The
rule has now been abolished by statute
in England, South Australia, Western
Australia, Tasmania and at least part of
Canada. In view of the history of the
rule and of the criticism levelled against
it, U is considered that the time is ripe
for its ·abolition in Victoria. Clauses 3
and 4 of the Bill are partly consequential
upon the abolition of the rule in Russell
v. Russell) and partly to effect what is
considered will be an improvement in
the existing law.
Section 119 of the Marriage Act 1928
provides that in any proceedings under
Parts II. and VI. of the Act, that is,
divorce suits, suits for judicial separation
and the like, ·a witness, whether a party
to the suit or not, shall not be liable
to be asked or compellable to answer any
question tending to show that he or she
has been guilty of adultery unless the
witness had :already given evidence in
the same proceeding in disproof of his
or her alleged adultery. The origin of
this provision is to be found in wha't
migh t be called a fundamental principle
of British law that no witness should be
bound to incrim'inate himself. So, save
where an accused person is asked questions about the very crime with which
he stands charged, no witness is bound
to answer any question which will tend
to subject the witness to punishment for
treason, felony -or m'isdemeanour.
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At one time, an admission of adultery
could have resulted in a witness being
subject to ecclesiastical censure of a kind
which the witness could not afford to
ignore, but those days have long since
passed. It may be remembered that in
days gone by not only could a person
be made ,to do public penance, but there
were some offices in the Svate that could
not be held unless a person subscribed to
certain religious tenets; con'Sequently, to
be the victim of ecclesiastical censure
was, in former times, a very serious
thing.. There was one instance, in 1757,
when a man was fined £50 and made to
stand in a pillory, there to make a
public confession, because he had committed adultery. At the present time,
the protection to the witness is limited
to proceedings under the Marriage Act
1928. It does not 'apply, for example, to
slander proceedings. It is <!onsidered
that, as there has disappeared thp. basis
upon which the rule was founded, namely,
the risk of ex~osure to ecclesiastical censure, it i'S anomalous to retain the rule
in relation to proceedings under the
Marriage Act.
The Evidence Aot 1928 contains sufficient protection to a witness from being
required to answer questions which are
designed merely to annoy or embarrass
or which are scandalous or indecent. In
that regard, I -refer members to sections
35 to 39 of that Act. Clause 3 of the Bill
makes it obligatory for a party in any
proceedings to answer interrogatories or
make discovery of documents and for a
witness to answer questions, whether
relevant to the issue or put merely to
the witness's credit, notwithstanding
that, by so doing, 'it is revealed that the
party or witness has been guilty of
adultery. Likewise, claU'se 4 takes away
from witnesses in proceedings under the
Marriage Act 1928 ,the immunity from
answering questions relating to their own
adultery which at present they possess.
The Bill is the result of the recommendations of the Chief Justice's Committee on Law Reform, and I commend
it to 1he House.
On the motion of Mr. REYNOLDS
(Toorak), the debate was adjourned
until Tuesday, July 8.
Mr. Mitchell.
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LANDS (CHARITABLE TRUSTS)
BILL (No.2).
The Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Mibus).
- I have examined this Bill, and am of
opinion that it is a private Bill.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-By leave, I moveThat all the Private Bill Standing Orders
be dispensed with, and that this Bill be
treated as a public Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
- I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Honorable members will remember that,
towards the close of last year, Parliament passed the Lands (Charitable
Trusts) Act 1951, under which certain
powers to deal with their land were given
to the trustees of those lands which were
enumerated in the Schedule to that Act.
The powers so given are(a) a power to lease to any municipality or to the Returned
Sailors' Soldiers and Airmen's
Imperiai League or any branch
or sub-branch thereof or to any
body approved by the AttorneyGeneral; and
(b) a power to transferor convey the
land :to the trustees of a pa triotic fund wi thin the meaning of
the Patriotic Funds Act 1939 or
to any municipality.
The power to transfer or convey the land
is not to be exercised unless the AttorneyGeneral is sa ti'Sfied that the trusts upon
which the land is held have failed and
cannot reasonably be implemented and
until a statement regarding each case
has been laid on the table of both Houses'
for a period of 28 days.
Among the lands included in the
schedule is that upon which the Hampton Memorial Hall is situated. The
trustees desire to transfer the land to the
Hampton sub-branch of the league, but
la'St year's Act does not enable them to
do so because, for one reason, the trusts
relating to the land have not failed.
When the measure was before this
House last year, I promised the honor-
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able member for Brighton that I would
bring down a Bill to deal with the
Hampton case, and the present measure
is introduced in fulfilment of that
promise.
To enable honorable members to
understand the purpose of the Bill, I
shall outline briefly the history of the
hall. In 1927 a trust was created ·at
the instance ·of a local association of exservicemen of the 1914-18 war. Under
the 'trust, land and a hall were provided
for the benefit of residents of Hampton.
That local ex-servicemen's association
has now been re-organized as a local
sub-branch of the returned soldiers'
league and it is desired to transfer the
land to trustees for the league, to be held,
not only upon the trusts created in 1927,
but also for the purposes of the subbranch. If this be done, the hall could
then be used as club rooms, &c., for the
sub-branoh as well as for its original
purposes, namely, the recreation of the
residents of Hampton.
The parties
concerned are unwilling that there should
be a lease me'rely of the· premises to the
league, and consequently the powers of
leasing conferred by section 2 of the 1951
Act are unacceptable.
For fue reasons I have already stated,
the power to transfer given by section
3 of the 1951 Act is not available in this
ca'Se. It is necessary, then, that the
transfer should be authorized by Parliament and clause 2 of the Bill seeks
to accompHsh that object. It will be
seen that the clause provides for adequate
safeguards foOr protecting the interests
of the persons entitled to benefit under
the original trusts, namely(1) that the Attorney-General is not
to con sen t to the transfer unless
:he is satisfied that there will be
satisfactory facilities a v.ailable
for ·the continued use of the
land for the original chaflitable
purposes;
(2) that the transfer is to be subject
to ,such conditions and trusts as
the Attorney-General considers
including
trusts
expedient,
similar to those on which the
land was held before the
transfer; and
Session 1951-52.-[35]
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(3) that the considera·tion, if any, for
the transfer is to be such as is
approved by the AttorneyGeneral.
The clause further provides that the
transfer is to be made subject to the
provisions of section 4 of the 1951 Act.
The effect of this provision is that, before
consenting ,to a transfer, the A.ttorneyGeneral must cause to be laid on the table
of both Houses of Parliament a ·statement
of the proposed terms of eonsent and of
the facts of the case and is not to give his
consent until such statement has 'So lain
on the table of both Houses for
at least 28 days.
Thus, adequate
publicity will be given tIQ th·e proposed
terms of consent and adequate time will
be given to enable interested parties to
make representations on the adequacy or
otherwise of the proposed terms of
consent.
I commend the Bill to the
House.
Brigadier TOVELL
(Brighton).I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

I take this opportunity to thank the
Atttor~ne:y-General for having brought
down thi's Bill so promptly, in accordance
wi'th the promise which he gave to the
Opposition.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday, July 8.
SUPREME COURT (JUDGES' COST
OF LIVING) BILL.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a short Bill to amend sub-section
(1) of section 12 of the Supreme Court
Act 1928, which fixes the salaries payable to the Judges of the Supreme Coun.
Members win remember that last year,
by the Judges and Public Officers
Salaries Act 1951, the sub-section was
amended by providing that-the respective
salaries set out as being payable to th~
Chief Justice and to each puisne Judge
should, in each case, be.subject to automatic adjustment, in accordance with the
variations in the cost of living, upon the
basis and method of adjustment for adult
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males prescribed for the time being by
regulations under Part II. of the Public
Service Act 1946.
Tha,t the Judges of the Supreme Court
should be absolutely free from any suggestion of coercion by the Executive is
so obvious a proposition that it needs no
arguments from me to support it. It
is a proposition which for many years
now has found favour in British countries and, when the amending measure
was before the House last year, I think
every speaker showed clearly that he
approved of it. One obvious means of
coercion would lie in thp hands of the
Executive if it controlled the amount of
the sa'laries payable to the Judges, and
Parliament has always been jealous to
see that it alone fixed salaries.
Since the amendment was passed last
December, the attention of the Government has· been drawn to the fact that
the amendment does, to some qegree',
take away from Parliament that power
in that the total emolument payable to
the Judges i'S :dependent, not only on the
sum fixed by Parliament, but also on
regula tions m'ade by a subordina te
authority, namely, the Public Service
Board. To remove all possible hint of
suspicion that Parliament and Parliament alone fixes the salaries of the
Judges the present amendment is brought
down. It provides that, instead of the
salaries being adjusted in accordance
with the relevant Public Service Regulations which may for the time being be
in force, they shall be adjusted in accordance with those regulations as they were
in force on the 1st of July, 1951.
Thus, Parliament and Parliament
alone fixes the rates of salary. The same
result could have been achieved by setting out in full the formula for adjustment, as it is contained in the regulations,
without any reference to the regulations
at all. The method adopter] is J"1er n l,· ~
short and compendious way by which
Parliament decides that the same formula
as is contained in the regulations shall
apply to the Judges' salaries.
The
formula, nevertheless, remains solely one
of Parliament's choosing, and will, until
Parliament otherwise decides, continue
to apply to the Judge's salaries, even
Mr. Mitchell.
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although some other formula may, in.
the meantime, be adopted by the Public·
Service Board.
The Bill provides that it shall be'
deemed to have come into operation on
the 1st of July, 1951. This is necessary
so that the amendment may have the'
same effect as that achieved by last year's.
Act, which was deemed to have come·
into operation on that date. I recommend the measure to the House.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-1 moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

I ask that the debate be adjourned for
seven days, on the understanding that if
I should then require further time for
the consideration of the Bill, it will be
granted.
Mr. MITCHELL.-An adjournment of a
week should be sufficient.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The Bill, which relates
to the cost-of-living adjustments as
applied to the salaries of Judges, is com-·
plicated. It was never intended by Parliament that the remuneration of Judges
should at any time be reduced below the
salary at which they were appointed, but
if the cost of living fell far enough it is
possible that there could be such a result.
It might be necessary to test the feeling
of the· House on that point. The Bill is
one which should be given careful consideration, and therefore I think the
Attorney-General should agree to my
proposal.
Mr. MITCHELL.-I agree.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until Wednesday, July 9.
ADJOURNMENT.
BREAD-MAKING INDUSTRY: DELIVERIESCOMMONWEALTH FREE MEDICINE
SCHEME:
REIMBURSEMENT
OF
CHEMISTS.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday next at half-past Three o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Minister
of Transport).-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

